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Abstract

The literature on the exact sciences in Sanskrit in the second millennium is significant from a his-
torical point of view because of the emergence of innovative ideas, systematization of the traditional
knowledge, advanced technicality, creativity of the scientific writing style, and so on. Śrīpati, a
mathematician-astronomer, is the first known writer of exact sciences in this era. He lived in the
11th century most probably in Maharashtra and he wrote in a vast range of subjects from astrology to
astronomy. In spite of his prolific writings and influence in the early stages of the second millennium,
Śrīpati has been understudied. Śrīpati is the first author who wrote a separate mathematical text
while still retaining all the main mathematical rules in theoretical astronomical texts. It is Śrīpati
who used different elegant metrical forms in versification of mathematical rules. Most importantly,
he invented several rules in arithmetic and provided inspiration for successive mathematicians and
astronomers especially Bhāskara II.

In this thesis we provide a critical edition of the 13th chapter of Śrīpati’s Siddhāntaśekhara, an
astronomical work, consulting the published edition and three manuscripts and his Gaṇitatilaka, his
arithmetic text, based on the published edition. They are followed by the critical translation and
the commentary where mathematical analysis of all the rules is given. These mathematical rules,
procedures, and executions are compared with that of other preceding and succeeding mathematical
authors mainly in identifying Śrīpati’s contribution and innovation. We attempt to understand
Śrīpati’s role in the history of Indian mathematics, how he was influenced by his predecessors, his
influence on succeeding mathematicians, and to contextualize the mathematical rules given in both
texts. This research will also examine, wherever possible, the use of mathematical rules given in the
texts in daily practices, similarity or differences of the same rule in different texts, the characteristics
of the executions of rules, and the commentators’ approaches to the base texts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The history of Indian mathematics dates at least about two and a half millennia back [Plofker 2009,
p.1]. The śulvasūtras (“rules of cord”), a literary genre of the kalpa vedāṅgas,1 are the oldest literary
sources on mathematics in India known to us. These texts were composed for providing instructions
for building sacrificial altars [Pingree 1981, p.3]; [Plofker 2009, p.17]; [Rao 1994, p.1]. Similarly,
ancient Indians had another scholarly discipline called jyotiṣa which is also one of the vedāṅgas. Its
main aim was fulfilling the required calendars and auspicious times in performing sacrifices, and
other rituals and rites [Rao 1994, p.25]. These calendars were prepared and auspicious times were
determined from the planetary motions and constellations and from some other natural phenomena.
This triggered a systematic study of astronomical phenomena and mathematics. In the development
of the discipline the role of astrology has also been very influential. Throughout history, Indian
astronomers and mathematicians have produced hundreds of scientific texts, some of which are still
used today.

Many astronomers and mathematicians have contributed to the development of Indian astronomy
and mathematics over the centuries. Among them the following given in the table 1.1 are prominent.2

Āryabhaṭa I - b.476
Varāhamihira - 5th century
Bhāskara I - 7th century (the commentary on the Āryabhaṭīya (ĀB) was written in 629)
Brahmagupta - b.598
Lalla - 8th century
Mahāvīra - c.850
Śrīdhara - 8–9th century
Vaṭeśvara - b.880
Āryabhaṭa II - 950–1100
Śrīpati - 11th century (the Siddhāntaśekhara (ŚSŚ) and Dhruvamānasa were

composed in 1039 and 1056 respectively)
Bhāskara II - b.1114

Table 1.1: A selected list of Indian mathematicians who flourished up to the 12th century

Even though the names and contributions of the successors of Bhāskara II were somewhat obscured
by his fame, thousands of manuscripts scattered throughout India as well as in manuscript collections

1There are six vedāṅgas. These are metaphorically called limbs of the Vedas as they are componentry of the Vedic
literature which are needed for a better understand of the Vedas. These limbs are the texts on rites and rituals
(kalpa), phonetics (śikṣā), etymology (nirukti), prosody (chandas), grammar (vyākaraṇa), and astronomy (jyotiṣa)
[Pāṇinīyaśikṣā 1986, VI.41-42].

2When dates are given in the current era, they are provided without CE. BCE will be mentioned wherever necessary

1
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across the world testify to the fact that there was a thriving astronomical and mathematical tradition
after the 12th century. The mathematicians mentioned in table 1.2 are some of the distinguished
astronomers and mathematicians among others in the post-Bhāskara II era. Gaṇeśa even founded
a scholastic lineage which is now known as Ganeśapakṣa (“school of Gaṇeśa”) in Indian astronomy
[Plofker 2009, p.290].

Nārāyaṇa - 14th century (completed the Gaṇitakaumudī (GK) in 1356)
Mādhava - 1340–1420
Parameśvara - c.1380–1460
Nīlakaṇṭhasomayāji - c.1444–1550
Gaṇeśa - 16th century (the Grahalāghava was composed in 1520)
Kamalākara - 17th century (the Siddhāntatattvaviveka and

the commentary on the Sūryasiddhānta were composed in 1658)
Nityānanda - 17th century

Table 1.2: A selected list of Indian mathematicians who flourished after 12th century

The Indian astro-mathematical tradition has had many intellectual exchanges with different civilisa-
tions, cultures, and traditions over the centuries through socio-economic and socio-cultural interac-
tions. As far as we know, the Indian sub-continent had a native scientific tradition, but in the course
of time, their exact sciences developed through interaction with other civilisations. In particular,
Babylonian, Greek, Persian, and Arabic cultures have influenced them, motivating them to shape
and conceptualise many new scientific concepts [Pingree 1981, pp.8-16]. This foreign involvement
began in the early first millennium of the current era, and continued well into the second millennium.
Similarly, the Indian astral sciences have also influenced the scientific traditions of other cultures.
As a result, many scientific treatises written in different eras were translated into Sanskrit and vice
versa. Therefore, investigating the exact sciences in India is a crucial part of understanding the his-
tory of science globally and much research needs to be done to shed light on the many outstanding
and groundbreaking contributions that this culture produced.

1.1 Arithmetic and algebra in Sanskrit texts
The interrelation and interdependence between mathematics and astronomy is seen in the early
astro-mathematical literature. Astronomy crucially relies on mathematical calculations, hence, any
further development of mathematics may be influential on astronomy. On the other hand, astronomy
itself influences mathematics as some mathematical models and rules at times had to be modified to
ease cumbersome calculations, reduce the labour and complexity, or to refine the accuracy of results.
In the early stage this was not the case with geometry as it was used in a different context, but later
geometry became an indispensable part of astronomical calculations. As a result, we see all these
fields in the same corpus, astro-mathematical texts. The ĀB, and Pañcasiddhāntikā (PS) are fine
examples for such literature where astronomy and mathematics are seen together. Afterwards, they
evolved as separate disciplines, but signs of their interrelation and interdependence were retained
in the succeeding literature as well. Accordingly, we have mathematical texts like the Gaṇitasāra-
saṅgraha (GSS), Pāṭīgaṇita (PG), Gaṇitatilaka (GT), GK, and astronomical texts in the form of
siddhāntas, karaṇas, jātakas etc.

Gaṇita is the term used to mean mathematics in Sanskrit. The etymological and grammatical
meaning of the term is “calculated” hence, anything counted or calculated may be called gaṇita.
This is also used as a synonym for astronomy. Gaṇita, jyotiṣa, and kālavidhānaśāstra (“science of
calculation of time”) are used as synonyms in the Vedāṅgajyotiṣa [VJ 1985, RVJ. v.36, YVJ. v.3].
These terms are used probably because the main purpose of practicing mathematics is fulfilling the
needs of astronomical calculations at this early time. Mathematics was also known as saṅkhyāna

to distinguish CE and BCE throughout the thesis.
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the science of computing. According to these definitions, anything involved with numbers and
calculations is regarded as mathematics. The term gaṇita is occasionally modified by some other
terms. Graha (“planet”), dṛk (“eye”), bīja (“seed”), pāṭī (“board”), vyakta (“manifest”), and avyakta
(“unmanifest”) are some of them. When it is modified by graha, it means planetary calculations
or astronomy in general. Dṛk-gaṇita means observational astronomy. The rest of the terms will be
discussed below.

Mathematics has been classified and its scope has been defined in different ways by Indian mathe-
maticians. According to Bhāskara I, there are two different ways of classifying mathematics. The
first system classifies mathematics into two: mathematics of quantities (rāśi), and mathematics of
figures (kṣetra).3 The former category includes proportions, indeterminate equations of the first de-
gree etc. whereas the latter consists of progressions, rules of shadow measures, quadratic irrationals
etc. Bhāskara I further states that there is no mathematical rule outside these two categories and
they encompass all the rules of mathematics. According to the second system also, mathematics
is twofold. These two divisions are called vṛddhi or saṃyoga (“[mathematics of] increase”), and
apacaya or hrāsa (“[mathematics of] decrease”) [ĀB 1976b, p.43]. Addition, multiplication, square,
cube etc. belong to the first category since these operations increase the original quantity. On the
other hand, division, square root, cube root etc. belong to the latter category as they decrease the
original quantity. Further, progressions and indeterminate equations of first degree etc. belong to
both, as their results are not fixed (aniyatasvarūpa), i.e., they may produce greater or lower quan-
tities than the original. Other mathematicians, Śrīdhara, Āryabhaṭa II, Śrīpati, Bhāskara II, and
Nārāyaṇa divide mathematics into two groups: arithmetic and algebra where geometry is also a part
of arithmetic. It seems that for Āryabhaṭa I mathematics means all arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
and trigonometry [ĀB 1976, II chap.]. Mahāvīra does not specify whether his mathematics in GSS
is arithmetic, algebra, or both. However, it seems that algebra is not properly in the scope of his
mathematics.

The terms employed for different mathematical entities and definitions given for them by In-
dian mathematicians are very intriguing. Arithmetic is often referred to as pāṭīgaṇita (“board-
calculation”) in Sanskrit texts. Scholars speculate that a board made of wood with sand or dust on
it was used as a teaching and learning device in mathematics education in ancient India. This board
was known as pāṭī (see section 3.1 for more details). Hence, mathematics was called pāṭīgaṇita
in the sense that science of calculations practiced on a board. Also, this was at times, known as
dhūlikarma (“dust-work”) in the sense that calculations done on dust.4 Another commonly used
term for arithmetic is vyaktagaṇita (“manifested-mathematics”). Here, vyakta means tangible or
manifest.5 Accordingly, the term vyaktagaṇita may be translated as mathematics with knowns
i.e., numbers. In contrast, algebra is known as bījagaṇita (“seed-mathamatics”) or avyaktagaṇita
(“unmanifested-mathematics”). As Bhāskara II explains one’s intelligence is the bīja6 (“seed”) or
the analysis done mentally is called bīja hence, this is called bījagaṇita. Such analysis has hidden
or abstract meanings and they are the roots of arithmetic.7 Further, Bhāskara II says there is no

3gaṇitaṃ rāśikṣetraṃ dvidhā (“Mathematics is twofold as rāśi and kṣetra.”) [ĀB 1976b, p.44].
Note that all the translations of the quoted texts are ours unless otherwise specified.

4Other materials among many used for practicing mathematics and astronomy are cloths [GT 1937, p.3]; [ŚSŚ 1947,
V.42], and bark [ŚSŚ 1947, V.42]. Mathematics was also practiced on the floor [GT 1937, p.3]; [ŚSŚ 1947, V.42].
Probably ancient Indians also used cowries etc. on the board for calculations. It seems that geometry was taught
on the ground using ropes, pegs, posts etc. like astronomy was. Bhāskara II mentions bhujapramāṇā ṛjuśalākā bhu-
jasthāneṣu vinyasyānupapattirdarśanīyā (“Having placed straight rods with the measurements of sides at the places
of sides, the failure of making a figure should be demonstrated”) [LV 1937, p.152]. Gaṇeśa mentions bhujapramāṇā
ṛjuśalākā bhujasthāne vinyasyāḥ (“Straight rods with the measurements of sides should be placed at the places of
sides”) [LV 1937, p.152].

5In the sāṅkhya school of Indian philosophy the fundamental elements evolved from the prakṛti i.e., the equillibrium
of three qualities namely sattva (“quality of purity or goodness”), rajas (“quality of impurity”), and tamas (“quality
of ignorance or darkness”) are labeled as vyakata since they are the tangible or knowable elements in comparison
to the fact that the prakṛti, the combination of the three qualities is not perceivable which is known as avyakta
[Sāṃkhyakārikā 1948, v.2].

6“bījaṃ ca vimalā matiḥ (“Pure intelligence is the bija”) [LV 1937, v.64]
7pāṭīsūtropamaṃ bījaṃ gūḍham ityavabhāsate. . . (“It is understood that the [rules in] algebra are hidden, [but]
similar to arithmetic [rules]”) [LV 1937, v.63]
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difference between arithmetic and algebra. Mathematicians employ notations (i.e., colours etc.) in
explaining algebraic operations for the convenience of slow-witted people. Arithmetic cannot be
understood without knowing algebra [BG 1949, vv.1-3]. Therefore, it seems that algebra was more
important than arithmetic. However, the mathematician and the astronomer is supposed to master
both arithmetic and algebra.

Traditionally, arithmetic is divided into two: parikarman (“operations”) and vyavahāra or vyava-
hṛti (“practice”). The basic arithmetical operations are the parikarmans and the rules built upon
them and applied in different contexts are the vyavahṛtis. Brahmagupta mentions 20 parikarmans
[BSS 1966c, XII.1-13];

1. Addition

2. Subtraction

3. Multiplication

4. Division

5. Square

6. Square root

7. Cube

8. Cube root

9. Simple fractions

10. Sub-fractions

11. Fractions of assimilation

12. Fractions of dissimilation,

13. Fractions of fractions

14. Rule of three

15. Inverse rule of three

16. Rule of five

17. Rule of seven

18. Rule of nine

19. Rule of eleven, and

20. Barter.

Śrīdhara also accepts these parikarmans with some modifications. There is a new class of fractions,
the class of fractions with two or more fractions from other classes, and the rule of selling living
beings in Śrīdhara’s introduction to arithmetic. Śrīdhara removed the rule of eleven from pari-
karmans. Even though he mentions that there are 20 parikarmans [TŚ 2015, v.5], there are 21 in
the list which may suggest that the rule of three and the inverse rule of it are considered to be one
rule. Śrīpati is also of the view that there are 20 parikarmans [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.1], but he does not
explain all of them as we shall see in chapter 2. Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, I.46-48], and Bhāskara II
[LV 1937, vv.1-29] name only 8 fundamental operations as parikarmans;

1. Addition

2. Subtraction

3. Multiplication

4. Division

5. Square

6. Square root

7. Cube, and

8. Cube root.

These authorial preferences of choosing varied rules, and classification of them differently, and also
the use of non-identical nomenclature for rules reveal that there was not a convention for classifying
mathematical rules that everyone strictly follows. From a historical point of view this delineates
the complexity of understanding the evolution and heterogeneous nature of mathematical practices.
Ram Swarup Sharma argues that the differences of these lists of parikarmas are due to religious
sentiments. Mathematicians chose the mathematical rules needed for calculations in their own
religious traditions [BSS 1966c, pp.733-734]. Nevertheless, this has more likely happened due to
traditions of their astronomical schools.

Eight vyavahāras are known as rules of mixtures, progressions, geometry, excavations, stacks, saw-
ings, mounds, and shadows. Brahmagupta, Śrīdhara, Āryabhaṭa II, and Śrīpati state the rules
related to these eight practices only. Mahāvīra, Bhāskara II, and Nārāyaṇa also discuss these eight
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practices, but their classifications are somewhat different. Mahāvīra’s eight practices are parikarman
(eight fundamental operations), kalāsavarṇa (fractions and/or six classes of fractions), prakīrṇaka
(miscellaneous problems of fractions), trairāśika (rule of three and other related rules), miśra (mix-
tures, and indeterminate equations of first degree), kṣetra (geometry), khāta (excavations), and chāyā
(shadow). All the rules in arithmetic except 8 fundamental operations are discussed under the topic
of miśraka by Bhāskara II. These rules include all these vyavahāras as well as pulverizers. Exceeding
all of them Nārāyaṇa’s explanations of rules of arithmetic consist of nine vyavahāras and six other
topics which are not considered as vyavahāras. These nine vyavahāras are prakīrṇaka-vyavahāra and
eight traditional vyavahāras. As was the case with Mahāvīra’s classification, all the parikarmans
here are named as prakīrṇaka-vyavahāra. The other topics discussed by Nārāyaṇa are kuṭṭaka (pul-
verizers), cakravāla (cyclic method of solving indeterminate equations of second degree), bhāgādāna
(method of factorization), aṃśāvatāra (manifestation of fraction or partitioning), aṃkapāśa (permu-
tations and combinations), and bhadragaṇita (figurative mathematics?).

The term kuṭṭaka (“pulverizer”) was also used for algebra apart from the terms mentioned before:
avyaktagaṇita, and bījagaṇita. Brahmagupta and Āryabhaṭa II use kuṭṭaka to mean both algebra
and the indeterminate equation of first degree (pulverizer). Others employ it only to mean the
indeterminate equations of first degree. Śrīpati’s term for algebra is avyaktagaṇita whereas Bhās-
kara II and Nārāyaṇa use bījagaṇita. Though Mahāvīra explains some of the mathematical rules
related to the indeterminate equation of first degree, he does not really explain algebra in the GSS.

A few sources are informative about the scope and the classification of algebra compared to arith-
metic. The 18th chapter of the BSS is on algebra and it consists of the rules of pulverizers, zero, posi-
tive and negative quantities, quadratic irrationals, equations (with one unknown and with more than
one unknown), elimination of middle term (quadratic equation), factums (product of unknowns),
and indeterminate equation of second degree [BSS 1966d, XVIII.1]. Śrīpati follows Brahmagupta,
but he added the method of factorization to this [ŚSŚ 1947, XIV.1]. Bhāskara II and Nārāyaṇa
composed separate texts on algebra: Bījagaṇita (BG) and Bījagaṇitāvataṃsa (BGA) respectively.
Bhāskara II discusses fundamental operations of positive and negative quantities, zero, infinity,
unknown quantities, quadratic irrationals, pulverizers, the indeterminate equations of first degree,
cakravāla, equations with one unknown, and equations with many unknowns. Nārāyaṇa’s classifi-
cation of algebra is not very different from this. He discusses the rules of fundamental operations
of positive and negative quantities, cipher, unknown quantities, quadratic irrationals, pulverizers,
square nature, and equations with unknowns in his BGA.

1.2 Literature review on Śrīpati’s mathematics
The second millennium was the era of great achievements in the Indian sciences, particularly in the
astral sciences. During this period many renowned scholars flourished and hundreds of treatises and
commentaries were written. Without deviating from the traditional path some of these scholars
creatively innovated and transformed the scientific methods and some of them reorganized them. It
seems that the philosophy of mathematical pedagogy changed in this era resulting in advance techni-
cality, elegant presenting styles, invention of recreational mathematics like bhadragaṇita (“figurative
mathematics”) going beyond the practical scope of mathematics, and so on. Further, it seems that
contact with other mathematical traditions especially with the Islamic tradition gradually increased
in the second millennium. Although many important treatises have been written during this period,
many of them remain poorly understood or unstudied. Indeed, much admirable scholarship has been
carried out, but there are still many lacunae to be addressed by historians of mathematics.

Śrīpati is the first eminent astronomer encountered in the second millennium. His contribution to
the development of Indian exact sciences is outstanding. Among his many innovations, Śrīpati was
the first Indian astronomer to introduce the udayāntara-saṃskāra, one of the four corrections that
should be added to the mean position of planets to determine their true position [Puttaswamy 2012,
p.326]. In astrological lore, Śrīpati’s method, called śrīpati-bhāva became one of the main house
categorisation in Jyotiṣa [Vasudev 2008, p.99]. In mathematics, cubing of signed numbers, earlier
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form of solving simple linear equations by using inverse operations, rules on factorisation, solution
of the pulverizer and obtaining rational solutions for the square are some areas in which he made
innovative contributions [Sinha 1997, p.908]. He propounded some improved rules for the volume of
an excavation and for the solution of the factum [Sinha 1997, p.908].

Later writers included his material in their treatises. For instance, Divākara [Pingree 1981, p.93],
a writer in the 17th century, stated that he presented the essence of the tantras of Śrīpati, Keśava
and Sundara in his treatise. The Rājamārtaṇḍa, a treatise by Bhojarāja, a king of Dhārā was also
influenced by Śrīpati’s Jyotiṣaratnamālā (JRM), especially, in its arrangement [Pingree 1981, p.102].
Furthermore, Gaṇapati, an astrologer in the 17th century, drew elements from Śrīpati’s muhūrta
tradition though it had changed to some extent by his time [Pingree 1981, p.106]. Moreover, the ŚSŚ
has been a source of astronomical studies as attested by the quotations in the succeeding literature
and also by what some modern scholars of Indian astronomy have referred to in their editions. For
example, Sudhakara Dvivedi makes the best use of the ŚSŚ in writing his own Sanskrit commentaries
on the texts, Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta (BSS) and Mahāsiddhānta (MS). In many occasions, he quotes
full verses from the ŚSŚ. In spite of them, the ŚSŚ is yet to be studied thoroughly. Hence, studying
Śrīpati and his works is crucial in understanding the evolution, innovations, and dissemination of
knowledge in the Indian exact sciences.

Some of Śrīpati’s works have already been studied and published. Although the ŚSŚ has also been
edited and published, it has neither yet been translated fully nor analysed in detail. Babuāji Miśra
used two manuscripts of the ŚSŚ for his edition.8 He edited the text and wrote a commentary on the
text, where Makkibhaṭṭa’s commentary breaks off. However, in spite of having two manuscripts with
him, Babuāji Miśra was unable to decipher some verses at all [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.25,27,30, XIV.18,31
verses etc.] because of the poor condition of the manuscripts. On the other hand, some verses seem
to have been deciphered incorrectly [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.10,40 verses etc.] which proves the need of an
investigation of the text with the help of some other manuscripts.

Babuāji Miśra’s commentary on the ŚSŚ is a valuable resource though it is not self-contained. He
made use of many mathematical texts such as BSS by Brahmagupta, PG by Śrīdhara, MS by
Āryabhaṭa II, Līlāvatī (LV ) and BG by Bhāskara II, GK by Nārāyaṇa and so on in writing his
commentary on the mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ and often quotes rules as well as examples
from them. In fact, at times, he draws the ideas from former mathematicians without providing
a critical and analytical commentary. Despite his equal attention to the ideas given by pre-Śrīpati
mathematicians in the chapter on arithmetic, it seems that he relies upon Bhāskara’s BG in the
chapter on algebra. However, Babuāji Miśra’s commentary is not sufficient as a guide since it is not
always reliable. Sometimes, the editor does not comment on some portions of the text and simply
passes them by, saying that it is well-known or not understandable.9 Verses XIII.10, XIII.25, XIII.27,
XIII.30, XIV.18, and XIV.31 are incomplete and Babuāji Miśra was unable to comment upon some
of them.10 Further, Babuāji Miśra occasionally experiences difficulty in explaining mathematical
rules in verses because of the unavailability of similar mathematical rules in other treatises which
would have led to the authentic meaning.11 What is more, Babuāji Miśra did not understand some

8One of them was found from the State Sanskrit Library of Trivandrum, but it was not sufficient for a critical
edition. The second manuscript was found from the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library at Madras. These
two are text-only manuscripts. Other than these two, another manuscript was found again, from the Government
Oriental Manuscripts Library at Madras. This consists of the commentary by Makkibhaṭṭa (Makkibhaṭṭa is the
commentator of the ŚSŚ. See footnote 26 for details), but the commentary is incomplete and ends at the 75th verse
of the fourth chapter. Hence, this was useful only for editing the first four chapters [ŚSŚ 1932, pp.x-xi].

9vargamūlānayanārtham iyam eva prasiddhā kriyeti spaṣṭārtham (“The meaning is clear as this is the popular method
for finding the square root”) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.9]

10ayaṃ ślokas tathaivaitatparavartiślokadvayam api bhraṣṭatvāt samyag vyakhyātuṃ na śakyante (“This verse as
well as the next two verses cannot be commented on well due to the lacunae”) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.14], śarānanā ityādi
padyārdhaṃ śuddham aśuddhaṃ veti durbodhatayā nādhunā sthirī bhavati (“For now, it is not certain whether the
half-verse śarānanā etc. is correct or not as [it is] not understandable”) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.42]

11ślokapūrvārdhe kim āsīd iti pustakāntarālābhe jñātum aśakyam eveti vivecanīyam anveṣanīyaṃ ca sudhībhir iti
(“In the absence of another manuscript, since it is impossible to know what would have been in the first half of the
verse [it] should be investigated [what could have been there] and [some other manuscripts] should be found by wise
men”) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.113]
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verses though there are no lacunae in those verses.12 Finally, some explanations given by Babuāji
Miśra on verses do not provide sufficient details hence, do not help clarify the exact meaning of the
verse. XIV.13, and 22-25 verses are fine examples of that. Therefore, an edition of the texts with
thorough mathematical analysis is needed to better understand second millennium mathematics in
India.

The most frequently discussed parts of the ŚSŚ are the 13th and the 14th chapters. The former
entitled Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya (“chapter on manifest-mathematics”) covers familiar rules in arithmetic
such as multiplication, division, square, square root, cube, cube root, fractional operations, classes of
fractions, inverse rule, rule of three, barter, selling living beings, mixtures (alligation), arithmetical
series, plane figures, stacks, excavations, mounds, and shadows of gnomon. The latter entitled
Avyaktagaṇitādhyāya (“chapter on unmanifest-mathematics”) covers algebraic techniques such as
rules of positive and negative quantities, indeterminate equations of first degree, square-nature
(indeterminate equations of second degree), unknown quantities, elimination of middle terms, and
factums. Apart from these two chapters on mathematics, Śrīpati also wrote an independent work
on arithmetic the Gaṇitatilaka. Sinha [Sinha 1985, p.26] is of the view that the mathematical
chapters in the ŚSŚ only give rules whereas the GT is more of an exercise book which includes more
explanations and examples. Even though more attention has been paid to Śrīpati’s mathematical
works compared to other works, they still have to be critically analysed.

H.R. Kāpaḍīā [GT 1937] prepared a reliable edition of the GT13 though there are some inevitable
mistakes. Kripa Nath Sinha, who wrote several papers on Śrīpati’s mathematics such as arithmetic
[Sinha 1982], [Sinha 1988], algebra [Sinha 1986], law of sines, and concept of imaginary numbers
[Sinha 1976], translated the GT into English without any mathematical analysis [Sinha 1982, pp.112-
133]. Virendra Arora, Vivek Goel, and Ramesh Chand wrote a research paper entitled “A Critical
Study of Fractions in GT” [Arora, Goel, and Chand 1997, pp.192-202] focusing on the fractional
operations in the GT. Another important paper was written by Takao Hayashi [Hayashi 2013, pp.55-
74] which analysed the authenticity of the verses in the Kāpaḍīā’s edition of the GT. This article
provides an important insight into the ways in which Śrīpati’s scholarship should be analysed.
A general article reflecting on Śrīpati as a mathematician, written by Sinha [Sinha 1985, pp.25-
44], is “Śrīpati: An Eleventh-Century Indian Mathematician”. In this research article Sinha takes
into account all Śrīpati’s mathematical works and discusses them comparatively though without
thorough mathematical analysis. Again, Sinha [Sinha 1988, pp.40-50] translated the 13th chapter of
the ŚSŚ, though it is not always reliable, and the translation comes with no analysis or commentary.
Further, he has omitted some verses in his translations [Sinha 1988, XIII.20-25 verses and first half
of the 26 verse]. It also seems that he had some difficulties in translating the text as he mainly
depends on Babuāji Miśra’s edition. Recently, Alessandra Petrocci translated the whole GT with
Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary [Petrocchi 2019]. She analyzes the text with special attention to its
linguistic aspects and her mathematical analysis is confined to Siṃhatilakasūrī’s explanations in the
commentary. Furthermore, Śrīpati’s mathematical achievements have been emphasised by modern
scholarship without paying due attention to the broader context of the exact sciences. This research
will provide some much needed insight in these respects.

1.3 Objectives
Many broad questions regarding the mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ and the GT remain out-
standing. Among them is the role of mathematics and astronomy within the scope of Indian astral
sciences itself and their relations to Indian cosmology in general. Another open question emerges
12eteṣāṃ ślokānām āśayaḥ samprati samyag nāvagamyata iti granthasyādarśapustakāntarābhāve pāṭhyāśuddham

eva manyamānaḥ sāmprataṃ vivaraṇam alikhitvaiva viramāmītyalaṃ pallavitena (“In the absence of another
manuscript copy of [this] book, thinking that the text is corrupted [as] the meaning of these verses are not well-
understood for now, I remain here without commenting on them, enough of further amplification.”) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.134]

13This edition is based on a single manuscript that belonged to Sheth Mohanlal Hemachand Jhaveri [GT 1937,
p.LXIX]. Kāpaḍīā mentions that he was unable to locate any other manuscript from anywhere else [GT 1937,
p.LXVII].
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from an investigation into cross-cultural, socio-economic and political influences on the direction and
development of the exact sciences and and also into the ways in which many fluctuations in politi-
cal, economic, and social organizations, as well as invasions and connections with other civilizations
affected this tradition. Addressing these questions will help modern audiences be more sensitive to
India’s role and contribution in the history of science [Sengupta 2010, p.xii]. On the top of all is the
exact way of carrying out mathematical executions, the intermediary steps, and their procedures.
Exploring these broader questions involves careful and critical study of authors and their works.

The aims and objectives of this research can be noted down as follows.

• Establishing Śrīpati as a mathematician and astronomer in between Brahmagupta and Bhās-
kara II not only in chronological order but also in the process of transmitting traditional
knowledge. Preliminary investigations show that Śrīpati follows Brahmagupta and Bhāskara II
follows Śrīpati, and that, in a broader sense, much of pre-Śrīpati knowledge passed through
Śrīpati to the post-Śrīpati mathematicians and astronomers. Brahmagupta’s influence seems
to be particularly on the mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ whereas Śrīpati’s influence is seen
in astronomy of the SŚ. Murali Dhara Chaturvedi was aware that Śrīpati heavily influenced
Bhāskara II as shown by his footnotes in his edition of the SŚ [SŚ 1981], but he does not
analyse it.

• Examining Śrīpati’s contribution to Indian mathematics in terms of mathematical rules, ped-
agogical transformations, literary innovations and so on. Śrīpati himself mentions in the first
verse of the GT that he would employ different charming metres. It is thus important to
examine why he highlighted employment of metres in the beginning of the treatise.

• Reconstructing mathematical executions. All the mathematical texts only give rules and for-
mulas, but not proofs or executions of algorithms. It is not an easy task to understand
the whole process of the execution of mathematical rules from given explanations. However,
commentaries are very important in that respect. Therefore, this research will look into math-
ematical procedures, executions, and intermediary steps provided by the commentaries and
will reconstruct them following Siṃhatilakasūrī’s explanations wherever possible.

• Preparing a critical edition of the 13th chapter, Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya of Śrīpati’s ŚSŚ and the
GT with a critical apparatus where necessary.

• Translating the edited verses of the ŚSŚ and GT into English.

• Preparing a technical commentary on both texts with mathematical explanation, lexical anal-
ysis, and diagrams (wherever necessary) to explicate the mathematical operations. In mathe-
matical explanations our focus will be on both ancient and modern techniques of executions.

• This process will undoubtedly help find the answers to the following questions as well.

– What is/are the main objective(s) of Śrīpati’s mathematical works?

– Did Śrīpati have different perspectives in composing mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ,
and the GT?

– Were the mathematical rules for practical uses, for recreational purpose or for both?

– What are some particular characteristics of second millennium mathematics in India?

In addition, by examining the text alongside the other works of Śrīpati in broader context, we
hope to explicate the contribution, novelties, cross-traditional influences, and so on of this scholar
with respect to the astral sciences in second millennium India. Further, it will open a window
for fascinating intellectual and scholastic interpretations in analysing scientific historiographies and
texts in non-western perspectives.
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1.4 Methodology
The overarching methodology of the research is text editing and textual criticism. As already
mentioned the ŚSŚ was edited by Babuāji Miśra, but as there are some lacunae in verses it is
reedited with the help of three manuscripts of which the details are as follows.

• BB - This manuscript numbered K. 6290 was found in the Burnell collection of the British
Library, London, UK. This is a palm leaf manuscript with 57 folios covered with wooden
boards on both sides. The language of the manuscript is Sanskrit and the script is Malayalam.
Most of the folios have 8 or 9 lines on each, but occasionally fewer lines especially where the
chapter breaks are. The hand-writing is clear and the condition of the manuscript is very
good. The folios are numbered with Malayalam letters, but they are not in alphabetical order.
It is because the number system is different. The verses are not numbered. Further, the topics
discussed on folios are written on the left margin of the folio. Unfortunately, the manuscript
does not have any detail about the scribe or the date of copying. There is an interesting
notation in this manuscript which is seemingly used to fill blank spaces. The notation is
underlined red in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Manuscript K.6290 in the Burnell collection of the British Library, London, UK, f.14r

• BO - This is numbered as Baroda II. 10882 (a) and was found in the Oriental Institute of
Baroda, Gujarat, India. This is also a palm leaf manuscript with 54 folios (44th folio is
missing) in Malayalam script. The average number of lines on each page is 11 or 12, but
occasionally less than that, usually 10. The numbering system of folios is similar to that of
the BB . The verses are also numbered following the same numbering system. The topics of
the discussion is on the left margin of the folio. However, the handwriting is not as legible as
that of the ms BB .

• JL - This manuscript was found in the Jayakar Library, Pune University, Pune, India and it
is numbered Ms. 2930. This is a paper manuscript with 76 papers (101st page is missing)
in Devanagari script. As mentioned in the last page of the manuscript, this is a copy of an
unspecified manuscript in Anup Sanskrit library, Bikaner, India. It was copied on 29.09.1948
and signed off by the curator of the Anup library K. Madhav Krishna Sarma. This is more or
less similar to the edited text of the ŚSŚ. Numbers of the verses of this copy at some places
are different. The copy of this manuscript was provided by Prof. Kim Plofker from Brown
University, USA.

The 13th chapter of the ŚSŚ is edited with the help of these manuscripts only when there is a lacuna
or ambiguity in the edition and the variant readings are given in the footnotes. However, we do
not provide the edited text separately as there are not many emendations compared to the already
edited text. Then, the new edition will be translated into English.

The translation is followed by the mathematical analysis. Here, our attempt is to understand how
ancient mathematicians executed the operations Śrīpati explained in the texts and Siṃhatilakasūrī
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explained in the commentary of the GT. Since the GT is an expanded version of the mathematical
chapter on arithmetic of the ŚSŚ and it was commented on by Siṃhatilakasūrī a comparative study
of both these texts is crucial to have an insight into Śrīpati’s mathematics. These texts are also
studied comparatively with other mathematical texts. Here, the arithmetical rules are compared to
the ĀB, the 12th chapter of the BSS by Brahmagupta, the GSS by Mahāvīra, the PG and Triśatikā
(TŚ) by Śrīdhara, 15th chapter of the MS by Āryabhaṭa II, the LV by Bhāskara II, and GK by
Nārāyaṇa. On the other hand, we also consult the ĀB, BSS, kuṭṭaka methods of the GSS, the
18th chapter of the ĀB II, LV, and GK, BG by Bhāskara II, and the BGA by Nārāyaṇa wherever
necessary. Similarly, the commentaries on the ĀB by Bhāskara I and Someśvara, the commentary
on the PG by an unknown author, the Buddhivilāsinīṭīkā (BVT) on the LV by Gaṇeśa, Bījapalla-
va (BP) the commentary on the BG by Kṛṣṇa, and the Sūryaprakāśa by Sūryadāsa are also very
useful in this regard. We mainly focus on how the numbers were manipulated, the positioning of
the numbers, the intermediary steps of executions, the reconstruction of the executions, and so on.
These reconstructed operations, then, will be verified using modern mathematical rules. Further, the
schematic representations of rules and problems are also presented for clarity. This mathematical
analysis is very important in many ways. Apart from the main questions already mentioned above,
some other questions also arise in this regard. Did they follow all the steps in solving problems
or else skip some steps just by manipulating them mentally and finally arrive at the answer? Do
alternative methods of rules and different versions of rules formulated by different mathematicians
represent operational variants?

Our numbering of the verses in the GT differs from Kāpaḍīā’s edition. The first two verses of the
commentary in Kāpaḍīā’s edition do not count in the main text even though the example verses do.
On the other hand, it seems that Kāpaḍīā follows the verse-numbers given in the manuscript as he
numbered some verses which might have been numbered in the manuscripts. The manuscript might
have not counted those first two verses since they were definitely composed by Siṃhatilakasūrī and
similarly, the last verse is also not counted as it was quoted from the LV by Bhāskara II though
some other quoted verses were numbered. Accordingly, the text has only 125 verses in Kāpaḍīā’s
edition. Hayashi suggests that the verses of the rules and their examples were written by Śrīpati,
and that the quoted verses are not parts of the main text but the parts of the commentary. He also
reveals that a few verses which had mistakenly been read as parts of the prose commentary should
be part of the main text [Hayashi 2013, pp.57-62]. On the grounds of these assumptions, Hayashi
proposed a new numbering for the verses of the GT [Hayashi 2013, pp.63-69]. Our numbering of
the verses of the GT is based on Hayashi’s proposal, but it was modified a little. According to
Hayashi’s numbering, there are 133 verses in the GT. We used natural numbers for the unquoted
verses and the natural numbers preceded by Q denoting “quotation” for the quoted verses. Some of
these Q verses, Hayashi thinks, were quoted by Śrīpati himself [Hayashi 2013, p.58] and others were
by Siṃhatilakasūrī. We duly mention this where those verses occur.

The thesis adapts the usual structure of such document. It begins with the general introduction to
the research which is the first chapter. This firstly, discusses the objectives, and the methodology
of the research and then, Śrīpati and his works, and the main texts of the research. The second
chapter comprises the edition, translation, and the mathematical analysis of the 13th chapter of
the ŚSŚ. This is comparatively studied with other mathematical texts. The translation and the
mathematical commentary of the GT forms the third chapter where it is comparatively studied
with the 13th chapter of the ŚSŚ, and other texts where necessary. These all chapters are followed
by the discussion and analysis of all the rules in arithmetic in Śrīpati’s texts which is the fourth
chapter in an attempt to reach the conclusion.

1.4.1 Conventions
We observe the following conventions throughout the thesis for consistency and convenience.

• While referencing the sources the usual method is followed, but whenever the source follows two
numbering systems - the Sanskrit text with Sanskrit numbers and English translation and/or
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mathematical analysis with Indo-Arabic numbers - the source is referred to with numerals
proceeded by ‘S’ for Sanskrit pages and natural numbers, as usual, for the others.

• The chapter and the verse number are given for the primary sources wherever possible. In the
case of commentaries, page numbers are given.

• The technical terms in Sanskrit are translated when there are English counterparts available
and the Sanskrit term will be given in parentheses where necessary.

• ∗ is used for one syllable where there is lacuna in verses.

• ( ) and [ ] are used for the Sanskrit glosses and all editorial comments respectively.

• All double consonants in conjunctions in Sanskrit texts are silently emended to be one.

• Anusvāra and visarga are silently provided or dropped where necessary.

• Avagraha is silently added where necessary and let one of the double avagraha in Sanskrit
editions silently dropped.

• We use some terms to mean particular meanings throughout the thesis as given below.

– Operation: Basic mathematical process or calculation, for example, addition, subtraction,
multiplication etc.

– Rule: The verbal expression given in verses stating a particular calculation.

– Procedure: The collection of all the steps of carrying out mathematical operations given
in a rule.

– Nyāsa: The setting out of the numbers and quantities.

– Execution: The way of setting out numbers and quantities, and manipulating them.

1.5 Śrīpati and his works
1.5.1 Biographical data
Śrīpati, also known as Śrīpatibhaṭṭa, flourished in the 11th century in India. His works, as men-
tioned before in section 1.2, have been quoted in the succeeding literature [ŚSŚ 1947, p.1-2 (in the
prologue)] and he had a reputation as an astronomer, astrologer, and mathematician among succes-
sors [ŚSŚ 1947, p.ix] which attests to the fact that he has been famous in the three genres although
he still remains understudied. Similarly, biographical information about Śrīpati is also limited. Śrī-
pati does not reveal much about himself in his works directly. Most of the details known to us
about Śrīpati are revealed by the commentary on Śrīpati’s JRM [JRM 1978] by the 13th-century
commentator Mahādeva who lived in Gujarat.

It is important that Śrīpati’s biographical data is reexamined and analyzed. Śrīpati seems to have
been an influential figure for some time in history and subsequently ignored. Mahādeva mentions
that Nāgadeva and Keśavabhaṭṭa (sometimes Bhaṭṭakeśava) are said to be Śrīpati’s father and pa-
ternal grandfather respectively and that they were Brahmins belonged to the Kāśyapagotra (Kāśyapa
lineage).14 The Dhruvamānasa, another work of Śrīpati, confirms this.15 Nathuram Premi argues
that a Jain named Puṣpadanta, the author of the Mahāpurāṇa, the Nāgakumāracarita, and the
Yaśodharācarita, whose flourit was not far from Śrīpati’s time, and Śrīpati’s father, Nāgadeva, were
14kaśyapavaṃśapuṇḍarīkakhaṇḍamārtaṇḍaḥ keśavasya pautraḥ nāgadevasya sūnuḥ śrīpatiḥ saṃhitārtham abhidhātum

icchur āha (“Śrīpati, the sun of the quantity of lotuses of the Kāśyapa lineage, the son of Nāgadeva [who is] the son
of Keśava, desiring to explain the meanings of saṃhitā stated [this]”) [JRM 1978, p.1].

15bhaṭṭakeśavaputrasya nāgadevasya nandanaḥ |
śrīpatī rohoṇīkhaṇḍe jyotiḥśāstram idaṃ vyadhāt ||
(“Śrīpati in Rohoṇīkhaṇḍa, the son of Nāgadeva [who is] the son of Keśava, composed this work of jyotiḥśāstra”)
[JRM 1978, p.3]
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brothers [Premī 1942, pp.303-304]. He speculates, without firm evidence, that Puṣpadanta and Nā-
gadeva were originally born as Brahmins and then converted to Jainism, before finally becoming
sanyāsis. It is true that Śrīpati was a popular author amongst many Jains, but his association with
this religious tradition remains unclear. Some of the commentaries on Śrīpati’s works were composed
by Jains. One of them is the commentary on the GT by Siṃhatilakasūrī, a Jain [DKK 1969, p.1].

On the other hand, there is firm evidence to believe that Śrīpati was a Brahmin rather than a Jain.
In the beginning of the GT, Śrīpati pays homage to the paramātman (“supreme-soul”)16 [GT 1937,
p.2]. In the Dhīkoṭidakaraṇa (DKK) [DKK 1969, I.1], his veneration is to the goddesses Bhavāni17

and Sarasvatī, to gods Śiva, Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and to the teacher18 whereas in the ŚSŚ it is only to
the sun [ŚSŚ 1932, I.1]. Similarly, he pays homage to Śrutidevatā19 in the Jātakakarmapaddhati,
to the power of creating, maintaining, and dissolving the universe in the Dhruvamānasa as well as
in the Daivajñavallabha to the god Nārāyaṇa (Viṣṇu) [GT 1937, p.72]. In spite of the fact that he
paid homage to different deities in his treatises whose predominance is seen in different traditions,
it is more likely that he belonged to the Brahmanic tradition. Moreover, Śrīpati introduced himself
as a Brahmin (dvijapuṅgava, “great-twice-born”) [ŚSŚ 1947, I.1]. Even if his parents converted to
Jainism, as Nathuram Premi speculates, it does not necessarily mean that Śrīpati was a Jain.

Neither Śrīpati’s birth place nor his residing place is known to us. The Dhruvamānasa reveals that
it was composed in Rohiṇīkhaṇḍa [JRM 1978, p.3] which has not yet been identified accurately. As
Shukla pointed out that there are nine divisions in India which are referred to as khaṇḍas in San-
skrit astronomical literature,20 but Rohiṇīkhaṇḍa is not among them [DKK 1969, p.2]. Padmakara
Dvivedi’s opinion is that Rohiṇīkhaṇḍa is the town of Kapilavastu or a valley of Nepal through
which the river Rohini flows [Gaṇakataraṅgiṇī 1933, p.30, fn.]. This speculation seems to have been
based merely on the fact that the river Rohini flows through this area. Shukla points out that
neither of these places were ever called by that name [DKK 1969, p.2]. Naturam Premi argues that
the correct reading should be Rohiṇīkheḍa and that it may be modern Rohana Kheḍa situated in
Bulaḍhānā district of Berar in Maharashtra [Premī 1942, p.304]. His suggestion seems plausible.
Panse21 [Panse 1956, p.239], Shukla [DKK 1969, p.2], and Pingree [Pingree 2008, p.598] agree with
Premi on this point. Furthermore, the commentary written by Śrīpati is in Marāṭhi the language
pervaded this area. This may suggest that it was his native language, hence supports Premi’s claim.

The exact dates of Śrīpati are uncertain. Sudhakara Dvivedi thinks that Śrīpati was born in Śaka
921 i.e., 999 [Gaṇakataraṅgiṇī 1933, p.30]. This is based on an assumption that Śrīpati was 40 years
old when he wrote the ŚSŚ. Takao Hayashi says that Śrīpati flourished 1001-1045 [Hayashi 2013,
16According to Advaitavedānta philosophy the individual self is considered as jīvātman and the self which transcends

the phenomenal world is called paramātman. Paramātman is the true nature of the universe which is essentially
the pure formless consciousness (arūpasya cidātmanaḥ). The inherent characteristics of this pure consciousness is
being (sat), intelligence (cit), and blissful (ānanda). In other words, this consciousness is timeless and spaceless
hence, avoid of all limits. However, because of illusion (māyā) beings do not perceive this true nature. As a result,
the phenomenal world, which consists of three qualities (guṇas); quality of harmony (sattva), quality of activity
(rajas), and quality of inactivity (tamas), is manifested. Once beings perceive the equality and the identity of these
two ātmans, in other words, the phenomenal world and beyond it, his jīvātman will be identical with paramātman.
That means jīvātman will dissolve in the paramātman. This is the liberation [Dasgupta 1991, pp.11-23].

17Goddess Bhavāni is a form (avatār) of goddess Pārvatī and revered as the power of nature or the source of creative
energy.

18Kāpaḍīā quoted a verse in the prologue of the GT mentioning that it is from the main text (mūlagrantha) of the
DKK. He is of the view that Śrīpati paid his obeisance to the sun and moon in the beginning of the DKK which
were referred to by puṣpadantau. However, we do not find this verse in the published texts of DKK [DKK 1969];
[Dhīkoṭidakaraṇa 1934]. The word puṣpadantau according to Jain tradition, can be interpreted as the 9th liberated
holy-man (arahant) in the present apasarpaṇi. On the other hand, it also can be interpreted as the sun and moon
when it is dual. This ambiguous interpretations might have led to thinking of Śrīpati was a Jain.

19The Vedas are known as śruti, that which revealed by a divine power and heard by human beings. But here, Śruti is
venerated as a goddess in the form of sound, the administrator of the universe in the form of sound [Bonshek 2001,
p.118].

20These khaṇḍas are Aindrakhaṇḍa, Kaśerukhaṇḍa, Tāmraparṇakhaṇḍa, Gabhastidamanakhaṇḍa, Kumārikākhaṇḍa,
Saumyakhaṇḍa, Nāgakhaṇḍa, Vāruṇakhaṇḍa, and Gāndharvakhaṇḍa [ŚSŚ 1947, XV.46]; [SŚ 1981, p.350].

21Though Panse stands for this assumption, he says that khaṇḍa > kheḍa is not possible linguistically. However,
quoting the Government Gazetteer - Buladhana District, he mentions that Rohiṇīkheḍa is situated 20 miles south
of Malkāpur [Panse 1956, p.239].
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p.55]. Robert E. Krebs [Krebs 2004, p.132] and N. Shivakumar [Shivakumar 2015, p.1915] are of
the opinion that the period 1019-1066 is more appropriate. Though the exact dates of Śrīpati are
not known, it is certain that he flourished in the 11th century. The DKK is based on an epoch
date of Śaka 961 [DKK 1969, I.2]; [Majumdar 1934, p.286]; [Sinha 1985, p.25], i.e. 1039. Therefore,
the majority of scholars assign this date as the starting point of his scholarship. Likewise, the year
of composition of the Dhruvamānasa is 978 [DKK 1969, p.3]; [ŚSŚ 1947, p.11 (in the prologue)];
[Sinha 1985, p.25]. Hence, scholars locate the end of the scholarship to be Śaka 978, i.e. 1056.
Further, Śrīpati has many named contemporaries, including Udayadivākara, the composer of the
Sundarī (1073), the commentary on Laghubhāskarīya, Daśabala, the author of Cintāmaṇisāraṇikā
(1055), Jayadeva (unfortunately, none of his works is extant today), Śrīdhara, a Jain priest and
the author of Jātakatilaka (1049), and Bhojarāja, a Dhārā king (1005-1055) and the composer of
Rājamārtaṇḍa, and Vidvajjanavallabha. These help to confirm this rough period of his working life.

1.5.2 Literary contribution
Śrīpati is a prolific writer and contributed a lot to the Indian astro-mathematical literature. He
composed at least seven works in Sanskrit and a commentary in Marāṭhi, a modern Indo-Aryan
vernacular. The Dhīkoṭidakaraṇa, Siddhāntaśekhara, Dhruvamānasa, Gaṇitatilaka, Daivajñavalla-
bha, Jātakakarmapaddhati, and Jyotiṣaratnamālā are his works in Sanskrit. The first three of them
are astronomical texts whereas the last three are astrological texts. The GT is a mathematical text.
He also wrote a commentary on the JRM known as the Jyotiṣaratnamālāṭīkā. In addition to these,
Sudhakara Dvivedi includes two other texts namely the Bījagaṇita and the Pāṭīgaṇita22 to this list
[Gaṇakataraṅgiṇī 1933, p.30]. Majumdar includes the Ratnāvali and Ratnasāra with the Bījagaṇita
and Pāṭīgaṇita,23 but he does not mention Dhruvamānasa, GT, Daivajñavallabha, and the JRM
as Śrīpati’s works [Majumdar 1922, p.273]. Kāpaḍīā includes the so-called Bījagaṇita [GT 1937,
pp.63-64] whereas Babuāji Miśra is of the view that Śrīpati wrote three other treatises namely
Śrīpatinibandhaḥ, Śrīpatisamuccaya, and Ratnasāra besides the 8 texts mentioned above [ŚSŚ 1947,
p.1 (in the prologue)]. But none of them mention on what grounds they made these speculations.
Majumdar merely says that it is known from cross-references [Majumdar 1922, p.273].

1.5.2.1 Astronomical works

The DKK24 is the first treatise written by Śrīpati. In it, he mentions his name with honorific Śrī as
Śrīśrīpati in the colophon [DKK 1969, II.7]. This is a short work consisting of only 20 verses which
are divided into two chapters; 13 verses in the first chapter and 7 verses in the second chapter. The
first chapter is on lunar eclipses and the second is on solar eclipses, hence overall the text deals
with the computations of eclipses. The epoch of the text is Śaka 961 (=1039). As other karaṇa
texts this provides astronomers with methods which enable them to do quick calculations pertaining
to eclipses. The text is very condensed (karaṇa), but explains methods intelligently (dhīkoṭida).
Dinakara (1608), and Harikṛṣṇa (fl. 1708-1714 at Delhi) wrote commentaries on this.

The ŚSŚ (the crescent of siddhāntas) is the magnum opus of Śrīpati. The ŚSŚ consists of 20 chapters
which spread out to be 895 verses. As a siddhānta text it deals with all the topics siddhānta texts
usually deal with. This treatise is the epitome for the Śrīpati’s use of commendable poetic language
and ideas, his extensive vocabulary, and insightful mathematical analysis with simplified techniques
and alternative methods. The purpose of the composition as stated in the first verse by Śrīpati is
formulating the rules of astronomical calculations accurately without any ambiguity so that even a
beginner can understand them.25 Majumdar thinks that the fame of the Siddhāntaśiromaṇi (SŚ),
and its lucid commentary written by Bhāskara II himself might have caused it to be driven away from
22Note that these are not the popular texts written by Bhāskara II and Śrīdhara. These are now extinct.
23These are also not the BG by Bhāskara II, and the PG by Śrīdhara.
24The text was edited and translated into English by N.K. Majumdar, “Dhīkoṭidakaraṇa of Śrīpati” in Calcutta

Oriental Journal, 1 (1934), pp.286-299, and by K.S. Shukla, The Dhīkoṭidakaraṇa of Śrīpati and published by Akhila
Bharatiya Sanskrit Parishad, Lucknow, 1969.

25sphuṭam aviṣamaṃ mandaprajñaprabodhavivṛddhaye
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the field [ŚSŚ 1932, p.xii] which could be true partially. The ŚSŚ follows in general, the Brahmapakṣa
tradition of Indian astronomy.

There is a commentary on the ŚSŚ, the Gaṇitabhūṣaṇa, written by Makkibhaṭṭa26 (Śaka 1299 i.e.,
1377) on the ŚSŚ, but that is incomplete. Makkibhaṭṭa’s commentary spans only up to the 75th
verse of the fourth chapter from the beginning [ŚSŚ 1932, p.3 (in the prologue)]. Then, Babuāji
Miśra completed it by writing a commentary on the rest of the text. He also edited the whole text
and published it as two volumes: the first volume in 1932, and the second in 1947 in Calcutta. Only
some parts of the ŚSŚ have been translated into English as mentioned in section 1.2. As Śrīpati
himself mentions, the ŚSŚ largely follows the ideas of Āryabhaṭa I, Brahmagupta, and Lalla.27

The Dhruvamānasa is also a karaṇa text and medium in size consisting of 105 verses. The main
topics discussed in this text are calculating planetary longitudes, gnomon problems, eclipses, horns
of the moon, and planetary transits [Pingree 2008, p.598]. According to Babuāji Miśra, Muñjāla’s
Laghumānasa and Bṛhanmānasa inspired much of the calculations of this work [ŚSŚ 1932, p.11-12
(in the prologue)]. This was written in Śaka 978 (=1056) This text has not yet been published.

1.5.2.2 Astrological works

The Daivajñavallabha28 contains 20 chapters.29 The first verse of the book confirms Śrīpati to be
the author [YJ 1978, p.451]. However, this was also wrongly attributed to Varāhamihira (fl. c. 550).
The reason for this might be that, as Pingree shows, the text extensively relies on Varāhamihira
[YJ 1978, p.451]. Babuāji Miśra does not count this as a text of Śrīpati.

The Jātakapaddhati30 also known as the Śrīpatipaddhati has been very popular in Indian astrology.
It consists of 8 chapters and has been used as a text book in Indian genethlialogy. Many com-
mentaries written on this attest to how popular it was. Some of these commentaries are Sūryadeva
Yajvan’s (b.1191) Jātakālaṅkāra, Acyuta’s (fl. 1505-1534) Bhāvārthamañjarī, Kṛṣṇa’s (fl. 1600-1625)
Udāharaṇa, Acyuta Piśārati’s (fl. 1550-1621) Horāsāroccaya, and the commentaries by Parameśvara
(c. 1380-1460), Sumatiharṣa Gaṇī (fl. 1615), Mādhava and Raghunātha. The first verse of the text
claims Śrīpati to be the author of the treatise [ŚSŚ 1932, p.8 (in the prologue)]. Śrīpati explains
the computations of the strength of the planets, astrological places, and the results produced by
performing rites and rituals at the correct time.

The JRM31is also one of the most popular texts in Indian astrology. This is known as the Śrīpati-
ratnamālā as well. The treatise consists of 20 chapters. It is on catarchic (muhūrta) astrology and
includes explanations on preparing horoscopes, matching horoscopes, and other practical astrological
needs. It is extensively based on the Jyotiṣaratnakośa of Lalla. Panse mentions that Śrīpati freely
borrowed facts from the Jyotiṣaratnakośa [Panse 1956, p.238]. As Śrīpati himself stated, the treatise

lalitavacanaiḥ siddhāntānāṃ karoti hi śekharam |
(“[Śrīpati] writes the clear [and] unambiguous crown of Siddhāntas [i.e., Siddhāntaśekhara] using playful words for
enhancing the understanding of slow-witted [people]”) [ŚSŚ 1932, I.1].

26Makkibhaṭṭa describes himself as a expert in many subjects such as Veda, grammar, poetry, Vedānta, logic, Dhar-
maśāstra, Prosody, rhetoric, drama, Purāṇas, astronomy, and Yogaśāstra [ŚSŚ 1932, p.1]. He also wrote another
commentary the Gaṇitavilāsa on the Bṛhadbhāskarīya by Bhāskara I. P.K. Gode proposes that this Makkibhaṭṭa
is identical with Makkibhaṭṭa, the commentator of Kālidāsa’s Raghuvaṃśa, the Raghuvaṃśapradīpikā [Gode 1938,
p.481].

27śrīmadāryabhaṭajiṣṇunandanaśrītrivikramasutādisūribiḥ
siddhir ambaracarasya kakṣayā yā kṛtātha mayakāpi socyate |
(“Whatever determined by the great [teachers] Āryabhaṭa, the son of Jiṣṇu [i.e., Brahmagupta], the son of
Śrītrivikrama [i.e., Lalla] etc. by means of orbits [of planets] is stated by low-witted me.”) [ŚSŚ 1947, II.58].
The influence on the ŚSŚ and made by it on the successive literature will be investigated in the 4th chapter.

28The text was published with Hindi translation, Subodhinī of Nārāyaṇa (fl. 1894), at Bombay 1905, 1905-1916, and
the edition by Lakṣmī Venkaṭeśvara in 1937 at Bombay.

29iti nāgadevātmajabhaṭṭaśrīśrīpativiracite daivajñavallabhavyavahārakāṇḍe praśnaprakaraṇaṃ viṃśatitamaṃ
samāptam (“Thus is finished the chapter of problems in the vyavahārakāṇḍa of the Daivajñavallabha, the twenti-
eth, written by Śrīpati, the son of Nāgadeva”) [GT 1937, p.75].

30This was edited by V. Subrahmanya Sastri and first published in 1903 in Bombay.
31This was first published in 1884 in Bombay with Mahādeva’s commentary. Again, this was published in 1915 by

Rasikamohana Caṭṭopādhyāya with Mahādeva’s commentary in Calcutta.
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relies on the ideas of Garga, Varāhamihira, Lalla, and so on [ŚSŚ 1932, p.9 (in the prologue)]. There
are a few commentaries written on this. Śrīpati himself wrote a commentary on this in Marāṭhi,32

but the most important commentary on this is called Gautamī, written by Mahādeva in 1263. In
addition, Dāmodara’s Bālāvabodha, Paramakāraṇa’s Bālāvabodhinī which is in Prakrit, Śrīdhara’s
Śrīdharīya, and Vaijā Paṇḍita’s Bālāvabodhinī are also somewhat important. Kāpaḍīā mentions that
this was popular in Kāśi [GT 1937, p.74].

1.5.2.3 Mathematical work

Śrīpati’s only work exclusively devoted to mathematics is the GT. It has survived as an incomplete
text and is totally dedicated to arithmetic. The GT is apparently inspired by the PG or TŚ by
Śrīdhara [Pingree 2008, p.598]; [Sinha 1985, 26]. Following the usual order of mathematical texts in
Sanskrit, the GT begins with the terminology where the decimal number system, and the tables of
units are listed. Then, it presents the basic operations (parikarmans), the rule of simple interest,
and a rule for the conversion of a number of bonds into a single one. The order is very close to that
of the Triśatikā. Many example problems given by Śrīdhara in the TŚ (vv.25-62) are also included
as examples in the GT (vv.56-122) by Śrīpati at times, word for word [Sinha 1985, p.26]. However,
this text does not cover all the topics of practices (vyavahṛtis). It only contains a few rules pertaining
to the practice of mixtures. It is to be noted that many verses given in the GT are also seen in
the ŚSŚ. These are 1-18 verses in the Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya. Therefore, Sinha is almost certain that
the lost portion of the GT explains the rules given in the verses 19-55 of the Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya
[Sinha 1985, p.26].

There is only one commentary on the GT and it was written by Siṃhatilakasūrī (fl.1269) in Bijapura,
Mysore [Pingree 2008, p.598]. Siṃhatilakasūrī, as mentioned in the GT33 and, in his other treatise
the Mantrarahasya, is a pupil of Vibudhacandragaṇabhṛt alias Vibudhacandrasūrī who was a pupil
of Yaśodharasūrī [GT 1937, p.lxiv]. He also wrote the Vardhamānavidyākalpa. It is evident that
Siṃhatilakasūrī is a Jain as he pays obeisance to Jina (“one who won”) in the GT [GT 1937, p.1],
and in the Vardhamānavidyākalpa [GT 1937, p.77 (in the prologue)]. While commenting on the GT
Siṃhatilakasūrī used many mathematical texts such as the LV by Bhāskara II, TŚ by Śrīdhara, the
Līlāvatīvṛtti, Brāhmīpāṭī, and another text which was not referred to by name.34

32This commentary was edited by M.G. Panse and published in the Deccan College Monograph Series 20 in Poona
in 1957.

33śrīvibudhacandragaṇabhṛcchiṣyaśrīsiṃhatilakasūrir imām
gaṇitatilakasya vṛttiṃ viracayati parātmabodhāya ||
(“Siṃhatilakasūrī, a student of Śrīvibudhacandragaṇa who has many students, is writing his commentary of the
Gaṇitatilaka in order to understand the supreme spirit”) [GT 1937, p.1]

34For more details on the GT see section 1.2.



Chapter 2

Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya: The chapter of
arithmetic in the Siddhāntaśekhara

The Vyaktagaṇitādhyāya is chapter 13 of the ŚSŚ which is totally dedicated to the arithmetical rules.
This consists of 55 verses out of which 16 are of operations and the rest is of practices. This chapter
is shorter compared to the chapters of arithmetic in other siddhāntas. The ĀB, the most concise and
the oldest of the survived texts on astronomy, has more than thirty verses employed for formulating
the rules of both arithmetic and algebra. The 12th chapter of the BSS and the 15th chapter of the
MS are the chapters on arithmetic in Siddhāntas.

2.1 Introduction to arithmetic
जाना त वंश त मम पिरकमण य-
ाया मी व तीर प म ता ा ।
ं स वे ग णतं ग णत वीण-

गो ीषु वैष भजते गणका णी ॥ १ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
jānāti viṃśatim imāṃ parikarmaṇāṃ yaś
chāyāṣṭamīr vyavahṛtīr api miśritādyām |
vyaktaṃ sa vetti gaṇitaṃ gaṇitapravīṇa-
goṣṭīṣu vaiṣa bhajate gaṇakāgraṇītvam || 1 || || vasantatilakā ||

He who knows these twenty operations (parikarman) and practices (vyavahṛti) beginning
with the [practice of] mixtures (miśrita), of which the [practice of] shadows (chāyā) is the
eighth, knows manifest mathematics (vyakta-gaṇita) [and] occupies the foremost position
of the assemblies of learned mathematicians.

Commentary:
This verse can be interpreted as an introduction to arithmetic and also an indicator of the importance
of arithmetic. Śrīpati says that if one wants to be in the foremost position of an assemblage of
mathematicians, he should know 20 operations and 8 practices.1 Though Śrīpati mentions that
there are 20 parikarmans, he does not explain all of them. This raises an interesting question as
to why he did not explain them all. As we shall see in the next verse he starts from multiplication
having passed over addition and subtraction. He however, includes those two in the GT. Did Śrīpati
do it on a purpose? If so, does it imply that siddhāntas are the place where the more important and
complicated rules are explained and mathematical texts are self-contained texts? Was that at least
Śrīpati’s opinion?

1These operations and practices are discussed in section 1.1

16
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There might be different purposes for including mathematics in siddhāntas. One of the purposes
might be to give students an opportunity to learn mathematics who are keen on studying astronomy
which essentially involves mathematics. But every siddhānta with mathematical chapters has them
in the middle of the text, but not in the beginning. If the structure and the order of siddhāntas
are designed to facilitate students and enable them to learn astronomy systematically, the chapters
on mathematics would have been in the beginning because the astronomical chapters of siddhāntas
seem to have been organised carefully. Almost all siddhāntas start with an introduction to the basic
parameters, then, mean motions, true motions, questions related to the direction, place, and time,
lunar eclipse, solar eclipse and so on. Another purpose might be to preserve knowledge of mathe-
matics. These chapters might have been included in siddhāntas which were the existing literature as
there was not a custom of writing separate text exclusively on mathematics and mathematics was
considered as a part of astronomy.2

The term Śrīpati uses for arithmetic, as mentioned before, is vyakta. This use is, in a way, very
important as no other mathematician has used it in the introduction verse irrespective of the work
being a chapter or a complete text.3 The important question here, is why did Śrīpati choose this
term over others? Does that mean something special to Śrīpati or has he merely adapted another
technical term? It should also be noted that Śrīpati employed the word vyavahṛti for mathematical
practices whereas Brahmagupta uses vyavahāra. In fact, those words are derived from the same root
and means the same though the meaning of the former seems to be more nominal while the latter’s
is more operational.

2.2 Operations (parikarmans)
2.2.1 Operations of integers
2.2.1.1 Multiplication

व गु ं गुणका राशे-
रधः कपाट यस यु ा ।
उ ाय ह ा मशोऽनुलोमं
वलोममाहो उत त मेव ॥ २ ।। ॥ उपजा त ॥

viṇyasya guṇyaṃ guṇakākhyarāśer
adhaḥ kapāṭadvayasandhiyuktyā |
utsārya hanyāt kramaśo’nulomaṃ
vilomam āho uta tatstham eva || 2 || || upajāti ||

2See sections 1.1 and 4.1 for more details.
3Āryabhaṭa II, Bhāskara II, and the author of the Pañcaviṃśatikā (PV) (This work has been attributed to a Śrīdhara
whose much details remain unclear. Śambhunātha wrote a commentary on this namely Gaṇitasāra in a vernacular
which perhaps, according to Hayashi, is old Gujarati. Though his exact date is not known, it is known with certainty
that Śambhunātha lived after Bhāskara II as he refers to the LV. Śambhudāsa wrote another commentary on the
PV namely Bālabodhāṅkavṛtti in old Gujarati in saṃvat 1485. However, Hayashi says that his language often comes
very near to Sanskrit. This was edited and translated into English with analysis by Hayashi [Hayashi 1991].) use
pāṭī which also means arithmetic. Even Śrīpati uses pāṭī in his GT which seems to be an earlier and elementary
work of him. Śrīdhara employed merely the word gaṇita in his PG without signifying anything. That is probably
because the name of the treatise itself conveys the content and the purpose of the work. Interestingly, Brahmagupta
does not even use any of these terms, but announces that he is going to state parikarmans and vyavahṛtis. It is
beyond doubts that Śrīpati adapted Brahmagupta’s idea in his first verse.
parikarmaviṃśatiṃ saṅkalitādyaṃ pṛtagvijānāti |
aṣṭau ca vyavahārān chāyāntān bhavati gaṇakaḥ saḥ || [BSS 1966c, XII.1]
(“One who knows twenty operations beginning from the addition and eight practices ending with shadow separately
is the mathematician.”)
Āryabhaṭa I uses neither synonyms of arithmetic nor the terms of branches of mathematics. He says that the
chapter is about the knowledge much respected in the city Kusumapura.
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Having placed the multiplicand (guṇya) under the quantity named guṇaka4 [i.e., multi-
plier] and moving [the multiplier] like the action of adjusting verandah panels (kapāṭad-
vayasandhiyukti), one should certainly multiply [all the digits] one by one, in order (an-
uloma) or in inverse order (viloma). Or else, one should use the tatstha [method i.e., the
method without moving the numbers].

Commentary:
Śrīpati begins the operation-section with the rule of multiplication. Śrīpati is not the only one who
does this: Mahāvīra also does this.5 Those who begin the section with saṅkalita (“summation”)
and vyavakalita (“difference”) provide the rules of summation and rule of difference, i.e., the sum
of sequences and difference of sequences, but not the rule of addition and subtraction. It is the GT
that assigns general addition and subtraction as the first rules for the first time.

Multiplication is referred to by many terms in Sanskrit mathematical texts.6 The terms pratyutpanna
(“reproduced”) and guṇana (“repetition”) are the most popular among them. Brahmagupta, Śrī-
dhara and Mahāvīra employ pratyutpanna. Śrīpati does not use any term explicitly. There are several
methods of multiplication in Indian mathematics, namely, kapāṭasandhi also known as kavāṭasandhi
(“door-junction”), gomūtrikā (“pattern of cow’s urination”), khaṇḍa (“portion”), and tatstha (“as it
is”).7

Again, each of them includes a few sub-divisions, but the classification of multiplication methods is
not consistent in all the texts.8 Śrīpati mentions only two methods of multiplication, kapāṭasandhi

4Here, the term guṇya is translated into English as multiplicand, but not the term guṇaka as Śrīpati’s stress is not
on guṇaka, but on rāśi, the quantity that bears the name guṇaka.

5See [Morice-Singh 2017, pp.4–5].
6The terms for multiplication given by Bhāskara I are saṃvarga, ghāta, guṇanā, hatiḥ, and udvartanā [ĀB 1976b,
p.49].

7These methods have been dealt with in detail in [Heroor 2015b, pp.11-24], [Keller 2014], and
[Datta and Singh 1962a, pp.134-149] with their variations.

8According to PV, there are two sub-divisions in kapāṭasandhi, two in gomūtrikā, two in tatstha, and three in khaṇḍa
[Hayashi 1991, p.408]. It should be noted that the PV only gives the numbers and does not reveal what the sub-
divisions are. However, the following list collected from different texts would be the possible sub-divisions.

• kapāṭasandhi — anuloma and viloma
• gomūtrikā — anuloma and viloma
• tatstha — śīrṣabheda and pṛṣṭabheda
• khaṇḍa — rūpavibhāga, sthānavibhāga and bhakta

Not only has Brahmagupta not given the rule of multiplication in the 12th chapter but also he has not explained
the first six operations. Plofker speculates that this is because the student who reads the BSS is expected to
have learned them in his previous education [Plofker 2009, p.141]. Mahāvīra has given three methods: namely,
kapāṭasandhi with two sub-categories, khaṇḍa, and tatstha [GSS 1912, II.1], whereas Śrīdhara has 3 multiplication
methods: kapāṭasandhi with two methods, tatstha, and khaṇḍa with two methods [PG 1959, vv.18-20]. Śrīdhara
himself says that there are four multiplication methods: according to him, rūpakhaṇḍa (“integral partition”) and
sthānakhaṇḍa (“place-partition”) are two methods, but not the variations of the khaṇḍa [PG 1959, v.20]. The
TŚ has the same verses that the PG consists of [Heroor 2015b, p.11]. Āryabhaṭa II gives only one method for
multiplication: that is the viloma method of kapāṭasandhi where he clearly explains the procedure of execution
without using either of the terms kapāṭasandhi and viloma [MS, XV.3]. The LV has a rather different classification
of multiplication methods where Bhāskara II explains two methods, the kapāṭasandhi and the khaṇḍa [LV 1937,
I.14-16]. According to Bhāskara II’s explanation, there are two methods in kapāṭasandhi which are not different
from others and three methods in khaṇḍa. The bhakta method given by Bhāskara II is not found in any other texts
except the GK. Though Bhāskara II does not use the term kapāṭasandhi, it is evident that he alludes to kapāṭa-
sandhi using the words anuloma and viloma. Nārāyaṇa’s description of multiplication is closer to the one in the LV,
but he has only one kapāṭasandhi method, presumably the viloma method [GK 1936, I.13-15]. It would be worth
mentioning here, that the following execution is identified by Datta and Singh as Gaṇeśa’s (c. 1545) kapāṭasandhi

method [Datta and Singh 1962a, p.145] though this execution is not found in the LV.

1 3 5

1

2

531

1

062

0261

This method again has been given under the kapāṭasandhi in a recension of PV by Śambhunātha [Hayashi 1991,
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with two sub-categories and tatstha, which are discussed in the following sections.

Kapāṭasandhi method

This method of multiplication seems to be the most popular among mathematicians. It is important
to inquire why mathematicians used this name for the method. The word kapāṭa or kavāṭa means
the leaf or panel of door. Sandhi means the junction. Therefore, kapāṭasandhi could literally
means “hinges of the door”. The term is translated as “door-junction method” by Datta and Singh
[Datta and Singh 1962a, p.136] and Keller [Keller 2014, p.31]. Filliozat translates kapāṭasandhi as
“adjusting verandah panels” of traditional south Indian houses [Filliozat 2010, p.47]. Hence, here
it presumably means the alignment of the multiplicand and the multiplier one under the other so
that their digits are in vertical alignment where the digits can be easily moved to the right or left
column-wise. This method might have gained this name because of this alignment of numbers and
process of the execution. However, the word sandhi in the compound seems to play an important
role when it come to the execution of the method, but it is not totally convincing how. Probably it
simply means the two edges of the panels next to each other that represent the limit of the columns
through which digits have to be moved.

Though the whole process of the execution of this method is not explained in texts, it is paramount
to know how they were performed and what the texts, the ŚSŚ in particular, reveal about them. Ac-
cording to Śrīpati, the multiplicand (guṇya) should be placed under the multiplier (guṇaka). All the
mathematicians agree with this procedure except Nārāyaṇa. According to him, the multiplier should
be placed under the multiplicand. This shows that the executions were not always homogeneous
though there might have been standard or popular ways. Further, Nārāyaṇa is of the view that
these two quantities are interchangeable as in fact, changing the position of them mathematically
does not make any difference.9

The two variations of kapāṭasandhi method are called anuloma (“natural order or in order”) method
and viloma (“inverse order”) method. These methods have been identified based on their procedures
of execution. The execution may be started from the unit place, i.e., the last digit at the right end
of the multiplicand or from the largest place, i.e., the last digit at the left end of the multiplicand.
Unfortunately, no text directly says which is the anuloma or viloma. It is natural and rational to
think that the anuloma method is the one starting the process from the unit place as some modern
historians of mathematics show [Heroor 2015b, p.13]; [Datta and Singh 1962a, p.138]. The rule of
the division as explained by Śrīpati [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.3], [GT 1937, p.4], and the PG [PG 1959, v.22]
confirms this. Both Śrīpati and Śrīdhara are of the view that the division can only be performed in
inverse order (viloma), i.e., beginning from the largest place. Therefore, it is clear that anuloma is
the process that starts from the unit place.

In the anuloma method the multiplicand is placed under the multiplier so that the digit at the
unit place of the multiplicand is under the digit at largest place of the multiplier. Each digit of
the multiplicand is multiplied by the last digit of the multiplier. Once the multiplier is multiplied,
the multiplier should be moved by one column to the left (utsārya). It is evidently because of this
motion of the digits across columns this multiplication method is called kapāṭasandhi. Then, the
multiplicand is multiplied by the next digit of the multiplier. If the product obtained consists of
more than one digit, the digits in larger places are always added to the next digit. This should be
carried out until all the digits are multiplied. When the digits are added vertically as follows, the
result is the product.

p.417], but according to Śambhudāsa’s recension of the PV, this is a subdivision of the tatstha method namely
koṣṭhabheda [Hayashi 1991, p.421]. This reveals that these different methods were identified and interpreted in
many different ways by ancient mathematicians and modern historians of mathematicians throughout history.

9atra guṇakaguṇyayor abhedaḥ | yadi guṇyasya guṇakatvaṃ tadā guṇakasya guṇyatvam iti ||
(“Here, the multiplier and multiplicand are interchangeable. If the multiplicand becomes the multiplier, the multi-
plier becomes multiplicand.”) [GK 1936, p.5]
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Compute 123× 14.10

First step Second step Third step
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 4 1 4 1 4
4 2 4 2 3 2 2

2 8 1 4
3 2 2 1 7 2 2

∴ 123× 14 = 1722

There is no difference of the inverse method of kapāṭasandhi apart from starting from the left end.
The same problem is solved here.

First step Second step Third step
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 4 1 4 1 4
1 4 1 4 1 6 8

2 8 (3+1) 2
1 6 8 1 7 2 2

Essentially, this is equivalent to the following.
anuloma method viloma method
14× 3 42 14× 100 1400
14× 20 280 14× 20 280
14× 100 1400 14× 3 42

1722 1722
Tatstha method

Many mathematicians have given this method as one of the main methods of multiplication but Ārya-
bhaṭa II and Bhāskara II do not have this in their list. This is a rather unclear method and most of
them mention it only by name without any detail. The term tatstha means “that standing in the same
place”; hence, this is the method of multiplication in which the multiplicand and the multiplier do
not change their positions at all. An explanation on the tatstha method is given by Gaṇeśa [LV 1937,
p.17] and it is quoted here as translated by Datta and Singh [Datta and Singh 1962a, p.146].

The method of multiplication in which the numbers stand in the same place, is called
tatstha-guṇana. It is as follows: after setting the multiplier under the multiplicand,
multiply unit by unit and note the result underneath. Then as in vajrābhyāsa multiply
unit by ten and ten by unit, add together and set down the result in the line. Next,
multiply unit by hundred, hundred by unit and ten by ten, add together and set down
the result as before; and so on with the rest of the digits. This being done, the line of
results is the product.

Here, vajrābhyāsa (“practice of [Indra’s] thunderbolt”) means cross-multiplication which is also called
kuliśāpavartana (“reduction by way of action of [Indra’s] thunderbolt”). In this method, having
placed the multiplier under the multiplicand the digits should be multiplied according to their place
values as stated above. When all the products are added in terms of their place values, the result is
the product. The following example delineates the procedure.

10Note that all the examples are ours unless otherwise specified.
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Compute 436× 281.

Step Procedure 2 8 1
4 3 6

1 6× 1 6
2 (6× 8) + (3× 1) 5 1
3 (6× 2) + (4× 1) + (3× 8) 4 0
4 (8× 4) + (3× 2) 3 8
5 4× 2 8

Total 1 2 2 5 1 6

∴ 436× 281 = 122, 516.

The above example shows how important the structure of some methods is to maintain the place
values, as they manipulate only the digits, not the place values. It does not mean that the rationale
behind this was not clear to them. The following analysis done by simply adding zeros appropriately
to the end of the digits verifies what happens in the above method.

Step Procedure 2 8 1
4 3 6

1 6× 1 6
2 (6× 80) + (30× 1) 5 1 0
3 (6× 200) + (400× 1) + (30× 80) 4 0 0 0
4 (80× 400) + (30× 200) 3 8 0 0 0
5 400× 200 8 0 0 0 0

Total 1 2 2 5 1 6

Given the explanation of Gaṇeśa, the tatstha method should be considered to be cross-multiplication.
Another text that helps us understand the execution in a different way, but at the same time, that
complicates our understanding is the PV. The tatstha method is one independent method without
subdivisions for all the other texts, but Śambhunātha is of the view that there are two sub-methods of
this operation which are called śīrṣabheda and pṛṣṭhabheda [Hayashi 1991, p.420]. Śambhudāsa also
has two subdivisions of tatstha methods namely śīrṣabheda and koṣṭhabheda [Hayashi 1991, p.421].
Śambhunātha’s śīrṣabheda tatstha multiplication is as follows. It seems that Śambhudāsa also agrees
with this even though he presents a completely different one as the second subdivision.

Compute 12× 135.

Śīrṣabheda-tatstha method [Hayashi 1991, p.420].

First step Second step Third step Fourth step
1 2 1 2 1 2

1 3 5 1 2 3 5 1 5 6 5 1 6 2 0
12× 1 12× 3 12× 5

Pṛṣṭhabheda-tatstha method [Hayashi 1991, p.420].

First step Second step Third step Fourth step
1 3 5 1 3 6 0 1 4 2 0 1 6 2 0

1 2 1 2 1 2
12× 5 12× 3 12× 1

These explanations reveal that all mathematicians did not totally agree upon the executions of the
methods. But these are fine illustrations for the mathematical insight and the enthusiasm of different
mathematicians for scientific investigations. Other methods of multiplication, especially the khaṇḍa
method, will be explained with details in the section 3.3.1.3.
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2.2.1.2 Division

भा ाधः ापये ाजकं च
येन ु ं भा राशेरपै त ।
ल ः सा ादवेम ा लोमं
भागादाने ा या ा राशेः ॥ ३ ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥
bhājyasyādhaḥ sthāpayed bhājakaṃ ca
yena kṣuṇṇaṃ bhājyarāśer apaiti |
labdhiḥ sā syād evam antyād vilomaṃ
bhāgādāne hy ākṣayād bhājyarāśeḥ || 3 || || śālinī ||

One should place the divisor (bhājaka) under the dividend (bhājya). That number by
which [the divisor] is multiplied and [whose product] is [i.e., can be] subtracted from the
dividend is the quotient (labdhi). Thus, [this should be done] from the [left] end [of the
dividend] in inverse order in the process of obtaining the quotient (bhāgādāna) till [all
the digits of] the dividend are exhausted.

Commentary:
Division is the second operation that Śrīpati states in the ŚSŚ, but the fourth among the pari-
karmans. Śrīpati uses the term bhāgādāna (“obtaining parts”) for division in his explanation, which
may be interpreted as division or extracting the quotient, but no other mathematicians have used
it.11 The rules given in the texts for executions of division are almost identical and their similarities
can be listed as follows.

• The divisor should be placed under the dividend. This should not be construed as placing the
dividend above the dividing bar and the divisor under it. It is evident that in Indian division
there was not a dividing bar between the two quantities.

• The execution should be performed in the viloma method; that is, it should be started from
the digit at the largest place of the dividend, in other words, it goes from left to right. Mahā-
vīra, Śrīdhara, and Śrīpati mention this. The commentary on the PG asserts that division
cannot be done in the anuloma method as if done so, the result cannot be arrived at.12 Śrīpati
mentions that the division should be performed from the end (antya) and in inverse order.
This reveals that the end of a number is considered, as mentioned before, to be the digit at
the largest place; hence, the beginning of the number should be the digit at the unit place.

• Many mathematicians state that the quotient is the number by which the divisor is multiplied
such that the product is the largest number that can be subtracted from the dividend in
question.

This method has been described by Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.22], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.18],13 Mahā-
vīra [GSS 1912, II.18-19], Āryabhaṭa II [MS, vv.4-5]. The execution of this method is given below.

Compute 1848÷ 11.

The first digit at the left end of the dividend should be divided by 11. If it is impossible, the second
digit should be taken into account. When it is divided, the quotient is 1. When 11 is subtracted
from 18, the result is 7. The quotient should be written in another column called, by some authors,
paṅkti (“row”).14 The result obtained by subtracting should be placed below 1 in the second column.
11There are a few other terms used in Sanskrit mathematical texts for division, such as bhajana, chedana, bhāga and

bhāgahāra. Among them the most popular one is bhāgahāra which Mahāvīra, Bhāskara II, and Śrīdhara used.
12pratilomaṃ paramāntyāt sthānād ārabhya, na tu ekadaśaśatādisarpaṇakrameṇa tathā hriyamāṇe phalavināśāt (“The

inverse order is from the end of the greatest place, but not the order of ones, tens, hundreds etc. places because
when [it is] divided in that way the quotient alters”) [PG 1959, p.S15], pratilomam iti vacanād anulomaprakāreṇa
bhāgavidhir nāsti (“Because of [the use of] the word pratiloma the division does not occur in order”) [PG 1959, p.S16]

13Mallayya discusses the operation of division in detail with special reference to the LV and its commentaries in
[Mallayya 1997].

14Śrīpati does not state that the quotient should be placed in the paṅkti or another place, but the commentator of
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This subtraction seems to have been done separately. The remainder is considered as the first digit
of the next step. Then, the divisor is moved to the next column. Thus, the same process will be
carried on until all the digits in the dividend are exhausted.

First step Second step Third step
paṅkti paṅkti paṅkti

1 8 4 8 1 7 4 8 16 8 8 168
1 1 1 1 1 1

7 8 0
∴ 1848÷ 11 = 168

This method is not different from the long division method persisting even to modern days, which
has been transmitted to Arabic mathematics from India, thence to Europe; it was known as the
“galea” method to Europeans [Datta and Singh 1962a, p.153].

2.2.1.3 Square and cube

वग ऽ भघातः स श रा ो-
घनः समान तय घातः ।
चतुभुजं े मुश वग
ा ादशा ु घनः स वृ ः ॥ ४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

vargo’bhighātaḥ sadṛśadvirāśyor
ghanaḥ samānatritayasya ghātaḥ |
caturbhujaṃ kṣetram uśanti vargaṃ
syād dvādaśāśris tu ghanaḥ sa vṛndaḥ || 4 || || upajāti ||

The product (abhighāta) of two equal quantities is the square (varga). The product of
three equal quantities is the cube (ghana). [Mathematicians] state that the four-sided
(caturbhuja) figure (kṣetra) is the square. The [equal-]twelve-edged[-object] (dvādaśāśri)
is the cube. [Also,] it is the vṛnda (aggregation).

Commentary:
Śrīpati introduces two operations in this verse, namely the square and cube. The square is called
varga.15 The cube is called ghana. In a broader sense, this verse provides the arithmetical and
geometrical definitions of the square and the cube. The first line of the verse is the arithmetical
definition of the square and the third line is the geometrical definition of it. Similarly, the second
and the fourth lines are the arithmetical and geometrical definitions of the cube respectively. Śrī-
pati simply says that the product of two equal quantities is the square without giving a rule for it.
Perhaps Śrīpati did not want to explain the procedures for finding the square and cube of a number
because the rules of multiplication has already been discussed. Those who know the methods of
multiplication can easily find the square and the cube of any number.

Be that as it may, the geometrical explanation is complicated and requires some elucidation. Ārya-
bhaṭa also simply defines the square and the cube without giving explanations [ĀB 1976, II.3]. A
similar arithmetical definition is in the LV [LV 1937, v.19], and the GK [GK 1936, v.18], but none of
the other texts has the geometrical definition except ĀB. Bhāskara I elaborates the two definitions
given by Āryabhaṭa I in his commentary on the ĀB. Accordingly, the area of any quadrilateral with
equal sides is not a square. He emphasizes that the area of a quadrilateral of which all four sides
are equal and the two diagonals are also equal is the square [ĀB 1976b, p.48]. According to another
commentator, Parameśvara, the samacaturaśra means “four-sided figure whose four sides are equal
to one another and whose two diagonals are equal to each other [ĀB 1976, p.34]. This is what is

the PG does [PG 1959, p.S15]. The term is used here only for the sake of clarity.
15Kṛti, karṇī, vargaṇā, and yāvakaraṇa are also synonyms of varga. According to Bhāskara I, multiplication of

unequal numbers is called guṇanā and multiplication of equal numbers is called gata [ĀB 1976b, p.43]. Hence, the
square is also called svagata and the cube is called trigata.
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called today the square. Needless to say that the area of a square is a square. Brahmagupta refers
to the square in two places in his treatise, BSS; once in the chapter on arithmetic explaining the
method of finding the square of a fraction without defining it [BSS 1966c, XII.5] and the next in
the chapter on algebra with a definition [BSS 1966d, XVIII.42]. In the former case, the square can
be found when the square of a numerator is divided by the square of its denominator and in latter
case, he says square means the product of two equal quantities.

While describing the cube Śrīpati and Āryabhaṭa I refer to an object that has 12 edges. What is this
12-edged-object or what does it exactly mean? Why did Śrīpati mention dvādaśāśri without other
details of it? It seems that this should be taken as an expansion of the previous definition given to
the square. As the square which is the area of a quadrilateral having equal sides has already been
found this object should be the solid object made of the same squares. The square which is the
area means the product of the length and the width so the cube is the product of the area and the
height equal to the side of the square. This is discussed by Bhāskara I in the commentary on ĀB
[ĀB 1976b, pp.50-51]. The cube is also known as vṛnda whose formation and etymology is unclear.16

Other mathematicians give some alternative rules for finding the square and cube of a given number.
Some of them employ several verses describing the methods of square and cube. Those methods
will be discussed under the square and the cube in the sections 3.3.1.5, 3.3.1.6, 3.3.1.8, 3.3.1.9, and
3.3.1.10.

2.2.1.4 Square root

वग वशो वषमा पदतः पदने
ान ुतं गु णतेन भजे शेष ।

प नवे फलम कृ तं17 वशो
ऽे धते18 कृ तपदं कृ तनो वद ॥ ५ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥

vargaṃ viśodhya viṣamāt padataḥ padena
sthānacyutaṃ dviguṇitena bhajec ca śeṣam |
paṅktyāṃ niveśya phalam asya kṛtiṃ viśodhya
dvighne’rdhite kṛtipadaṃ kṛtino vadanti || 5 || || vasantatilakā ||

Having subtracted the [greatest possible] square from [the first] odd place (viṣamapada)
[at the left end of the number and written down it in the line of quotient], one should
divide the digit moved down and the remainder [i.e. taking those digits as one num-
ber] by twice the square root [of the square subtracted]. Having placed the result in
the quotient-line (paṅkti), [and] subtracted the square of that [digit in the quotient-line]
(asyakṛti) when [that quotient] is doubled [and whole quotient] is halved, the knowers of
the square state [that it is] the square root.

16Babuāji Miśra says that this term cannot be seen as a synonym of the cube in any other place (ghanasya nāma
vṛnda iti nānyatra kutrāpi gaṇitagranthe dṛśyate) [ŚSŚ 1947, p.8]. But in ĀB, the term vṛnda stands for 1 billion
(1,000,000,000) [ĀB 1976, II.2]. Bhāskara I says that ghana, vṛnda and sadṛśatrayābhyāsa are all synonymous
[ĀB 1976b, p.51]. Mahāvīra also uses it as a synonym of the ghana [GSS 1912, II.46].

17This part reads फलम कृ तं in Babuāji Miśra’s edition. The verse on the rule of square root in the GT is the same
with slight differences. It reads this word as फलम कृ तं. This is acceptable as a correct reading since the JL (p.96)
also has the same reading and it is compatible with the meaning as well. The BO has फलम कृ तं which is incorrect
(f38.r). The word antya should not occur here because neither the square of the first digit at the left end of the
number whose square root is to be found nor the first digit at the left end of the quotient is the subtrahend here.

18The edited text reads here े धृते and it has a footnote for this: अ " े ते" इ त मू.पाठः तथा " े ते" इ त
. पाठः ।. The both JL and BO also have े ते and none of these seems to be correct. We treat this as
ऽे धते which is compatible with the procedure and agree with the reading of the GT and other mathematical

texts. Further, it is possible that the “r” is missing in the mss.
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Commentary:
This verse is exactly the same found in the GT (section 3.3.1.7) given for the rule of square root. The
differences might be scribal errors. The rule given in this verse is similar to the rules of square root in
almost all mathematical texts in Sanskrit. A frequently used term for the square root is vargamūla.
Apart from that kṛtipada is also employed, but at times mūla is also seen in use which could mean
both the square root or cube root so it has to be treated based upon the context. Karaṇī is another
term used in śulvasūtras for the square root though it is used for the quadratic irrationals in the
later literature. The rule of square root is found in [ĀB 1976, II.4], [GSS 1912, II.36], [PG 1959,
vv.25-26], [MS, XV.6-7], [GT 1937, p.9], [LV 1937, v.28], and [GK 1936, vv.19-20].

Our reading of this verse is slightly different from the verse edited by Babuāji Miśra as mentioned
in notes 17 and 18. It seems that there had been two procedures of executing this rule though they
are not completely different from one another. One of them is found only in the ĀB. All the other
texts explain the other procedure. Both procedures are given together in the following.19

• The procedure begins with marking odd and even places over the digits of the number from the
right end (i.e. unit place). This step is not given in Śrīpati’s verse. The first mathematician
to give this instruction is Āryabhaṭa II. Then, Nārāyaṇa and Gaṇeśa also say that the digits
of the number whose square root is to be found should be marked by names or a horizontal
line. Most of them use sama (“equal”) and viṣama (“non-equal”) for even and odd places
respectively whereas Mahāvīra uses yugma (“pair”) and oja (“odd”).

• Always begin the process from the first odd place at the left side, i.e., the digit at the largest
odd place. All the mathematicians start the procedure from this step except Āryabhaṭa I. His
explanation is rather compact, elliptic, and in a short verse so he is not in a position to include
all the details, but he uses the language strategically to convey the idea.

• Subtract the greatest possible square from the largest odd place and write the square in the
quotient-line. This is the place where the aforementioned two procedures begin. According
to Āryabhaṭa I, the square root of the subtracted square has to be placed in the quotient-line
(paṅkti) whereas the square has to be written down under the number as per the others.

• Bring down the next digit to the remainder. This step is referred to by sthānacyuta in the ŚSŚ,
but the word sthānacyuta in the GT refers to the square root of the square already subtracted.
However, it means that they have to be brought down as the divisor. Solving this dichotomy,
Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets sthānacyuta to mean both the digit being brought down and the
square root in the quotient-line. But this interpretation seems to be impossible according to
the main text, as the square root and the compounded word of which sthānacyuta is a member
are in the instrumental case and the remainder of which the digit being brought is a member
is in the accusative case [GT 1937, p.10].20 As per the procedure, the digit in the even place
next to the first odd place should be divided by twice that square root. Whenever the division
is performed, the quotient has to be decided so that the next steps can be carried out. Note
that the highest possible quotient is 9. This technical instruction is given in the commentary
on the PG.21

• Bring down the next digit to the remainder and subtract the square of the quotient. Here,
quotient means the digit found immediately before. Therefore, asya is more suitable than
antya in the edited text of the ŚSŚ. Technically, at this step the square root is found if the

19The operation of the square root extraction is discussed in detail with the help of Speech Act Theory by Agathe
Keller. Having analyzed all the procedures in different texts she suggests an algorithm for extracting square roots
with 13 steps [Keller 2015, pp.212-213].

20See footnote 34 of the 3rd chapter for more details.
21tasmin dviguṇe kṛte yadi sthānam adhikaṃ jāyeta tatprāglabdhe yojayet, tayor ubhayor ekarāśitā jñeyā | tasya

rāśer labdhasajñā, tam utsārayet, tato vibhajet. . . | (“If it is larger than the minuend when it (i.e., the quotient
so obtained) is doubled, it should be added to the previous one (i.e., the quotient should be reduced by one or
so appropriately and the corresponding number should be added to the minuend). These added two quantities
should be considered to be one quantity. That [quotient thus analyzed] is called labdha. One should bring down
the remaining quantity which is considered to be the divisor, then divide. . .”) [PG 1959, p.18].
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number has only three digits. If there are more digits the same procedure has to be iterated.
Note that this rule of square root is valid only for numbers having three or more digits.

• The instructions in the verse go on further. Having fulfilled the steps above, bring down the
next digit to the remainder and divide it by twice the quotient. This time the quotient means
the whole quantity in the quotient-line. Technically, this is the start of the next round. As
per the verse, the quotient found should be doubled and kept in the quotient-line and when
the whole quantity in the quotient-line is divided by two, the result is the square root of the
number. Therefore, dvighne’rdhite seems to be the most suitable version. This process should
be followed until all the digits of the number are exhausted.

Summarizing all the steps explained above, two “golden rules” pertaining to the extraction of the
square root of a given number can be identified. The first rule is that the square always has to
be subtracted from the odd places of the number. The second is that the numbers obtained by
subtracting at the even places of the number should always be divided by twice the respective
quotients in the paṅkti except the first even place if the largest place of the number is an even
place.22 The following, finding the square root of 50625, is the demonstration of the rule given by
Śrīpati. Note that o and e in the table denote odd and even places respectively.

Compute
√
580625.

Step Process Quotient-line
o e o e o
5 0 6 2 5

Step 1 5− 4 4 2× 2 = 4
1 4

Step 2 10÷ (2× 2) 1 0 2× 2 = 4
8 44
2

Step 3 26− (22) 2 6
4

2 2
Step 4 222÷ (22× 2) 2 2 2 5× 2 = 10

2 2 0 450
25− 52 2 5

2 5
0 450÷ 2 = 225

∴
√
50625 = 225

The example above is straight forward. But in case of some numbers, the square root extraction is
a little complicated. In the process of extraction if a larger number is chosen as the quotient after
the division, the rest of the procedure cannot be performed since then, the subtrahend would be
larger than the minuend. In such cases, the quotient has to be tested and then, should be chosen
appropriately so that the rest of the procedure can be carried out. The following is a fine example
of that where the square root of 355216 is found.

Step Process Quotient-line
e o e o e o
3 5 5 2 1 6 5× 2 = 10

Step 1 35− 25 2 5 10
Step 2 105÷ (5× 2) 1 0 5

1 0 0 10× 2 = 20
Step 3 52− 102 5 2 120

22Gaṇeśa explains another method for finding the square root of a number in the BVT. It seems to be the method
given by Āryabhaṭa I: athavā gṛhītalabdhānāṃ paṅktir eva padaṃ syāt | atropapattir dvitīyaprakāravyatyayena |
(“Or else, the series of digits obtained is the [square]root itself. Here, the verification is made by the inversion of
the second method.”) [LV 1937, p.22]. But this needs to be further investigated since it is unclear.
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As 52− 100 does not produce a positive answer and also the quotient has 2 digits 10 cannot be the
quotient so the quotient has to be changed. This time 9 is tested.

Step Process Quotient-line
e o e o e o
3 5 5 2 1 6 5× 2 = 10

Step 1 35− 25 2 5 9× 2 = 18
Step 2 105÷ (5× 2) 1 0 5 118

9 0
Step 3 152− 92 1 5 2

8 1
Step 4 711÷ (2× 59) 7 1 1 6

7 0 8 6× 2 = 12
Step 5 36− 62 3 6 1192

3 6
0 1192÷ 2 = 596

∴
√
355216 = 596

The square of a three-digit number (a+b+c)2 expressed algebraically is a2+2ab+b2+2ac+2bc+c2.23

It is obvious that in the algorithm above the place values of the digits in the number are removed
from the largest place. The above example can be analysed as follows. Let a+ b+ c = 596 such that
a = 500, b = 90, and c = 6.

(a+ b+ c)2 = a2 + 2ab+ 2ac+ b2 + 2bc+ c2

(a+ b+ c) = 596

(a+ b+ c)2 = 5002 + 2(500× 90) + 2(500× 6) + 902 + 2(90× 6) + 62

= 250000 + 90000 + 6000 + 8100 + 1080 + 36

In the illustrated algorithm above the numbers 25, 90, 81, 708, and 36 are subtracted. They, with
their place holding zeros, can be rewritten as 25000, 90000, 8100, 7080, and 36. If those numbers are
subtracted from 355216 one by one, zero would be arrived at. The bold numbers represent them in
the following analysis of the algorithm.

(a+ b+ c)2 = 355216

a2 = 5002 = 250000
355216− 250000 = 105216

2ab = 2(500× 90) = 90000
105216− 90000 = 15216

b2 = 902 = 8100
15216− 8100 = 7116

2ac+ 2bc = 2(500× 6) + 2(90× 6) = 6000 + 1080 = 7080
7116− 7080 = 62 = 36

c2 = 36
36− 36 = 0

a+ b+ c = 596

23More details are given in section 3.3.1.5.
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2.2.1.5 Cube root

घनोऽघन म त पा
घनं घना लूमधः24 पद ।
यो ं तृतीय हरे शेषं25
न कृ ा नवे ल ॥ ६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

प तत ृ तम न
संगुण चापनये नं च ।
वधानमेवं गणकेन नूनं
पुन वधेयं घनमूलल 2ै6 ॥ ७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ghano’ghanadvandvam iti prapātya
ghanaṃ ghanān mūlam adhaḥ padasya |
yojyaṃ tṛtīyasya harec ca śeṣaṃ
trinighnakṛtyāsya niveśya labdham || 6 || || upajāti ||

paṅktyāṃ tatas tatkṛtim antyanighnīṃ
trisaṃguṇāṃ cāpanayed ghanaṃ ca |
vidhānam evaṃ gaṇakena nūnaṃ
punar vidheyaṃ ghanamūlalabdhyai || 7 || || upajāti ||

[Having marked] ghana (“cube”) and two aghanas (“non-cube”), [and] subtracting the
[highest possible] cube from [the first] ghana place [i.e., the largest ghana place of the
number], the cube root should be placed under the third digit [from the ghana place
inclusive]. [Having brought down the next digit to the remainder,] one should also divide
the remainder by the square of that [i.e., the cube root] multiplied by three. Then,
having placed the quotient (labdha) in the quotient-line (paṅkti), [and brought down the
next digit to the remainder] one should subtract the square of it [i.e., the digit of the
quotient found immediately before] multiplied by the last digit [i.e., the digit at the left
end of the quotient] and three [from the remainder] and the cube [of the digit of the
quotient found immediately before from the successive remainder]. Thus, [this] method
should certainly be executed by the mathematician again [and again until all the digits
of the number are exhausted] for obtaining the cube-root.

Commentary:
The two verses above consist of one rule, extracting the cube root of a number. The technical terms
used for the cube are ghanamūla and ghanapada; also, mūla is used without the word ghana. It
is evident that the procedure of extracting the cube root of a given number is quite laborious and
cumbersome as two verses are needed to state the rule. As with the rule of finding the square root
there are no alternatives for this; hence, the same rule is found in all the mathematical texts, albeit
using different words, metres, and describing the steps in a slightly different order. This rule is seen
in [ĀB 1976, II.5], [BSS 1966c, XII.7], [GSS 1912, II.53-54], [PG 1959, vv.29-31], [MS, XV.8-10ab],
[GT 1937, p.11], [LV 1937, vv28-29.], [GK 1936, vv.24-25], [Hayashi 2013, vv.4a-6b].

The variations of the descriptions are, in fact, seen in the order of explanation. All the other
mathematicians except Āryabhaṭa I and Brahmagupta begin the rule with stating how to label the
24The GT, BO, and JL all have घना लूमधः, but the ŚSŚ has घना लूमतः. We chose घना लूमधः, then the word order

is तृतीय पद अधः यो .ं
25It is शेष that is found in the edited text and the BO (f38.r), but in the GT, where the same verses on the rule of

cube-root are found, and in the JL (p.96) शेषं is found. A word in accusative case is needed here.
26The ŚSŚ and the JL (p.96) have the word घनमूलल ःे whose case is ablative or genitive. At the same time, the BO

(f38.r) and the GT have घनमूलल ै which is dative. Therefore, we chose the latter which is more suitable.
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digits of the number whose cube is to be found.27 The labeling should be started from the unit place
of the number. The unit place is called ghana, and the next two places are aghanas. As there are two
aghanas, in order to distinguish them the first—i.e., the one in the tens place—is called first aghana,
and the other is second aghana.28 Āryabhaṭa I and Brahmagupta begin their rule from the division.
Bhāskara I explains this first step briefly [ĀB 1976b, p.53] which will be given in the following.
The other difference is mathematicians’ choice of where to keep the quotient-line. Āryabhaṭa I and
Brahmagupta are silent about this. It seems there were two traditions in this regard. According to
one tradition, the quotients should be placed under the number whose cube is to be found. Śrīdhara
and Śrīpati state that the first quotient should be placed under the third digit of the number. The
other tradition does not prescribe a specific place for the quotients, but say that they should be kept
in a different place (anyatra) or separately (pṛthak).

The procedure of extracting the cube root explained by Śrīpati is as follows.

• Mark cube and non-cube places beginning from the unit place. Once the ghana and two a-
ghanas are marked, if there are more digits, this has to be repeated until all the digits are
marked either ghana or aghana.

• Always begin the procedure from the first cube place at the left side, i.e., the largest ghana
place in the number.

• Subtract the greatest possible cube from that largest ghana place and write the cube root
under the third digit from the ghana place.

• Bring down the next digit on the right of the ghana place to the remainder and divide it by
thrice the square of the quotient, i.e., the cube root already placed in the quotient-line.

• Write down the quotient in the quotient-line on the right of that cube root.

• Bring down the next digit to the remainder and subtract thrice the square of the second digit
of the quotient immediately found multiplied by the first digit of the quotient, i.e., the cube
root.

• Again bring down the next digit to the remainder and subtract the cube of the second digit of
the quotient. If the number is small, in the end of this procedure the cube root of the number
would be obtained. Otherwise, the process should be iterated.

In the following example the cube root of 3375 is found. Let g, 1a and 2a be the ghana, the first
aghana and the second aghana places respectively. The bold numbers are the quotients.
27In Raṅgācārya’s edition of the GSS this comes after a few steps. But Raṅgācārya mentions that only one copy of

the GSS available to him has that verse with labelling instructions [GSS 1912, p.S16]. This could be the first verse
of the procedure, but it could also be an interpolation. However, the first verse on the cube root in the edited text
seems to be meaningful without the second verse.

28The nomenclature of Mahāvīra and Āryabhaṭa II is different from this. Both of them use ghana for the unit place,
bhājya for the first aghana and the śodhya for the next aghana. The verses of Āryabhaṭa I and Brahmagupta attest
to the fact that they also used the labels though they do not prescibe labelling. Both state that the quantities
should be subtracted from the first aghana and so on.
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Step Process
g 2 a 1 a g
3 3 7 5

Step 1 3− 13 1
2

1
2 3

Step 2 23÷ (12 × 3) 1 5
8

1 5
8 7

Step 3 87− 3(52 × 1) 7 5
1 2 5

Step 4 125− 53 1 2 5
0

∴ 3
√
3375 = 15

One round of the procedure consists of 4 steps. Gaṇeśa calls these four steps khaṇḍas (“chunk”)
[LV 1937, pp.27-28]. If the procedure is summarized, there are three golden rules pertaining to the
extraction of the cube of a number. First, the cube is always subtracted from the cube places.
Second, the square of the quotient multiplied by 3 is subtracted from the second non-cube place,
and the last is that the square of the second quotient multiplied by the first quotient and three is
always subtracted from the first non-cube place.

The cube of a two-digit number (a+ b)3 algebraically expressed is a3 +3a2b+3ab2 + b3. As was the
case in extracting the square root, here too, we subtract the quantities according to their place values
from the largest place. The bold numbers in the following demonstration are the ones subtracted in
the algorithm. Here, a = 10, and b = 5.

(a+ b)3 = 3375

a3 = 103 = 1000
3375− 1000 = 2375

3a2b = 3(102 × 5) = 1500
2375− 1500 = 875

3ab2 = 3(10× 52) = 750
875− 750 = 125

b3 = 53 = 125
125− 125 = 0

∴ a+ b = 15.

When the number is larger, the same procedure is repeated until all the digits are exhausted.
Depending upon how many digits the number has, this may have a few rounds. In each round,
except the first round, the operation begins by dividing the first ghana place of the current number
by thrice the square of the number in the quotient already found. The terms antya (the last) and
ādi (the first) are used for them. Antya is the quotient already in the quotient-line and the ādi is
the next digit to it. The rest of the process should be carried out in the same way. The finding of
the cube root of 9528128 is demonstrated below.
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Step Process
g 2 a 1 a g 2 a 1 a g
9 5 2 8 1 2 8

Step 1 9− (23) 8
1

2
1 5

Step 2 15÷ (22 × 3) 1 2
3

2 1
3 2

Step 3 32− 3(12 × 2) 6
2 6 8

Step 4 268− (13) 1
2 6 7

Now, the second round begins. Here, the beginning number is 267128, antya is 21 and the ādi is 2
of the quotient 212 in the following illustration.

Step Process
2 a 1 a g 2 a 1 a g
2 6 7 1 2 8

Step 1 2671÷ 3(212) 2 6 4 6
2 5

2 1 2
2 5 2

Step 2 252− 3(22 × 21) 2 5 2
0 8

Step 3 8− (23) 8
0

∴ 3
√
9528128 = 212

2.2.2 Operations of fractions
There are three main topics dealing with fractions in mathematical texts in Sanskrit: namely, the
eight basic operations of fractions, classes of fractions, and miscellaneous problems with fractions.
The fractional operations come after the eight basic operations.29 As with the integral operations,
there are eight operations in fractions and they are also explained in the same order from addi-
tion to cube root. These operations are collectively named bhinnaparikarmāṣṭaka (“eight fractional
operations”) by some mathematicians in contrast to abhinnaparikarmāṣṭaka (“eight integral opera-
tions”) which are the operations of integers. The other topic that comes under fractions is classes of
fractions which are called jātis (see sections 2.2.3 and 3.3.4). Though the ŚSŚ does not thoroughly
deal with fractional operations, the GT has a detailed discussion on it. At the end of the section
of fractional operations the GT deals with miscellaneous problems (see section 3.3.6). The ŚSŚ
consists of rules for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and squares of fractions among
the fractional operations. It does not have rules for the square root, cube and the cube root. But
the GT consists of all the eight basic rules.

2.2.2.1 Addition and subtraction

पर र ेदहतौ हर शौ
योगाय रा ोः स श दौ ः ।

29The most popular terms for fractions are bhāga and bhinna. Besides, mathematicians use the terms aṃśa, vibhāga,
vibhinna, kalā, cheda etc. for fractions. The numerator and the denominator are the constituents of a fraction.
Terms such as aṃśa, lava, aṃśaka etc. have been used for numerator and hara, hāra, cheda, chedaka, chid etc.
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योगो वयोग सम द ह
पं हरः ादहर राशेः ॥ ८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

parasparacchedahatau harāṃśau
yogāya rāśyoḥ sadṛśacchidau staḥ |
yogo viyogaś ca samacchidāṃ hi
rūpaṃ haraḥ syād aharasya rāśeḥ || 8 || || upajāti ||

Both the denominator (hara) and numerator (aṃśa) of two quantities (rāśi) in summation
(yoga, i.e., algebraic sum) are multiplied mutually by the other denominator (cheda).
They are [the quantities having] a common denominator (sadṛśacchid). Addition (yoga)
and subtraction (viyoga) take place with [the quantities having] common denominators
(samacchid). Unity (rūpa) is the denominator of the quantity without a denominator
[i.e., an integer].

Commentary:
The GT and ŚSŚ have one verse each describing the method of addition and subtraction of fractions.
The verses on the rule on addition and subtraction in both texts are different in phrasing, unlike
the other verses on other operations so far encountered, even though the method is the same.

The first instruction given by the ŚSŚ is that the denominators should be made equal before car-
rying out the addition or subtraction. It also shows how to make them equal, i.e., by multiplying
the denominator and the numerator of a fraction by the denominator(s) of the other fraction(s) in
question (parasparacchedahata). This is called savarṇana30 and it is also known as samacchedavidhi
and samacchedīkaraṇa. This is seen in other texts as well.31 Another instruction that mathemati-
cians were keen on mentioning is that if problems have integers, unity should be considered to be
the denominator of them and the same process should be carried out with them.

The process expressed symbolically is as follows.

b

a
± d

c
=

(
b

a
× c

c

)
±
(
d

c
× a

a

)
(samacchedīkaraṇa)

=
bc± da

ac
(addition or subtraction of numerators)

(2.1)

According to Nārāyaṇa, before making the denominators equal, the fractions may be reduced to a
lower fraction wherever possible. Fractions can be reduced by dividing the denominator and the
numerator by an equal number (samahṛta) to simplify performing fractional operations [GK 1936,
p.9]. The commentary on the PG goes on further and gives an example for a mixture of integers
and fractions. Its method is the manipulation of improper fractions. When the fractions are turned
into improper fractions, the same process described above should be applied [PG 1959, p.S24].

2.2.2.2 Multiplication and square

गुणनाफलं भव त भागवधे
हरताडनेन व ते नयत ।
हररा शवग व त शकृ तः
यते व भ कृतये कृ त भः ॥ ९ ॥ ॥ मता रा ॥

have been used to denote denominator by Indian mathematicians. Because fractions are called bhinna the integers
are called abhinna.

30There are two kinds of savarṇanas, i.e., the process of making denominators equal, with regard to fractional
operations. The one explained here is known as kalāsavarṇa, i.e., fractions with equalized denominators. The other
is vallīsavarṇana, the process of making denominators of a chain of fractions equal. This will be discussed in section
3.3.5.

31Brahmagupta (viparītacchedaguṇa) [BSS 1966c, XII.2], Bhāskara II (anyonyahārābhihata) [LV 1937, 30 verse], and
Nārāyaṇa (harasaṃguṇita) [GK 1936, v.23]. The commentary on the PG emphasizes that the addition and sub-
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guṇanāphalaṃ bhavati bhāgavadhe
haratāḍanena vihṛte niyatam |
hararāśivargavihṛtāṃśakṛtiḥ
kriyate vibhinnakṛtaye kṛtibhiḥ || 9 || || pramitākṣarā ||

When the product of numerators (bhāgavadha) is divided by the product of denominators
(haratāḍana), [it is] certainly the product (guṇanāphala) [of fractions]. The square of the
numerator divided by the square of the denominator is produced by knowers of squares
(kṛtin) for [finding] the square of a fraction.

Commentary:
The first half of the verse is about the rule of multiplication of fractions and the second half is about
the rule of square of fractions. This verse is identical with the verse given for these rules in the
GT (see sections 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.5). Though the term bhāga usually means fraction, Śrīpati here,
uses it to mean numerator hence, bhāgavadha means the product of numerators.32 Śrīpati coins a
new term kṛtin (“one who has a square”) for mathematicians so that it makes a pun with the term
kṛti (square). These rules are straightforward and are not different from the rules given by other
mathematicians. The first rule is also in [PG 1959, v.33], [MS, XV.15], [GT 1937, p.19], [LV 1937,
v.39], and [GK 1936, v.28]. The rule in all these texts is

a

b
× c

d
=

ac

bd
. (2.2)

Brahmagupta in his BSS, refers to mixed fractions while describing the rule of multiplication of
fractions [BSS 1966c, XII.3], but the rule is the same. The mixed fractions first, should be converted
into improper fractions and then, the same procedure should be followed. Algebraically, the rule is(

a+
b

c

)
×
(
d+

e

f

)
=

(
ac+ b

c

)
×
(
fd+ e

f

)
=

acfd+ ace+ bfd+ be

cf

(2.3)

where a and d are integers. Mahāvīra advises reducing the fractions using cross-reduction (vajrā-
pavartana = “reduction by way of [Indra’s] thunderbolt”)33 if possible before the multiplication
[GSS 1912, III.2]. This piece of advice is not seen in other texts regarding this operation though
many mathematicians recommend it for division.

In the second half of the verse Śrīpati says that when the square of the numerator is divided by the
square of the denominator, the result is the square of the fraction. This is also given in the BSS
[BSS 1966c, XII.5], PG [PG 1959, v.34], GT [GT 1937, p.22], and MS [MS, XV.16].(a

b

)2
=

a2

b2
(2.4)

As mentioned before the ŚSŚ does not include the rules of square root, cube, and cube root for
fractions. Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.13], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.43], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, v.29]
merely say that these can be found either by using the methods given early, i.e., methods related to
the integers, or by applying the same operation to the numerator and the denominator.

traction must not be performed just by adding or subtracting the numerators inconsiderately: na tu sahasaiva
rūpātmake rāśāvaṃśānāṃ yogī viyogī veti | [PG 1959, p.S23] According to PG, the equal denominators are called
savarṇa [PG 1959, p.S23]. It is to be noted here that Āryabhaṭa II uses āya and vyaya for minuend and subtrahend
respectively [MS, XV.14], whereas others do not have special indicators for them in this context.

32Commenting on this verse in the GT Siṃhatilakasūrī says that bhāga means numerator: uparyaṅkā atra bhāgā . . .
(“Here, the number above is the bhāga. . .”) [GT 1937, p.19].

33This was discussed under the tatstha method of multiplication in section 2.2.1.1.
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2.2.2.3 Division

कृ ा पर वतनमंशहारयोः
हर त कु लशापवतन । १०ab34 । ॥ उपजा त ॥
kṛtvā parīvartanam aṃśahārayoḥ
harasya tadvat kuliśāpavartanam | 10ab |

[In the case of division of fractions,] having inverted the numerator (aṃśa) and denomi-
nator (hāra) of the divisor (hara), [and performed] the cross-reduction (kuliśāpavartana,
“reduction by way of [Indra’s] thunderbolt”) [if possible, they should be multiplied] as
before.

Commentary:
This half verse is about the rule of division of fractions. According to the rule, one should first
invert the numerator and the denominator of the divisor; then they are multiplied as done in the
multiplication of fractions.

a

b
÷ c

d
=

a

b
× d

c
(parīvartana)

=
ad

bc

(2.5)

If possible, prior to the multiplication the fractions may be reduced by using the cross-cancellation
method which is referred to by kuliśāpavartana. Though this method can be used in the multiplica-
tion of fractions as well, Śrīpati does not mention it there.

6

8
÷ 2

4
=

6

8
× 4

2
(parīvartana)

=
3

2
× 1

1
(kuliśāpavartana)

=
3

2
= 1

1

2

The inversion of the divisor which is the intrinsic part of this method is referred to by viparyāsa,
viparyaya, parivartana, and parīvartana (all meaning “inverting”) in different texts. The same rule
appears in [BSS 1966c, XII.4], [PG 1959, v.33], [MS, XV.15], [GT 1937, p.21], [LV 1937, v.41], and
[GK 1936, v.29]. As with the multiplication of fractions, Brahmagupta again, generalizing his rule,
refers to mixed fractions. He uses the word savarṇa which means that both fractions to be operated
upon should be in the same form. Therefore, if there are mixed fractions, they have to be converted
into improper fractions prior to the application of the method.

2.2.3 Classes of fractions
The topic of classes of fractions is named jāti (“type”).35 These are expressions consisting of various
operations of fractions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Datta and Singh
think that the need of these classes arose because of the lack of proper symbolism to indicate
mathematical operations in the past [Datta and Singh 1962a, p.188]. All the rules pertaining to these
classes are formulated to reduce different fractional expressions to a single fraction by manipulating
the numerators and denominators with respect to their positions. As a result, this introduction
of classes of fractions not only addressed the problem of lack of symbolism but also invented new
procedures of execution. These procedures will be discussed in the following sections and also in
section 3.3.4.
34This is the first half of verse 10. The two halves have been separated by us as the next half discusses a different

topic, class of fractions. The latter half appears in the next section.
35These classes are discussed in detail in [Datta and Singh 1962a], [Arora, Goel, and Chand 1997], [Heroor 2015a],

and [Heroor 2015b], [Gaṇitasārakaumudī 2009, II chapter]. Also, see the section 3.3.4.
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The classes of fractions appear for the first time around the seventh century: they are mentioned by
Brahmagupta and in the Bakhshālī Manuscript.36 Brahmagupta explains five classes and names the
first three with ordinal numbers: first, second, and third classes. Then, he gives the rules of the other
two without assigning them any name. Afterwards, another class bhāgamātṛ (“fraction-arranger”)
was introduced probably by Mahāvīra or Śrīdhara, and then the classes of fractions increased to
six.37 The following are the standard technical terms introduced by Indian mathematicians for the
six classes of fractions.

1. bhāgajāti — class of simple fractions

2. prabhāgajāti — class of sub-fractions (i.e., fractions of fractions)

3. bhāgānubandhajāti — class of fractions in association

4. bhāgāpavāhajāti — class of fractions in disassociation

5. bhāgabhāgajāti — class of fractions of integers

6. bhāgamātṛjāti — class of fractions with two or more classes above

2.2.3.1 Fraction-sub-class of the sum of integer and fraction and fraction-sub-class of
the difference of integer and fraction

हर शयोः स ुणजोऽ[नुब े -]38

वंशो धनं हा नरथापवाहे ॥ १०cd ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
36Words like paṃcamījātīkaraṇam (“the computation of fifth class”) [BM 1995, II.10] and pa<ṃcama>jātikṛyā-

karaṇaṃ (“the computation of operation of fifth class”) [BM 1995, III.19] employed in the Bakhshālī Manuscript
imply that there were at least five classes of fractions there.

37Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.vv.8-9] mentions five classes, as does Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.vv.11–12, 19]. Mahā-
vīra lists all these six classes in the following verse:
bhāgaprabhāgāvatha bhāgabhāgo bhāgānubandhaḥ parikīrtito’taḥ |
bhāgāpavāhas saha bhāgamātrā ṣaḍjātayo’mutra kalāsavarṇe ||
(“Then, here, there are both bhāga and prabhāga, [then] bhāgabhāga [and] bhāgānubandha. Then, bhāgāpavāha is
stated with bhāgamātṛ. [These are] the six jātis in the kalāsavarṇa.”) [GSS 1912, III.54]. Mahāvīra’s explanation
of all the six classes of fractions is in [GSS 1912, III.54-140], and Śrīdhara’s is in [PG 1959, vv.36–42].
Śrīpati [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.vv.10b–12], and [GT 1937, pp.30-39], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, vv.30–36], and Nārāyaṇa
[GK 1936, vv.26–27] explain only the first four classes.
The concluding phrase, iti savarṇanajātiṣaṭkam (“these are the six classes of reduction of fractions”), of the section
of classes of fractions shows that there are six classes of fractions in the GK. This is because Nārāyaṇa considers
the fractions in association with integers and fractions in association with fractions as main classes though they are
considered as the sub-categories of the bhāgānubandhajāti by other mathematicians. Similarly, fractions in disasso-
ciation with integers and fractions in disassociation with fractions are also considered as main classes by Nārāyaṇa
which are again, the sub-categories of the bhāgāpavāhajāti for other mathematicians. As a result, all these classes
with the other two: bhāgajāti and prabhāgajāti amount to six. However, technically, Nārāyaṇa states only four
classes in the GK out of six mentioned above. Further, some of the terms employed by Nārāyaṇa are also different
from that of others.
The other type of jātis in mathematical texts refers to miscellaneous problems of fractions (see section 3.3.6).

38The ending portion of the third line is missing in the edited text, and also in the manuscripts we consulted; BB , BO,
and JL. Babuāji Miśra concludes that this is in vaṃśastha metre of jagatī chandas, but the distribution of the
syllables shows that this is not in the vaṃśastha metre, but a mixed metre of vaṃśastha and indravaṃśā metres;
hence, this is a type of upajāti metre [VR 1942, II.32]. These two metres have 12 syllables in each line as they
belong to the jagatī-chandas. Therefore, the lost portion should contain 4 syllables, the last long syllable of the
third gaṇa (i.e., ja-gaṇa) and the last ra-gaṇa. But the fourth line of the verse has only 11 syllables and it is similar
to the indravajrā meter. This suggests that the second half of the verse is also in a type of upajāti metre made of
the upendravajrā metre and indravajrā metre as the remaining part of the third line is similar to the upendravajrā
metre. It is known that to write a verse in different metres from different jātis is not a practice in Sanskrit literature.
Probably Śrīpati finishes the previous topic with the half-verse, 10ab, in the upajāti metre made of vaṃśastha and
indravaṃśā metres and then, begins the next topic with the half-verse, 10cd, in another upajāti metre made of the
upendravajrā metre and indravajrā metre separately which is also not a common practice. Or else, there might have
been two verses in these two upajātis and the second half of the previous verse and the first half of the the second
verse might have lost.
Consulting the sources available to us we treat the half-verse 10cd as upendravajrā-indravajrā-upajāti metre and we
still assign the same number for the verse as separation of them as two half-verses does not solve the problem and
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harāṃśayoḥ saṅguṇajo’[nubandheṣ-]
vaṃśo dhanaṃ hānir athāpavāhe || 10cd || || upajāti ||

The product (saṅguṇaja) of the denominator [of the fraction] and the numerator (aṃśa =
the integer considered to be the numerator with the unity as its denominator) [is found].
[Then,] the numerator [of the fraction] is positive (dhana) [in case of the fraction-sub-
class of the sum of integer and fraction] (anubandha), [and it is] subtractive (hāni) in
case of [the fraction-sub-class of] the difference of integer and fraction (apavāha).

Commentary:
This is the second half of verse 10. Śrīpati devotes this half-verse and the next two verses to the
classes of fractions. Babuāji Miśra suggests that this half-verse is about bhāgānubandha and bhā-
gāpavāha [ŚSŚ 1947, p.14]. The terms dhanaṃ, hāni, and apavāhe in the fourth line imply that.
In the bhāgānubandha class the fraction is increased by another quantity. This quantity can be an
integer or a fraction. When the fraction is increased by an integer, that is called rūpabhāgānubandha
(“sum of integer and fraction”). The PG commentary calls it parabhāgānubandha (“sum of different
quantity –i.e., integer – and fraction”) and Nārāyaṇa simply calls it bhāgānubandha. This can be
denoted symbolically as j +

a

b
where j ∈ Z. The bhāgāpavāha means that the fraction is decreased

by a quantity. If the quantity is an integer, it is called rūpabhāgāpavāha (“difference of integer and
fraction”) and can be denoted as j − a

b
.

The rule for simplification of such expressions is that the product of the denominator and integer
should be increased or decreased by the numerator depending on their being rūpabhāgānubandha
or rūpabhāgāpavāha. Accordingly, the first expression, the sum of integer and fraction, is simplified
below.

j +
a

b
=

jb+ a

b
(2.6)

The second expression, the difference of integer and fraction, is simplified here.

j − a

b
=

jb− a

b
(2.7)

The second half of the next verse also seems to be of the bhāgānubandha and bhāgāpavāha. But it
is about the bhāgānubandha and bhāgāpavāha involved with sub-fractions which are named by some
mathematicians bhāgabhāgānubandha (“sum of fractions and [sub-]fractions”) and bhāgabhāgāpavāha
(“difference of fractions and [sub-]fractions”) respectively. Usually, mathematicians classify them
based on their operation – the positivity and negativity of the additive, but not on components
being integers or fractions. They explain both bhāgānubandhas together as one class and then, both
bhāgāpavāhas as a separate class. It seems that Śrīpati follows a different order here. He even gives
the bhāgajāti as the last class which is the first class explained by all the other mathematicians.

Śrīpati’s use of the term aṃśa in the compound harāṃśayoḥ is peculiar. In the fourth line of the
verse aṃśa means the numerator of the fraction. That numerator is positive (dhana) in case of
bhāgānubandha and it is negative (hāni, literally, subtractive) in case of bhāgāpavāha. In the third
line Śrīpati calls the integer numerator (aṃśa) considering it as a numerator whose denominator is
1. Hence, “harāṃśayoḥ saṅguṇaja” means the product of the integer and the denominator of the

it again, will interrupt the sequence of the other verses.
As the third line seems to be in the upendravajrā metre the missing part should contain 3 syllables; short, long, and
long syllables. We suggest नुब े - for that missing part which comes from the sandhi अनुब षेु + अंशो > अनुब े ंशो.
Because of the line-break then, it becomes अनुब े - वंशो.
Further, the second word in the third line reads स ुणाजा in the edited text. Both manuscripts, BO and JL have the
readingस ुणजा. The first reading is not in line with the metrical pattern, and the latter does not convey the intended

meaning. Therefore, replacing it with स ुणजः which finally becomes संगुणजो when combined with अनुब षे.ु
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fraction. Brahmagupta also states this rule in exactly the same way [BSS 1966c, XII.9]. This rule
is given in [GSS 1912, III.113], [PG 1959, v.39], [MS, XV.11-12], [GT 1937, p.30], [LV 1937, v.34],
and [GK 1936, v.27] as well.

2.2.3.2 Class of sub-fractions, fraction-sub-class of the sum of fraction and sub-fraction,
and fraction-sub-class of the difference of fraction and sub-fraction

भागजातौ तु सवणनाय
छद लवान च समाह तः ा ।
अध दा शहरं नह ा
ागंशके णमध न श ॥ ११ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

prabhāgajātau tu savarṇanāya
chidāṃ lavānāṃ ca samāhatiḥ syāt |
adhaś cidādyāṃśaharaṃ nihanyāt
prāgaṃśake svarṇam adhastanāṃśam || 11 || || upajāti ||

In the case of sub-fractions (prabhāgajāti, i.e., fractions of fractions) the multiplication
(samāhati) of the denominators (chid) and numerators (lava) occurs [respectively] for
the reduction (savarṇana) [of fractions], indeed. [In the case of the sum of fractions of
sub-fractions and the difference of fractions and sub-fractions] one should multiply the
numerator and denominator of the first [fraction] (ādi) [i.e., the fraction above] by the
denominator (cid) [of the fraction] below [and then, add] the positive (sva) or negative
(ṛṇa) numerator [of the fraction] below [multiplied by the numerator of the fraction
above] to the numerator [found] before.

Commentary:
Fractions of fractions are called prabhāga (“sub-fractions”) in mathematical texts in Sanskrit. They
are also known as pratibhāga. Similarly, the fractions of sub-fractions are called bhāgaprabhāga.39

The procedure of simplification of this class is fairly straight forward. When the denominators
and numerators are multiplied, the result is the prabhāga. The sub-fraction c

d
of a

b
is denoted

symbolically as follows.

c

d

(a
b

)
=

ac

bd
(2.8)

This method is given in [BSS 1966c, XII.8], [GSS 1912, III.99], [PG 1959, v.38], [MS, XV.13],
[LV 1937, v.32], and [GK 1936, v.26]. The verse on the class of sub-fractions and its example verse(s)
in the GT are missing and only a portion of its commentary where solutions to the examples are
given has survived [GT 1937, pp.32–33].

Now, it makes sense why Śrīpati decided to explain the bhāgānubandha and bhāgāpavāha as two
separate entities in two different places depending on their involvement with integers and fractions.
Śrīpati explained the sum of integer and fractions, and the difference of integer and fractions in the
previous verse. The second half of the verse 11 describes the rest of them where sub-fractions are
involved. If simple fractions are involved here too, it would be identical with the bhāgajāti which
will be discussed in the next section 2.2.3.3. Having stated the two sub-categories of bhāgānubandha
and bhāgāpavāha involved with integers in the half-verse 10cd, perhaps Śrīpati decided to postpone
describing the other two sub-categories involved with sub-fractions until sub-fractions themselves
are defined. The way he explains them is exactly the same compared to the rules in other texts
though Babuāji Miśra says that it is incoherent and incomprehensible [ŚSŚ 1947, p.15].
39bhāgasya bhāgāḥ prabhāgāḥ | bhāgasya prabhāgā bhāgaprabhāgaḥ | (“The fraction of fraction is the prabhāga. The

prabhāga of a fraction is the bhāgaprabhāga”) [LV 1937, p.31]
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Here, if the quantity by which the fraction is increased is a sub-fraction, it is called bhāgabhāgā-
nubandha or svabhāgānubandha (“sum of fractions and its fractions”) and this is denoted as a

b
+

c

d

(a
b

)
. Likewise, if the quantity by which the fraction is decreased is a sub-fraction, it is called

bhāgabhāgāpavāha and denoted as a

b
− c

d

(a
b

)
. The general procedure of execution of these two can

be shown as follows.

a

b
± ac

bd
=

a(d± c)

bd
(2.9)

The traditional execution of these two sub-categories is different from this. Both the fractions in
the problem are placed one under the other in that execution. Though Śrīpati does not show the
execution in the ŚSŚ, this is quite evident from his using adhas (“below”) and adhastana (“below”)
for one fraction and such execution is found in the commentaries of the PG, GT, and LV as well.
Usually, the prabhāga, c

d
of a

b
, is simplified first, and then the other fraction is increased or decreased

by it in the execution. But the traditional execution enables us to find the answer directly without
finding them separately. The two fractions placed in the traditional layout are called ūrdhvabhāga
(“upper fraction”) and adhobhāga (“lower fraction”). Accordingly, the traditional layout would be
as follows.

ūrdhvabhāga a
b

adhobhāga c
d

The execution of this is shown below with the help of the instructions given in the verse above.
The execution begins with multiplying the numerator and the denominator of the upper fraction by
the denominator of the lower fraction. Then, the numerator of the lower fraction multiplied by the
numerator of the upper fraction should be added to or subtracted from the numerator already found,
i.e., the upper numerator multiplied by the lower denominator. But Śrīpati does not state that the
lower numerator should be multiplied by the upper numerator before it is added to the numerator
already found, probably because it is understood from the rule of sub-fractions already explained
in the first half of the verse. The execution of the class of the sum of fractions and sub-fractions is
given below.

a a× d = ad
b b× d = bd
c ad+ (a× c) = ad+ ac ad+ ac
d bd

The procedure is equivalent to the following.

a

b
+

c

d

(a
b

)
=

ad+ ac

bd

=
a(d+ c)

bd

40The symbol ० is written on the left of the number in mathematical texts to denote negative or minus: yasyāṃśasya
paścāt śūnyam apavāhyatvāl likhitaṃ tam aṃśaṃ ṛṇasaṃjñaṃ (“The numerator is negative after which zero is
written as [it is] to be subtracted”) [GT 1937, p.39] In contrast, Bhāskara II [BBG 1930, sūtra.5, p.7] and Nārāyaṇa
[BGA 1970, p.2] mention that the zero (bindu) is written on the top of the number to indicate the negativeness of it:
rūpāṇām avyaktānāṃ nāmādyakṣarāṇi lekhyāni |
upalakṣaṇāya teṣām ṛṇagānām ūrdhvabindūni ||
(“For marking integers and unknowns their first letters should be written. For marking their negatives zero should
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In case of the difference of fractions and sub-fractions, the execution is the following.40

a a× d = ad
b b× d = bd
०c ad− (a× c) = ad− ac ad− ac
d bd

This can also be executed as follows.

a

b
− c

d

(a
b

)
=

ad− ac

bd

=
a(d− c)

bd

This rule is also mentioned in [BSS 1966c, XII.9], [GSS 1912, III.113, 126], [PG 1959, vv.39–40],
[MS, XV.11], [GT 1937, pp.34–39], [LV 1937, v.34], and [GK 1936, v.27]. The verses on the bhā-
gānubandha and the bhāgāpavāha in the GSS are very intriguing since Mahāvīra presents the same
verse with twists of three words to mean two opposite rules.41

2.2.3.3 Class of simple fractions

अधोहरो शवधं वद ा-
दधोहरं चो हरेण ह ा ।
अध न शो हरा भघात-
मू शकेषु प भागजातौ ॥ १२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
adhoharordhvāṃśavadhaṃ vidadhyād
adhoharaṃ cordhvahareṇa hanyāt |
adhastanāṃśordhvaharābhighātam
ūrdhvāṃśakeṣu kṣipa bhāgajātau || 12 || || upajāti ||

In case of simple fractions (bhāgajāti), one should perform the multiplication of the
numerator [of the fraction] above by the denominator [of the fraction] below, and multi-
ply the denominator [of the fraction] below by the denominator [of the fraction] above.
[Then,] add the product (abhighāta) of the numerator [of the fraction] below and the de-
nominator [of the fraction] above to the numerator above [i.e., the product of the upper
numerator and below denominator already found].

be written on the top [of their numbers]”) [BGA 1970, p.2]. Sometimes scribes use a dot to indicate negativeness
of a number. Probably that is what mathematicians mean by śūnya and bindu. However, we do not know exactly
if śūnya and bindu represent an white circle (०) or black circle (•).

41harahatarūpeṣvaṃśān saṅkṣipa bhāgamanubandhajātividhau |
guṇayāgrāṃśac chedāvaṃśayutac chedahārābhyām || [GSS 1912, III.113]
harahatarūpeṣvaṃśān apanaya bhāgāpavāhajātividhau |
guṇayāgrāṃśac chedāvaṃśonac chedahārābhyām || [GSS 1912, III.126]
In the first verse Mahāvīra states the rule of bhāgānubandha as follows: in case of the bhāgānubandhajāti, add
(saṃkṣipa) the numerator to the integer multiplied by the denominator [when the additive is integer or] multiply
the numerator and the denominator of the first fraction by the denominator increased by (yuta) the numerator, and
the denominator [of the other fraction respectively when the additive is a fraction]. In the next verse he employs
the words apanaya, bhāgāpavāhajāti, and ūna instead of saṃkṣipa, bhāgānubandhajāti, and yuta in explaining the
rule of bhāgāpavāhajāti retaining all the other words and the metre. Then, the rule reads: in case of the bhāgāpa-
vāhajāti, subtract (apanaya) the numerator from the integer multiplied by the denominator [when the additive is
integer or] multiply the numerator and the denominator of the first fraction by the denominator decreased by (ūna)
the numerator, and the denominator [of the other fraction respectively when the additive is a fraction].
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Commentary:
This is the class of fractions known as bhāgajāti, alternatively named śuddhabhāgajāti (“class of
simple fractions”). This class is usually mentioned first in the section of classes of fractions.42 The
bhāgajāti class can be symbolically shown as follows.

a

b
± c

d

The usual execution of this is

a

b
± c

d
=

(
a

b
× d

d

)
±
(
c

d
× b

b

)
=

ad± cb

bd
.

This procedure is completed in three steps. The required placement of these fractions one under the
other is implied by the words ūrdhva (“above”) and adhas (“below”).

• Step 1: The product of the two denominators should be found. This is the denominator of the
answer.

• Step 2: The numerator of the upper fraction is multiplied by the denominator of the lower
fraction.

• Step 3: The product of the denominator of the upper fraction and the numerator of the lower
fraction should be added to the result found in the second step. This is the numerator of the
answer.

ūrdhvabhāga a
b

adhobhāga c
d

a a× d = ad
b b× d = bd
c ad+ (b× c) = ad+ bc ad+ bc
d bd

If this is construed as the algebraic sum of the two fractions, the answer is

a

b
± c

d
=

ad± cb

bd
. (2.10)

While presenting the bhāgajāti class Mahāvīra explains that the reduction process (sadṛśahṛta, “equi-
denominator”) i.e., apavartana (“reduction”) [GSS 1912, III.55] applies to this as well. If there are
common factors in the numerator and the denominator, they should be removed first as it simplifies
the process [LV 1937, v.30]. Mahāvīra also introduces another procedure involving the term niru-
ddha (“covered”). The niruddha is the least common multiple (LCM). When this niruddha is divided
by the denominators severally and then the numerators of each fraction are multiplied by those
obtained quotients, the results are the fractions with the common denominator [GSS 1912, III.56].
42Śrīpati devotes an entire verse to this class while employing one and half verses for the other three classes. This is

a lot of space compared to the other explanations by Śrīpati and also by the others.
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Let a

xyz
,

b

ryz
, and c

xrs
be fractions to be operated.

a

xyz
+

b

ryz
+

c

xrs

The LCM which is the niruddha of xyz, ryz and xrs is xyzrs. Therefore,

a

xyz
+

b

ryz
+

c

xrs
=

ars+ bxs+ cyz

xyzrs
.

This class of fractions is found in [BSS 1966c, XII.8], [GSS 1912, III.55], [PG 1959, v.36], [MS,
XV.12], [GT 1937, pp.30–32], [LV 1937, v.30], [GK 1936, v.28], and with more methods for particu-
lar situations in [GSS 1912, III.56–98].43

2.2.4 Rule of inversion
गुणो हरो हरो गुणः पदं कृ तः कृ तः पद ।
यो धनं धनं यः तीपके तु ते44 ॥ १३ ॥ ॥ मा णका ॥

guṇo haro haro guṇaḥ padaṃ kṛtiḥ kṛtiḥ padam |
kṣayo dhanaṃ dhanaṃ kṣayaḥ pratīpake tu dṛśyate || 13 || || pramāṇikā ||

[It] is seen in the inverse rule (pratīpaka) that the multiplier becomes the divisor, the
divisor becomes the multiplier, the square root (pada) becomes the square, the square
becomes the square root, subtractive (kṣaya) becomes additive, [and] additive becomes
subtractive.

Commentary:
This rule of inversion is known as vyastavidhi, viparītavidhi, vilomavidhi, and so on. This appears
in the ĀB [ĀB 1976, II.28] for the first time. In his rule, Āryabhaṭa I refers to four operations; mul-
tiplication, division, addition, and subtraction, whereas Mahāvīra refers to 5 operations [GSS 1912,
VI.286] (the four operations of Āryabhaṭa I, and the conversion of addition to subtraction), but
he does not mention the conversion of subtraction to addition. All the others have an explanation
regarding the rule of inversion similar to the one given by Śrīpati. This rule appears in [BSS 1966d,
XVIII.14], [PG 1959, v.78], [MS, XV.23], [GT 1937, p.65], [LV 1937, vv.48–49], and [GK 1936, p.46].

As per the inverse rule, all the operations in the calculation turn into their opposite operations.
For instance, addition becomes subtraction, subtraction becomes addition, multiplication becomes
division, and so on. Brahmagupta says that the operation has to be started from the end (antyāt)—
i.e., the last operation in the natural order—and once the first operation is completed, the original
quantity (ādyam) will be found [BSS 1966d, XVIII.14].
43The class bhāgabhāga is the division of an integer by a fraction (. . .rūpasya bhāgo bhāgabhāgaḥ (“. . .bhāgabhāga is

the division of an integer [by a fraction]”) [PG 1959, p.S31]) and is in the form j ÷
a

b
. The simplification of this

is j ÷
a

b
= j ×

b

a
=

jb

a
. This class is described by Mahāvīra and Śrīdhara. Mahāvīra says that in this class the

denominator of the divisor becomes the multiplier of the numerator, that is, the integer [GSS 1912, III.99]. Śrī-
dhara explains the same process with a slight difference. Once the integer is multiplied by the denominator of the
divisor, that denominator has to be removed [PG 1959, v.38].
The last class of fraction is bhāgamātṛ. This is the combination of any two or more classes explained above.
Therefore, according to Mahāvīra, there are 26 variations of this class as there are 5 classes [GSS 1912, III.138].
The commentator of the PG opines that this is not a special class as it does not posses a procedure of its own
[PG 1959, p.S36].

44Both manuscripts BO and JL have dṛśyate. The GT also has the same verse with तीपके तु ते as the last line.
Hence, तीपकेन के in the ŚSŚ was emended to be तीपके तु ते.
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This rule simply shows the backward calculation of a procedure: i.e., when the answer is known,
this rule is helpful in arriving at the original quantity. What is the importance and use of such a
rule? Was it actually in use, and had it a pedagogical value? In general, this rule is very important
to understand the rationale behind mathematical operations. Be it as it may, it seems that not all
mathematicians agreed upon the context of the rule. Brahmagupta gives this rule in the chapter
of algebra [BSS 1966d, XVIII.14]. Bhāskara II explains this rule in two verses [LV 1937, vv.48–49];
one is for integral operations and the other for fractional operations where a quantity is increased
or decreased by its own fraction (svāṃśa). No other mathematician emphasizes these fractional
operations, but Siṃhatilakasūrī quotes the same verse of the rule and the example from the LV
[GT 1937, pp.66–67].

2.2.5 Operations of proportions
2.2.5.1 Rule of three (trairāśika) and its inverse

माणमादौ चरमे भी ा
फलं तु म े यतेऽ जा तः
फलं माणेन भजे ह
स म या व ध वामे ॥ १४ ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥
pramāṇam ādau carame tvabhīcchā
phalaṃ tu madhye kriyate’nyajātiḥ |
phalaṃ pramāṇena bhajen nihatya
samicchayā vyastavidhiś ca vāme || 14 || || upendravajrā ||

The argument (pramāṇa) is placed in the beginning [i.e., in the first column], the requisi-
tion (abhīcchā) in the end [i.e., in the last column] [and] the fruit (phala), [which is from]
different category, in the middle [i.e., in the middle column]. [Then,] having multiplied
the fruit by the requisition (samicchā) one should divide [that product] by the argument.
In reverse order (vāma) the inverse method [of this should be used].

Commentary:
The rule of three is one of the most important rules in Indian mathematics and astronomy. There-
fore, Mahīdhara45 gives an epithet “the crown of mathematics” (gaṇitamukūṭa) to this rule [LV 1937,
p.71].46 It is the fundamental operation of almost all astronomical and mathematical calculations.
Wherever proportions are manipulated, the rule of three necessarily involves. The rule got its stan-
dard name trairāśika as it involves three quantities, namely pramāṇa (“argument”), icchā (“requi-
sition”), and phala (“fruit” or “result”).47 The essence of this rule is the rule of proportionality. In
other words, if

A

B
=

C

D
,

any of these four quantities can be found when the other three are known.

The three quantities involved in the rule of three essentially belong to two categories. These cat-
egories could be goods and money, time and distance, age and cost of living beings, weight and
different units etc. If an amount of goods are bought for some money, goods and money are consid-
ered as the two categories. In the rule of three, and its inverse the pramāṇa and icchā are always
45Mahīdhara (1635) wrote a commentary the Līlāvatīvivaraṇa on the LV. This commentary is supplied in [LV 1937].
46Sarma discusses the variations of the rule of three in India in [Sarma 2002]. The rule of three is dealt with in detail

with reference to al-Bīrūnī’s treatise by Kusuba in [Kusuba 2014]. The GSS has a whole chapter dedicated to the
rule of three and its advanced rules.

47trayo rāśiḥ samāhataḥ trairāśiḥ | trirāśiḥ prayojanam asya gaṇitasyeti trairāśikaḥ | (“The collection of three quan-
tities is trairāśika. It is called trairāśika since three quantities are involved in this calculation.”) [ĀB 1976b, p.116].
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in the same category and the phala is in the other category. Śrīpati says that the category of the
phala is always different (anyajāti) from that of the others. As prescribed by Śrīpati the pramāṇa
is always kept at the left end of the layout, and the icchā in the end. The phala is placed in the
middle. Accordingly, the traditional layout of the problem would be this. Let two categories be A
and B.

pramāṇa phala icchā
or A B A

B A B

Having placed all the three quantities in three columns, the phala should be multiplied by the icchā
and then, divided by the pramāṇa. The result is the icchāphala.48 This method is the direct method
of the rule of three. Gaṇeśa mentions in his commentary on the LV that in the direct method
of rule of three, when the icchā increases, the icchāphala also increases. Similarly, when the icchā
decreases, the icchāphala also decreases.49 Bhāskara II gives the following example problem for the
rule of three [LV 1937, v.75]. The example is about selling camphor. Note that niṣka is a unit of
currency and the pala is a unit of weight-measure.50

If one hundred and four niṣkas are obtained for sixty three palas of super quality camphor,
friend, having thought state how much [money] is obtained for twelve and quarter [ palas
of camphor].

It is known from the problem that one sells 63 palas of camphor at 104 niṣkas. If 12
1

4
palas of

camphor is sold, how much money will be obtained? The problems is solved as follows.

Money obtained for camphor =
104× 12

1

4
63

= 20
14

63
niṣkas

which is equivalent to 20 niṣkas, 3 drammas, 8 paṇas, 3 kākiṇīs, and 11
1

9
varāṭakas. The traditional

layout of the problem would be as follows.

pramāṇa phala icchā
63 104 12

1

4

48This result is called icchāphala (“result of requisition”) by Āryabhaṭa I and Nārāyaṇa. As the icchāphala is the
quantity corresponding to the icchā, some commentators call the phala which is in the middle column pramāṇa-
phala (“result of argument”). Therefore, technically there are two kinds of phalas, but in general, they are called
phala without modifiers. Āryabhaṭa II employed māna (“measure”) and vinimaya (“exchange”) for pramāṇa and
phala respectively [MS, XII.24].

49yatrecchāvṛddhau phalasyāpi vṛddhir icchākṣaye phalasyāpi kṣayas tatra kramatrairāśikam (“It is the direct rule
of three where, when the icchā increases, the phala also increases and when the icchā decreases, the phala also
decreases.”) [LV 1937, p.71].

50The required system of units is given below as not all the unit-systems in mathematical texts are identical [LV 1937,
v.2].

1 kākiṇī = 20 varāṭakas
1 paṇa = 4 kākiṇīs
1 dramma = 16 paṇas
1 niṣka = 16 drammas

Table 2.1: System of currency-units in the LV
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Money obtained for 12
1

4
palas of camphor =

104× 12
1

4
63

= 20
14

63
niṣkas

This rule is found in [ĀB 1976, II.28], [BSS 1966c, XII.10], [GSS 1912, V.2], [PG 1959, v.43], [MS,
XV.24–25],51 [GT 1937, p.68], [LV 1937, v.73], and [GK 1936, p.47]. Further, Mahāvīra and Śrīdhara
interpolate an extra rule which is called the rule of gatinivṛtti (“forward and backward motion”)
[GSS 1912, V.23], [PG 1959, v.44]. This rule is used where distance and time are involved.

All other mathematicians except Āryabhaṭa I include the inverse rule of three in parikarmans. It
is called vyastavidhi, vilomavidhi or viparītavidhi. Some mathematicians simply say that inversion
of the direct rule is the inverse rule of three, whereas Brahmagupta, Śrīdhara, and Āryabhaṭa II
have a separate explanation for it [BSS 1966c, XII.11], [PG 1959, v.44], [MS, XV.25]. In the inverse
rule of three the phala is multiplied by the pramāṇa and divided by the icchā. Bhāskara II gives a
grain-example for this rule [LV 1937, v.81]. Here, grain is measured by two different units. If it is
measured by a greater unit, the amount of grain in terms of that unit will be less than the amount
obtained when it is measured by a lower unit. In the following example-problem two units are used;
the unit of 7 āḍhakas and the unit of 5 āḍhakas.52 The problem is as follows.

If a heap of grain is measured by a unit of seven āḍhakas, there would be one hundred
units. If it is measured by a unit of five āḍhakas, how many units would there be?

According to the problem, if the heap of grain is measured by the unit of 7 āḍhakas, it amounts to
100 units. How many units would there be if it is measured by a unit of 5 āḍhakas?

Amount of grain in terms of the unit of 5 āḍhakas =
7× 100

5
= 140.

The traditional layout of the problem would be the following.
pramāṇa phala icchā

7 100 5

Since this is the inversion of the direct rule this should be applied to the context opposite to the
context of the direct rule. Bhāskara II shows that this rule should be applied to problems where
the icchā increases when the phala (i.e., icchāphala) decreases and also to problems where the icchā
decreases when the icchāphala increases [LV 1937, v.77].53 According to the PG, the inverse rule of
three has to be used whenever the measuring units are different (mānāntara) [PG 1959, v.44].

According to Bhāskara II and Nārāyaṇa, the inverse method is used for the problems that involve
ages and cost of living beings, weighing things using different units, gold with different amounts of
purity, and measuring grain with different units [LV 1937, v.78], and [GK 1936, p.49].

2.2.5.2 Rule of five

आनीय प मपरं फलम रा श-
प ेण प मपरं वभजे दा ।
कृ ा वपयय व धं नजप रा श-
घातं वधाय च पर रत ण ॥ १५ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥

51The first of these two MS verses consists of the definitions of the terms and the setting out of the three quantities.
The second verse states the direct and inverse rules.

52The āḍhaka is a unit of weight-measure.
53Gaṇeśa’s commentary says that the inverse rule should be used in such problems wherever the conditions are different

from that of the direct rule. ato’nyathā vilomatrairāśikam iti vakṣyati (“Therefore, it is stated that otherwise [i.e., if
the conditions are different from that of the direct rule], the inverse rule of three should be used.”) [LV 1937, p.71].
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ānīya pakṣam aparaṃ phalam alparāśi-
pakṣeṇa pakṣam aparaṃ vibhajec chidāñ ca |
kṛtvā viparyayavidhiṃ nijapakṣarāśi-
ghātaṃ vidhāya ca parasparatakṣaṇañ ca || 15 || || vasantatilakā ||

Having brought the fruit to the other side, swapping the denominators [if any], and also
multiplying the quantities on their own sides and mutually dividing (parasparatakṣaṇa)
[the denominators and the numerators of the fractions, if any], one should divide the
other side [with more multiplied quantities] by the side [with] fewer quantities.

Commentary:
The rule of five is technically nothing but twice the rule of three.54 Apart from the rule of five, there
are other advanced rules whose base is the rule of three.55 They are the rule of seven, rule of nine,
and the rule of eleven. These rules are used in such situations where five quantities are known and
the sixth is to be found, seven quantities are known and the eighth is to be found, nine quantities
are known and the tenth is to be found, and eleven quantities are known and the twelfth is to be
found respectively. The rule of proportionality is the base of the rule of five as well. For instance, if
there are six quantities A,B,C,D,E, and F , and they have the following relations

A×B = C

D × E = F

A×B

C
=

D × E

F
,

it is possible to find any of these quantities by using the proportional relation when the other five
are known. In the case of such calculations, there is always a product of three quantities as dividend
and the product of two quantities as the divisor. The former is the “other side with more multiplied
quantities” and the latter is the “side with fewer quantities” mentioned in the verse. The transference
of one of the divisors in the last step to the other side is referred to by the transposing of the phala
or “bringing the fruit to the other side” in the traditional execution which is discussed below. For
instance, in the equations above, if the phala is F , it is “brought to the other side” and the resulting
product of three factors on that side is divided by the product of two factors to give C equal to

C =
A×B × F

D × E
.

54Gaṇeśa says that the rule of five is an atideśasūtra (“extension rule”) [LV 1937, p.83]. The extension rule is not
formulated for only a particular operation, but as a general rule so that it can be used as a tool in many operations.
In fact, it would not be wrong to say that most of the rules given in the parikarman section are atideśasūtras. It
seems that Gaṇeśa’s explanation is analogous to explanations of the rules found in the grammatical literature where
different kinds of sūtras are extensively used. A brief introduction to these sūtras in the context of grammar can
be found in [Cardona 1976, pp.191-193].

55Gaṇeśa mentions that all these rules of proportions are sub-varieties of the rule of three. tatrāpi pañcarāśikādīnām
api dvitryāditrairāśikarūpatvena tāvatrairāśikam upajātyāha (“Because the rule of three is in the rule of five etc.
in the form of twice, thrice etc. the rule of three, it is stated first in a verse in upajāti metre.”) [LV 1937, p.71].
Further, an authoritative commentator of the Āryabhaṭīya, Someśvara, clearly shows the links between the rule
of three and other rules of proportion. He mentions that by enunciating the rule of three the teacher (i.e., Ārya-
bhaṭa I) merely stated the seeds (i.e., basics) of the operation of proportions, as all the operations regarding pro-
portions are based on the rule of three. Other rules are the accumulation of a few rules of three; the rule of five
is the accumulation of the two rules of three, seven is the accumulation of three of them, nine is the accumula-
tion of four, and eleven is the accumulation of five: anupātabījamātram evācāryeṇopadiṣṭam, tenānupātabījena sar-
vam eva pañcarāśyādikaṃ siddhyati | kutaḥ | pañcarāśikādīnāṃ trairāśikasaṅghātatvāt | kasmāt pañcarāśyādayas
trairāśikasaṃhatāḥ | pañcarāśike trairāśikadvayaṃ saṃhataṃ, saptarāśike trairāśikatrayaṃ, navarāśike trairāśika-
catuśṭayam ityādi uddeśakeṣvevopadekṣyāmaḥ | (“The teacher only stated the seed of the proportion [and] all the
rule of five etc. occur by means of that seed of proportion. Why is it? Because there is an accumulation of the
rule of three in the rule of five etc. How the rule of five etc. are accumulations of the rule of three? Two rules of
three are in accumulation in the rule of five, in the rule of seven three rules of three, in the rule of nine four rules
of three, we will show these rules etc. only in the examples. ”) [ĀB 1976a, p.116].
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The traditional procedure of the rule of five is more complicated than the rule of three. First,
the phala quantity should be transposed to the opposite side from its own side. If there are two
phalas on both sides they should be swapped each other.56 Second, if these transposed or swapped
quantities are fractions their denominator(s) should be swapped back to their original side. This
means that technically only the numerators are swapped. Third, the quantities in each side should
be multiplied separately. Fourth, the product of many factors is divided by the product of fewer
factors. The result is the icchāphala which is the answer to the question. This is a sort of common
rule for all these advanced methods of the rule of three.

From historical perspective the steps like transposing, swapping, and also the words like side (pakṣa)
are important. What do they reveal about the practice of mathematics and the execution of proce-
dures? The explanation in the verse suggests that they used physical objects for these calculations,
at least a board. Did they write the numbers on the board or sand, and then erase some numbers in
one side and write them on the other side? Or else, did they use some physical objects like cowries
for such calculations so that they can easily transpose the quantities back and forth? These all
might have been in use in different places, probably even at the same place. Even the commentaries
do not answer these questions, but it is obvious that some sort of devices were used for calculation.

The procedure of the rule demonstrated below is based on the traditional layout that is discerned
from the layouts and comments in the commentaries. The example below is given in the LV [LV 1937,
p.77, v.83]. It is about investment and interest. The interest rate per month percent is given in the
verse.

If the interest on one hundred per month is five, state what would be the interest on
sixteen after a year elapses. Similarly, mathematician, state the [elapsed] time from the
capital and the interest, [and] knowing the [elapsed] time and the interest state, the
capital.

The verse consists of three problems. The first problem is involved with only integers, and the other
two consists of fractions as well.

1. What is the interest on 16 for one year? As the interest rate, capital, and time are given, this
is solved as follows.

The interest on 16 =
5

100× 1
× 16× 12

=
48

5
= 9

3

5

The traditional execution is as follows.

Months 1 12
Investment 100 16
Interest 5

1 12
100 16

5
100 960

The interest = 960

100
=

48

5
= 9

3

5

2. What is the time to elapse to accumulate the interest found in the previous problem? This
problem is formulated based on the answer to the previous one. As the interest on 16 for one
year is known from the previous problem, assuming that the time is not given, Bhāskara II

56This step of the operation is termed saṅkramaṇa (“transference”), vyatyāsa (“inversion”), viparyayavidhi (“operation
of inverse”), anyonyapakṣānayana (“mutual exchange of sides”) and so on.
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asks to find the time during which that amount of interest accumulates on 16.

The time to elapse =

(
1× 100

5

)(
48

5
× 1

16

)
=

4800

400
= 12 months

Months 1
Investment 100 16

Interest 5 9
3

5

1
100 16
48

5
5

1
100 16
48 5

5

4800 400

The time to elapse =
4800

400
= 12 months

3. The last problem is to find the capital when the interest and the time are known.

The capital =
(
1× 100

5

)(
48

5
× 1

12

)
=

4800

300
= 16

Months 1 12
Investment 100

Interest 5 9
3

5

1 12
100
48

5
5

1 12
100
48 5

5

4800 300

The capital = 4800

300
= 16

Śrīpati does not go beyond the rule of five, but Siṃhatilakasūrī provides examples for them in the
commentary [GT 1937, pp.78-80] (see sections 3.3.8.3, 3.3.8.4, and 3.3.8.5). Brahmagupta explicitly
states that the transposition of phalas and division of the product with many factors by the product
with fewer factors are valid for the rule of five, seven, nine, and eleven [BSS 1966c, XII.11–12].
Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, V.32–43] and Śrīdhara [PG 1959, pp.45–49] explain the rule without reference
to the operations. Both of them and the commentator of the PG have provided examples only up
to the rule of nine. Moreover, Mahāvīra gives some examples for the inversions of the rules of five,
seven, and nine; interestingly, they come before the direct rules [GSS 1912, V.20–22]. MS consists
of two verses on these rules of which one is for integral operations and the other is for fractional
operations [MS, XV.26–27]. Bhāskara II [LV 1937, vv.82–87] and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, pp.50–52]
also provides examples for all the varieties up to eleven.

2.2.5.3 Barter and selling living beings

प रा शक व ध वधीयते
मू यो व नमये कृते स त ।
जीव व य वधौ पुनवयो-

ये तु57 व हत पूवव ॥ १६ ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥

57In Babuāji Miśra’s edition this reads येन but the GT [GT 1937, p.81], BO (f.38v) and JL (p.98) all have ये
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pañcarāśikavidhir vidhīyate
mūlyayor vinimaye kṛte sati |
jīvavikrayavidhau punar vayo-
vyatyaye tu vihitaś ca pūrvavat || 16 || || rathoddhatā ||

[In the operation of barter,] when [mutual] transposition (vinimaya) of both prices
(mūlya) [of both goods] is performed, and also in the operation of selling living be-
ings (jīvavikrayavidhi), when [there is] transposition of the ages [of both beings from
their own side to the other side], the rule of five is performed as [stated] before.

Commentary:
This verse consists of two rules that are termed as bhāṇḍapratibhāṇḍa (“goods for goods”) and
jīvavikraya (“selling beings”). The usual English renderings of them are “barter” and “selling living
beings” respectively. These in fact, are not completely new rules, but different uses of the rule of
five. However, in spite of this, many mathematicians include them as separate rules in the pari-
karman section. Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.13] and Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.28] give only the rule
of barter. Mahāvīra does not have any of these rules, but he gives some examples for both under
the section of the rule of five [GSS 1912, V.37–41]. It implies that he does not take into account
these two rules as distinct rules, but different uses of the rule of five. Perhaps the rule of selling
living beings had not become a rule by the time of Mahāvīra. According to available sources, it is
Śrīdhara who mentions the rule of selling living beings for the first time [PG 1959, v.43]; then Śrīpati
also has both rules [GT 1937, p.80]. Later, Bhāskara II omitted the rule of selling living beings in
the LV. However, Nārāyaṇa mentions both of them in the GK. It is clearly perceptible that some
mathematicians intentionally avoid listing the second rule separately, but there is no evidence to
conclude what the reason is.

When goods are exchanged for other goods, in other words, if people use goods for buying things
instead of money, it is called bhāṇḍapratibhāṇḍa58 meaning barter. Suppose x amount of goods of
A kind cost y, and s amount of goods of B kind cost r. The amount q of the goods of B kind that
can be obtained for z amount of goods of A is to be found.

A B
Cost y r
Amount x s

Here, y

x
is the cost of one good of A kind whereas r

s
is the cost of one good of B kind. The solution

for q is

q = z
(y
x

)
÷ r

s

=
zys

xr
.

The rule given by Śrīpati for barter is somewhat similar to the rule of five. Its layout is identical
with that of the rule of five. In the layout, as mentioned in the previous verse as well, one column
is called pakṣa (“side”) and the other is called aparapakṣa (“other side”). Usually, the quantities
related to the phala are placed in the pakṣa, and the quantities related to the icchāphala are kept in
the aparapakṣa. In the rule of five only the phala is transposed, but in the operation of barter the
phala as well as the prices of the two goods are also exchanged. The rest of the operation is similar
to that of the rule of five.
त.ु Therefore, we emended it.

58In the term bhāṇḍapratibhāṇḍa the first part of the compound bhāṇḍa stands for the goods which is given and
the second part, pratibhāṇḍa stands for the good that is obtained. atha pañcarāśikāśrayaṃ bhāṇḍena-vastunā
pratibhāṇḍasya-dvitīyavastuno yad grahaṇaṃ tad bhāṇḍapratibhāṇḍam | (Now, to obtain the second goods for the
[first] goods – i.e., object – is the bhāṇḍapratibhāṇḍa which associates with the rule of five.) [GT 1937, p.80].
Similarly, this method is also known as vinimayavidhi [GT 1937, p.80], [GK 1936, p.53].
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If the rule given by Śrīpati is applied, this would be the execution.

Cost y r
Amount x s
phala z

r y
x s

z
r × x = rx y × s× z = ysz

Therefore, the amount of the goods of B kind that can be obtained for z amount of goods of A kind
is ysz

rx
.

Bhāskara II gives this example problem for the rule of barter [LV 1937, v.89]:

If three hundred mangoes are obtained for one dramma and thirty good pomegranates for
one paṇa in this market, friend, state: quickly how many pomegranates can be obtained
for ten mangoes at that exchange rate.

The cost of 10 mangoes divided by the cost of 1 pomegranate gives the number of pomegranates
that can be obtained for 10 mangoes. 1 dramma is equal to 16 paṇas (see the table 2.1).

Cost of 10 mangoes =
16

300
× 10 =

16

30
paṇas

Cost of 1 pomegranate =
1

30
paṇas

Number of pomegranates for 10 mangoes =
16

30
× 30 = 16

This can also be solved by using the traditional execution.

Cost 16 1
Amount 300 30
phala 10

1 16
300 30

10
300 4800

Number of pomegranates for 10 mangoes =
4800

300
= 16

The second rule is of selling living beings which is called jīvavikraya.59 In this operation the criterion
of valuing animals or humans is that the well-grown younger is more valuable. For instance, a 16-
year-old girl is claimed to be the most expensive among female slaves. When beings get older the
value goes lower [PG 1959, p.S51]. As with exchanging the prices in the operation of barter, the
ages of beings should be exchanged in this operation, apart from performing the other steps similar
to the rule of five. If all the details of one category of beings in the pakṣa such as the age, number of
beings purchased, and the cost of them, and also the age, and the amount of the other category are
known, the cost of the number of beings in the second category can be found again, by using their
proportional relation. For instance, if the price of b number of beings of c years old is d, the price
of t number of beings of p years old can be found as follows.

Age c p
Amount b t
Price d

The quotient d

b
is the cost of a being of c years old. When this is multiplied by the proportion of

the ages, c

p
, it produces the price of a being of p years old. This should be multiplied by t in finding

59Jīva means “life” or “living”, hence “beings”. Vikraya means “selling”. Instead of using this term, Nārāyaṇa uses
prāṇikraya [GK 1936, p.53] meaning “buying living beings” which seems to have been coined from the customer’s
point of view, not from the trader’s point of view.
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the price q of all beings to be bought:

q =
c

p

(
d

b

)
× t

=
dct

bp

In other words, this is the manipulation of the following proportional relation.

d

b
× c =

q

t
× p

The rule described above is equivalent to the following traditional execution.

Age c p
Amount b t
Price d

p c
b t

d
p× b = pb c× t× d = ctd

Therefore, the price of all the t number of beings of p years old is ctd

pb
.

Śrīdhara gives the following example for this rule [PG 1959, v.50]:

Scholar, [if] five sixteen-year-old women are obtained for two hundred, say: for how much
are two twenty-year-old women obtained?

The solution can be arrived at from this proportional relation:

200× 16

5
=

20× x

2

where x is the price of two twenty-year-old women. Now,

x =
200× 16× 2

5× 20

=
6400

100
= 64.

The application of Śrīpati’s rule would be as follows.

Age 16 20
Amount 5 2
Price 200

20 16
5 2

200
100 6400

The price of 2 twenty-year-old women =
6400

100
= 64

2.3 Practices (Vyavahṛtis)
The basic operations of arithmetic which have been discussed so far are followed by the vyavahṛtis,
also known as vyavahāras. This term is translated as “determinations” or “practices”. All the texts
exclusively dedicated to mathematics and even many siddhānta texts include the rules of practices.
Conventionally, there are 8 practices as mentioned by Brahmagupta and Śrīpati60 though some
60. . .vijānāti aṣṭau ca vyavahārān chāyāntān bhavati gaṇakaḥ saḥ (“. . .[One who] knows the eight vyavahāras ending

with the shadow is the mathematician.”) [BSS 1966c, XII.1]
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mathematicians enumerated more than 8 practices. The usual order of these eight vyavahāras is
miśra (“mixture”), śreḍhī (“sequence” or “sequences and series”), kṣetra (“figure” or “geometry”),
khāta (“excavation”), citi (“stack”), krākacika (“sawing”), rāśi (“heap”), and chāyā (“shadow”), but
not all mathematicians follow this order.

The term vyavahāra has been used in the Sanskrit tradition mainly in two senses [Davis 2010,
p.108].61 The first is in the general sense of practice, business or everyday transactions. The second
is in the specific sense of legal procedure, the processes of litigation including a trial. It is obvious
from these definitions that it is used in the first sense in mathematical texts. As defined by the
commentator of the PG62, and given the applications of the eight vyavahāras formulated in texts,
the term vyavahāra seems to have been taken as the everyday practice of mathematics, not only as
specific commercial transactions.

The second or legal definition given above for the term, which is mostly used in dharmaśāstras, may
apply here as well. The term vyavahāra derives from vi + ava +

√
hṛ (various + doubts + to remove)

meaning a legal procedure. But the mathematical formulas also remove the doubts and solve the
problems encountered by anyone that uses them.

2.3.1 Practice of mixtures (miśravyavahāra)
The first section under vyavahṛtis is named “mixture” (miśra) after the main quantity involved in
the formulas in this section. It is also known as lābhavyavahāra (“practice of profit”). The purpose
of this section is to provide the rules that are needed to separate different quantities from their sum,
i.e., mixture, when the quantity of the mixture together with some other quantities is known. The
mixture may involve the following types of problems:

• financial situations involving capital, interest rate, time, and accumulated interest on a given
capital at a given rate at a given time;63

• gold with different fineness and its weight;

• amount of harvests and amounts of seeds invested by different farmers;

• time and distance of travel;

• buying and selling of goods;

• various related problems such as mixing substances (alligation) etc.

Not all these topics are dealt with by all the texts in the section of mixtures. Needless to say, the
siddhāntas have only the main rules, but mathematical texts discuss them in detail elucidating some
alternative rules as well. It seems that authors have their own preferences on what to include in
their texts. Table 2.2 enumerates the topics discussed in different texts.

. . . chāyāṣṭamī vyavahṛtīr api miśritādyām . . . (“. . .vyavahṛtis of which the shadow is eighth and mixture is the
first . . .”) [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.1]

61The use of the term vyavahāra and its various meanings in different contexts are discussed in detail by P.V. Kane
in [Kane 1946, pp.245–248].

62. . .lokānāṃ vyavahārārthaṃ . . . (“. . .for practical [uses] of people . . .”) [PG 1959, p.S1]
63This mixed quantity is represented by different terms like miśra, vimiśra, vitta (“wealth”), sarvadhana (“all wealth”),

and so on. Gaṇeśa says that combinations of capital, interests and so on are called miśra: miśrīyate mūlakalāntarādi
yat tan miśram | (“Whatever is mixed with capital and interest etc. is the mixture.”) [LV 1937, p.85]. According to
the commentator of the PG, there are four miśras: the sum of the capital and time, the sum of the time and base-
capital, the sum of the interest and base-capital, and the sum of the interest and miśra (“mixed quantity with any
of other two or more”): tathāhi atraiva lābhavyavahāre mūlakalāmiśraṃ kālapramāṇamiśraṃ lābhapramāṇamiśraṃ
lābhamiśram iti miśrāṇi bhavanti (“Similarly, in this practice of profit there are certainly [a few] mixtures: the
mixture of the capital and interest, the mixture of the interest and base-capital, the mixture of the profit and base-
capital, [and] the mixture of the profit and mixture.”) [PG 1959, p.S53]. It seems that the commentator uses the
word miśra in the last mixture to mean the sum of any two quantities in the problem except the interest. Moreover,
there are six miśras in the GK: the sum of the interests, the sum of the capitals, the sum of the times, the sum
of the capital and interest, the sum of the time and interest, and the sum of the base-capital and time [GK 1936,
pp.64–65]. In practice there are many additional mixtures besides those.
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2.3.1.1 Separation of the capital and interest on it from their sum

नजकालहतं माणरा शं
परकालं फलता डत कुय ।
नजयोग तौ व म न ौ
भवतो मूलकला रे मेण॥ १७ ॥ ॥ औप सक ॥
nijakālahataṃ pramāṇarāśiṃ
parakālaṃ phalatāḍitañ ca kuryāt |
nijayogahṛtau vimiśranighnau
bhavato mūlakalāntare krameṇa || 17 || || aupacchandasika ||

One should multiply the base-capital-quantity (pramāṇa-rāśi) by its own period [i.e.,
base period, nija-kāla] and the other time (para-kāla) [i.e., total elapsed time] by the
base interest (phala). [Both these products] multiplied by the mixture (vimiśra) [i.e.,
the whole amount of capital plus interest] and divided by their sum [severally] are the
capital (mūla) and the interest (kalāntara) respectively.

Commentary:
This rule separates out the capital and the interest on it in an investment from their sum when the
sum, base interest, base capital, base period, and the time of the investment are known. We denote
the quantities involved as c for the capital or principal, I for the accumulated interest, m for the
sum of capital and interest c+I, t for the total time of investment, and r for the interest rate r =

b

ak
where b is the “base interest” or amount of interest earned on the “base capital” a during the “base
period” k.

The reason for starting the section from this rule might be the assumption that the basic knowledge
of calculating the interest on a given capital and vice versa had been already gained by the students
in earlier mathematics classes. The rule needed for the calculation of interest on a given capital and
vice versa is the rule of five and there are example problems of calculating the interest and capital
given under the rule of five in the GT (see section 3.3.8.2). Also, there is a separate rule for finding
the simple interest on a given capital in the GT [GT 1937, p.85] (see section 3.4.1.3). This means
that those who study these texts encounter the calculation of interest on a given capital and vice
versa before they study the rules of mixtures.

According to the verse, the rules are equivalent to the following equations:

c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)
(2.11)

I =
(t× b)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)
(2.12)

The first rule derives from the ratio of the total value (i.e., sum of the product of the base capital
and its base period, and the product of the total time elapsed and the base interest) to the product
of the base capital and its base period. The same ratio is also fundamental to all the other rules
in the practice of mixture. Then, the answer is found by multiplying the RHS of the equation by
the sum of the capital and the interest which is already known. The derivation of the formula can
be explained as follows. The interest I on the capital for total time t = I =

b

ak
× c × t =

bct

ak
.
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Therefore,

m = c+
bct

ak
= c

(
1 +

bt

ak

)
m

c
=

ak + bt

ak

c =
(a× k)

(a× k) + (t× b)
×m.

The second formula can be derived from this. Our abovementioned formula for I:

I =
bct

ak
.

By substituting the previous finding for c in this formula:

I =

b

(
akm

ak + tb

)
t

ak

=
akbtm

ak + tb
× 1

ak

=
(t× b)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)
.

These formulas are also found in [BSS 1966c, XII.14], [PG 1959, v.47], [MS, XV.31], [GT 1937, p.82],
and [LV 1937, v.90].64

2.3.1.2 Separation of the capital, interest on it, and additional quantities from their
sum

माणरा श नजकाल न ो
तीतकालेन हतः फला दः ।
म न ा व ताः यु ा
मूलादय े मशो भव ॥ १८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
pramāṇarāśir nijakālanighno
vyatītakālena hataḥ phalādiḥ |
miśrasvanighnā vihṛtāḥ svayutyā
mūlādayas te kramaśo bhavanti || 18 || || upajāti ||

64The GSS, the text that most extensively discusses the rules related to interest, includes three other formulas for
the same purposes. The significance of these formulas is that they first find a value for a desired quantity and then
use that value in finding the actual answer to the problem. This desired quantity is usually taken to be 1. Out of
these three formulas two are given for finding the capital from the sum of the capital and the interest [GSS 1912,
VI.21], [GSS 1912, VI.23], and the last is for finding the interest [GSS 1912, VI.25]. The formulas given for finding
the capital are equivalent to the expressions c = m

1+
1× t× b

k × a

and c = m

1+
t× b

k × a

. The second formula is given in

the BSS [BSS 1966c, XII.14b] as well. The third formula, for finding the interest, is equivalent to I = m

1+
a× k

b× c

.

Mahāvīra does not give a special name for this method, but Bhāskara II names it iṣṭakarmavidhi (“operation by
using a desired quantity”) [LV 1937, v.90]. Bhāskara II says that using this formula one can find the capital. Then,
by subtracting the capital from the mixed quantity, which is the sum of the capital and the interest, the interest
can be found. Even though there are no rules for interest-problems given in the GK, Nārāyaṇa solves some similar
example problems using the methods similar to ones in the other texts [GK 1936, pp.60–62].
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The base-capital-quantity is multiplied by its own time [i.e., base period]. The base
interest and so on are multiplied by the elapsed time. They [i.e., all the products found
so far] multiplied by the entire mixture (miśrasva) [and] divided by their sum [severally]
are the capital etc. respectively.

Commentary:
This is an expansion of the same formula explained in the previous verse. There were only two
quantities—namely, the capital and interest—in the previous rule, but some more quantities are
involved in this rule. Even though the additional quantities are not explicitly specified in the verse,
that is what Śrīpati alludes to by the words phalādiḥ (“interest etc.”) and mūlādayaḥ (“capital
etc.”).65 The capital and interest are necessarily involved in this rule. The other quantities alluded
to by the terms phalādiḥ and mūlādayaḥ are given below. The commentaries of the PG [PG 1959,
pp.S54–S55] and the GT [GT 1937, p.83] discuss all these quantities. Further, the examples given
for this formula in mathematical texts [PG 1959, v.54], and [GT 1937, p.83] also confirm that all
the quantities mentioned above involve in this rule.

• The commission of the surety (bhāvyaka) - The surety is the one who gives an assurance that
the debtor would pay the loan back on time. If the debtor does not pay back, the surety has
to repay the loan. Since the surety at the risk of repaying the loan he usually charges some
amount of the loan at a certain rate plus interest on it. In case of investments, the intermediary
person or broker is also taken into account of this category. He also charges some amount of
the total revenue at a certain rate at the end of the given time. This is the commission of the
surety.

• The fee of the calculator (vṛtti) - One who does calculation related to loans and investments is
the calculator. Probably he calculates the interest on the loan and investments, installments
settled and remaining, deficit of the loan etc. Hence, he has to be paid for his labour. As with
the payment of the surety this is also paid as an amount of the loan or investment at a given
rate.

• The fee of the scribe (lekhaka) - The scribe is the one who prepares all the financial documents.
His charge is the fee of scribe and is again, paid at a given rate.

In fact, this rule is for finding the capital c, the interest I on the capital, the commission of the
surety S, the fee of the calculator F , and the fee of the scribe D when the base interest b, the
base capital a, the base period k, the total elapsed time t, and the sum m of all the quantities
m = c+ I + S + F +D are known, along with the corresponding “base fees:” the base commission
s, base fee of the calculator f , and base fee of the scribe d earned on the base capital for the base
period. In the case of the previous formula, the mixture m is the sum of the capital and interest
on it for a given time, but in the case of this formula, it also consists of all the other quantities
mentioned above.66

When each of those quantities mentioned above are taken into account, there would be five formulas.
The symbolic expressions of them will be as follows.

c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)
(2.13)

I =
(b× t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)
(2.14)

65Babuāji Miśra says that it is perplexing that Śrīpati uses singular word phalādiḥ and plural word mūlādayaḥ
referring to the same quantities [ŚSŚ 1947, p.28]. The possible reason might be the metrical requirement. However,
grammatically ādi could mean both singular and plural hence, though they differ in numbers, they refer to the same
quantities.

66While commenting on the same rule in the GT Siṃhatilakasūrī mentions: . . .ādiśabdād bhāvyakādiḥ (“. . .because
of [the use of] the word ādi fee of surety etc. [should be taken into account].”). Then, in the commentary on the
example verse for the rule he solves the problem for all the five quantities mentioned above [GT 1937, pp.83–84].
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S =
(s× t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)
(2.15)

F =
(f × t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)
(2.16)

D =
(d× t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)
(2.17)

The derivation of these formulas is not different from the previous one demonstrated above. These
rules are found in the [PG 1959, v.48] and [GT 1937, p.83] as well.

In addition to the rules discussed so far, some texts have different rules for separating the capital
and the interest where the context is slightly different from this. There is a quadratic formula in the
Āryabhaṭīya given for finding the interest u on the invested capital c for a base period k equal to one
month [ĀB 1976, II.25]. This rule can be used in the context where the interest accrued for a month
on the capital is invested again at the same interest rate. The known quantities of this problem are
the sum m of both the interest amounts, m = u + Iu, where Iu is the accumulated interest on the
re-invested interest u for a known total elapsed time t, and u is defined as follows:

u =

√
ctm+

( c
2

)2
− c

2
t

.
(2.18)

Bhāskara I insists that this rule derives from the rule of five.67 Using the constant interest rate and
the quadratic formula Keller derives this formula as follows [Keller 2006b, p.116].

u

ck
=

Iu
ut

(constant rate)

cIu = u2t (since k = 1)
u2t = c(u+ Iu)− cu

By using the quadratic formula,

tu2 + cu− c(u+ Iu) = 0

u =
−c±

√
c2 − 4t[−c(u+ Iu)]

2t

=

√
c2 + 4tcm− c

2t
(only the positive factor is considered here)

=

√( c
2

)2
+ cmt− c

2
t

.

Brahmagupta also gives a rule for finding the interest u on the base capital a for k equal to one
month. In his rule the base capital a is multiplied by the base period k and the product is divided
by the total elapsed time t. The square of half of that quotient is increased by the same quotient
multiplied by the mixture m = u + Iu (i.e., the sum of the interest on the capital per month u
and the interest on the invested interest for the given time Iu). Then, the square root of that sum
is diminished by half of the product of the base capital and the base period divided by the total
67pratyayakaraṇaṃ pañcarāśikena (“Verification is by means of the rule of five.”) [ĀB 1976b, p.114]. This idea is also

seen in the PG-commentary: pañcarāśikāṭ pratyayaḥ (“The verification is from the rule of five.”) [PG 1959, p.S54]).
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elapsed time. The rule expressed algebraically is

u =

√
m

(
a× k

t

)
+

[
1

2

(
a× k

t

)]2
− 1

2

(
a× k

t

)
. (2.19)

This means that unlike Āryabhaṭa I in the above Āryabhaṭīya rule, Brahmagupta uses the following
ratio relations:

u

ak
=

Iu
ut

.

Since here k = 1 and a = c these both equations are identical. Similarly, Mahāvīra gives a few
other formulas for solving the problems of the capital and interest rate where quadratic equations
are involved [GSS 1912, VI.29, 33, 37, 38, 42].

2.3.1.3 The interest amounts corresponding to different capitals, and the cost of the
purchased portion of commodities

ेपका म धनेन ह ा
पृथ फला ै वभजे यु ा ।
प ने भ े नजमू राशौ
ा धानं पृथगंश न े ॥ १९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

prakṣepakān miśradhanena hanyāt
pṛthak phalāptyai vibhajet svayutyā |
paṇyena bhakte nijamūlyarāśau
prāgvad vidhānaṃ pṛthag aṃśanighne || 19 || || upajāti ||

One should multiply [separately] the [invested] portions (prakṣepaka) by the mixed wealth
[i.e., the sum of all the interest amounts]. [Then, those products] should be divided by
their sum [i.e., the sum of the invested portions] severally for finding the interest [corre-
sponding to each of those portions].

When [a commodity’s] own price-quantity [i.e., base price] is divided by the [base amount
of] the commodity (paṇya), [and then] multiplied by the [corresponding purchased] por-
tion (aṃśa) [of the commodity] severally, [the rest of] the operation [should be done] as
before.

Commentary:
Two more rules related to mixed quantities are given in this verse. The first is for finding the interest
amounts corresponding to n different known capitals {c1, c2, . . . , cn} invested at the same rate for
different times when the sum or mixture m of all the interest amounts {I1, I2, . . . , In} is known. The
different capitals invested are called prakṣepa or prakṣepaka (“deposited [portion]”) in Sanskrit.68 In
finding the corresponding interest Ii on a desired capital ci, one should multiply ci by the mixed
quantity m = I1 + I2 + . . .+ In and divide the product by the sum of all the capitals. This rule is
based on the following proportion:
68As per Śrīdhara, this formula is used in the context of agriculture. When different people cultivate collectively

investing different amounts of seeds, the harvest has to be divided proportionately depending on their amounts
of investments. These seeds thrown on the field (i.e., sown), according to the commentator of the PG, are called
prakṣepa: prakṣipyante upyate santanyate iti prakṣepo bījaṃ, tata utpattiḥ phalam (“It is prakṣepa since it is thrown,
sown, and added, i.e., seed; [what is] born from it is the fruit.”) [PG 1959, p.S73]. According to Gaṇeśa, whatever
thrown into or mixed with something else is called prakṣepaka: prakṣipyante miśrīyante te prakṣepakāḥ (“Whatever
thrown or mixed is prakṣepaka”) [LV 1937, p.90]). Grammatically, the term derives from the root

√
kṣip meaning

to throw. When the derivative suffix -ka is added, it becomes prakṣepaka, but the meaning remains unchanged.
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interest : capital :: sum of interest amounts : sum of capitals

The symbolic representation of the rule is as follows. As before, let {I1, I2, . . . , In}, be the interest
amounts and {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be capitals.

I1 =
c1 × (I1 + I2 + . . .+ In)

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn
,

I2 =
c2 × (I1 + I2 + . . .+ In)

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn
,

...

In =
cn × (I1 + I2 + . . .+ In)

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn

(2.20)

The other texts where this rule is found are [BSS 1966c, XII.16a], [GSS 1912, VI.79 1
2 ], [PG 1959,

v.59a], [MS, XV.36], [LV 1937, v.94], and [GK 1936, p.54].

The second rule is used in such situations where the cost vi of the number pi of portions of each com-
modity in a collection of n commodities {p1, p2, . . . , pn} is to be found separately, when the total cost

m of all the pi is known. Here, the prices of commodities are given as rate-prices
{
w1

q1
,
w2

q2
, . . . ,

wn

qn

}
where qi amount of the commodity costs wi. According to the rule, in finding the cost vi of the
purchased portion pi of a commodity, the rate-price of that commodity wi

qi
should be multiplied by

pi. The result then is multiplied by the mixture m. When the product is divided by the sum of
all the products of the rate-prices and their pi, the result is the cost vi of the purchased portion.
Accordingly, the symbolic expression of the rule is

vi =

pi

(
wi

qi

)
×m

p1

(
w1

q1

)
+ p2

(
w2

q2

)
+ . . .+ pn

(
wn

qn

) . (2.21)

This rule can be derived in the same manner the previous rule is derived, from the proportional
relation

vi

pi

(
wi

qi

) =
m

p1

(
w1

q1

)
+ p2

(
w2

q2

)
+ . . .+ pn

(
wn

qn

) .

Rules similar to the formula 2.21 appear in the [GSS 1912, VI.87 1
2–89 1

2 ], [PG 1959, v.59b], [MS,
XV.37-38], [LV 1937, v.98], and [GK 1936, p.57].

The following example is given in the LV for this rule [LV 1937, v.99]. The problem involves two
commodities, rice and green beans. Both the commodities are measured by the unit called mānaka
or māna, and kākiṇī and dramma are used as currency units; recall that 1 dramma = 64 kākiṇīs
(see the table 2.1).

Oh! vendor, if three mānakas of rice with half[-mānaka can be obtained] for one dramma
and eight mānas of green beans [can be obtained] for one dramma, having taken these kā-
kiṇīs commensurate with thirteen, give [us] two portions of rice together with one portion
of green beans. We, quick-eaters, [will prepare a meal, eat and] go quickly because our
companions will go further.

In fact, the example does not present the problem directly. But it should be understood from the
rule which precedes the example. Therefore, it is understood that the price of the purchased portion
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of each commodity should be found. As 3
1

2
mānakas of rice can be purchased for 1 dramma, its

rate-price is 1÷ 7

2
=

2

7
, and as its portion number p1 is 2, the rate-price corresponding to its ratio

value is 2

(
1÷ 7

2
=

4

7

)
. If symbolically represented, p1

(
w1

q1

)
= 2

(
1÷ 7

2

)
=

4

7
. Similarly, the

rate-price corresponding to the portion-number of green beans is p2

(
w2

q2

)
= 1

(
1

8

)
=

1

8
. The total

cost m of the commodities is 13 kākiṇīs. By applying formula 2.21,

v1 =

p1

(
w1

q1

)
×m

p1

(
w1

q1

)
+ p2

(
w2

q2

)
+ . . .+ pn

(
wn

qn

)

=

2

(
1× 64÷ 7

2

)
× 13

2

(
1× 64÷ 7

2

)
+ 1

(
1× 64

8

)

=

256

7
× 13

256

7
+ 8

=
3328

7
× 7

312

= 10
2

3
kākiṇīs.

Therefore, the price of the purchased portion of rice is 10
2

3
kākiṇīs which is equivalent to 10 kāki-

ṇīs and 13
1

3
varāṭakas. If the rate-price of green beans corresponding to its number of portions is

multiplied by the mixed quantity instead of that of rice in the formula, the price of the purchased
portion of green beans can be found.

v2 =

p2

(
w2

q2

)
×m

p1

(
w1

q1

)
+ p2

(
w2

q2

)
+ . . .+ pn

(
wn

qn

)

=

1

(
1× 64

8

)
× 13

2

(
1× 64÷ 7

2

)
+ 1

(
1× 64

8

)
= 104× 7

312

=
7

3
= 2

1

3
kākiṇīs.

Therefore, the price of the purchased portion of green beans is 2
1

3
kākiṇīs which is 2 kākiṇīs and 6

2

3
varāṭakas.

2.3.2 Practice of sequences and series
The second topic dealt with by Indian mathematicians in the section of vyavahāras is the practice of
sequences and series. As usual, the siddhāntic texts deal with them concisely whereas the mathemat-
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ical texts explain the rules in detail. These rules with or without examples are found in [ĀB 1976,
II.19–22], [BSS 1966c, XII.17–20], [GSS 1912, II.61–115, VI.290-337], [PG 1959, vv.79–107], [MS,
XV.47–53], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.20–25], [LV 1937, vv.118–134], and from [GK 1936, p.105] to [GK 1942,
p.2]. It should be noted that both Mahāvīra and Śrīdhara discuss the rules related to series in two
places; among the operations where they discuss the rules of saṅkalita (“summation”) and vyava-
kalita (“difference”) in the place of addition and subtraction, and then, in the section of practice
of sequences and series. This essentially raises some questions as to why they discussed the same
rules in two different places and treated them differently. Why did they choose sum and difference
of series to explain in the place of addition and subtraction? As shown by Morice-Singh Mahāvīra
employs 55 verses for the rules and examples of saṅkalita and vyavakalita [Morice-Singh 2017, p.5].
The reasons as to why these rules were given such an importance among arithmetic operations are
not known. However, Morice-Singh mentions in the conclusion of her paper [Morice-Singh 2017,
pp.33–34] that

. . .to answer the question raised by K. Plofker, cited in the introduction to this paper, I
would say that Mahāvīrācārya’s “quite daring” act of casting out the basic addition and
subtraction of two numbers, and of replacing them with more sophisticated operations
relating to series, seems to have resulted from a deliberate and relevant choice made in
agreement with the Jain text. Indeed, these two canonical operations probably seemed
too simple and of very limited utility in comparison to what is done with series in the
description of the Jain cosmos. Furthermore, the new operations Mahāvīrācārya created
and named saṅkalita and vyutkalita must have seemed to him to necessarily belong to
the “basic” or “pre-requisite” knowledge students had to master. They therefore had to
be part of the first “practice” or “procedure” (vyavahāra) of the GSS, the one dealing
with the “operations” or “preparations” (parikarman), instead of being included only in
an usual and specific “practice on series” (śreḍhī -vyavahāra).

This might be an answer to the question why Mahāvīra included them in the arithmetic operation
section, but seemingly it is not the reason for Śrīdhara to replace general addition and subtraction
with the saṅkalita and vyutkalita respectively since he is considered to be a Saivite Hindu [PG 1959,
p.xxxv]. Probably a different religious sentiment inspired him to include operations of saṅkalita and
vyutkalita, but it still remains unclear.

Indian mathematicians termed all arithmetic or geometric sequences and series śreḍhī (literally “pro-
gression,” “succession”, esp. “sequence” or “series”). Gaṇeśa in his commentary defines the term
śreḍhī as that which puts all the different elements together appropriately.69 It is known that they
used śreḍhī for all kinds of sequences and series, but the geometric sequences and series are modi-
fied by adjectives such as guṇa (“multiple”), or guṇottara (“increased by multiples”). Accordingly,
the rules explained by all mathematicians can be divided into two categories: rules of arithmetic
progressions and rules of geometric progressions. These will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3.2.1 Sum of the number of terms in an arithmetic progression

केग चययोवधे मुखे-
ना तेऽ धनमा दयुतं त ।
अ धतं भव त म मं धनं
त द म खलं धनं भवे ॥ २० ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥
vyekagacchacayayor vadhe mukhe-
nānvite’ntyadhanam ādiyutaṃ tat |
ardhitaṃ bhavati madhyamaṃ dhanaṃ
tat padaghnam akhilaṃ dhanaṃ bhavet || 20 || || rathoddhatā ||

69bhinnaṃ bhinnaṃ yat kiñcid dravyādhikam ekīkriyate tac chreḍhītyuccyate vṛddhaiḥ (“It is called śreḍhī, by elders,
[i.e., predecessors] by which separate objects etc. are combined.”) [LV 1937, p.112].
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When the product of the number of terms (gaccha) diminished by one (vyeka) and the
common difference (caya) is increased by the first term (mukha), [the result] is the last
term (antya-dhana) [of an arithmetic progression]. That [i.e., the last term] increased
by the first term (ādi) [and then,] halved is the arithmetic mean (madhyama-dhana).
That [i.e., the arithmetic mean] multiplied by the number of terms (pada) is the sum
(akhila-dhana) [of the arithmetic progression].

Commentary:
The aim of this rule is to find the sum of an arithmetic progression, but it consists of two other
sub-rules for finding the last term and the arithmetic mean. Śrīpati first expounds the rule for
finding the last term of the series, which then leads to finding the arithmetic mean, which again help
find the sum of the series. This is an example of gradual development of a complicated rule from a
simple rule.

The last term l of an arithmetic progression is equal to the sum of the first term a and the product of
the common difference d and the number of terms n diminished by 1. The rule expressed algebraically
is

l = (n− 1)d+ a. (2.22)

Once the last term is found, the arithmetic mean m can be found by increasing the last term by the
first term, and then dividing that sum by 2.

m =
l + a

2
(2.23)

Now, if the arithmetic mean m is multiplied by the number of terms n, the product is the sum Sn

of all the terms in the arithmetic progression:

Sn = mn (2.24)

This is equivalent to the following formula now in common use.

Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d] (2.25)

This formula can be arrived at by substituting the formulas 2.22, and 2.23 in the formula 2.24.

Sn = mn

=

(
l + a

2

)
n

=

[
(n− 1)d+ a+ a

2

]
n

=
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

The same rule appears in [BSS 1966c, XII.17], [GSS 1912, II.64], [PG 1959, v.85], [MS, XV.17],
[LV 1937, v.121] and [GK 1936, p.105].

When a = d = 1, this formula can be further reduced to the following formula:
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Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

=
n

2
(2 + n− 1)

=
n

2
(n+ 1),

(2.26)

and can be further reduced to

Sn =
n

2
(n+ 1)

=
n2 + n

2
.

(2.27)

Even though Śrīpati does not give the rule in such reduced forms, they are presented here as they
are needed in future rules. The first of these two rules is observed by Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.14],
Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.118], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.114] and the second is only by Śrīdhara
[PG 1959, v.15]. With some rearrangements of the formula 2.24 and relating it to different contexts
Mahāvīra explains this rule in four different places in the GSS [GSS 1912, II.61,62, 63–64, VI.290].

2.3.2.2 Sum of a series of successive sums of an arithmetic progression

इ ग यदकेकाद-े
रेको रं स लतं भवे त ।
यु ग ा भहतं70 भ ं

मन नः स लतै मा ः ॥ २१ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
iṣṭasya gacchasya yad ekakāder
ekottaraṃ saṅkalitaṃ bhavet tat |
dviyuktagacchābhihataṃ tribhaktaṃ
manasvinaḥ saṅkalitaikyam āhuḥ || 21 || || upajāti ||

Intelligent people stated that whatever the sum (saṅkalita) of any desired number of
terms [of a series of arithmetic progression] beginning from one [and] having one as [its]
common difference (uttara), multiplied by the number of terms increased by two [and
then] divided by three is the sum of the [successive] sums [of the series] (saṅkalitaikya).

Commentary:
This verse gives a rule for the sum of successive sums of an arithmetic progression. The formula
given in the previous verse can be used to find the sum of any arithmetic series. In spite of that,
as seen before, the simplified versions of that formula and formulas 2.25 and 2.27 can be used for
finding the sum of an arithmetic series of n consecutive integers with a = d = 1. The sum Sn of
such an arithmetic series is generally called saṅkalita though Śrīpati employed the term akhiladhana
in the previous verse.71 When this saṅkalita is multiplied by the number of terms increased by 2,
and then divided by 3, the result is the saṅkalitaikya,72 the sum of the series of the successive sums
of arithmetic progressions. The following expressions illustrate how Śrīpati’s rule of multiplying Sn

by (n+ 2)

3
produces the familiar formula for the sum of n sums of consecutive integers from 1 to j,

70The third line of the verse in the edited text by Babuāji Miśra is यु प ा भहतं भ ं . Manuscript BO has
यु ग ा भहतं and manuscript JL has वयु ग ा भहत.ं As we have not encountered the term pakṣa used to mean

the number of terms in an arithmetic progression, we emended it to be यु ग ा भहतं.
71The sum of any kind of arithmetic series is called sarvadhana [MS, XV.48, 49], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.23], akhiladhana

[ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.20], and gaṇita [MS, XV.53], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.24].
72Brahmagupta uses another term saṅkalita-saṅkalita (“sum of the sums”) for the sum of the series of successive sums

[BSS 1966c, XII.19]. Nārāyaṇa employs a new term, āya here. It is used in the compound āyasaṃyoga which is
synonymous to the saṅkalitaikya (“sum of sums”) [GK 1936, p.116].
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j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}:

n∑
j=1

j∑
r=1

r = Sn · n+ 2

3
=

[n
2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

]
(n+ 2)

3
=

(
n2 + n

2

)
(n+ 2)

3
(2.28)

The first row of the following table represents the natural number sequence from the first term 1
to the nth term. This is called by some mathematicians ekottarādiśreḍhī (“progression with one as
the first term and the common difference”) to mean the sequence whose first term and the common
difference is 1. The second row is called the sequence of the saṅkalitas since any term of that sequence
is the sum of all the preceding terms in the natural number sequence.

Natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . ., (n− 1), n
Sums of series of natural numbers 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, . . ., S(n−1), Sn

Table 2.3: Sums of ekottarādiśreḍhī arithmetic progression

The rule given in this verse is also given by Āryabhaṭa I [ĀB 1976, II.21],73 Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c,
XII.19], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.103], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.118], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.116].

2.3.2.3 Sum of the square series and the cube series of an arithmetic progression

स लतं गुणेन पदने
ास हतेन हतं वभ ।

स लतं कृ तजं घनजं ा
स लत तथा कृ तरेव ॥ २२ ॥ ॥ दोधक ॥
saṅkalitaṃ dviguṇena padena
kṣmāsahitena hataṃ trivibhaktam |
saṅkalitaṃ kṛtijaṃ ghanajaṃ syāt
saṅkalitasya tathā kṛtir eva || 22 || || dodhakam ||

The sum of an arithmetic progression multiplied by twice the number of terms increased
by one (kṣmā) [and all] divided by three is the sum of the series of squares (kṛtija-
saṅkalita) [of the terms in that arithmetic progression]. Similarly, the square of the
sum [Sn] of that arithmetic series itself is [the sum of] the series of the cubes (ghanaja-
saṅkalita) [of the terms in that arithmetic progression].

Commentary:
Introducing two new series, Śrīpati propounds two rules for finding the sums of them. The first is the
series of squares, and the second is the series of cubes of the arithmetic progression of consecutive
73Āryabhaṭa I presents the same rule in two forms [ĀB 1976, II.21]. One of them expressed algebraically is

n∑
r=1

r =
(n+ 1)3 − (n+ 1)

6
. (2.29)

The other rule can be represented symbolically as
n∑

r=1

r =
(n+ 1)3 − (n+ 1)

6
. (2.30)

There is another somewhat complicated rule in the GSS [GSS 1912, VI.305] which is formulated for the same
purpose. Though the previous rules do not take into the account the common difference and the first term of the
arithmetic progression as they are always equal to 1, this rule does it. Hence, the rule represented symbolically is

n∑
r=1

r =

[(
(2n− 1)d2

6
+

d

2
+ ad

)
(n− 1) + a(a+ 1)

]
n

2
. (2.31)
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numbers. The sum of the former is called kṛtija-saṅkalita (“the sum born from the squares”), and
the latter is called ghanaja-saṅkalita (“the sum born from the cubes”).

Natural numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . ., (n− 1), n
Square-series 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, . . ., (n− 1)2, n2

Cube-series 1, 8, 27, 64, 125, . . ., (n− 1)3, n3

Table 2.4: Series of the squares, and series of cubes of an arithmetic progression

According to the first rule, when the sum of the arithmetic progression of consecutive integers (with
a = d = 1) is multiplied by twice the number n of terms increased by 1, or (2n + 1), and then
divided by 3, the result is the sum of the squares of those numbers in the arithmetic progression.
The algebraic expression of the rule is

n∑
r=1

r2 = Sn · 2n+ 1

3
=

[
n(n+ 1)

2

]
(2n+ 1)

3
.

(2.32)

Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.20], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.102], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.119], and
Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.117] give the same rule. Āryabhaṭa I gives this rule in a form equivalent to
the following equation [ĀB 1976, II.22]:

n∑
r=1

r2 =
n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)

6
(2.33)

Another version of the same formula provided by Mahāvīra corresponds to the following [GSS 1912,
VI.296]:

n∑
r=1

r2 =

[
2(n+ 1)2 − (n+ 1)

] n
2

3
(2.34)

The second rule in the verse is for finding the sum of the cubes of the arithmetic progression of
consecutive integers. The sum of the cubes is equal to the square of the sum of the arithmetic
progression of consecutive integers. The rule can be symbolically represented as

n∑
r=1

r3 = (Sn)
2
=

(
n(n+ 1)

2

)2

. (2.35)

It is not totally understood what was the use of these rules of series in past. Probably the rule of
the sum of the sums of an arithmetic progression was used to calculate the number of stacks or any
other object in each layer of a construction or packing. Though the terms such as citi, upaciti, and
gola used by Āryabhaṭa I [ĀB 1976, II.21–22] and Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.20] means packing
of objects, it is hardly known how the other rules especially, the rule of the sum of square series
and the rule of the sum of the cube series were actually used. In spite of these close relations, the
difference between these two kinds of rules is that the numbers of bricks or balls in layers have to be
terms of a specified series in the rules of series, but this is not the case in rules of stacks (see section
2.3.5). Another difference is that all the calculations pertaining to stacks is based on the volumes
of the stack and brick, which is not considered in the rules of series at all. However, perhaps some
of these rules were of mere mathematical pleasure.
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2.3.2.4 First term and common difference of an arithmetic progression

मुखं भवे सवधने पदो तृे
नरेकग चयाधव जते ।
पदा घातोनधने चयो भवे
पदो नत पदाधभा जते ॥ २३ ॥ ॥ वंश ॥
mukhaṃ bhavet sarvadhane padoddhṛte
nirekagacchaghnacayārdhavarjite |
padāsyaghātonadhane cayo bhavet
padonitasvaghnapadārdhabhājite || 23 || || vaṃśastha ||

When the sum of an arithmetic progression (sarva-dhana) is divided by the number of
terms [and then] diminished by half of the common difference multiplied by the number
of terms diminished by one (nireka), [the result] is the first term. When the sum of an
arithmetic progression (dhana) is diminished by the product of the number of terms and
the first term (āsya) and [then] divided by half of the number of terms multiplied by
itself and diminished by the number of terms, [the result] is the common difference.

Commentary:
Having dedicated three verses for finding the sums of different types of series, Śrīpati now states
two other rules, for finding the first term and the common difference in an arithmetic progression.
When the sum of the series is known with all its other properties except one, the unknown property
can be found by using these rules. These are not particularly new rules, but rearrangements of the
previous rules.

The first rule is for finding the first term of an arithmetic series when the sum Sn, the number n
of terms, and the common difference d are known. The number of terms diminished by 1 should
be multiplied by the common difference, and the product is then halved. This quotient should be
subtracted from the sum of the series divided by the number of terms. The result is the first term,
as illustrated by the following equation:

a =
Sn

n
− (n− 1)d

2
(2.36)

This derives from formula 2.25:

Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

2Sn

n
= 2a+ (n− 1)d

a =
Sn

n
− (n− 1)d

2

This rule is also given in [GSS 1912, II.74], [PG 1959, v.86], [MS, XV.48], [LV 1937, v.124], and
[GK 1936, p.106].

The second half of the verse is about finding the common difference d of an arithmetic progression.
As stated in the verse, first, the sum of the series Sn should be diminished by the product of the
first term a and the number of terms n. Then, this remainder is divided by half of the difference of
the squared number of terms diminished by the number of terms. The quotient eventually obtained
is the common difference. The symbolic representation of the rule is

d =
Sn − an
1

2
(n2 − n)

. (2.37)
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This can also be derived by rearranging formula 2.25:

Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

2Sn

n
= 2a+ (n− 1)d

d =

(
2Sn − 2an

n

)(
1

n− 1

)
=

Sn − an
1

2
(n2 − n)

2.3.2.5 Number of terms of an arithmetic progression

चयाधभ े ग णते नद ा-
तो राध मुखमु रा ।
कृतीकृतं त पदं वह नं
ा ा शमूलेन च ग मा ः ॥ २४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

cayārdhabhakte gaṇite nidadhyād
gatottarārdhaṃ mukham uttarāptam |
kṛtīkṛtaṃ tasya padaṃ vihīnaṃ
prāgrāśimūlena ca gaccham āhuḥ || 24 || || upajāti ||

One should add the squared (kṛtīkṛta) first term diminished (gata) by the half of the
common difference and divided by the common difference to the sum of the series (gaṇita)
divided by half of the common difference. [Scholars] state that its [i.e., the sum’s] square
root (pada), also diminished by the square root (mūla) of the previous quantity [i.e., the
quantity added to the sum of the series divided by half of the common difference] is the
number of terms (gaccha).

Commentary:
This is Śrīpati’s rule for finding the number of terms n when the sum Sn, the common difference
d, and the first term a of the series are known. The rule concisely explained in the verse can be
expressed algebraically as

n =

√√√√√√Sn

d

2

+

a− d

2
d


2

−

a− d

2
d

 . (2.38)

According to the rule as explained by Śrīpati, the sum of the series should be divided by the half
of the common difference. Then, the difference74 between the first term and half of the common
difference should be divided by the common difference. Then, the square root of the sum of those
two quotients should be found. Now, this square root should be diminished by the square root of the
“previous quantity” (prāgrāśi) which is the square of the difference between the first term and half of
the common difference, all divided by the common difference. This rule is formulated by converting
the formula 2.25 of finding the sum of an arithmetic progression into a quadratic equation. The
derivation of the rule is as follows.
74Śrīpati uses the past participle gata (“gone”) to mean the subtraction of half of the common difference.
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Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

= n

[
(n− 1)d

2
+ a

]
2Sn = n2d− nd+ 2na

dn2 + (2a− d)n− 2Sn = 0

Now, solving this quadratic equation for n we obtain a form equivalent to the solutions of Brah-
magupta [BSS 1966c, XII.41] and Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.87]:

n =
−(2a− d) +

√
(2a− d)2 − 4d(−2Sn)

2d

=

√
8dSn + (2a− d)2 − (2a− d)

2d

Āryabhaṭa I had previously modified it [ĀB 1976, II.20] to be in a form equivalent to the following:

n =
1

2

[√
8dSn + (2a− d)2 − 2a

d
+ 1

]
.

Mahāvīra’s modifications are even more interesting. In fact, he modified the formula in two different
ways. The first [GSS 1912, II.69] can be symbolically expressed as

n =
1

d

[√
8dSn + (2a− d)2 − d

2
+ a

]

and the second [GSS 1912, II.73] is equivalent to75

n =
1

d

[√
8dSn + (2a− d)2 − (2a− d)

2

]
.

Brahmagupta’s and Śrīdhara’s form of the rule can be further simplified as follows.

n =

√
8dSn + (2a− d)2 − (2a− d)

2d

=

√
2dSn +

(
a− d

2

)2

−
(
a− d

2

)
d

Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.50], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.118], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.107] simplify
it to this point. Then, Śrīpati simplifies or rather modifies it to a somewhat complicated form as
75It seems that while interpreting this rule Raṅgācārya was of the view that the compound word kṣepapada used

by Mahāvīra is a technical term employed to mean half of the difference of twice the first term and the common
difference 2a− d

2
[GSS 1912, p.23]. Nevertheless, kṣepa means “additive”: in the case of this rule, it means (2a−d)2

which should be added to 8dSn. The term pada means the square root; hence, kṣepapada refers to the quantity√
(2a− d)2 = (2a − d). This is obvious from Mahāvīra’s verbal explanation of the rule. He says that the square

root found so far
(√

8dSn + (2a− d)2
)

should be diminished by the kṣepapada and the whole quantity should be

halved. If kṣepapada means 2a− d

2
as interpreted by Raṅgācārya, this step of halving should be applied only to

the square root found so far.
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shown below.

n =

√
2dSn +

(
a− d

2

)2

−
(
a− d

2

)
d

=

√√√√√√2dSn

d2
+

a− d

2
d


2

−

a− d

2
d



=

√√√√√√Sn

d

2

+

a− d

2
d


2

−

a− d

2
d


As we have already seen in many places, this characteristic—different versions of the same rule—is
very common in Indian mathematics. These kinds of simplifications and modifications of the same
rule probably imply the norms and the standard of the rules that different mathematicians advocate
and adhere to. In one hand, this reveals that they understand the rationale behind the mathematical
rule and at the same time, they have their own ways of explaining them. They do not repeat the
rule in exactly the same way their predecessors did. Further, they know how the same rule can be
presented in different ways and how the same result can still be arrived at. On the other hand, this
characteristic shows that what the simplification meant to different mathematicians. What did they
expect from a rule: easy calculation, or making the calculation more complex, or a more simplified
version of the rule? Probably each mathematician has his own objectives. Furthermore, the metre
of the composition might be another reason for these characteristic differences of the rules.

2.3.2.6 Sum of the terms of a geometric progression

ापये समपदऽे धते कृ तं
केके च वषमे पदे गुण ।

उ मेण गुणवगजं फलं
केमै ज महा ता डत 76 ॥ २५ ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥

sthāpayet samapade’rdhite kṛtiṃ
vyekake ca viṣame pade guṇam |
utkrameṇa guṇavargajaṃ phalaṃ
vyekam aikyajam ihāsyatāḍitam || 25 || || rathoddhatā ||

In this [rule of finding the sum of the terms of a geometric progression, starting from
the number of terms] one should keep [i.e., write down] ‘square’ when an even term
(sama-pada) is halved, and when an uneven term (viṣama-pada) is diminished by one,
[one should write] ‘multiplication’ [until all the numbers get exhausted]. [Beginning by
multiplying the last number in the procedure above by the common ratio,] the result
produced by multiplying and squaring (guṇavargaja) [the subsequent results] in inverse

76There is a lacuna in this verse in Babuāji Miśra’s edition. He mentions that the manuscripts he had consulted were
also in the same condition. He could only read का∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ता डत of the last line. This lacuna is also seen in BO

and the last line in there reads का∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ता डत [BO, f.39r] .
The similar lacuna can also be seen the manuscript [JL, p.99], where there is a correction to the verse on the right:

केमै ज महा ता डत which fits with the metre of the verse and also
almost agrees with the meaning the verse is supposed to mean. Therefore, we added that line to the verse.
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order (i.e., from bottom to the top) diminished by one [and] multiplied by the first term
[and then divided by the common ratio diminished by one] is the sum [of a geometric
progression].

Commentary:
This is a very cryptic verse, but it is not a strange characteristic particularly in Sanskrit mathematical
texts, and in scientific texts in general.77 Perhaps mathematicians might have made best use of such
expressions because these versified rules are only memory devices rather than self-contained rules.
Those who had learned the rule and its procedure before could easily follow them with the help of
the verse, in spite of the conciseness compared to the complexity of the rule. This verse consists of
a rule for finding the sum Sn of the n terms in a geometric progression, which is applicable where
the first term a and the common ratio r of the geometric progression are known. For convenience
the procedure will be analyzed first below.

It seems that a special layout is used in the procedure of this rule as the words such as sthāpayet
(“keep”) and utkrameṇa (“upward motion”) suggest. Note that the layout constructed by us (table
2.5) only shows the procedure, but not the traditional layout as we do not know it exactly. As
mentioned by Śrīpati, if the number of terms n in the progression is even, it should be halved. The
word “square” should be written down, probably in the next column in front of the operation of
division. Śrīpati uses the verb sthāpayet in the sense that the word kṛti should be placed.78 Or if
the number of terms is uneven, it should be decreased by 1, and in the next column “multiplication”
should be written down. The same rule applies to the quotients and the remainders found from
these operations as well. This should be continued until the quotient becomes 0.

The next step begins from the last row of the layout and goes upward (utkrama). The common
ratio is written in the last row. If there is a square written in the next row above, the common
ratio should be squared, otherwise, multiplied by the common ratio itself. Then, these consecutive
answers are squared wherever the square is written and multiplied by the common ratio wherever the
multiplication is written. This should be continued to the top row. The final result thus obtained is
equal to rn.

This procedure is demonstrated below. Assume that n = 6, a = 5, and r = 3. Let square be denoted
by kṛ and multiplication by gu.

y
Parity ↓ Operation Mnemonic ↑ Operation Result

n = 6 even 6÷ 2 = 3 kṛ 272 729
3 odd 3− 1 = 2 gu 9× 3 27
2 even 2÷ 2 = 1 kṛ 32 9
1 odd 1− 1 = 0 gu 1× 3 3

x
Table 2.5: Finding rn for a geometric progression with n = 6 and r = 3.

The result (in our example rn = 36 = 729) is called guṇavargajaphala (“the result born from
multiplication and square”).79 Finally, the guṇavargajaphala rn diminished by 1 and multiplied by
the first term a, and then all divided by the common ratio r diminished by 1, gives the sum Sn of
77A version of this procedure is seen in Piṅgala’s Chandaḥsūtra for the first time [Piṅgalacchandaḥ-sūtram 1931,

VIII.28–31]. The Chandaḥsūtra is commonly believed to have been written before the common era. Piṅgala used
this rule for computing the total number of arrangements of long and short syllables in a particular chandas. This
method is discussed in detail by S.R. Sarma in [Sarma 2003].

78Mathematicians did not write the whole word, but the first letter of the word. The commentator of the PG says:
yadā viṣamaṃ tadā tan nirekaṃ kāryaṃ guṇaśabdaḥ guṇaśabdādyakṣaraṃ ‘gu’ śabdo nyasanīyaḥ | evaṃ kṛte śeṣam
ardhīkṛtaṃ tataś ca kṛtiśabdaḥ kṛtiśabdādyakṣa(raṃ) ‘kṛ’ śabdo nyasanīyaḥ | (“When the number of terms is uneven,
[it] should be diminished by one, the word guṇa is there, the letter gu, the first letter of the word guṇa should be
placed [for the multiplier]. When this is done, the rest is halved, thereafter, the word kṛ is there, the letter kṛ, the
first letter of the word kṛ should be placed [for the square]”) [PG 1959, p.S134]. Gaṇeśa in his commentary on the
LV uses va and gu for the square and multiplication respectively [LV 1937, p.122].

79Āryabhaṭa II employed the term vallarījaphala (“the result born from creeper”) for it [MS, XV.52-53]. This
nomenclature alludes to the upward calculation i.e., squaring and multiplying. The GSS, in this context, says that
when arn−1 is found, the result is the last term of the series. In our example the last term arn−1 = 5(36−1) = 1215
[GSS 1912, II.94].
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the terms in the series:

Sn =
a(rn − 1)

r − 1
. (2.39)

If we apply this formula to the example above, we will get

Sn =
a(rn − 1)

r − 1

=
5(36 − 1)

3− 1

=
5(728)

2
= 1820.

Therefore, the sum of the number of terms in our geometric series is 1820.

Though the rule and the procedure are understood from the example, Śrīpati does not mention the
last part of the procedure, the division by r−1. If he had explained it, it must have been in the last
line of the verse which was reconstructed by us based on Manuscript JL. Apart from that, the rule
is well-understood. Needless to say, rn can be found without following the traditional procedure
shown in the table 2.5. But ancient mathematicians probably introduced this step so as to reduce
the labour especially when r and n are larger numbers. Other texts such as [GSS 1912, II.93-94],
[PG 1959, v.95], [MS, XV.52-53], [LV 1937, v.130], and [GK 1936, p.127] also explain the same rule.

2.3.2.7 A specific application of the rule of finding the number of terms in an arithmetic
progression

नरानना80 न ग त याध-
ता स पं81 समयो यु तः82 ा ॥ २६83 ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥

nirānanā nityagatiś cayārdha-
hṛtā sarūpaṃ samayo yutiḥ syāt || 26 || || upendravajrā ||

The constant velocity (nitya-gati) diminished by the first term (ānana) [of the arithmetic
progression of the increasing velocity, and then] divided by half of the common difference
[and then all] increased by one is the meeting time [i.e., total elapsed time].

80All the sources including the [ŚSŚ 1947] have शरानना except the manuscript BB where it reads as नरानना [BB ,
f22.v] which means “diminished by the first term”.

81The edited text and all the three manuscripts have the reading यं वा, but we emended it to be स पं meaning
“increased by one”. This scribal error must be very old as all the sources have the same corrupted version.

82All the sources, ŚSŚ, BB , BO, and JL have समयोयु तः [i.e., the sum of two times]. This does not convey the intended
meaning “the meeting time”. Mathematically this means the number of terms n in the series. Therefore, we emended
it to be समयो यु तः.

83This half-verse is a part of the 26th verse in the Babuāji Miśra’s edition. We separated it and considered it as an
independent half-verse on the grounds that this explains a rule related to series and that the other half explains a
rule related to geometry. Babuāji Miśra was also not sure if these two halves form one verse though he edited them
as one verse [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.42]. The second half of the 27th verse in the edited ŚSŚ is missing. In fact, there is a
space for the second half of the 27th verse in Manuscripts BO and JL as well, but BB does not have a space for
that, which means that the scribe of BB did not think that the verse was incomplete. On the other hand, the second
half of the 26th verse and the first half of the 27th verse in the edited ŚSŚ together make perfect sense since both
discuss geometrical rules. Therefore, we considered this half-verse as the 26th verse and the other two halves as one
verse, the 27th. Incidentally, the scribe of the BB usually uses a short vertical line to separate the verses one from
the other. But here he does not occupies any and it appears as if the verses 26, 27, and 28 were combined together.
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Commentary:
This is also a rule for finding the number of terms in an arithmetic series, but it applies to a different
context. Babuāji Miśra does not comment on this, perhaps because it was not totally clear to him.84

The terms nityagati (“constant motion”) and samaya (“time”) imply that this is used in problems
where velocity and time are involved. The formulation of the rule itself is evidence for the context
of the rule.

Namely, the context is that two people start their journey on the same day and that one of them
travels at a constant speed v every day, but the other starts with a slower speed a, and then gradually
increases it by a certain common difference d daily, such that the second traveler meets (yuti) the
first after n days. Accordingly, the speeds of the latter are {a, (a + d), (a + 2d), . . . , (a + nd)}. In
spite of the difference of their speeds, both of them travel the same distance within the same period.
The rule given in this half-verse finds this traveled time: in other words, the time in which they
meet, having traveled the same distance. This is necessarily the number of terms n in the series of
the increasing velocities. The rule expressed algebraically is

n =
v − a

d

2

+ 1. (2.40)

The sum Sn of the progression of velocities, must equal n times the constant velocity v or the total
distance traveled; therefore Sn = nv. This rule 2.40 can therefore be derived from formula 2.25:

Sn =
n

2
[2a+ (n− 1)d]

2Sn = n2d− nd+ 2na

n2d = 2Sn − 2na+ nd

n =
2(Sn − na)

nd
+ 1

=

(
Sn − na

n
× 2

d

)
+ 1

=

Sn

n
− a

d

2

+ 1

As the arithmetic mean m of an arithmetic progression is equal to Sn

n
(from formula 2.24) and

consequently m =
nv

n
= v,

n =
v − a

d

2

+ 1.

The same rule is given in [GSS 1912, VI.294, 319], and [PG 1959, v.96].

2.3.3 Practice of geometry
The section of geometry is the most elaborate in all the mathematics chapters in siddhāntas, and
likewise in all the mathematics texts, consulted by us. There are 8 verses in the ĀB that directly
relate to geometry (the ĀB does not have section-divisions in the chapter of mathematics so the rules
84It should be mentioned with gratitude that we understood this half-verse and the next verse thanks to Prof. Takao

Hayashi who pointed out with necessary emendations that this belongs to the samagati-type (“equal motion”)
problems in the practice of series.
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are not in the same order as they are in other texts). Brahmagupta explains his rules of geometry
in 23 verses, from 21 to 43 in the 12th chapter of the BSS. The other siddhānta that deals with
geometry is the MS where there are 50 verses, from 53 to 103 in the 15th chapter. Śrīpati explains all
his geometrical rules in 16 verses from 27 to 42 in the 13th chapter of the ŚSŚ. Among mathematical
texts, GSS dedicated a whole chapter, the sixth chapter, with 232 1

2 verses to geometry. In the
surviving portion of the PG there are only 11 verses, most of which comprise the introduction to
geometry. The abridged version of the PG, the TŚ, has only 8 verses for this purpose. Similarly, LV
and GK dedicated 77 verses and 148 verses to geometrical rules respectively.

As seen in many cases, it seems that there have been different standards for the definition and the
scope of geometry. Some mathematicians have discussed this in the beginning of their geometry sec-
tion, as we shall see below. The term mostly used for geometry is kṣetragaṇita (“figure-mathematics”)
which means in general, mathematics involving figures. Nārāyaṇa introduces another term for this
bhūgaṇita (“earth-mathematics”) [GK 1936, Vol.II.p.2, 192], which may be interpreted as mathe-
matics worked on the ground or calculation of ground/land, which gives exactly the same meaning
as the term “geometry”. Only the commentators define the term kṣetra (“figure”). According to the
commentator of the PG, the space enclosed by a chosen border is the figure.85 Gaṇeśa says that the
flat ground is called kṣetra86 hence, the figures—triangles etc.—drawn on that ground are also called
kṣetra. This definition clearly confines geometry to two dimensional figures. The PG commentator
states that the accurate area can be known only of the kṣetras which shall be discussed below.87

The classification of figures is widely varied in the texts. It seems that Mahāvīra has classified the
figures into three; trilateral (tribhuja), quadrilateral (caturbhuja), and circle (vṛtta). In this classifi-
cation trilateral is three-fold: equilateral (sama), isosceles (dvisama “[with] two equal”), and scalene
(viṣama) triangle. The quadrilateral is five-fold: equilateral (sama), equi-bilateral (dvisama), equi-
trilateral (trisama “[with] three equal”), unequal quadrilateral (viṣama) and rectangle (dvidvisama
“[with] two [by] two equal”).88 The circle category consists of eight varieties; circle (samavṛtta),
semi-circle (ardhavṛtta), ellipse (āyatavṛtta “long-circle”), conch-shaped (or spiral) figure (kam-
bukāvṛtta), concave circular figure (or bi-concave lens) (nimnavṛtta “inclined-circle”), convex cir-
cular figure (or bi-convex lens) (unnatavṛtta “elevated-circle”), out-lying annulus (or annulus with
known width and hole area) (bahiścakravālavṛtta “outer-circled circle”), and in-reaching annulus (or
annulus with known width and total area) (antaścakravālavṛtta “inner-circled circle”) [GSS 1912,
VII.4-6]. From Śrīdhara’s perspective there are 10 figures: equilateral (samabhuja-tryaśra), isosceles
(dvisamabhuja-tryaśra), and scalene triangles (viṣamabhuja-tryaśra); square (sama-caturaśra); equi-
trilateral (trisamabhuja-caturaśra), equi-bilateral (dvisamabhuja-caturaśra), and scalene quadrilat-
erals (viṣama-caturaśra); rectangle (āyata-caturaśra); circle (vṛtta); and arc (cāpa “bow”) [PG 1959,
v.110]. These are the basic figures by which the area of all other figures, such as figures of moon
crescent, tusks etc., can be calculated. But these calculations give only approximations of those
(non-rectilinear) areas.89

According to Gaṇeśa, there are four categories of figures: triangles (tryasra), quadrilaterals (cat-
urasra), circle (vartula), and arc (cāpa). Triangles are then divided into two: right-angled (jātya) tri-
angle and non-right-angled triangles (tribhuja). This latter is again divided into two as acute-angled
(antarlamba) triangle and obtuse-angled (bahirlamba) triangle. Similarly, quadrilaterals are mainly
two-fold: equi-diagonal (samakarṇa) quadrilaterals and non-equidiagonal (viṣama-karṇa) quadri-
laterals. The former category consists of square (sama-caturbhuja), isosceles trapezium (viṣama-
85iṣṭāvadhikaḥ deśaikadeśaḥ (“[The figure is] a piece of space with the desired border”) [PG 1959, p.S155].
86kṣetraṃ nāma samabhūmi (“Figure is the flat ground”) [LV 1937, p.126]
87eṣām eva gaṇitena samyak phalopalabdhiḥ. . . (“Only of these [figures] the area is known by means of calculations”)

[PG 1959, p.S155]
88Raṅgācārya concludes, based on the rules given by Mahāvīra in connection with quadrilaterals, that all the quadri-

laterals discussed here are cyclic [GSS 1912, p.186].
89kṣetrāṇi daśa etāni hi phalam eṣāṃ sādhayet svakaraṇe(na) |

etat parikalpanayānyeṣāṃ gajadantanemipūrvāṇām || sthūlaphalaṃ. . .
(“These are the ten figures. The area of them is determined by their own method. By contriving that area the
approximate area of the other figures like tusk, felly etc.,”) [PG 1959, vv.111–112].
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caturbhuja), a quadrilateral called āyata-caturbhuja (“long-quadrilateral”)90, and rectangles (āyata-
lambacaturbhuja). There are six non-equidiagonal figures: rhombus (samacaturbhuja), equi-trilateral
(samatribhuja), rhomboid (samadvidvibhuja), bi-equi-lateral (samadvibhuja), scalene quadrilateral
(viṣamacaturbhuja), and trapezoid (samalamba). There are no sub-categories of the circle and
arc. Further, Gaṇeśa mentions that the other polygons like pentagons can be reduced to trian-
gles [LV 1967, p.126] hence, it is needless to mention them as figures.

Āryabhaṭa II’s view on these figures are not different from the ones above. He mentions, while
explaining different figures, that the pentagon can be reduced to triangles and the hexagon to two
quadrilaterals [MS, XV.102]. This implies that only the basic figures of which the area cannot be
calculated by any other means are the “figures”, in other words, fundamental figures. Nārāyaṇa’s
categorization of figures is similar to Mahāvīra’s classification in the groups of triangles and quadri-
laterals. The circle is divided into two types by Nārāyaṇa: they are the complete circle (samavṛtta)
and the conch-shaped figure (śaṅkhavṛtta). All these classifications and definitions help us under-
stand which figures mathematicians in different times calculated areas of, and thereby what kinds of
figures were important and useful for them. Moreover, reduction of compound shapes into simple fig-
ures, and standardizing some selected simple figures as the fundamental figures, are very important
as they ease calculations.

2.3.3.1 Non-figure

चतुभुजायाम खल वा ा-
दव बाहोर धका भुजा े ।
ऊनः समो वेतरबा योगो
ेयं तद े मुदारधी भः91 ॥ २७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

caturbhujānām akhilasya vā syād
avakrabāhor adhikā bhujāc cet |
ūnaḥ samo vetarabāhuyogo
jñeyaṃ tad akṣetram udāradhībhiḥ || 27 || || upajāti ||

[If it is a non-figure,] there is an excess of one straight side [of the figure] with the
deficiency of the length [of other sides] of the quadrilateral. Or if the sum of all the
other sides is less than the [remaining] side (bhuja) or equal [to it], it is to be known as
a non-figure (akṣetra) by intellectuals (udāradhī ).

Commentary:
This verse postulates the fundamental requirements for a quadrilateral to be a complete figure which
is called kṣetra. It seems that Śrīpati suggests by the word avakra that one of the requirements is
that all the sides of the quadrilateral have to be straight lines. The other, according to Śrīpati, is
that no side of the figure should be equal to or longer than the sum of all the other three sides. He
emphasises this requirement by declaring it in two ways; when one of the sides are longer such that
the other three sides cannot meet it, it is not a complete figure, and also if the sum of any three
sides of the quadrilateral is equal or less than the other side, it is also not a complete figure. Though
Śrīpati does not mention it, this rule is applicable not only to quadrilaterals, but also to triangles.
90Gaṇeśa defines this, in his commentary, as āyataṃ dīrghacaturasram (“āyataṃ is the long-quadrilateral.”) [LV 1937,

p.126]. H.T. Colebrooke translates it as oblique parallelogram and says this is not an equi-diagonal quadrilateral
[LV 1967, p.75].

91There is another verse written on the right margin of the page 99 in the JL. It appears to have been written by
someone who wanted to apply this rule to triangles as well in addition to quadrilaterals.
चतुभुज भुज वा ा - अव बाहोर धका भुजा चे ।
ऊनः समो वेतरबा योगा - ेयं तद े मुदारधी भः ॥
(“If [the sum] of all the [other] sides of quadrilateral (caturbhuja) or triangle (tribhuja) are greater than [any] straight
side, [it is a complete figure]. If the sum of all the other sides is less than or equal to the [other] side, it should
be known as an incomplete figure by intellectuals.”) We did not include it in the main text as none of the other
manuscripts have this verse.
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If one of the sides is equal to the sum of the other sides or if it is longer than the sum, those sides
do not make a complete figure since they do not meet.

Āryabhaṭa II, Bhāskara II, and Nārāyaṇa also discuss the completeness of figures and the condi-
tions of them. According to Āryabhaṭa II, if any of the sides of a quadrilateral can be subtracted
from half of the sum of all the sides of the quadrilateral, those sides do not make a complete figure
[MS, XV.64]. He does not give the reason for that, but probably he came to this conclusion from
Heron’s formula (see section 2.3.3.2) where each side has to be subtractable from half of the sum
of all the sides of the quadrilateral or triangle. The explanations of Bhāskara II and Nārāyaṇa on
this are not different from that of Śrīpati [LV 1937, v.163]; [GK 1936, p.48]. But it seems that
Gaṇeśa wanted to rationalize this condition. He gives a reason for the incompleteness of the fig-
ure where both the longest side and the sum of the other three sides are equal. In this case, he
says that the perpendicular of the figure is zero, hence, there is no complete figure [LV 1937, p.152].92

2.3.3.2 Area of the triangle and the quadrilateral

भुजसमासदलं ह चतुः तं
नजभुजैः मशः पृथगू नत ।
अथ पर रमेव समाहतं
कृतपदं चतुभुजयोः फल ॥ २८ ॥ ॥ तु वल त ॥
bhujasamāsadalaṃ hi catuḥsthitaṃ
nijabhujaiḥ kramaśaḥ pṛthag ūnitam |
atha parasparam eva samāhataṃ
kṛtapadaṃ tricaturbhujayoḥ phalam || 28 || || drutavilambita ||

Half of the sum (samāsa) of [all] the sides [of the triangle or quadrilateral] in four places
is diminished by its own sides severally in order. Then, [they] are mutually multiplied,
indeed. The square root [of the product] found is the area (phala) of the triangle (tribhuja)
or the quadrilateral (caturbhuja).

Commentary:
This verse consists of one rule for finding the area of a triangle or quadrilateral which is now known
as Heron’s formula, named after Hero of Alexandria (c.10–70). This rule is useful in finding the area
of a triangle or quadrilateral when only the lengths of its sides are known. The rule is mainly used
in finding the area of scalene quadrilaterals and scalene triangles since areas of other quadrilaterals
and triangles can easily be found by other means. As explained in the rule, one should first find
half of the sum of all the sides of the figure whose area is to be found. Then, each side of the figure
should be subtracted severally from that half-sum of the sides already found. Then, there are four
quantities in the case of quadrilaterals. In the case of triangles, there are only three quantities, but
it has to be taken as four quantities with an extra term equal to the half-sum. That is why Śrīpati
mentions that the half-sum should be kept “in four places.” Finally, the square root of the product
of all these four quantities is the area of the triangle or quadrilateral.

If the four sides of the quadrilateral are denoted by a, b, c, and d, the half-sum of the sides by s, and
the area by A, the rule then can be represented in mathematical notation as

A =
√
(s− a)(s− b)(s− c)(s− d). (2.41)

In the case of a triangle, the sides are denoted by a, b, and c. As with the quadrilateral the half-sum
is denoted by s, and the area by A. Accordingly, the rule of finding the area of the triangle expressed
92Using a simile in his commentary on the LV, Gaṇeśa makes a derogatory remark on mathematicians who advocate

some misconceptions of figures, saying: atra dhṛṣṭasya kṣetralakṣaṇānabhijñatvenākṣetre’pi kṣetraprayogaḥ | vand-
hyāputre’pi putralakṣaṇapraśnaprayogavat | (“Here, the application of the term [kṣetra] to non-figures because of
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algebraically is

A =
√
s(s− a)(s− b)(s− c). (2.42)

Though we explain two rules for convenience, seemingly Śrīpati does not provide two distinctive
rules in the verse. He formulates one common rule for both the figures. But in the case of the
triangle, as it does not have four sides one of the four half-sums does not get reduced by a side.

The rule can be verified as follows. Figure 2.1 shows a scalene triangle with sides a, b, c and altitude
h which divides the base c into two segments d and c− d.

ab

c
d c-d

h

Figure 2.1: Scalene triangle

In verifying the rule, the two expressions h2 + d2 and h2 + (c − d)2 for b2 and a2 from the two
right-angled triangles are considered. By subtracting the latter from the former d can be expressed

by means of other sides as b2 + c2 − a2

2c
. Then, by substituting this expression for d in the equation

h2 = b2 − d2 we can arrive at the equation h2 =
(a− b+ c)(a+ b− c)(b+ c− a)(b+ c+ a)

4c2
. As

it is already known that s is the half-sum of all the sides of the triangle s =
a+ b+ c

2
, we can

find expressions 2(s − a) = b + c − a, 2(s − b) = a + c − b and 2(s − c) = a + b − c. When these

expressions are substituted in the equation h2 =
(a− b+ c)(a+ b− c)(b+ c− a)(b+ c+ a)

4c2
, the

formula A =
√

s(s− a)(s− b)(s− c) can be arrived at.

Similarly, the formula A =
√
(s− a)(s− b)(s− c)(s− d) can be verified by dividing the scalene

quadrilateral into two scalene triangles and using the same results obtained above.

These rules are mentioned in a few other texts as well. They appear in the BSS [BSS 1966c, XII.21]
for the first time in India. Then Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, VII.50], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.117]; [TŚ 2015,
v.43] Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.69], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.169], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, pp.39-40]
also mention them. According to both Brahmagupta and Mahāvīra, these rules give the accurate
(sūkṣma) area of the quadrilateral and triangle. Śrīdhara has a rule only for quadrilaterals. He is
of the view that this is applicable to the quadrilaterals with equal sides (i.e., square), quadrilaterals
with unequal perpendiculars (i.e., scalene quadrilaterals), quadrilaterals with equal perpendiculars
(i.e., rectangles, parallelogram, and trapezium), and quadrilaterals with unequal sides (i.e., scalene
quadrilateral). However, Brahmagupta, Mahāvīra, and Śrīdhara are partially correct as the formulas
are valid for all triangles and some quadrilaterals.

In fact, by using the formula 2.41 prescribed for quadrilaterals one can find the accurate area
of squares, rectangles and other cyclic quadrilaterals, also known as Brahmaguptan quadrilaterals

unknowing of the features of the figure, just as the application of questions featured with borne children to childless
woman.”) [LV 1937, p.152].

93It is generally accepted that Brahmagupta might have had cyclic quadrilaterals in his mind while explaining the
rules in relation to quadrilaterals throughout the chapter since all his rules work well with them [Kichenassamy 2010,
p.31], [Plofker 2009, p.144], [Kusuba 1981, pp.43–55], [Sarasvati Amma 1979, pp.88-92].
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[PG 1959, p.90]; [Plofker 2009, p.144].93 Āryabhaṭa II correctly mentions that the formula 2.41 is
not applicable to all quadrilaterals [MS, XV.70]. According to him, it is impossible to find out
the area of a scalene quadrilateral by knowing the sides only without knowing the diagonals, since
such sides may produce many different quadrilaterals whose areas are also different. Because of
this reason he does not even formulate a rule for finding the area of the quadrilateral.94 Bhās-
kara II’s viewpoint in this regard is also similar to Āryabhaṭa II’s [LV 1937, v.171]. Undeniably,
these arguments suggest that the cyclic quadrilateral and the scalene quadrilateral were the most
discussed figures by Indian mathematicians and the opinions on them changed over time. Even
though Brahmagupta and Bhāskara I were certain about the application of the aforementioned rule
to cyclic quadrilaterals, later mathematicians questioned the rule. As we have seen and shall see in
the following sections it was known to Śrīpati that these rules apply to the cyclic quadrilateral. It
is not possible to conclude from the available sources why the successive mathematicians especially
Āryabhaṭa II and Bhāskara II criticized the rule and opinions regarding the rule given in this verse of
the former mathematicians. Probably their critique is based on the lack of a common rule applicable
to all the scalene quadrilaterals.

2.3.3.3 Segments of the base and perpendicular of the scalene triangle

बा वग ववर न भू-
भ व जतयुते भूदले ।
तेऽवधे ह भवतोऽवधाभुजा-
वगजा रपदं तु ल कः ॥ २९ ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥
bāhuvargavivaradvinighnabhū-
bhaktavarjitayute svabhūdale |
te’vadhe hi bhavato’vadhābhujā-
vargajāntarapadaṃ tu lambakaḥ || 29 || || rathoddhatā ||

The two halves of [the scalene triangle’s] own base (bhū) [in two places] decreased and in-
creased [separately] by the difference between the squares of the [other two] sides (bāhu)
[of that scalene triangle] divided by the base multiplied by two, are the segments of the
base (avadhā) [produced by the perpendicular]. The square root of the difference be-
tween a segment and the [respective] side is the perpendicular (lambaka).

Commentary:
The rules given in the verse determine the segments of the base of a scalene triangle that are
produced by the perpendicular dropped from the vertex on the base, and also the perpendicular
itself, as illustrated in figure 2.2. The segments of the base are called ābādhā (“trouble”), avadhā
(“placed down”), avabādhā (“obstacle”), bādhā (“obstacle ”) etc.

These rules can be used for the above purposes only if the three sides a, b, and c of the triangle are
known. Namely, the difference of the squares of sides a and b should be divided by twice the base c.
Then half of the base c is increased by that quotient. This sum is the longer segment of the base,
corresponding to the longer of sides a and b. The shorter segment, adjacent to the shorter side, is
equal to half the base decreased by the same quotient found before.
94Āryabhaṭa II says that the mathematician who advocates the idea of using this formula for finding the area of

[scalene] quadrilaterals is a stupid (mūrkha) or a dunce (piśāca).
karṇajñānena vinā caturasre lambakaṃ phalaṃ yadvā |
vaktuṃ vājñcati gaṇako yo’sau mūrkhaḥ piśāco vā || [MS, XV.70]
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ab

c
d e

h

Figure 2.2: Segments of the base and perpendicular of the scalene triangle

The rules symbolically represented, assuming d and e to be the longer and shorter segments respec-
tively of c as shown in the figure, are

d =
c

2
+

b2 − a2

2c
(2.43)

and

e =
c

2
− b2 − a2

2c
. (2.44)

They can be derived as follows:

h2 = b2 − d2

h2 = a2 − e2

b2 − d2 = a2 − e2

d2 − e2 = b2 − a2

(d+ e)(d− e)

c
=

(b+ a)(b− a)

c
d+ e = c

∴ d− e =
b2 − a2

c

d = e+
b2 − a2

c

2d = d+ e+
b2 − a2

c
= c+

b2 − a2

c

d =
c

2
+

b2 − a2

2c

Similarly,

d− e =
b2 − a2

c
(from the results above)

e = d− b2 − a2

c

2e = e+ d− b2 − a2

c
= c− b2 − a2

c

e =
c

2
− b2 − a2

2c
.

If the segments are known, then the perpendicular h can be easily found by using the so-called
Pythagorean theorem. Śrīpati says that this is equal to the square root of the difference of the
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squares of (either) segment and its corresponding side. The symbolic expression of the rule is

h =
√
b2 − d2 =

√
a2 − e2. (2.45)

The same rules are also found in [BSS 1966c, XII.22], [GSS 1912, VII.49], [MS, XV.76–77], [LV 1937,
vv.165–166], and [GK 1942, p.45–46]. But there are minor differences of the explanations in some
texts. The rules given in the MS, LV, and GK correspond to the following mathematical expressions:

d =
1

2

(
c+

(b+ a)(b− a)

c

)
e =

1

2

(
c− (b+ a)(b− a)

c

)

Āryabhaṭa II has made a remarkable observation in relation to the segment-rule; he opines that if
the short segment of the base is negative, it lies out of the triangle [MS, XV.77]. Essentially, here he
refers to an obtuse-angled triangle as shown in figure 2.3, where the perpendicular dropped from the
vertex is outside the triangle. Therefore, Āryabhaṭa II considers the distance from the perpendicular
to the base to be negative. Further, this is always considered to be the short segment of the base,
and the long segment is equal to the base plus this short segment. These segments can still be found
using the same formulas 2.43 and 2.44 given above.95

In the following example quoted from the LV [LV 1937, v.168], a = 10, b = 17, and c = 9, and the
segments e and d = |e|+ c are to be found.

b
a

c

h

e

Figure 2.3: Segment of obtuse-angled triangle

When applied the formulas 2.43 and 2.44 we get the following results for the segments.

d =
1

2

(
c+

b2 − a2

c

)
|e|+ c =

1

2

(
9 +

172 − 102

9

)
=

1

2

(
9 +

289− 100

9

)
=

1

2
(9 + 21)

= 15

95Though Bhāskara II does not discuss the segments of the obtuse-angled triangle, he gives an example where this
problem involves them [LV 1937, v.168]. Gaṇeśa then discusses the procedure in his commentary while commenting
on that example [LV 1937, p.156], explaining that the short segment lies within the long segment: ṛṇagatatvāt
ato’tra dvayor apyābādhayor ekadiśi sthitatvāl laghvābādhā bṛhadābādhāyām antarbhūyate (“Therefore, here because
of [its] negativeness and lying toward the same direction, the short segment among two segments is within the long
segment.”) [LV 1937, p.156]. However, the actual value is taken as positive in practice.
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e =
1

2

(
c− b2 − a2

c

)
=

1

2

(
9− 289− 100

9

)
=

1

2
(9− 21)

= −6

|e|+ c = 15

From these results, it is obvious that c = 9 and |e| = 6.

2.3.3.4 Area of the quadrilateral and triangle

ल ाहतं कुमुखयोगदलं फलं ा-
ा खले प चतुभुजसं केषु ।
ा ता वसुमती भुजे व न ा

ल ने नूनमथवा96 फलमागृण ॥ ३० ॥ ॥ वस तलका॥
lambāhataṃ kumukhayogadalaṃ phalaṃ syād
yadvākhileṣvapi caturbhujasaṃjñakeṣu |
dvābhyāṃ hṛtā vasumatī tribhuje vinighnā
lambena nūnam athavā phalam āgṛṇanti || 30 || || vasantatilakā ||

In an alternative [method], half of the sum of the base (ku) and the [opposite] face
(mukha) multiplied by the perpendicular (lamba) is the area in case of all [types of figures]
called quadrilaterals. Nevertheless, [scholars] declare [the fact] that the base (vasumatī )
of the triangle divided by two and multiplied by the perpendicular is certainly the area
[of the triangle].

Commentary:
Śrīpati states two other rules for finding the area of the quadrilateral and the triangle in this verse.
These two rules are applicable when, in case of a quadrilateral, all the sides are known, and in case
of a triangle, the base and the perpendicular are known.

The area A of the quadrilateral is equal to the product of the perpendicular h and half of the sum
of the base b and the opposite face a, as illustrated in figure 2.4:

b

a

h h

a

b

a

h

b

a

b

h

Figure 2.4: Area of quadrilaterals

96This word reads ∗∗∗∗ in the edited text of the ŚSŚ. नूनमथवा ग णतं गृण appears in JL as an alternative reading
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Accordingly, the area expressed algebraically is

A = h

(
a+ b

2

)
. (2.46)

Even though Śrīpati mentions that this rule is valid for all kinds of quadrilaterals, apparently he
knew that this is an approximation for some quadrilaterals. Perhaps that is why he emphasizes the
area of the triangle found from the second rule, which is discussed below, is “certain” i.e., accurate.
Formula 2.46 gives the accurate area of squares, rectangles, parallelograms, and isosceles trapeziums
only. Similar rules are found in other texts as well. Āryabhaṭa I restricts the rule to the isosceles
trapezium [ĀB 1976, II.8]. Śrīdhara in his TŚ mentions that this rule is valid for the trapezium
and that in the case of the square and rectangle, the area is the product of the bhuja (“base”) and
the koṭi (“upright”) [TŚ 2015, v.42]. In addition to these texts, the rule is also found in [GSS 1912,
VII.50], [PG 1959, v.115], [MS, XV.78-80], and [LV 1937, v.173].

The second half of the verse consists of the rule for finding the area of the triangle. As illustrated in
figure 2.5, the area A of the triangle is the product of the half of the base c and the perpendicular h.
Unlike the previous rule this rule finds the accurate area of all the triangles. The symbolic expression
of the rule is:

a b

c

h

Figure 2.5: Area of the triangle

A = h
( c
2

)
(2.47)

This rule appears in [ĀB 1976, II.8],97 [GSS 1912, VII.50], [PG 1959, v.115], [MS, XV.78], and
[LV 1937, v.166].98

2.3.3.5 Circumradius of the cyclic triangle and cyclic isosceles trapezium

बा नः पा भुजावधाध
ल ने भ ं दय र ुः ।
चतुभुजेषु ु तपा बा -
वध चाध ख ल भ ॥ ३१ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
tribāhunaḥ pārśvabhujāvadhārdhaṃ
lambena bhaktaṃ hṛdayasya rajjuḥ |
caturbhujeṣu śrutipārśvabāhu-
vadhasya cārdhaṃ khalu lambabhaktam || 31 || || upajāti ||

[p.100]. नून∗ ∗ ∗ फलमागृण is in BO [f.39r]. Therefore, we filled in the gap with नूनमथवा.
97Āryabhaṭa I employs the word samadalakoṭi (“upright of equal halves [of isosceles triangle]”) for the perpendicular.

According to Bhāskara I’s interpretation, this derives from the perpendicular of the isosceles triangle where it divides
the triangle into two equal parts; hence, upright of the two halves [ĀB 1976b, p.55]. Then it seems to have been
generalized for all perpendiculars.

98Gaṇeśa has a geometrical proof for this rule [LV 1937, p.154], and Padmanabha Rao reconstructs it in his LV
translation [LV 2014, pp.49-50].
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The half-product of the sides (pārśvabhujā) of the triangle (tribāhu) divided by the per-
pendicular is the circumradius (hṛdaya-rajju) [of the triangle], and in case of quadrilat-
erals, [it is] the half of the product of a diagonal (śruti) [of the quadrilateral] and the
[corresponding] side (pārśvabāhu) divided by the perpendicular.

Commentary:
There are two rules in this verse too. Both these rules apply to figures inscribed in a circle. The
first rule is for finding the circumradius of the triangle and the second is of finding that of the
quadrilateral. As illustrated in figure 2.6, when half of the product of the two sides AB and BC
of the triangle is divided by the perpendicular h, the result is the circumradius r. This rule in
mathematical notation is:

r =
1

h

(
AB ×BC

2

)
. (2.48)

A C

B

E

O

h

D

Figure 2.6: Circumradius of the triangle

The rule can be derived by using the similar triangles ABD and BCE and the proportional relations
of their sides.

∠BAD = 90◦ (angle in semi-circle)
∠BEC = 90◦

∠ADB = ∠ACB (angles subtended by AB)
∴ △ADB ∼ △BCE

BD

AB
=

BC

BE
2r

AB
=

BC

h
(i)

As we know the area a of a triangle is equal to the half of the product of the base AC and the
perpendicular h:

a =
AC × h

2

∴ h =
2a

AC
(ii)
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Then, by substituting (ii) in (i):

2r

AB
=

BC
2a

AC

2r =
AB ×BC ×AC

2a

=
AB ×BC ×AC

2

(
AC × h

2

)
=

AB ×BC

h

r =
AB ×BC

2h
=

1

h

(
AB ×BC

2

)
.

Seemingly, only a few mathematicians have been interested in circumcircles and Brahmagupta,
Mahāvīra, Śrīpati, and Nārāyaṇa are among them. Mahāvīra’s and Śrīpati’s term for the circumcircle
is bahirvṛtta (“external circle”). Brahmagupta does not use a particular term, but he defines it
elegantly: tri-catur-bhuja-koṇa-spṛg-vṛtta (“the circle that touches [all] the vertices of the triangle or
the quadrilateral”). This rule is seen in [BSS 1966c, XII.27], [GSS 1912, V II.213 1

2 ], and [GK 1942,
p.58].99

The latter half of the verse consists of the rule for finding the circumradius r of the inscribed
quadrilateral. The quadrilateral referred to in this rule is the isosceles trapezium. This is the
figure called viṣama-caturbhuja by Gaṇeśa, one of the quadrilaterals in the equi-diagonal category
(see the introduction to the section 2.3.3). Though Śrīpati does not mention it, it is understood
from the context since Śrīpati provides a separate rule for finding the circumradius of the scalene
quadrilateral in the next verse (see section 2.3.3.6).100 In finding the circumradius of an isosceles
trapezium ABCD (see figure 2.7), its diagonal AC should be multiplied by one of the two equal
sides, say CD. When half of this product is divided by the perpendicular h = CE, the result is the
circumradius r. The rule is equivalent to the following symbolic expression:

r =
1

h

(
AC × CD

2

)
(2.49)

It is proved below, assuming O is the center of the circle, CE is the perpendicular h extended to G
such that CE = EG and AC = AG, and OF is the perpendicular drawn from O to the side CD:
99Mahāvīra’s and Nārāyaṇa’s rule is in another version equivalent to d = AB×BC

h
where d is the diameter. Moreover,

Nārāyaṇa has another rule for the same purpose [GK 1942, p.58] which can be algebraically expressed as r =

1
2

√
BC2 +

[
AD2−(BD×DC)

AD

]2
.

100While explaining this rule Brahmagupta refers to the unparalleled sides of the isosceles trapezium by an intriguing
word aviṣama-pārśva-bhuja [BSS 1966c, XII.26]. He modifies the term for side by the adjective “nether-equal-no-
unequal” (aviṣama) this is because these both sides are not equal to any of those paralleled sides, but they are equal
to each other.
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A

B C

D

G

O

F

E

Figure 2.7: Circumradius of the isosceles trapezium

∠ACE = ∠AGE (CAG is an isosceles triangle)
∠OCD = ∠ODC (COD is an isosceles triangle)
∠AEC = ∠OFC = 90◦

∴ △ACG ∼ △OCD

AC

CG
=

OC

CD

OC =
AC × CD

CG

∴ r =
AC × CD

2CE
=

1

h

(
AC × CD

2

)

2.3.3.6 Circumradius and diameter of the cyclic scalene quadrilateral

अतु बाहोः तबा बा -
वग मूल दलं ह य ा ।
ा हतासौ दय र ुः
ासो ब हवृ भवः द ः ॥ ३२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

atulyabāhoḥ pratibāhubāhu-
vargaikyamūlasya dalaṃ hi yadvā |
dvābhyāṃ hatāsau hṛdayasya rajjuḥ
vyāso bahirvṛttabhavaḥ pradiṣṭaḥ || 32 || || upajāti ||

Furthermore, [it] is stated that half the square root of the sum of the squares of a side and
[its] opposite side is [the circumradius] of the scalene quadrilateral (atulyabāhu). This
circumradius multiplied by two is the diameter (vyāsa) of the circumcircle (bahirvṛtta).

Commentary:
Having explained the rules of finding the circumradius of the triangle and isosceles trapezium in-
scribed in a circle in the previous verse, Śrīpati now formulates the rule for finding the circumradius
of the scalene quadrilateral again, inscribed in a circle. The circumradius can be found by means
of this rule when the sides of the scalene quadrilateral are known. This rule holds only for cyclic
quadrilaterals whose diagonals are perpendicular to each other.101

101See [Sarasvati Amma 1979, pp.90–91] for details.
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In figure 2.8 ABCD is a scalene quadrilateral and ABCDF is the circumcircle. AC and BD are
the diagonals of the quadrilateral and they intersect each other perpendicularly at E, while O is the
center of the circle. According to the rule, the radius r of the circumcircle is equal to half of the sum
of the squares of any two opposite sides of the quadrilateral. This can be symbolically represented
as follows by choosing AB and DC as the opposite sides.

r =

√
DC2 +AB2

2
(2.50)

O

A
B

C
D

E
F

Figure 2.8: Circumradius of the cyclic scalene quadrilateral

This can be proved by using the similar triangles ADE and BEC and congruent triangles AFC and
ABC as follows:

∠AED = ∠BEC = 90◦

∠ADB = ∠ACB (angles subtended by arc AB)
∴ △ADE ∼ △BEC

∠DAE = ∠EBC

∠DAF = 90◦ (angle in a semi-circle)
∠EAF = 90◦ − ∠DAE

∠ACB = 90◦ − ∠EBC

∴ ∠EAF = ∠BCE

∠ABC = ∠AFC (angles subtended by arc AC)

AC is the common base.

∴ △AFC ≡ △ABC

∴ AB = CF and BC = AF

The diameter d = DF =
√
DC2 + CF 2

=
√
DC2 +AB2

r =

√
DC2 +AB2

2
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The last half of the verse merely states that twice the circumradius is the diameter. The rule for
finding the circumradius is given by Brahmagupta as well [BSS 1966c, XII.26].102

2.3.3.7 Diagonals of the rectangle and square

तु बाहो चतुभुजेषु
ात तुी सवसमापरेषु103 ।

बा तीबा वधै मूल-104
मतु बाहोरधुना व े ॥ ३३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dvitulyabāhoś ca caturbhujeṣu
syātāṃ śrutī sarvasamāpareṣu |
bāhupratībāhuvadhaikyamūlam
atulyabāhor adhunā pravakṣye || 33 || || upajāti ||

The square root of the sum of the products of the sides (bāhu) and [their] opposite sides
(pratibāhu) is the two [equal] diagonals of the rectangle (dvitulyabāhu) and in the other
all-equal quadrilaterals [i.e., squares] (sarva-sama-apara). I will state [the rule for finding
the diagonals] of the scalene quadrilateral (atulyabāhu) now.

Commentary:
The topic of this verse and the next verse is the diagonals of quadrilaterals. Śrīpati states the
rules for finding the diagonals of quadrilaterals by separating them into three groups; (non-square)
rectangles, squares, and scalene quadrilaterals. The verse above consists of the rule for finding the
diagonals of the rectangle and square. The rule is nothing but a manipulation of the Pythagorean
theorem.

A B

CD

A B

CD

Figure 2.9: Diagonals of the rectangle and square
102Nārāyaṇa invented two other rules for finding the circumradius of scalene quadrilaterals. As already seen, Śrīpati’s

circumradius rule 2.50 is useful when the sides of the quadrilateral are known. When they are unknown, but the
diagonals and the altitudes of the quadrilateral are known, Nārāyaṇa’s rule solves the problem [GK 1942, p.164].
Assume ABCD is a scalene quadrilateral and h1, h2 are its perpendiculars. In finding the circumradius one should
first find the products of the diagonals AC and BD and the two opposite sides AD and BC other than the base
and the face. Then, the product of those products is divided by the product of the perpendiculars. Half of the
square root of the quotient is the circumradius. This rule expressed algebraically is equivalent to the equation:
r = 1

2

√
(AC×BD)(AD×BC)

h1h2
(see [Sarasvati Amma 1979, p.99] for the proof).

Nārāyaṇa’s second rule for finding the circumradius of a scalene quadrilateral is in [GK 1942, p.174]. Nārāyaṇa
uses a special tool, the “third diagonal”, in this rule. This is named para (“other”) by him. This rule facilitates
finding the circumradius when only the diagonals of the quadrilateral are known, including the “third diagonal”.
This third diagonal is found by swapping the face and another side. What Nārāyaṇa did by doing this is rotate the
quadrilateral. Then, the circumradius of the quadrilateral is found by mutually multiplying all these three diagonals
AC,BD and AE and then by dividing the product by four times area A of the quadrilateral. The rule is equivalent
to the algebraic expression r = AC×BD×AE

4A
(see [Sarasvati Amma 1979, pp.96–98] for the proof).

103सवसमावरेषु in [ŚSŚ 1947]. It seems that this word was not clear to Babuāji Miśra since he reads it as सवसमावरेषु.
It is difficult to differentiate the letters ‘va’ and ‘pa’ in manuscripts in Malayalam script as they look like the same.
We read it as ‘pa’, and accordingly emended the word to be सवसमापरेषु which can be interpreted as सवसम+अपरेषु.
This means ‘of the other quadrilaterals with equal sides” i.e., squares, in contrast to rectangles, i.e., quadrilaterals
with two equal pairs of sides.

104Page 101 in Manuscript JL is missing where the verses from the second half of verse 32 to the second half of verse
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As the rule goes, the diagonal of the rectangle or square is equal to the square root of the sum of
the products of the opposite sides. Accordingly, Śrīpati’s rule is equivalent to the following algebraic
expressions, referring to figure 2.9:

AC = BD =
√
(AB ×DC) + (AD ×BC). (2.51)

As opposite sides are equal in the rectangle and square,

AC = BD =
√
AB2 +BC2 =

√
DC2 +AD2.

Āryabhaṭa II states that the square root of the sum of the squares of the length and the width of
the rectangle or square is the diagonal [MS, XV.80]. The last line of the verse above is connected to
the next verse.

2.3.3.8 Diagonals of the scalene quadrilateral

कण सं तभुजाह तसंयु तय
भ ा पर रमसौ गुणये धा ता ।
यु ा भुज तभुजावधयोः पदे तु
कण वमौ ह वषमा चतुभुज ॥ ३४ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
karṇāntasaṃśritabhujāhatisaṃyutir yā
bhaktā parasparam asau guṇayed dvidhā tām |
yutyā bhujapratibhujāvadhayoḥ pade tu
karṇāvimau hi viṣamākhyacaturbhujasya || 34 || || vasantatilakā ||

Either sum (saṃyuti) of the products (hati) of the sides associated with the ends of
the diagonals (karṇa) is mutually divided [by the other sum]. One should multiply that
[quotient] by the sum (yuti) of the products of the sides (bhuja) and [their] opposite sides
(pratibhuja) in two places. The square roots [of these two products] are the diagonals of
the quadrilateral called viṣama [i.e., scalene quadrilateral].

Commentary:
The method of finding the diagonals of the scalene quadrilateral is widely discussed in Sanskrit
mathematical texts. It is evident that it is not easy to formulate the rule in a short verse as the
process is complicated and long. To tackle this problem, Śrīpati uses long compounds. The verse
can be interpreted in the following way using the diagram in figure 2.10.

a

b

c

d

d1
d2

Figure 2.10: Diagonal of the scalene quadrilateral

The compound “karṇa-anta-saṃśrita-bhujā-hati-saṃyutiḥ” means the sum of the products of sides
touching the ends of a hypotenuse. These two sides should be chosen so that they lie on the same

39 must have been.
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side of the diagonal. If the diagonal d1 is chosen, the pairs of sides are a, d and b, c, and if d2 is
chosen, the pairs of sides are a, b and c, d. Accordingly, the intended two sums are ad+bc and ab+cd.
Now, they should be mutually divided. The quotients are finally multiplied by the sum ac + bd of
the products of opposite sides (yutyā bhuja-pratibhujā-vadha). The results are the diagonals. Note
that this rule is only valid for cyclic quadrilaterals [BSS 1966c, p.838] and the diagonals always
correspond to the divisors. The rule symbolically represented is

d1 =

√(
ab+ cd

ad+ bc

)
(ac+ bd) (2.52)

and

d2 =

√(
ad+ bc

ab+ cd

)
(ac+ bd) (2.53)

The following is the proof of the rule [Brahmaguptagaṇitam 2015, pp.109-112], referencing fig-
ure 2.11.105

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

Figure 2.11: Finding the diagonal of the scalene quadrilateral

In the diagram ABCD is a scalene quadrilateral. AC and BD are its diagonals. The points E and
F are chosen such that AE = CD and AF = BC. Further, HG is the bisector of both ED and
FB. Let d denote the diameter of the circumcircle.

arc HE + arc EA+ arc AF + arc FG = arc HD + arc DC + arc CB + arc BG

∴ d = HG

arc AG = arc AF + arc FG = arc CB + arc BG = arc CG

Similarly, arc AH = arc AE + EH = arc CD + arc DH = arc CH

105See [Sarasvati Amma 1979, pp.111–113] as well.
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By lemma106

chord AD × chord CD =

[
chord

(
arc AD + arc CD

2

)]2
−
[
chord

(
arc AD − arc CD

2

)]2
∴ AD × CD = AH2 −HD2 (i)

Similarly, AB ×BC = AG2 −GB2 (ii)

(i) + (ii)

(AB ×BC) + (AD × CD) = AH2 +AG2 −HD2 −GB2

AH2 +AG2 = HG2 (HG is the diameter hence HAG is a right angle)
∴ (AB ×BC) + (AD × CD) = HG2 −HD2 −GB2

HG2 −HD2 = DG2 (HG is the diameter hence HDG is a right angle)
∴ (AB ×BC) + (AD × CD) = DG2 −GB2 (iii)

By lemma107

DG2 −GB2 = DF ×BD

∴ (AB ×BC) + (AD × CD) = DF ×BD

DF = chord of (arc DA+ arc AF )

= chord of (arc DA+ arc CB) ∵ arc AF = arc CB

= chord of (arc EC + arc CB) ∵ arc AE = arc CD

= EB

DF is a diagonal of the quadrilateral AFCD. Since this was produced by drawing AF such that
AF = BC this diagonal is called the “third diagonal” of the quadrilateral ABCD.108 Given these
conditions, it is clear that the results obtained so far correspond to the diagonal BD of the quadri-
lateral ABCD.

DG2 −GB2 = DF ×BD

∴ (AB ×BC) + (AD × CD) = DF ×BD (iv)

Another third diagonal can also be found as AE has already been marked such that AE = CD.
Accordingly, the quadrilateral ABCE has the diagonal EB which is also a third diagonal of ABCD
quadrilateral. From these relations the following result that corresponds to the diagonal AC of the
ABCD quadrilateral is obtained.

(AB ×AD) + (BC × CD) = AC × EB (v)

Following the same method, we have from the quadrilateral AFCD

(CF × CD) + (AF ×AD) = AC ×BD. (vi)
106The lemma: The product of any two chords of a circle is equal to the difference between the squares of the arithmetic

mean of the arcs corresponding to those chords and the chord of the semi-difference of the the same arcs.
107The lemma: The difference of the squares of the chords of any two arcs of a circle is equal to the product of an arc

equal to the sum of the two arcs corresponding to those two arcs and the chord of an arc equal to the difference of
the same two arcs.

108We used the tool called third diagonal in proving this rule, but there is no evidence at all to think that this was
used by Śrīpati and his predecessors as well as his immediate successors. The third diagonal as a tool appears in
the GK for the first time in surviving literature. See the note 102 as well.
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Further, since BD is the third diagonal of the quadrilateral AFCD, CF = AD and AF = BC, so
we get from the equation (vi)

(AB × CD) + (BC ×AD) = AC ×BD. (vii)

This is nothing but Ptolemy’s theorem.109 Now, let AB,BC,CD, and DA be a, b, c, and d respec-
tively. And also let DF and EB be x since DF = EB. Similarly, the diagonals BD and AC are
denoted by d1 and d2 respectively. Then, the following three equations are produced from equations
(iv), (v), and (vii) respectively.

ab+ dc = xd1 (1)
ad+ bc = d2x (2)
ac+ bd = d1d2 (3)

By multiplying each of these equations by another and dividing by the third we find the diagonals.

(1)× (2)
(3) :

(ab+ dc)(ad+ bc)

ac+ bd
=

(xd1)(d2x)

d1d2

x2 =
(ab+ dc)(ad+ bc)

ac+ bd

x =

√
(ab+ dc)(ad+ bc)

ac+ bd

(3)× (1)
(2) :

(ac+ bd)(ab+ dc)

ad+ bc
=

(d1d2)(xd1)

d2x

d1
2 =

(ac+ bd)(ab+ dc)

ad+ bc

d1 =

√
(ac+ bd)(ab+ dc)

ad+ bc
=

√(
ab+ cd

ad+ bc

)
(ac+ bd)

(2)× (3)
(1) :

(ad+ bc)(ac+ bd)

ab+ cd
=

(d2x)(d1d2)

xd1

d2
2 =

(ad+ bc)(ac+ bd)

ab+ cd

d2 =

√
(ad+ bc)(ac+ bd)

ab+ cd
=

√(
ad+ bc

ab+ cd

)
(ac+ bd)

The BSS [BSS 1966c, XII.28] and the GSS [GSS 1912, VII.54] have the same formula.110

There are some scholarly discussions on the properties of these diagonals in mathematical texts.
Āryabhaṭa II shows the limits of the diagonals with respect to the sides of the scalene quadrilateral
[MS, XV.71–73], as follows: assume the sides of the scalene quadrilaterals are a < b < c < d and d1
and d2 are diagonals. The maximum length of a diagonal would be the lower sum between the two
sums of the sides lying on the same side of the diagonal. However, it cannot be equal to the sum of
the sides, because then there would not be a perpendicular. Therefore, what he might have meant

109See [Brummelen 2001, pp.74–75] for more details and the proof of the theorem.
110Mahāvīra’s expression of this rule in the GSS is different from the other two. His rule for finding the diagonals

begins with multiplying the sides by the base and the face. These products then should be mixed appropriately. By
saying this Mahāvīra means that they should be added so that any side does not count twice in any of the sums.
Both these sums then, are divided mutually. The rest is not different from Śrīpati’s procedure.
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by this maximum value is that the diagonal has to be less than the lower sum. Accordingly, we get
the following relations.

d1 < a+ b (as a+ b < d+ c)

d2 < b+ c (if b+ c < a+ d) or d2 < a+ d (if b+ c > a+ d)

Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.182] and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, p.56] are also of a similar opinion.

Such discussions raise some questions as to what was the purpose of determining the diagonals, and
how it was useful in geometry. In fact, such knowledge is not very important in the calculation, but it
is useful in constructing scalene quadrilaterals. There are many methods prescribed in mathematical
texts for constructing different figures and transforming one figure into another (see sections 2.3.3.15
and 2.3.3.16). Having a clear understanding of the properties of a figure enables students to construct
an accurate figure. Further, those analyses by different mathematicians attest to the fact that they
engaged in investigations into the rules, and understanding the rationale behind them at least to
some extent even though we do not know by which means and how they did it.

2.3.3.9 Circumference and area of the circle

व वग दश भ व न े
पदीकृते ा पिर धः सुसू ः ।
व वग चतुथभाग-
वग श ा पदं फलं ा ॥ ३५ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
viṣkambhavarge daśabhir vinighne
padīkṛte syāt paridhiḥ susūkṣmaḥ |
viṣkambhavargasya caturthabhāga-
vargād daśaghnāc ca padaṃ phalaṃ syāt || 35 || || upajāti ||

When the square of the diameter (viṣkambha) multiplied by ten is square rooted, [the
result] is the accurate (susūkṣma) circumference (paridhi) [of the circle]; and the square
root of the square of a fourth part of the square of the diameter, multiplied by ten, is
the area (phala) [of the circle].

Commentary:
This verse deals with one of the most important topics in mathematical and astronomical texts, the
relation between the circumference and the diameter or the radius of the circle. Indian mathemati-
cians, at times astronomers as well, were more likely to utilize the diameter instead of radius in their
rules. Perhaps it is because the value of π is computed with regard to the circumference, and as
a result, it makes long calculations short when the diameter is used instead of radius. Obviously,
knowing this proportion which is the value of π is crucial in astronomical calculation because the
closer value produces more accurate results. Therefore, all the mathematicians and astronomers
have dealt with this problem and they arrived at different values.

As seen in many cases, there are two different values assigned to the value of π: approximate value,
and accurate value. These values are needed in different contexts like constructions, excavations,
stone measures, astronomical calculations, geometry, trigonometry and so on. From a historical
point of view there seems to be an evolution of investigation into and assigning values to π. A
value for π is seen in the Baudhāyana śulvasūtra for the first time in India and according to that
text, π = 3. It was used for measuring pits and so on that were parts of Vedic rituals [Gupta 2008,
p.1827]. Similarly, many values were assigned to π in the subsequent literature like later śulva-
sūtras, Buddhist and Jain texts, and especially in mathematical and astronomical texts. Although
none of these texts explicitly reveal the contexts in which each of these values was used, the term
employed for the approximate value (vyavahāra “practical”) implies that it was used in fulfilling the
needs of day to day life, which implies that the other value was used in advanced calculation i.e.,
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astronomical calculation. As far as the rules in mathematical literature are concerned, it seems that
the approximate values of π were useful in calculation in contexts like constructions, excavations
and so on other than astronomy. But the accurate values were also used in those contexts and at
times astronomers also advocate using approximate values. Hence, there has not been a strict rule
or principle for using accurate and approximate values. Seemingly, it depends on the user, purpose
of the calculation, and effectiveness of the outcome.

Different values assigned to π by different mathematicians are given in the following table in chrono-
logical order. This table delineates how the values of π evolved over time and interestingly how
one accurate value became the approximate value for the subsequent mathematicians. But as the
numbers suggest, it seems that mathematicians did not always choose their values based on how
accurate they are, but how practical and effective they are.

Mathematician Constant Value Type
Āryabhaṭa I 62832

20000
3.1416 accurate

Brahmagupta 3 approximate√
10 3.16227 . . . accurate

Mahāvīra 3 approximate√
10 3.16227 . . . accurate

Śrīdhara
√
10 3.16227 . . . not specified

Āryabhaṭa II
√
10 3.16227 . . . approximate
22

7
3.14285 . . . accurate

Śrīpati
√
10 3.16227 . . . accurate

Bhāskara II
22

7
3.14285 . . . approximate

3927

1250
3.1416 accurate

Nārāyaṇa 3 approximate
1581

500
3.162 accurate

Table 2.6: Different values assigned to π

The first half of the verse above consists of the rule for finding the circumference of the circle, with
C and d the circumference and the diameter of the circle respectively:

C =
√
10(d2) (2.54)

The formulation of this rule is intriguing. In fact, there is no need to involve the square of the
diameter d2 here since the purpose of the calculation is to find the product of the square root of
10 and the diameter. Though it is not clear what is the exact purpose, Śrīpati might have squared
the diameter for the easy calculation. The second half is for the area A of the circle and the rule
algebraically expressed is

A =

√
10

(
d2

4

)2

. (2.55)

The area rule of Āryabhaṭa I [ĀB 1976, II.7] is equivalent to the following version:

A =
C

2
× d

2
, (2.56)
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whereas Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.201] has the version

A = C

(
d

4

)
. (2.57)

Further, as alternative methods Bhāskara II mentions two rules: one for the approximate area
and the other for the accurate area of the circle [LV 1937, v.203]. The approximation rule can be
represented symbolically as

A = πr2 =

(
22

7

)(
d

2

)2

=

(
11

14

)
d2.

(2.58)

The following is the accurate area of the circle:

A = πr2 =

(
3927

1250

)(
d

2

)2

=

(
3927

5000

)
d2

(2.59)

2.3.3.10 Approximate square root of an irrational-fraction

छेद शघातादयुते वग-
समाह त ा कटं पदं य ।
जायते त णुमूल न -
ेदा तं ा समीपमूल ॥ ३६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

chedāṃśaghātād ayuteṣṭavarga-
samāhatighnān nikaṭaṃ padaṃ yat |
prajāyate tadguṇamūlanighnac-
chedāhṛtaṃ syāt svasamīpamūlam || 36 || || upajāti||

Whatever approximate (nikaṭa) square root of the product of the denominator and the
numerator multiplied by the product (samāhati) of ten thousand (ayuta) and the square
of a desired number (iṣṭa), [and then] divided by the denominator multiplied by the
square roots of those multipliers (guṇa) (i.e., ten thousand and the square of the desired
number chosen before), is its (i.e., the irrational fraction’s) own approximate (samīpa)
square root.

Commentary:
Square roots of fractions are involved in some geometrical problems and there may be irrational
fractions among them. The method of finding the square roots of such irrational fractions is given
in the above verse. However, this rule finds the approximate square root which might be efficient
only for practical purposes. The procedure of solving the problem begins with multiplying the
denominator by the numerator. Then, a square of a desired number is multiplied by 10, 000. The
first product is multiplied by the second product. After that, the square root of the last product
should be found. In the next step the denominator of the fraction is multiplied by the square root of
the squared desired number i.e., the desired number, and the square root of 10, 000 or 100. Finally,
the square root found before is divided by this product. The quotient is the approximate square
root of the irrational fraction. For practical purposes only the integral part of the result may be
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used. If the irrational fraction in question is a

b
, and the desired number is c, the rule is

√
a

b
≈

√
10000abc2

100bc
. (2.60)

Given the process of the rule, it is evident that the irrational fraction is converted to an integer for
the convenience of calculation, and then the square root is found. Of course, it further eases the
difficulty by neglecting the decimal-fraction part of the square root of the numerator.

The MS has the same rule [MS, XV.55], but Āryabhaṭa II advocates using the approximate (samīpa)
square root of the numerator in the division.111 His intention might be using the integral part of
the square root as stated by Gaṇeśa [LV 1937, p.132]. The rule in the LV does not involve 10, 000,
and its square root, but Bhāskara II instructs one to multiply the product of the numerator and
denominator by a large square number (mahatā iṣṭena) [LV 1937, v.140]. In favour of that Gaṇeśa
states that larger the multiplier higher the accuracy of the square root.112 Accordingly, Bhāskara II’s
rule algebraically represented is √

a

b
≈

√
abc2

bc
. (2.61)

2.3.3.11 Chord and sagitta of the circle

वृ ासा द बाणोन न ा-
ेदःै ु ा दं ा भवे ॥

वृ े जीवा ासकृ ो वशेषा-
लंू ो ासतोऽध शरः ा ॥ ३७ ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥

vṛttavyāsād iṣṭabāṇonanighnād
vedaiḥ kṣuṇṇād yat padaṃ jyā bhavet tat |
vṛtte jīvāvyāsakṛtyor viśeṣān
mūlaṃ prohya vyāsato’rdhaṃ śaraḥ syāt || 37 || || śālinī ||

Whatever square root of the diameter of the circle is diminished by and [then] multiplied
by the desired sagitta (bāṇa, i.e., the short segment of the diameter produced by the
chord intersecting the diameter) multiplied by four (veda), that is the chord (jyā) [of the
circle]. Having subtracted the square root of the difference (viśeṣa) between the squares
of the chord ( jīvā) and the diameter from the diameter of the circle, half [of the result]
is the sagitta (śara) of the circle.

Commentary:
The methods of measuring the chord and the sagitta, which is the short part of the diameter produced
by the chord intersecting it at a certain point other than the center of the circle, are presented in
this verse. The coinage of the technical terms related to circle in particular, in Indian mathematics
is intriguing. The terms cāpa, jyā, and śara literally means the bow, bow-string, and arrow, but
they mean arc, chord, and sagitta of a circle respectively in mathematics as they represent the bow
armoured with an arrow. Accordingly, the bow frame represents the arc, the string represents the
chord, and the part of the arrow from the string to the end of it represents the sagitta as shown in
the following figure.

111Śrīdhara’s formula of this kind does not apply to irrational fractions, but to irrational integers [PG 1959, v.118],
[TŚ 2015, v.46]. If

√
a is the irrational in question, first that should be multiplied by a large desired square number

b. Then, the product
√
ab2 should be divided by the square root of the previous multiplier

√
b. The result produces

the approximate square of the irrational.
112yathā yathā mahān iṣṭavargaḥ kalpyate tathā tathā sūkṣmapadaṃ syāt | (“How greater the desired square is con-

sidered, more accurate is the square root”) [LV 1937, p.131].
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arcchord

sagitta

Figure 2.12: Chord, arc, and sagitta of the circle

By using the formulas given in the verse the chord can be found if the diameter and the sagitta are
known. Similarly, the rule related to the sagitta is possible if the diameter and the chord are known.
The chord rule, with c, s, and d standing for the chord, sagitta, and the diameter respectively, is

c =
√

4s(d− s). (2.62)

A B C D

E

FG

H

O

Figure 2.13: Chord and sagitta of the circle

This is demonstrated using the diagram in figure 2.13, in which O is the center of the circle and the
chord EF = c = GH.

∠ACE = 90◦ (CE ⊥ AD)
∠AED = 90◦ (angle in a semi-circle)
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∠EAD is the common angle.

∴ ∠AEC = ∠ADE

∠ECD = 90◦ (supplement of ∠ACE)
∴ △ACE ∼ △ECD

CE

AC
=

CD

CE

CE =
√
AC × CD

CE =
√
(AD − CD)× CD

c = 2CE

∴ c = 2
√
(AD − CD)× CD

=
√
4CD(AD − CD)

=
√
4s(d− s)

Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.41], Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.98], Bhāskara II, and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942,
p.76] also have this rule for finding the chord. This formula as explained by these mathematicians
except Brahmagupta is in a slightly different version as follows:

c = 2
√
CD(AD − CD)

The rule for finding the sagitta s, say AB in the above diagram with diameter d = AD = FH and
chord c = GH, is

s =
d−

√
d2 − c2

2
. (2.63)

This formula is also proved by using the diagram 2.13 above.

FG =
√
FH2 −GH2

AD − FG = AB + CD

AB = CD

∴ AD − FG = 2AB

s = AB =
AD − FG

2

=
AD −

√
FH2 −GH2

2
=

d−
√
d2 − c2

2

This rule is also found in [BSS 1966c, XII.42],[GSS 1912, V II.227 1
2 ], [MS, XV.99], and [GK 1942,

p.76].

2.3.3.12 Diameter of the circle and two sagittae of two intersecting circles

जीवाधवग शरवगयु े
शरो तृे ासमुश वृ े ।
ासौ तथा ास वह न न ौ
ासोनयु ा व तौ शरौ ः ॥ ३८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

jīvārdhavarge śaravargayukte
śaroddhṛte vyāsam uśanti vṛtte |
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vyāsau tathā grāsavihīnanighnau
grāsonayutyā vihṛtau śarau staḥ || 38 || || upajāti ||

[Mathematicians] state that when the square of half of a chord in the circle is increased
by the square of the sagitta and [then] divided by the sagitta, [there results] the diameter
(vyāsa) [of the circle]. Likewise, [both] diameters [of two intersecting circles] diminished
and multiplied by the obscuration (grāsa) [separately], and [then] divided by the sum [of
two diameters] diminished by the obscuration [severally], are the two sagittae.

Commentary:
Out of the two formulas given in the verse, the first is for finding the diameter d of the circle when
a chord c and its corresponding sagitta s are known. The rule can be expressed algebraically as

d =

( c
2

)2
+ s2

s
.

(2.64)

This is a rearrangement of the former formula 2.62 given for the chord which can be shown as follows.

c =
√

4s(d− s)

c2

4s
= d− s

d =
c2

4s
+ s

=
1

s

( c
2

)2
+

s2

s

=

( c
2

)2
+ s2

s

This rule appears in [BSS 1966c, XII.41], [GSS 1912, V II.229 1
2 ], [MS, XV.91-92] and [LV 1937,

v.204].

The second formula is for finding the sagittae s1 and s2 of the diameters d1 and d2 in the obscuration
or shared area of two intersecting circles as shown in figure 2.14. This obscuration is referred to
as grāsa (“swallowing”). As this is a technical term commonly found in the context of computing
eclipses this rule may primarily be used in eclipse calculations. Śrīpati’s explanation of the rule
may be understood in the following way. First, the two diameters d1 and d2 of the intersecting
circles are diminished by the full obscuration g separately. The full obscuration means the sum of
the two sagittae, in other words, the length of the widest place of the obscuration along the line
on which both diameters lie. The two remainders of the diameters are then multiplied by the same
length g of the obscuration separately. The two quantities obtained are g(d1 − g) and g(d2 − g).
After that, the sum of the diameters diminished by the obscuration severally should be found, i.e.,
(d1−g)+(d2−g). Here, Śrīpati does not mention the diameters again, but the dual vyāsau mentioned
before is pertinent to this place as well. Finally, the products found before are separately divided
by this sum. The two quotients are the two sagittae. Accordingly, the rules can be represented as

s1 =
g(d2 − g)

(d1 − g) + (d2 − g)
(2.65)

and

s2 =
g(d1 − g)

(d1 − g) + (d2 − g)
. (2.66)
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d1 d2
s2 s1

c

 

Figure 2.14: Two sagittae of two intersecting circles

In this diagram c is the chord and g = s1 + s2. The rule can be proved as follows.

c = 2
√
s(d− s) (from the proof of the formula 2.62)

s1(d1 − s1) =
( c
2

)2
= s2(d2 − s2)

s1d1 − s1
2 = (g − s1)[d2 − (g − s1)]

s1d1 − s21 = gd2 − g2 + gs1 − s1d2 + gs1 − s1
2

s1d1 − gs1 + s1d2 − gs1 = gd2 − g2

s1(d1 − g + d2 − g) = g(d2 − g)

s1 =
g(d2 − g)

(d1 − g) + (d2 − g)

The other sagitta s2 can also be found in the same way.

This formula appears in the ĀB for the first time [ĀB 1976, II.18]. Mahāvīra in his version
[GSS 1912, VII.231 1

2 ] does not explain the whole process of the formula. He merely mentions that
the two diameters should be diminished by the obscuration and then the prakṣepaka process, i.e.,
proportionate division, should be performed.113 Further, Nārāyaṇa’s formula is not different from
Śrīpati’s formula [GK 1942, p.78].

2.3.3.13 Arc and sagitta of the circle from the chord

वग दषोः ष ु णता जीवा-
वगण यु ा पदम चाप ।
ाचापवग रतोऽ भ ा-
गमूलं त दषोः माण ॥ ३९ ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥

vargād iṣoḥ ṣaḍguṇitāc ca jīvā-
vargeṇa yuktāt padam atra cāpam |
jyācāpavargāntarato’ṅgabhaktād
yad vargamūlaṃ tad iṣoḥ pramāṇam || 39 || || indravajrā ||

113This is nothing but a manipulation of the rule of three. In this case the proportional relation is
s1

(d2−g)
= g

(d1−g)+(d2−g)
.
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Here [i.e., in the case of the circle], the square root of the square of the sagitta (iṣu)
multiplied by six and increased by the square of the chord is the arc (cāpa). Whatever is
the square root (vargamūla) of the difference between the squares of the arc (cāpa) and
the chord (jyā) [of the circle] divided by six (aṅga) is the measure of the sagitta.

Commentary:
Having explained the rules of finding the diameter, chord, and sagitta, Śrīpati now formulates the
rule for finding the arc a of the circle when the sagitta s and the chord c are known. The rule
algebraically expressed is

a =
√
6s2 + c2. (2.67)

In fact, this rule does not produce the accurate length of the arc. It gives the accurate value of the
arc only when the chord is equal to the diameter and the sagitta is equal to the radius. In all other
cases, only an approximate value can be arrived at. Hence, Sarasvati Amma plausibly suggests that
Indian mathematicians have invented this rule by generalising the rule pertaining to the diameter
and radius [Sarasvati Amma 1979, pp.174-175]. The generalizing process might be as follows, taking
r =

d

2
as the radius and C as the circumference:

C = 2πr

C

2
= πr

=
√
10r =

√
10

d

2

(
as π ≈

√
10
)

=

√
10d2

4

=

√
6d2 + 4d2

4

a =

√
6(2s)2 + 4c2

4

(
when c = d, s =

d

2
, and a = C

)
.

By generalising this to any arc a, sagitta s, and chord c,

a =
√
6s2 + c2.

This rule is also in [GSS 1912, V II.73 1
2 − 74 1

2 ] and [MS, XV.91].

The second half of the verse consists of the rule for finding the length of the sagitta s when the arc
a and chord c are known. The given rule represented symbolically is

s =

√
a2 − c2

6
. (2.68)

It is obvious that this is the same rule mentioned above, but here, the subject of the formula is the
sagitta s:
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a =
√
6s2 + c2

a2 = 6s2 + c2

s2 =
a2 − c2

6

s =

√
a2 − c2

6

This rule is also in [GSS 1912, V II.73 1
2 − 74 1

2 ] and [MS, XV.91].

2.3.3.14 Chord and diameter of the circle from the arc and sagitta

धनुः कृतेब णकृ तं वशो
रसाहत मूलमपीह जीवा ।
चाप वग ध मषो कृ ा
ह नं भवे ास इषु भ ः ॥ ४० ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dhanuḥ kṛter bāṇakṛtiṃ viśodhya
rasāhatāṃ mūlam apīha jīvā |
cāpasya vargārdham iṣoś ca kṛtyā
hīnaṃ bhaved vyāsa iṣuddvibhaktaḥ || 40 || || upajāti ||

Here [i.e., in the case of the circle], having subtracted the square of the sagitta multiplied
by six from the square of the arc (dhanu), [when] the square root [of the remainder is
found, it] is also the chord. And half of the square of the arc diminished by the square
of the sagitta [and then] divided by the sagitta and two is the diameter.

Commentary:
Both the rules given in the verse are alternatives for finding the chord and the diameter, which is
emphasized by Śrīpati by using two indeclinables api (“also”) and ca (“and”). According to the first
rule, the chord c is equal to the square root of the difference between the square of the arc a and
the square of the sagitta s multiplied by six. The rule can be algebraically expressed as follows.

c =
√
a2 − 6s2 (2.69)

This formula is arrived at by rearranging the formula 2.67, a =
√
6s2 + c2 given above.

a =
√
6s2 + c2

a2 − 6s2 = c2

c =
√
a2 − 6s2

The other places where this formula is mentioned are [GSS 1912, V II.73 1
2 − 74 1

2 ] and [MS, XV.91].

The second rule which is for finding the diameter d of the circle can be represented symbolically as

d =

a2

2
− s2

2s
.

(2.70)

It seems that Śrīpati combines the two alternative formulas 2.62 and 2.69 given for finding the chord
in formulating this rule. Then, it is used in finding the diameter d when only the sagitta s and the
arc a are known. From the equality of the formulas above we have:√

a2 − 6s2 =
√
4s(d− s).
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Then,

a2 − 6s2 = 4s(d− s)

d− s =
a2 − 6s2

4s

d =
a2 − 6s2 + 4s2

4s

=

a2

2
− 2s2

2
2s

=

a2

2
− s2

2s

2.3.3.15 Construction of right-angled figures

इ ा भुजा त ृ तिर भ -
ह ना धता को टरसौ समेता ।
ा ाजकेन वणः सुधी भ-
ज ायत े वधौ न ः ॥ ४१ ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥
iṣṭā bhujā tatkṛtir iṣṭabhakta-
hīnārdhitā koṭir asau sametā |
prāgbhājakena śravaṇaḥ sudhībhir
jātyāyatakṣetravidhau niruktaḥ || 41 || || indravajrā ||

A desired [number] (iṣṭā) is the base (bhujā). Its square divided by and diminished by
[another] desired number, [and then] halved, is the upright (koṭi). This [i.e., upright]
increased by the previous divisor (bhājaka) is the diagonal (śravaṇa). [Thus, it is] stated
by scholars in the case of the method [of construction] of rectangular figures.

Commentary:
This verse can be interpreted in two different ways. The first is as a method of generating rational
Pythagorean triples. The second is as the construction of the rectangle. These are not totally
different interpretations, but two different aspects of the same. When the Pythagorean triples are
known, right-angled triangles or rectangles can be constructed with those values. It should be noted
that though the method described in the verse can be interpreted as a method of constructing
rectangles, Śrīpati does not actually mention how to construct rectangles, but how to find the base,
upright, and the diagonal of the rectangle. Further, this verse is very close to Brahmagupta’s
verse where Brahmagupta explains the construction of the rectangle.114 In that verse Brahmagupta
employs the word āyatacaturasra (“long-four-edged figure”) i.e., rectangle. The word jātyāyatakṣetra
(“right[-angled] oblong figure”) in Śrīpati’s verse can be interpreted as oblong quadrilaterals with
right angles, i.e., rectangles.

The phrase iṣṭā bhujā in the rule means that whatever length is chosen is the base. Once the length
of the base is decided, the upright can be found from the given rule. Though one can construct a
rectangle with any desired length, this rule is useful when one wants to generate rational numbers
as the length of the upright and the diagonal. The square of the chosen base b is divided by another
desired number m, and then the quotient is diminished by the same desired number. Half of the
result is the upright u. The rule can be expressed algebraically as follows.

u =
1

2

(
b2

m
−m

)
(2.71)

114iṣṭasya bhujasya kṛtir bhaktoneṣṭena taddalaṃ koṭiḥ |
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Then, Śrīpati states that in finding the diagonal the upright u should be increased by the previous
divisor m. The sum is the diagonal k of the rectangle. Accordingly, the rule can be shown in
mathematical notation as follows.

k = u+m =
1

2

(
b2

m
−m

)
+m (2.72)

This rule is given in [BSS 1966c, XII.35] and [LV 1937, v.142] as well. These rules can be proved by
manipulating the Pythagorean theorem. The first proof is for the rule of upright.

k2 − u2 = b2

(k + u)(k − u) = b2

k + u =
b2

k − u

u =
b2

m
− k (where k − u = m)

2u =
b2

m
− k + u =

b2

m
−m

u =
1

2

(
b2

m
−m

)

The proof of the rule of diagonal is:

k + u =
b2

m
(from the proof above)

2k =
b2

m
+ k − u

=
b2

m
+m

k =
1

2

(
b2

m
+m

)
=

1

2

(
b2

m
−m

)
+m

= u+m.

Although Śrīpati very often uses the relation between the base, upright, and the hypotenuse of
the right-angled triangle in explaining different geometrical rules, he does not explain the so-called
Pythagorean theorem in the ŚSŚ. This knowledge might be expected to have been gained from
basic mathematics classes. Āryabhaṭa I [ĀB 1976, II.17], Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.24], and
Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.135] clearly explain this rule. Further, it is explained indirectly while
discussing the properties of the square and rectangle in some other places as well [BSS 1966c,
XII.23], [GSS 1912, VII.125 1

2 ]. Some of them are in [BSS 1966c, XII.33], [GSS 1912, VII.101 1
2 ,

122 1
2 ], [LV 1937, v.136, 141, 144, 146, 147], and [GK 1942, pp.95–96, 98–101, 105–106].

2.3.3.16 Construction of a scalene quadrilateral with two right-angled triangles

जा योः ु तहताः पर रं
े योिरह ह बा कोटयः ।

तेषु भू मर धकोऽ को मुखं
शेषकं तु वषम दो य ॥ ४२ ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥

āyatacaturasrasya kṣetrasyeṣṭādhikā karṇaḥ ||
(“The square of the desired base divided and [then,] diminished by a desired [number] is the upright of the rectangular
figure. [This] increased by the desired number is the diagonal”) [BSS 1966c, XII.35].
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jātyayoḥ śrutihatāḥ parasparaṃ
kṣetrayor iha hi bāhukoṭayaḥ |
teṣu bhūmir adhiko’lpako mukhaṃ
śeṣakaṃ tu viṣamasya dordvayam || 42 || || rathoddhatā ||

Here, the sides (bāhu) and the uprights (koṭi) are mutually multiplied by the hypotenuses
of the two right-angled triangles (jāti). Among them [i.e., among the resulting products],
the greatest is the base, the smallest is the face, and the remaining [two products are]
the two sides (dos) of the scalene [quadrilateral].

Commentary:
The construction of different figures by manipulating right-angled triangles is one of the main topics
discussed by mathematicians in the geometry section in mathematical texts as well as siddhāntas.115

This verse consists of a rule that shows how to generate rational cyclic scalene quadrilateral with
two unequal right-angled triangles. As such quadrilateral is produced with the known right-angled
triangles the sides and the diagonals of the scalene quadrilaterals can then, easily be found. This
rule of generation of rational cyclic quadrilaterals might have had a pedagogical importance since
problems related to the sides and diagonals of scalene quadrilaterals can be generated by using those
scalene quadrilaterals.

Though mathematical texts and commentaries do not mention anything as to how these rules were
used, it seems that they were used in beyond the scope of astronomy. This is again confirmed by
the practice to come in the following sections (see sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.3.6, 2.3.7, and 2.3.8). The
inclusion of those rules in siddhāntas might be a sign that the students who studied astronomy were
also supposed to learn all sort of mathematical rules as well.

The content of verse 42 assumes that two right-angled triangles as shown in figure 2.15 are given
for constructing a scalene quadrilateral. The length-relations of the sides of those triangles are
b < a < c, e < d < f , and f > c.

e

d

f
a

b

c

Figure 2.15: Construction of the scalene quadrilateral from two right-angled triangles
115There are many instructions in mathematical texts for constructions and conversions of figures. Specially, a con-

siderable portion of the subsection called Paiśācika in the section of geometry in the GSS [GSS 1912, VII.112 1
2

–
232 1

2
] and the GK [GK 1942, pp.123-153] deals with such problems. Raṅgācārya translates this term as “devilishly

difficult problems” [GSS 1912, p.220] whereas Padmakara Dvivedi explains it as mathematics used by people in
Gandhara and Cambodia [GK 1942, p.123]. Some of these constructing and converting problems discussed in the
mathematical literature in Sanskrit are:

• Constructing a scalene triangle [GSS 1912, V II.110 1
2
, 156 1

2
]

• Constructing an isosceles triangle [GK 1942, p.162]
• Constructing an isosceles trapezium [GSS 1912, VII.148], [GK 1942, p.116]
• Constructing a scalene quadrilateral using right-angled triangles [BSS 1966c, XII.36], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.42],

[LV 1937, v.189], [GK 1942, pp.111-113, 160]
• Constructing a rectangle [GSS 1912, VII.148]
• Constructing a cyclic quadrilateral and a triangle [GSS 1912, V II.221 1

2
]

• Constructing a trapezium [GK 1942, pp.108-110, 158]
• Constructing an isosceles trapezium using right-angled triangles [GK 1942, pp.123-124, 155-157], and
• Converting figures [LV 1937, v.86], [GK 1942, pp.119-121].
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According to the rule given by Śrīpati, the sides of each triangle—i.e., the bases b and d, and the
uprights a and e—should each be multiplied by the hypotenuse of the other triangle, c or f . The
products will be ce, cd, af and bf , and their length-relation is cd > af > bf > ce. Hence, cd is
the longest side and bf is the shortest. According to Śrīpati, the former is the base and the latter
is the face of the constructed scalene quadrilateral. The other two are the remaining sides. The
constructed scalene quadrilateral would have the form shown in figure 2.16.

cd

bfaf

ce

Figure 2.16: Constructed scalene quadrilateral from two right-angled triangles

This rule is also included in [BSS 1966c, XII.38] and [LV 1937, v.189]. The quadrilateral produced
from this rule is cyclic. Elaborating his rule in the LV, Bhāskara II gives the following rules for
finding the diagonals d1 and d2 of the constructed quadrilateral. They are equal to

d1 = ad+ be (2.73)

and
d2 = ae+ bd. (2.74)

Bhāskara II says that he could not imagine as to why predecessors used a long method in finding
the diagonals of the scalene quadrilateral when there is such an easy method for that (see section
2.3.3.8 for the rule).116 Further, Gaṇeśa explains in his commentary [LV 1937, pp.183–186] that if
all the sides including the hypotenuses of each triangle are multiplied by the base and the upright
of the other triangle separately, the resulting sides produce four right-angled triangles which lie in
the previously constructed scalene quadrilateral (shown in figure 2.17) with the following sides:

• Triangle with sides ad, ae, af

• Triangle with sides bd, be, bf

• Triangle with sides da, db, dc

• Triangle with sides ea, eb, ec

cd

bfaf

ce

ae

bd

be

ad

Figure 2.17: Constructed scalene quadrilateral
116bāhvor vadhaḥ koṭivadhena yuksyād ekā śrutiḥ koṭibhujāvadhaikyam |

anyā laghau satyapi sādhane’smin pūrvaiḥ kṛtaṃ yad guru tan na vidmaḥ ||
(“The product of two bases is increased by the product of two uprights [of the two right-angled triangles]. It is one
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It is obvious that af, cd, bf, and ce are the hypotenuses of the triangles as they are the longest sides
in each triangle. They have been arranged such that these hypotenuses become the sides of the
scalene quadrilateral.

2.3.4 Practice of excavation
The next practice in pāṭīgaṇita is khāta-vyavahāra (“practice of excavation”). This section in the ŚSŚ
consists of only 4 verses. The common practices that mathematicians take into consideration in the
khāta-vyavahāra involve finding the volume of the cube, cuboid, pyramids with triangular, square,
rectangular, and circular bases, and the sphere, as well as the conversion of cubic cubits (ghana-
hasta) into stone-cubits (pāṣāṇa-hasta).117 Rules pertaining to excavations are given in [ĀB 1976,
II.6-7], [BSS 1966c, XII.44-46], [GSS 1912, V III.1 − 42 1

2 ], [TŚ 2015, v.52-57], [MS, XV.104-108],
[LV 1937, v.201-2013, 214-219], and [GK 1942, pp.192-200].

Seemingly, these rules were applied to excavations, in other words, making holes in the ground, but
not to building structures. The volume is the main quantity manipulated in both these instances;
excavations and building structures. Indian mathematicians separated the rules related to both of
them and the rules in the section of excavation is accountable for excavations and that of in the
section of stacks (see the section 2.3.5) are accountable for the building structures. Probably the
rules related to stone excavation have some applications of making stone bricks and balls that are
used in building stacks. None of the mathematicians give the rule for finding the volume of stacks.
Presumably they assume that the users of the texts know it since the volume is introduced in the
excavation section. Some of the excavations mentioned in the section of excavations in mathematical
texts are wells (kūpa), reservoirs (vāpi), and ponds. Therefore, the diagrams in this section were
drawn to represent excavations. Unfortunately, the texts hardly mention in which contexts and how
the rules related to stone were used though they introduce a special unit that is most probably
used in stone excavations (see sections 2.3.4.3 and 2.3.4.4). Śrīpati’s rules of finding the volume of
excavations and the conversion of units are discussed in several sections below.

2.3.4.1 Accurate volume of the excavation

ा खातं वषम चे थृुतया दै ण वेधेन वा
सा ाथ वषमैः पदै वषमतायोगं तदा संभजे ।
वेध े फलाह त नग दतं व ातखात मै-
ध रैः खातफलं समं व तं ा सूचीफल ॥ ४३ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
syāt khātaṃ viṣamasya cet pṛthutayā dairghyeṇa vedhena vā
sāmyārthaṃ viṣamaiḥ padair viṣamatāyogaṃ tadā saṃbhajet |
vedhakṣetraphalāhatir nigaditaṃ vikhyātakhātaśramair
dhīraiḥ khātaphalaṃ samaṃ trivihṛtaṃ syāt tasya sūcīphalam || 43 ||

|| śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

If there is an excavation with non-uniformity in width (pṛthutā) or length (dairghya)
[or] depth (vedha), then, one should divide the sum of the inequalities [i.e., non-uniform
measurements obtained from different places] by the [number of] non-uniform measures
[i.e., number of places at which the measurements obtained] for finding the mean-measure
(sāmya). It is stated by intellectuals who proclaimed [their] training [in the method] of
excavations (khātaśrama) that the product of the depth and the area (kṣetraphala) [of
the base of the excavation] is the volume (phala) of the equal excavation [i.e., excavation

diagonal. [The other] is the sum of the products of the bases and uprights [mutually multiplied]. When there is
[such] a shorter method for solving this [i.e., finding the diagonals], I do not know why predecessors adapted another
[long method]”) [LV 1937, v.190].

117The unit hasta (“hand”) is equal to 24 aṅgulas (see table 3.8 for more details). Mathematicians employ the synonyms
of hasta like pāṇi, kara etc. to mean the same unit.
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with equal face and base = sama]. [That i.e., the volume already found] divided by three
is the volume of the pyramid (sūcī ).

Commentary:
The rules described in this unusually long verse are for finding the volume of excavations. Technically,
the volume of an excavation is equal to the product of the length a, width b, and the depth h, but
this applies only when these measures are uniform at all the places of the excavation. Such an
excavation is usually termed samakhāta (“uniform excavation”). If the measures are not uniform
at all the places of the excavation, one should first find the mean-measures of them, and then the
volume using those mean-measures. Even though Śrīpati does not directly distinguish these two
excavations, the uniform excavation and non-uniform excavation, the statement of the method of
finding mean-measure implies that the rule applies to both instances. Therefore, the usual formula
(length a × width b × height h) is applicable to this as well.

Accordingly, the volume of the following excavation shown in diagram 2.18 is

V = abh. (2.75)

h

a b

Figure 2.18: Volume of a cuboid-shaped excavation

The volume of the excavation shown in the diagram above can be found from formula 2.75 and it is
accurate because, all the measures are uniform elsewhere. When they are not uniform, as mentioned
in the verse, the mean-measures should be found. Assume the obtained depths at different places
are {h1, h2, h3 . . . , hn1

} then, the mean-depth hm can be found by dividing the sum of those depths
by the number of places n1 at which they are measured. In the same way, if the measured lengths
are {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an2

}, the mean-length is am, and if the measured widths are {b1, b2, b3, . . . , bn3
},

the mean-width is bm. All of them are given below.

hm =
{h1 + h2 + h3 + . . .+ hn1}

n1
,

am =
{a1 + a2 + a3 + . . .+ an2

}
n2

, and

bm =
{b1 + b2 + b3 + . . .+ bn3

}
n3

.

When the volume rule is applied, the volume expressed algebraically is:

V = hmambm. (2.76)

The method is also found in [BSS 1966c, XII.44], [GSS 1912, VIII.4], [TŚ 2015, vv.53-54], [MS,
XV.104-105], [LV 1937, v.214], and [GK 1942, pp.192-193]. This mean-measure is termed sama-
rajju (“equal-cord”) by Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.44]. Śrīpati and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, pp.192-
193] take into consideration in this method the instances where all the dimensions can be unequal,
whereas Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.44] and Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.105] apply the rule to the
instance where the areas of the face and the base are equal: i.e., the width and the length of the
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excavation are uniform, but the depth is not equal everywhere. The accuracy of the volume found
from this method is higher if more measures are involved in finding mean-measures.118

There is another rule in the last line of the verse that gives the volumes of the pyramid with a
square or triangular base and the cone. The term sūcī (“needle”) in plane geometry refers to the
figure produced by extending two sides of a quadrilateral towards the same direction until they meet
[LV 1937, pp.189–190]. Because the cone and pyramid taper to a point they are also called sūcī. The
volume of these figures is one third of the volume V found for the cuboid by the previous method,
which is well-known [BSS 1966c, XII.44], [MS, XV.105], and [LV 1937, v.217].

V =
abh

3
(2.77)

2.3.4.2 Accurate volume of the frustum

खात त ोगभुव ु टान
े ो वान च यु तः फलाना ।

षडु तृा वेधसमाहता ा-
ना भधानं ग णतं सुसू ॥ ४४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

khātasya tadyogabhuvāṃ sphuṭānāṃ
kṣetrodbhavānāṃ ca yutiḥ phalānām |
ṣaḍuddhṛtā vedhasamāhatā syād
ghanābhidhānaṃ gaṇitaṃ susūkṣmam || 44 || || upajāti ||

The sum of the accurate results [i.e., products] of the sums of [the lengths and widths
of] the planes (bhū) [i.e., the face and base] and the areas (kṣetra) [of the base and face]
of the excavation, divided by six and [then,] multiplied by the depth is the accurate
computed [result] (gaṇita) called ghana of the [frustum-shaped excavation].

Commentary:
The rule given in this verse is about finding the volume of the excavation where the areas at the
base and the face of it are not equal, in other words, it finds the volume of the frustum. It is well
known that the frustum is a portion of the pyramid. The modern definition of frustum includes the
portion of the cone as well, but Śrīpati takes into consideration only the pyramidic frustum in this
rule. As shown in the figure 2.19 let the length of the bottom be a, width of the bottom be b, length
of the face be c, width of the face be d, and the depth of the frustum be h. Then, according to the
rule, the volume V of the frustum denoted symbolically is

V = h

[
ab+ cd+ (a+ c)(b+ d)

6

]
. (2.78)

Firstly, the sum of the three measures shown in the diagram 2.19: the area of the bottom LMNO =
ab, the area of the face BCDE = cd, and the product of the sums of the lengths a+c, and the widths
b+d should be found. The term kṣetra (“figure”) itself means the area, but a compound kṣetrodbhava
(“born from the figure”) employed here, has to mean the quantities produced from figures, i.e., the
bottom-plane, and the face-plane, as they differ from each other in the case of the frustum. The
area of their combined sides is to be understood as the product of the sum of the widths b+ d and
the lengths a + c of the bottom and the face. Their product is (b + d)(a + c). Secondly, the sum
of all these quantities is divided by six, and the quotient thus arrived at, multiplied by the depth
MP = h, is the volume.

118yathā yathā bahusu sthāneṣu vistarādikaṃ gaṇyate tathā tathā samamitiḥ sūkṣmasūkṣmatarā syād iti spaṣṭam (“It is
obvious that the mean-measure is more accurate as the width etc. are measured at so many places”) [LV 1937, p.221].
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Figure 2.19: Volume of the frustum

The formula of the frustum can be arrived at as follows. In the figure 2.19, if the sides DL,EM,BN ,
and CO are extended, they will meet at the vertex A. Further, h is the depth of the frustum and h1 is
the depth from the middle of face of the frustum to A. We first find the volumes of the parallelepiped
LMNOPQRS, the long pyramidic portions on length-sides and width-sides, and the four pyramids
with square bases at the corners. For the sake of convenience these volumes of portions are calculated
together as given below. The volume of the frustum is equal to the sum of these volumes. They can
be shown as follows.

• The volume of the parallelepiped: This is equal to the product of the length a, width b, and
the depth h hence, the volume is abh.

• The volume of the long pyramidic portions: There are four such portions in the frustum; two
length-wise portions and two width-wise portions. The length of the length-wise portion is a

and the width of it is d− b

2
. The area a

(
d− b

2

)
of it is multiplied by the depth h and the

product is divided by two
(
h

2

)
a

(
d− b

2

)
as it is half of a cuboid. The result is the volume

of that portion. As there are two such portions twice the volume is the volume of those two
2

[(
h

2

)
a

(
d− b

2

)]
. Similarly, the volumes of the width-wise portions is 2

[(
h

2

)
b

(
c− a

2

)]
.

Accordingly, the volume of all these four portions is 2
[(

h

2

)
a

(
d− b

2

)]
+2

[(
h

2

)
b

(
c− a

2

)]
.

When simplified it is equal to h

2
(d− b)a+

h

2
(c− a)b.

• The volume of the pyramids at corners: The area of the face of them is
(
d− b

2

)(
c− a

2

)
.

The volume of one of the pyramids is h

3

(
d− b

2

)(
c− a

2

)
and the volume of four of those is

4

[
h

3

(
d− b

2

)(
c− a

2

)]
. When this is simplified, the volume is h

3
(c− a)(d− b).
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• The volume of the frustum: The sum of all these volumes is the volume of the frustum.

V = abh+
h

2
(d− b)a+

h

2
(c− a)b+

h

3
(c− a)(d− b)

This can be further simplified as follows.

V = abh+
h

2
(d− b)a+

h

2
(c− a)b+

h

3
(c− a)(d− b)

= h

[
ab+

1

2
[(ad− ab) + (cb− ab)] +

1

3
(cd− cb− ad+ ab)

]
= h

(
6ab+ 3ad− 3ab+ 3cb− 3ab+ 2cd− 2cb− 2ad+ 2ab

6

)
= h

(
2ab+ ad+ cb+ 2cd

6

)
= h

(
cd+ cd+ ad+ cb+ ab+ ab

6

)
= h

[
ab+ cd+ (a+ c)(b+ d)

6

]

Śrīpati mentions that the volume found above is very accurate (susūkṣma) and recommends using
the mean-measures (sphuṭa) for finding that volume. If this is the rule of finding the volume of
the frustum, why does he emphasize the volume is very accurate? Is it because there were some
other rules which give the volumes less accurate or his predecessors had given rules for less accurate
volumes? There is no evidence for other rules contemporary to Śrīpati, but there are such rules which
definitely predates Śrīpati. The rule given by Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.45-46] and Mahāvīra
[GSS 1912, V III.9−11 1

2 ] is mathematically equal to Śrīpati’s, but in another form and its procedure
is also different from this. Both of them introduce 3 kinds of volumes which can be rendered as
practical, gross, and accurate.119

Half of the sum of the lengths a and c and the widths b and d of the bottom and the face is found
separately (see figure 2.19). Then their product

(
a+ b

2

)
+

(
c+ d

2

)
is multiplied by the depth h

of the excavation. This is the practical value VP . This is a very rough approximation and can be
symbolically noted as

VP = h

(
a+ b

2

)(
c+ d

2

)
. (2.79)

When the half of the sum of the areas of the face ab and bottom cd is multiplied by the depth h, it
gives the gross volume VG of the excavation. This is more accurate than the practical value, but it
is still an approximation. The symbolic representation of it is

VG = h

(
ab+ cd

2

)
. (2.80)

Then, the accurate volume V is found by adding one third of the difference between the gross volume
VG and the practical volume VP to the practical volume VP .

V =
VG − Vp

3
+ VP =

h

(
ab+ cd

2

)
− h

(
a+ b

2

)(
c+ d

2

)
3

+ h

(
a+ b

2

)(
c+ d

2

)
(2.81)

119Brahmagupta employed the terms vyāvahārika (“practical”), autra (“rough”), and sūkṣma (“precise”) for practical,
gross, and accurate values respectively, whereas Mahāvīra employs karmāntika (“labourer’s [measure]”) also vyā-
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This categorization of volumes raises many questions. What is the purpose of introducing three
types of volumes? What are the contexts they were used in? The first two volumes might have been
used in practical purposes like small constructions whereas the accurate volumes might have been
useful in large scale constructions. The term karmāntika employed by Mahāvīra for the first kind
suggests that the practical value is for a very rough measure for daily needs. It might have been
used by labourers as it is quite easy to calculate. Nevertheless, again another question arises; why
are two volumes there for practical purposes; the practical volume and the gross volume? Were they
used in different contexts or they are interchangeable? The volumes found from both ways are not
equal; hence, they might have used in different contexts. On the other hand, one of them might
have been in use and they both might be mere steps of the algorithm that lead to the final answer,
the accurate volume. Other than the differences of presentation, this rule is similar to Śrīpati’s rule.

2.3.4.3 Conversion of cubic-cubits (ghanahasta) into stone-cubits (pāṣāṇahasta)

प ाहते े फले यथो े
ष मु ा घनपाणयः ुः ।
नवाहता े चतु तृा ु
पाषाणह ा नयतं भव ॥ ४५ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
piṇḍāhate kṣetraphale yathokte
dṛṣatsamutthā ghanapāṇayaḥ syuḥ |
navāhatās te caturuddhṛtās tu
pāṣāṇahastā niyataṃ bhavanti || 45 || || upajāti ||

[In the case of stone excavation,] when the area is multiplied by the thickness (piṇḍa)
as previously stated [i.e. in verse 43], [the result] is the cubic cubits (ghanapāṇi) of
stones. These, multiplied by nine [and] divided by four, are certainly the stone-cubits
(pāṣāṇahasta).

Commentary:
The unit of measuring the volume of stone excavation is introduced by this verse. The evidence in
the texts shows that the volume of excavations is measured in terms of cubic hastas (ghanahasta).
The ghanahasta is defined as the cube with sides of 1 hasta length by Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.7],
and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, p.2].120 Its equivalent in cubic aṅgulas is 243 = 13824. This measure
was used only when the excavation is done in the earth. In case of stone excavations, another
unit called pāṣāṇahasta (“stone-cubit”) was used. All mathematicians who have a conversion factor
for these units, including Śrīpati, agree with that one pāṣāṇahasta is equal to nine-fourths of the
ghanahasta [TŚ 2015, v.56], [MS, XV.107]. Nārāyaṇa gives its equivalent as 6144 [cubic] aṅgulas
[GK 1942, pp.196–197]. Śrīdhara also includes the same numerical value in an alternative method
[TŚ 2015, v.55]. Therefore, it is accepted by them that 1 pāṣāṇahasta is equal to 6144 cubic aṅgulas.
Nārāyaṇa defines the pāṣāṇahasta as the cuboid with 24 aṅgulas length, 16 aṅgulas width, and 16
aṅgulas height. As 1 hasta is equal to 24 aṅgulas this can be shown as follows.

One stone-hasta = 24× 16× 16 =

(
24× 24 · 2

3
× 24 · 2

3

)
= 13824× 4

9
= 6144

Śrīpati mentions that when the area of the excavation is multiplied by its depth, it only produces the
volume in ghanahastas Hg. To convert it into stone-hastas Hp, the volume Hg should be multiplied
by 9 and divided by 4. This can be algebraically represented as follows.

Hp =

(
9

4

)
Hg (2.82)

vahārika, auṇḍra (probably from the people lived in Auṇḍra region in the vicinity of Vindhyan?), and sūkṣma for
them respectively.

120These are some of the instances where cubic hasta is used as a unit: . . .khāte ghanahastasaṅkhyā syāt (“. . .there is
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The intriguing question is, why did they use different units in different contexts even though all
were considered to be excavations? The main texts do not give a direct answer to this. It is well
known that the wages should be commensurate with labour.121 Bhāskara II also endorses this.122

By comparison, excavation of earth is far easier than rock or stone. Therefore, stone workers should
be paid more than the others. To do so, the labour of stone workers should be measured by a
different method, hence this conversion method. If this is correct, it entails that the stone workers
were paid two and one-quarter times the wages of other excavators.

2.3.4.4 Volume of the sphere

पाषाणगोल व ारघनो ा वभा जतः ।
नजा ादशभागै े घनः ा षृ ल ॥ ४६ ॥ ॥ प ाव ॥

pāṣāṇagolavistāraghano dvābhyāṃ vibhājitaḥ |
nijāṣṭādaśabhāgaikye ghanaḥ prāgvad dṛṣatphalam || 46 || || pathyāvaktra ||

The cube of the diameter (vistāra) of the stone sphere is divided by two. When it is
increased by its one-eighteenth portion, [the result] is the volume [of the sphere]. [When
converted] as before, [it is] the volume of the stone sphere [in terms of stone-hastas].

Commentary:
This is the rule for finding the volume of the sphere. According to the rule, the cube of the width
of the sphere, which is the diameter d, should be divided by 2, and then, the quotient should be
increased by the one eighteenth of the quotient. The result is the volume V . The rule expressed
algebraically is

V =
d3

2
+

1

18

(
d3

2

)
. (2.83)

In fact, as seen in the geometry section, the accurate value of π according to Śrīpati, is
√
10. Hence,

this formula can be proved by applying it to the formula of the volume of the sphere currently in
common use as follows.

number of cubic hastas in an excavation”) [LV 1937, v.214], . . .kiyantaḥ syur ghanahastāḥ pracakṣva me (“. . .tell me
how many cubic hastas are there”) [LV 1937, v.216], . . .ghanahastamitiḥ prajāyate khāte (“. . .the number of cubic
hastas is found in an excavation”) [GK 1942, p.193]

121yathāsaṃbhāṣitaṃ vetanaṃ, labheta karmakālānurūpam asaṃbhāṣitavetanaḥ (“The wage is paid as agreed upon,
[or else] if the wage is not agreed upon, it is commensurate with work [done] and time [spent]”) [AŚ 1960, III.13.27].

122iṣṭakācitidṛṣaccitikhātakrākacavyavahṛtau khalu mūlyam |
karmakārajanasaṃpratipattyā tanmṛdutvakaṭhinatvavaśena ||
(“The wage of practices of brick-stacks, stone-stacks, excavations, and sawings [are based on] working people’s
agreement [and] the softness and hardness of them [i.e., material]” [LV 1937, v.225]). It is not clear what Bhās-
kara II means by tan in the compound tanmṛdutvakaṭhinatvavaśena. Does that mean the work done by labourers or
the material used? Commenting on this verse Gaṇeśa says that it is the material that should be taken into account
here: iṣṭakādṛṣadādīnāṃ mṛdutvaṃ kaṭhinatvaṃ ca prasiddham | mṛdutve maulyālpatvaṃ kaṭhinatve ādhikyaṃ
karmakārasaṃpratipattyā syāt | iṣṭakādīnāṃ niyatamaulyaṃ kaiścid uktaṃ tal loke na saṃbhavatīti jñāpayitum
etad uktam | (“The softness and the hardness of bricks, stones, and so on are well-known. In the case of softness,
the lowness [of the wage and] in the case of hardness [the greatness of it] occur in accordance with an agreement
with labourers. The constant price of bricks and so on [irrespective of their softness and hardness] is stated by
some, but this [verse] is stated to inform that it [i.e., such a price] is not found in the world”) [LV 1937, p.232].
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V =
4

3
πr3

=
4

3
×
√
10×

(
d

2

)3

√
10 ≈ 3

1

6

≈ 19

6

∴ V =
4

3
× 19

6
×
(
d

2

)3

=
76d3

144

=
72d3

144
+

4d3

144

=
d3

2
+

d3

36

=
d3

2
+

1

18

(
d3

2

)
The similar formula appears in the [TŚ 2015, v.56], and [MS, XV.108] as well.

It is puzzling why Śrīpati modifies the sphere by stone (pāṣāṇa). Does he think that this should
necessarily be a sphere made of stone? The volume formula can be applied to any kind of complete
sphere, hence it does not have to be a stone-sphere. The other mathematicians who give the formula
in the same form do not specify its application to stone. But Āryabhaṭa II also refers to the
conversion of the volume into pāṣāṇahastas like Śrīpati. Nārāyaṇa mentions about stone spheres in
examples [GK 1942, p.198], but his rule does not refer to the stone sphere. Therefore, it is fair to say
that presumably, Śrīpati specifies “stone sphere” as the rule used in the context of stone-excavations
where the main purpose is to find quantities in stone-hastas.

2.3.5 Practice of stacks
This section of practice of stacks (citivyavahāra) is very short not only in siddhānta texts but also in
mathematical texts. The term citi means stack or pile. The verses [BSS 1966c, XII.47], [GSS 1912,
VIII.43 1

2–62], [TŚ 2015, v.58], [MS, XV.109-111], [LV 1937, v.220], and [GK 1942, pp.200–201] deal
with problems involved with stacks, and bricks.

Seemingly, the unit cubic-hasta used in calculation of excavations is used in stack calculations as
well. No mathematician specifically recommends any particular unit for stack calculations. However,
Mahāvīra’s examples for stack calculations and Āryabhaṭa II’s rules allude to that mathematicians
used the cubic-hasta.123 Further, there seems to have been some kind of standard bricks with
defined measures though every mathematician does not mention as such. Mahāvīra recommends
such a standard brick for stack calculations [GSS 1912, VIII.43 1

2 ]. The dimensions of the brick are
1 hasta in length, 1

2
hasta in width, and 4 aṅgulas in thickness or height.

Notably, the shape of the stack built with bricks mostly seems to be a trapezoidal prism. Though
the shape is not explicitly stated by mathematicians, the rules given by Brahmagupta and Mahāvīra
where the sum of the widths of the bottom and the top should be divided by two in finding the area
confirms that it has to be a trapezoidal prism. Many examples given in the texts also support this
assumption. However, this might not be the only shape to which these rules apply, as they are used
in some other constructions like walls etc. as well [MS, XV.110].

123āpākakṣetraphalaṃ tāḍitam auccyenacitighanakarāḥ. . . (“The area of the kiln multiplied by the height is the cubic-
hastas of the stack”) [MS, XV.109].
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2.3.5.1 Number of bricks and the layers in the stack

चतेघना ं फल म कायाः
फलेन भ ं फल म काना ।
सं े कानामुदयेन भ ाः
रा भव ु तय ते ॥ ४७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

citer ghanākhyaṃ phalam iṣṭakāyāḥ
phalena bhaktaṃ phalam iṣṭakānām |
saṃkhyeṣṭakānām udayena bhaktāḥ
starā bhavantyucchritayaś citeś ca || 47 || || upajāti ||

The volume of the stack called ghana is divided by the volume of the brick. The result
(phala) is the number of bricks [of the stack], and the height (ucchritaya) of the stack
divided by the height (udaya) of the brick is the [number of] layers [of the stack].

Commentary:
Śrīpati dedicates only one verse to the whole section of stack problems. The verse consists of two
rules; one for finding the number of bricks in the stack and the other for finding the layers of the
bricks in the stack. The number of bricks nb is found by dividing the volume of the stack Vs by the
volume of the brick Vb. This can be mathematically represented as follows.

nb =
Vs

Vb
(2.84)

This rule is also given in [BSS 1966c, XII.47], [TŚ 2015, v.58], [MS, XV.109], [LV 1937, v.220], and
[GK 1942, p.200]. All these rules are more or less similar to Śrīpati’s rule.

According to the second rule, the number of layers nl of the stack can be found by dividing the
height of the stack hs by the height of the brick hb. The rule can be represented symbolically as

nl =
hs

hb
. (2.85)

Even though many mathematicians were interested in finding the number of bricks in the stack, only
Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, VIII.57 1

2 ], Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.110] and Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.220] have
the rule for finding the layers of the stacks (formula 2.85) in the section of stack-practices.

2.3.6 Practice of sawing
The sixth practice is about measuring the sawing which is termed krākacikavyavahāra (“practice
of sawing”). As we shall see later in this section, people utilized various timbers, hard and soft
depending on their needs. Needless to say, sawing hard timber is more tiring than sawing soft ones,
hence the labourers have to be paid more for sawing harder timber. Now, there arises a problem
how to measure their labour based on the hardness of timber. The rules depicted in this section
reveal that mathematicians solved the problem introducing a unit called paṭṭikā, which is equal to
42 × 96 square aṅgulas,124 and/or by using the square hasta which is equal to 242 square aṅgulas.
Only Brahmagupta and Mahāvīra use the unit paṭṭikā whereas Śrīdhara, Śrīpati, Bhāskara II, and
Nārāyaṇa recommend the method which converts the total measure of sawing into square hastas.
This total measure is termed karman (“work”) by Brahmagupta and Mahāvīra. Mahāvīra defines
it as the work done by means of the saw.125 Gaṇeśa, while reasoning on the practice of sawing,

124Brahmagupta uses this unit without defining it in [BSS 1966c, XII.48]. According to him, the unit paṭṭikā varies
depending on the variety of the timber [BSS 1966c, XII.49]. Mahāvīra defines the unit paṭṭikā in [GSS 1912, VIII.65].
This unit derives from the area of a piece of wood with one kiṣku width and one daṇḍa length. The unit kiṣku is
equal to 42 aṅgulas [AŚ 1960, II.20.15] and one daṇḍa is equal to 96 aṅgulas [GT 1937, p.3].

125krakacakṛtā karmasaṅkhyā (“the number [corresponding to] work done by means of the saw”) [GSS 1912, VIII.66].
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mentions that all these categories, i.e., excavation, stack-construction, and sawing are discussed in
the mathematical texts as they are essential in determining the wages.126 The passages pertaining to
the determination of sawing in mathematical texts are [BSS 1966c, XII.48-49], [GSS 1912, VIII.63-
68 1

2 ], [TŚ 2015, v.59-60], [MS, XV.112-114], [LV 1937, v.223-226], and [GK 1942, pp.201-203].

2.3.6.1 Measuring length-wise sawing

आयाम प ा ुलघातराशौ
का मागगु णते वभ े ।
ता डत ादशवग म ा

छेदे ख ग णतं कराः ुः ॥ ४८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
āyāmapiṇḍāṅgulaghātarāśau
kāṣṭhasya mārgair guṇite vibhakte |
dvitāḍitadvādaśavargamityā
chede khalūrdhve gaṇitaṃ karāḥ syuḥ || 48 || || upajāti ||

In case of length-wise (ūrdhva) sawing (cheda), when the product-quantity of the length
and the thickness in aṅgulas is multiplied by the [number of] cuttings (mārga) of the
wood, and [then] divided by the measure (miti) of the square of twelve multiplied by
two, the computed [result] (gaṇita) is the [square] hastas (kara) [of the sawn wood].

Commentary:
There are two rules of measuring the sawing of wood and they depend on the directions of the
sawing: length-wise sawing and width-wise sawing. This verse concerns length-wise sawing. One
can find the area of a rectangular side of a sawn log, as shown in the diagram in figure 2.20, by
multiplying the length l by the thickness t. This area should be multiplied by the number of cuttings
m, denoted by mārga.127 Then, the product is divided by the square of twice twelve. The quotient
is the “computed result” or the total measure of sawing As. The rule algebraically expressed is

As =
ltm

(2× 12)2
. (2.86)

As Śrīpati recommends, this is found in terms of aṅgulas. Perhaps it is because the thickness of the
wood is usually little so it is measured in terms of aṅgulas. The product of the length, thickness,
and the cuttings is the total area in square aṅgulas of all the pieces of timbers. Hence, it should be
divided by 576 = (2× 12)2, which is the square hasta (24× 24), in finding the total square hastas.

t

l
m

Figure 2.20: Measuring length-wise sawing
126khātacityoḥ karmakāravetananiścayārthaṃ ghanaphalam uktvedānīṃ tatsāhacaryeṇa kāṣṭhadāraṇave-

tananiyamārthaṃ krākacavyavahāraḥ prārabhyate (“Having stated the volume in order to determine the wages of
labourers for excavations and stacks, now the practice of sawing is begun in order to determine the wages of sawing
wood since [it is] associated with them”) [LV 1937, v.230].

127Mahāvīra defines mārga as the cutting from the beginning to the end of the wood in any direction [GSS 1912,
VIII.63].
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This rule is found in [TŚ 2015, v.59] in the same form. Bhāskara II and Nārāyaṇa mention that
half of the mean thickness at both ends of the timber should be multiplied by the length in finding
the area. The rest of their rules is not different from Śrīpati’s rule. This means that their rule
applies to non-rectangular cuts of timber as well whereas Śrīpati’s and Śrīdhara’s rules apply only to
rectangular cuts. The rule given by Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.223], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, p.201]
can be represented mathematically as follows, with thickness at the two ends being t1 and t2:

As =

(
t1 + t2

2

)
lm

576
.

(2.87)

2.3.6.2 Measuring width-wise sawing

यद ुलैः े फलं ह दारोः
जायते त णुये मागः ।
करा कं ा णतं ह तय -
छेदे चतु वश तवगभ े ॥ ४९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
yad aṅgulaiḥ kṣetraphalaṃ hi dāroḥ
prajāyate tad guṇayec ca mārgaiḥ |
karātmakaṃ syād gaṇitaṃ hi tiryak-
chede caturviṃśativargabhakte || 49 || || upajāti ||

In case of width-wise (tiryak) sawing, one should multiply whatever area of the timber
[found] in terms of aṅgulas by the [number of] cuttings [of the wood]. When it is divided
by the square of twenty-four, [it] is the computed [result] in the form of [square] hastas.

Commentary:
Now, Śrīpati explains the other method which concerns finding the measures of width-wise sawing.
This type of sawing is shown in the diagram in figure 2.21. Here, the area A = tw of the end of one
log of wood is multiplied by the number of cuttings m, and this is the total area of sawing. As seen
in the previous rule, this is also converted into square hastas by dividing the square aṅgulas of the
result by the aṅgulas in the square hasta, 242. This quotient is the total measure of sawing As. The
rule in mathematical notation is

As =
Am

242
. (2.88)

 

  

t w

m

Figure 2.21: Measuring width-wise sawing

This rule has also been given by Śrīdhara [TŚ 2015, v.60], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.225], and
Nārāyaṇa [GK 1942, p.202]. As was the case with length-wise sawing, Bhāskara II is cautious
about the distribution of the thickness of the log. He shows that if the thickness is different in
places, the mean-thickness should be used in finding the measure of sawing. This mean-thickness is
found by dividing the sum of the thicknesses {t1 + t2 + t3 + . . .+ tn} measured at different places,
by the number of places nt measured. When this is multiplied by the width w, and the number of
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cuttings m, and then divided by the square of 24 which is the aṅgulas in the square hasta, the result
is the total measure of sawing As. Accordingly, the rule represented symbolically is

As =

mw

(
t1 + t2 + t3 + . . .+ tn

nt

)
242

.
(2.89)

2.3.7 Practice of heaps
This is the last section involved with volume where the volumes of heaps of grains are taken into
account. Mathematicians call this section rāśivyavahāra (“practice of heaps”). Rules related to
the measuring of heaps are found in [BSS 1966c, XII.50–51], [TŚ 2015, v.61–64], [MS, XV.115–
117], [LV 1937, v.227–232], and [GK 1942, pp.203–207]. Surprisingly, the GSS, which usually has
elaborated and alternative rules with many examples, does not include a section on heaps. As the
rules imply, the shape of heaps of grain is the main consideration in finding the volume. Needless
to say, the regular shape of a grain-heap is a cone with circular base. But it is known from some
other texts that the shapes of heaps are different. Śrīdhara refers to heaps with bases in the form
of rectangle, triangle, and sector of the circle [TŚ 2015, v.63]. Similarly, Āryabhaṭa II has rules
for measuring the volumes of granaries, and excavations where grains are deposited [MS, XV.116].
Though these references do not reveal much about the context of the rules, investigation into them
might be helpful in understanding why these mathematicians formulate certain rules and what
motivated them to do so.

The metrology of heaps is particularly important as they widely represent regional trends. As with
the other volume measures, the main and probably standard unit was the ghanahasta. The popular
unit māgadhakhāri (“khāri of Magadha”) is also equal to this cubic-hasta [TŚ 2015, vv.61–62], [MS,
XV.115], and [LV 1937, v.227]. But seemingly it was not called ghanahasta. Nārāyaṇa is also of
the view that the volume is measured by cubic-hastas, but he further mentions that this cubic-
hasta can be converted into the khāri which is 1

5
of the māgadhakhāri [GK 1942, p.203]. This

might be the khāri unit that was in use in the region where Nārāyaṇa lived and at his time. The
diversity of metrology from region to region is considered by Gaṇeśa in his commentary on the LV.
He clearly shows the difference between the measures used in Nandigrāma (modern Nāndgāon in
Raigad District, Maharashtra)128 and Devagiri (modern Daulatabad in Aurangabad, Maharashtra)
[LV 1937, pp.234–235] and their relation to the māgadhakhāri. In Nandigrāma people used the
human-cubit (narahasta) in measuring heaps, which is, as Gaṇeśa termed, the measure used by
architects (śilpināṃ karmahasta “working hasta of architects”), instead of the usual standard hasta.
The unit maṇā is also a unit of volume equal to the half of the cube-narahasta (see section 3.2.2.4
as well). The following comparison is found in Gaṇeśa’s commentary. It is assumed that they were
used in Nandigrāma as it is his own locality even though he does not say so explicitly.

1 naraghanavitasti = 1 maṇā
1 naraghanahasta = 8 maṇās
1 māgadhakhāri = 25

3

4
maṇās

As we shall see in the following sections Śrīpati also recommends the māgadhakhāri for measuring
grains.

2.3.7.1 Volume of the heap

समावनीसं तधा राशेः
षडशंजा या पिरधेः कृ त ।

128S.R Sarma identifies that Nandigrāma falls in the Raigad District in Maharashtra [Sarma 2010, p.572].
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समु येणा भहता फलं ा-
ने तं मागधखािरकायाः ॥ ५० ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥

samāvanīsaṃsthitadhānyarāśeḥ
ṣaḍaṃśajā yā paridheḥ kṛtiś ca |
samucchrayeṇābhihatā phalaṃ syād
ghane sthitaṃ māgadhakhārikāyāḥ || 50 || || upendravajrā ||

Whatever [is the] square root born from the sixth [part] of the circumference of the
grain-heap placed on flat ground, multiplied by the height (samucchraya), [it] is the
māgadhakhārikās in the volume.

Commentary:
Śrīpati explains here the method of finding the volume of a mound of grain placed on flat ground.
Being on flat ground is an important condition for using this rule, otherwise it will not produce the
correct volume. According to the rule, the volume V of the mound shown in figure 2.22 is equal to
the square of the sixth part of the circumference C multiplied by the height h of the mound.

C

h

Figure 2.22: Volume of the heap

The rule can be represented in mathematical notations as

V = h

(
C

6

)2

. (2.90)

According to the explanation, the measuring unit recommended by Śrīpati is the māgadhakhāri
which, as seen before, is equal to the cubic hasta. This formula derives from the formula of the
volume of the cone V =

Ah

3
.

V =
Ah

3
=

πr2h

3

= h

(
2πr × 2πr

3× 4π

)
=

C2h

12π

= h

(
C2

36

)
(where π = 3)

= h

(
C

6

)2
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This rule is seen in [BSS 1966c, XII.50], [TŚ 2015, v.61], [MS, XV.115], [LV 1937, v.227], and
[GK 1942, p.203] in the same form. Though this is merely the volume of the cone and it is equal
to one third of the volume of the cylinder, Indian mathematicians do not discuss it under the sūci
section since they apply this rule only to the grain mounds and it triggers some other rules where
the mound is not a full mound and they are made of different grains as we shall see in the sections
2.3.7.2 and 2.3.7.3 respectively.

2.3.7.2 Circumference of the mounds of different grain varieties

ामाकशा ल तलसषपपूवकाणा-129
मु ायतो नवगुणः पिर धदश ः ।
गोधूममु यवधा कपूवकाण
ाहतो वरदक ुकुल काना ॥ ५१ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥

śyāmākaśālitilasarṣapapūrvakāṇām
ucchrāyato navaguṇaḥ paridhir daśaghnaḥ |
godhūmamudgayavadhānyakapūrvakāṇāṃ
rudrāhato varadakaṅgukulatthakānām || 51 || || vasantatilakā ||

[For heaps] of millet (śyāmāka), rice (śāli), sesame (tila), mustard (sarṣapa) etc., the
height multiplied by nine is the circumference. [For heaps] of wheat (godhūma), mung
bean (mudga), barley (yava), corn (dhānyaka) etc., [the height] multiplied by ten [is their
circumference]. [For heaps] of jujubes (varada, red date?), panic seed (kaṅgu, Panicum
italicum), horse gram (kulatthaka) etc., [the height] multiplied by eleven (rudra) [is their
circumference].

Commentary:
The verse consists of the method of finding the circumference of a grain-heap when its height is
known. Even though Śrīpati has already explained the method of finding the volume of the heap
in verse 50, he introduces a rule for finding the circumference here because the circumference of the
heap depends on the height of the heap and variety of the grain. Again, the height of the heap also
depends on the variety of grain. Hence, the rule given in the previous verse should be considered as
a general rule and this rule as a special rule. In fact, because of the variability of the circumference
depending on the variety of the grain, mathematicians formulate three sub-rules in this regard. In
contrast, [BSS 1966c, XII.50] and [LV 1937, v.227] contain rules complementary to these, finding
the height of the heap when the circumference of the heap is known. Ostensibly, these were invented
based on observations as preliminary steps in finding the volume of heaps of selected grains.

Indian mathematicians categorize all grains into three different groups based on the size of the
grain. Brahmagupta’s and Bhāskara II’s categorizations are similar, but Śrīpati has his own system
of categorization.130 It is as follows.

• Small category of millet (śyāmāka), rice (śāli), sesame (tila), mustard (sarṣapa) and so on.
The circumference C of this category is equal to nine times the height h of the heap:

C = 9h. (2.91)

• Medium category of wheat (godhūma), mung bean (mudga), barley (yava) and corn (dhānyaka)
and so on. The circumference C can be found by multiplying the height h of the heap by 10:

C = 10h. (2.92)
129 ामा शा. . .in [ŚSŚ 1947].
130Brahmagupta names these three categories śūki (a variety of grain), sthūla, (“big”) and aṇu (“small”) [BSS 1966c,

XII.50] whereas Bhāskara II calls them śūki, anaṇu (“not small”) and aṇu [LV 1937, v.227]. However, Śrīpati does
not give special names for them.
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• Large category of jujubes (varada, red date?), panic seed (kaṅgu, Panicum italicum), horse
gram (kulatthaka) etc. The circumference C is equal to eleven times the height h of the heap:

C = 11h. (2.93)

Interestingly, Indian mathematicians use some other different intermediary values to get more pre-
cise values for the heaps even though they were not considered to be main rules. Gaṇeśa, while
commenting on similar rules in the LV, shows that in addition to the given divisors in the main
rules, 91

2
and 10

1

2
are also used as divisors by others depending on the variety of the grain [LV 1937,

p.234].

2.3.7.3 Volume of heaps leaning against walls and corners

चतुःस भाग े भ ब कोणगे ।
पिरधौ मशः ा गुणा ं भवे फल ॥ ५२ ॥ ॥ प ाव ॥
dvicatuḥsatribhāgaghne bhittyantarbāhyakoṇage |
paridhau kramaśaḥ prāgvat svaguṇāptaṃ bhavet phalam || 52 || || pathyāvaktram ||

When the [partial] circumference [of the heap] leaning against the wall, inside corner, and
outside corner is multiplied by two, four, and one increased by one-third respectively,
[the multiplication by the height is done] as before. [Each result] divided by its own
multiplier is the volume.

Commentary:
A rule for finding the volume of incomplete heaps is introduced in this verse. The heaps leaning
against a wall, an inside corner, or an outside corner, as represented in the following diagram, are
considered here. In the diagram P represents a heap leaning against the wall, Q is a heap leaning
against the outside corner, and R is a heap leaning against the inside corner.

P

Q

R
 

Figure 2.23: Volume of incomplete heaps

The term paridhi here is used to mean the part of the circumference, not the complete circumference.
In case of the heap leaning against the wall P , the partial circumference is equal to half of the full
circumference. In case of the heap leaning against the outside corner Q, it is three-quarters, and
for the heap leaning against the inside corner R, a quarter. According to Śrīpati’s rule, firstly the
measure of the full circumference is found. This is done by multiplying the partial circumference
C ′ of the heaps P , Q, and R by 2, 4, and 4

3
respectively. Then the volume of the complete heap

corresponding to existing heap can be found by using formula (2.90). Finally, when the volume
found is again divided by those multipliers appropriately, the volumes of the incomplete portions of
the heaps are arrived at. The divisors are referred to as svaguṇa—i.e., their own multipliers—by
Śrīpati.
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• The volume of P heap:

V = h

(
2C ′

6

)2

× 1

2
(2.94)

• The volume of Q heap:

V = h

 4

3
C ′

6


2

× 3

4
(2.95)

• The volume of R heap:

V = h

(
4C ′

6

)2

× 1

4
(2.96)

This rule is stated in [BSS 1966c, XII.51], [TŚ 2015, v.64], and [LV 1937, v.229].

No mathematician mentions how these rules work when portions of heaps of different grain varieties
are considered. But since the rules related to the portions of heaps have already been given in
the previous verse, probably the users of these rules are expected to modify them for finding the
volume of portions of heaps of different grains. When the formulas 2.91, 2.92, and 2.93 given before
for small, medium, and large categories respectively are applied to these rules, the measure of the
portion of circumferences is as follows.

• The partial circumference C ′ of the heap of the small category

C ′ of P =
9h

2
, C ′ of Q =

3

4
(9h), C ′ of R =

9h

4
.

• The partial circumference C ′ of the heap of the medium category

C ′ of P =
10h

2
, C ′ of Q =

3

4
(10h), C ′ of R =

10h

4
.

• The partial circumference C ′ of the heap of the large category

C ′ of P =
11h

2
, C ′ of Q =

3

4
(11h), C ′ of R =

11h

4
.

2.3.8 Practice of shadows
The last section of the arithmetic chapter of the ŚSŚ is the chāyāvyavahāra (“practice of shadows”)
and this is also the last topic in the usual traditional order of the practices in Indian arithmetic. This
section commonly consists of rules pertaining to the length of shadows, height of the gnomon, and
height of the light-source. One of the practical applications of these rules is finding the approximate
time at a given instance.

The main tool used in these calculations is the gnomon which is usually 12 aṅgulas in height. But
some rules in texts suggest that gnomons with different heights were also used. Śrīpati was also
of the view that the gnomon can be of any number of aṅgulas (śaṅkāvabhīṣṭāṅgulake “the gnomon
of any desired aṅgulas”) [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.54]. The preparation of the ground where the gnomon is
placed, making the gnomon and placing it on the ground, drawing the circle around the gnomon,
marking shadows, and determining the directions are required knowledge for using the gnomon, but
they are discussed in siddhāntas in detail, specially in the chapter on the three questions. Śrīpati’s
explanation on this is in [ŚSŚ 1932, IV.1–5]. Hence they are not usually found in the mathematical
texts. However, Mahāvīra explains this procedure with sufficient detail in the beginning of his section
on the practice of shadows [GSS 1912, IX.2− 7 1

2 ].
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The most commonly used measuring unit in shadow-calculations is the aṅgula. This is not always
the standard aṅgula, but at times the proportionate aṅgula which is equal to one twelfth of the
gnomon of any height. Regarding time calculation, the basic rules of finding the time confirm that it
is calculated as a fraction of the day-length, although at times it was converted into ghaṭis. The rules
related to shadow-practice are found in [ĀB 1976, II.14-16], [BSS 1966c, XII.52-54], [GSS 1912, IX
chap.], [TŚ 2015, v.65], [MS, XV.118–120], [LV 1937, v.232-239], and [GK 1942, pp.206-211].

2.3.8.1 Time of the day since sunrise and until sunset, and the length of the shadow

न श तभा वभ े
श ौ भवे ासरयातयेय ।
दन शेषेण गतेन भ े
श ू नते श ु दले भा ा ॥ ५३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dvinighnaśaṅkvanvitabhāvibhakte
śaṅkau bhaved vāsarayātayeyam |
dinasya śeṣeṇa gatena bhakte
śaṅkūnite śaṅkudale prabhā syāt || 53 || || upajāti ||

When [the length of] the gnomon (śaṅku) is divided by [the length of] the shadow in-
creased by [the length of] the gnomon multiplied by two (bhā), [the result] is the elapsed
(yāta) [portion] of the day [if it is forenoon, and the portion of the day] remaining (yeya)
[if it is afternoon]. When [the length of] the half-gnomon is divided by the remaining
(śeṣa) [portion] of the day [if it is afternoon] and elapsed (gata) [portion of the day if it is
forenoon and then,] diminished by [the length of] the gnomon, [the result] is [the length
of] the shadow (prabhā).

Commentary:
There are two rules in this verse. The first rule concerns finding the portion of the day elapsed
or remaining at a given time as a fraction of the day-length d or duration from sunrise to sunset,
from the measures of the shadow and the gnomon. The second concerns finding the length of the
shadow when the elapsed or remaining portion of the day and the gnomon length are known. The
rules which are given in mathematical texts and mathematical chapters of the siddhāntas produce
only rough measures of the time and the shadow, unlike siddhānta texts which present some other
methods of finding the accurate time using trigonometry. This is another example of the fact that
mathematical rules given in texts are designed for some practical uses.

Essentially, the time found from the first rule is the portion of the day elapsed from sunrise to the
given time if the given time is in the forenoon. Or else, it is the time remaining from the given
time to sunset if the given time is in the afternoon. In finding either time t, one should divide the
height of the gnomon g by twice the sum of the shadow s and the gnomon. Accordingly, the rule
symbolically represented is

t =
g

2(s+ g)
. (2.97)

Plofker shows that this rule corresponds qualitatively with the behavior of t, but not accurately
[Plofker 2009, p.149]. The rule produces small values when shadows are long in morning and in
evening, and approaches the exact value d

2
at noon, depending on the size of the noon shadow. This

value is exact when the noon shadow-length is zero.

The rule can be analyzed as follows with the help of Pingree’s analysis of the related verses [PS 1971,
IV.48-49]. Assume that the shadow s of the gnomon g at a given time is equal to an arbitrary constant
a divided by the elapsed or remaining portion of the day t and then increased by another constant
b. This can be shown algebraically as
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s =
a

t
+ b. (i)

If the day length is d, the midday shadow s0 is s0 =
2a

d
+ b since t =

d

2
. From this we have

b = s0 −
2a

d
. (ii)

By substituting (ii) in (i) we have s =
a

t
+ s0 −

2a

d
.

If a is considered to be 6d, the formula is

s =
6d

t
+ s0 −

2(6d)

d

=
6d

t
+ s0 − 12.

Then, if the day length d is replaced with the half-day length d

2
, the length of the midday shadow

s0 and the height of the gnomon g are considered to be 0 and 12 respectively, we will have s =

12

(
d

2

)
t

− 12. Then, s =
g

(
d

2

)
t

− g. When the formula is rearranged,

s =

g

(
d

2

)
t

− g

s+ g =

g

(
d

2

)
t

t =

g

(
d

2

)
s+ g

=
dg

2(s+ g)
.

Now, we can also replace d with 1 hence, we have t =
g

2(s+ g)
.

Śrīpati merely refers to the day-portion t found from this formula by yāta and yeya, but Nārāyaṇa
clearly explains them as the time elapsed and remaining of the day-length, respectively [GK 1942,
p.206]. This is exactly the same rule given by Śrīdhara [TŚ 2015, v.65], and Āryabhaṭa II [MS,
XV.118].

The second half of the verse is about the formula for finding the shadow-length s at a given time.
The formula expressed algebraically is

s =

g

2
t
− g. (2.98)

The derivation of the rule is not different from the one that has already been discussed above and
this is a mere rearrangement of the previous formula 2.97. This rule is also found in [TŚ 2015, v.65],
and [MS, XV.118].
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2.3.8.2 Measure of the shadow

वश ु ना दीप शखो येण
श ावभी ा ुलके वभ े ।
दीपश रमान न े
भा माणं वद स ः ॥ ५४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

viśaṅkunā dīpaśikhocchrayeṇa
śaṅkāvabhīṣṭāṅgulake vibhakte |
pradīpaśaṅkvantaramānanighne
prabhāpramāṇaṃ pravadanti santaḥ || 54 || || upajāti ||

Wise men say that when [the height of] the desired gnomon in aṅgulas is divided by
the height of the lamp flame (dīpaśikhā) diminished by [the height of] the gnomon, [and
then] multiplied by the measure [i.e., distance] between the lamp and the gnomon, [the
result] is the measure of the shadow.

Commentary:
This rule shows how to find the length of the shadow when the heights of the light source and the
gnomon and the distance between them are known. In finding this shadow-length s the height of the
gnomon g is divided by the difference between the heights of the lamp and the gnomon, and then
the quotient is multiplied by the distance m between the lamp and the gnomon. The rule given in
the verse represented symbolically is

s = m

(
g

p− g

)
. (2.99)

Note that Śrīpati specifies that the height of the gnomon is in aṅgulas, hence the length of the
shadow is also found in aṅgulas.

This rule is explained using the following figure 2.24. Here, DE is the gnomon g and AB is the
lamp height p. EC represents the shadow s. The distance between the lamp and the gnomon is
m = BC − EC.

A

B C

D

E

F

Figure 2.24: Length of the shadow

In the diagram △ADF ∼ △DCE.

EC

DE
=

FD

AF
=

BE

AF

EC =
DE ×BE

AF
=

DE ×BE

AB −DE

∴ s = m

(
g

p− g

)
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Similar rules to Śrīpati’s rule are found in [ĀB 1976, II.15], [BSS 1966c, XII.53], [LV 1937, v.234],
and [GK 1942, p.208]. Mahāvīra’s formula is also equivalent, but in a different version, as follows
[GSS 1912, IX.40 1

2 ]:

s =
m

p− g

g

2.3.8.3 Distance between the gnomon and lamp

अभी भा श ु ता च न ा
श ु दीपो ययो वयु ा ।
व ातपाटीग णत प ाः
श ु दीपा रमानमा ः ॥ ५५ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
abhīṣṭabhā śaṅkuhṛtā ca nighnā
śaṅkupradīpocchrayayor viyutyā |
vijñātapāṭīgaṇitaprapañcāḥ
śaṅkupradīpāntaramānam āhuḥ || 55 || || upajāti ||

Those with developed arithmetical knowledge (prapañca) state that [the length of] the
desired shadow divided by [the length of] the gnomon and multiplied by the difference
(viyuti) between the heights of the gnomon and the lamp (pradīpa) is the measure of the
distance between the gnomon and the lamp.

Commentary:
Now, Śrīpati presents a rule for finding the distance m between the lamp and the gnomon when the
length of the shadow s and the heights of the gnomon g and the lamp p are known. The rule given
in the verse can be represented algebraically as

m =
s

g
(p− g). (2.100)

This can be derived by rearranging the previous formula 2.99 as follows.

s = m

(
g

p− g

)
g(m) = s(p− g)

m =
s

g
(p− g)

This rule is found in [GSS 1912, IX.43], [LV 1937, v.238], and [GK 1942, p.208].

इ त स ा शेखरे ग णता ाय योदशः ।
iti siddhāntaśekhare vyaktagaṇitādhyāyas trayodaśaḥ |

Thus is the chapter on arithmetic, the thirteenth, in the Siddhāntaśekhara.



Chapter 3

Gaṇitatilaka: The arithmetical text

The GT is a Sanskrit mathematical text totally dedicated to arithmetic (see section 1.5.2.3 for more
details), containing rules and examples in verse. Kāpaḍīā’s edition of the GT [GT 1937], on which
the following edition and the commentary are based, only contains the rules of parikarmans and
a few rules of practice of mixture, and the commentary by Siṃhatilakasūrī. There are 132 verses
including 8 quotations in the present edition.

Importantly, the commentary of the GT by Siṃhatilakasūrī is very helpful in understanding the mūla
(“base text”). He elucidates the mūla verse by verse. While commenting on the example problems,
at times he delineates executions as well, either fully or partially (see, for instance, sections 3.3.2.1
and 3.3.2.2). Siṃhatilakasūrī quotes some verses from other texts and comments on them as well.
Compared to commentaries of other mathematical works, Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary can be
regarded as narrowly technical. He mainly comments on mathematics and its techniques, unlike
other commentators such as the unknown commentator of the PG and Gaṇeśa, who comment not
only on mathematical rules and their techniques but also on grammar, etymology, metre of the verse,
and alaṅkāras (“embellishments”, i.e., poetic techniques). These commentators also provide their
own verses in the commentaries and connect some mathematical concepts with Indian philosophy
and mythology. Such features are hardly seen in Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary.

We rely heavily on Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary in understanding Śrīpati’s rules. Further, we com-
pare the commentary with some other commentaries such as the commentary on the PG, and the
BVT on the LV. We occasionally translate some parts of the commentary to clarify the rules and
executions of examples wherever necessary, but do not provide a translation of the whole commen-
tary. At the same time, we reconstruct the execution given in the commentary where it is needed for
the clarity of the rule and its procedure. It is clear from the illustrations of the mathematical pro-
cedures given in the commentary and our reconstructions that the procedures can be reconstructed
with intermediary steps to some extent with considerable certainty, though Siṃhatilakasūrī does
not carry out each step and at times explains them verbally. Perhaps some of the steps were merely
done in mind in actual calculations without writing them down. Hence, there is no guarantee to say
that any reconstructed mathematical procedure is exactly similar to the ones used in that time. Be-
cause of this inconsistency of Siṃhatilakasūrī’s executions we do not systematically reconstruct the
procedures for each rule and problem unless there is any significance. Further, it is not recognizable
which example verse was composed by which author, Śrīpati or Siṃhatilakasūrī. Probably most of
them were composed by Śrīpati. The examples given in the present commentary are ours if not
specified otherwise. We give headings with numbers for the example verses for the convenience of
reference only when there are more than one example verse for a rule. Similarly, if there are several
problems given in the example verse, they are also enumerated.

124
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3.1 Benediction
पो तं पयुतं प-

मा पं परमं ण ।
करो म लोक वहारहतेो-
व च वृ ग णत पाटी ॥ १ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

rūpojjhitaṃ rūpayutaṃ svarūpam
ātmasvarūpaṃ paramaṃ praṇamya |
karomi lokavyavahārahetor
vicitravṛttāṃ gaṇitasya pāṭīm || 1 || || upajāti ||

Having bowed to the noblest one (i.e., paramātman) who is formless (rūpojjhita), has
[infinite] forms (rūpayuta) and his own form [of the nature] (svarūpa), and the ultimate
soul (ātmasvarūpa), I write an arithmetic [treatise] (pāṭī ) of mathematics in delightful
metres for common use (lokavyavahārahetu).

Commentary:
Śrīpati begins his GT with this verse, the maṅgalācaraṇa (“auspicious undertaking”), paying his
homage to paramātman1 complying with scholarly tradition in India. Śrīpati dedicates the first
half of the verse to the invocation of paramātman and the second half to revealing his purpose of
composition. As mentioned in the verse, the GT is a treatise on arithmetic (pāṭī “board”).2 Śrīpati
wants to compile the treatise as a practical text, in other words, as a text for common use. In this
verse the word loka may mean “people”, as the commentary on the PG interprets the compound
“lokavyvahārārthaṃ” used by Śrīdhara as “lokānāṃ vyvahārārthaṃ” (“for use of the people [in the
world]”). Interestingly, Śrīpati employs the term pāṭī to mean arithmetic, but Śrīdhara uses the
term gaṇita for arithmetic despite its common use for mathematics [PG 1959, v.1]. Bhāskara II also
uses the word pāṭī in the benedictory verse in his LV.3

Verses in the beginning of treatises are very important in many ways.4 Usually, a benedictory verse
may reveal which school the author belongs to, perhaps his belief (his religious orientation), the
purpose of his treatise, (probably) the target audience, the scope or limitations of the treatise (in
case of the GT, it is confined to arithmetic), and so on. Most of the time, it involves figures of
speech called alaṅkāras. Though the opening verse of the GT does not have many figures of speech,
the verse provokes some aural aesthetics using a figure of speech called anuprāsa (“alliteration”),
which is the repetition of similar sounds. Out of 44 syllables in the verse, 11 syllables involve with
the cerebral r.

Śrīpati highlights that he composed the treatise in charming metres. In fact, as we shall see later
in section 4.3.1, Śrīpati sticks to his promise. Using different metres is not totally new to this liter-
ature, but Śrīpati is the first to use them in mathematical rules. Therefore, the statement: karomi
lokavyavahārahetoḥ vicitravṛttāṃ gaṇitasya pāṭīm (“I write an arithmetic [treatise] of mathematics
in delightful metres for common use”) needs close and extra attention since it is the place where he
claims that he would compose his treatise in charming metres.5

1See footnote 16 in chapter 1 for details.
2It is conjectured by historians of mathematics that mathematics, especially arithmetic was practiced on a board
or ground in ancient times in India. Such a board is called pāṭī in Sanskrit. Because of this use arithmetic
metaphorically came to be known as pāṭī. However, Hayashi asserts that the etymology of the term is still an open
question [Hayashi 2008, p.239].

3. . .pāṭīṃ sadgaṇitasya vacmi caturaprītipradāṃ prasphuṭāṃ. . . (“I state clear arithmetic of true mathematics that
gives cleverness and pleasure”) [LV 1937, v.1].

4The importance of maṅgalācaraṇas is discussed in details in [Minkowski 2008].
5Śrīpati’s predecessors used syllabic metres in composing example verses, but they composed mathematical rules in
moraic metres. There are a few mathematical rules in syllabic metres in the GSS.
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3.2 Terminology
3.2.1 Number-system

एकं दश ानमथो शतं च
सह म ादयुतं च ल ।
अन रं तु युतं च कोटी-
रथाबुदं प मत खव ॥ २ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
नखवसं ं च महासरोजं
श ु ः समु ोऽ मत म ।
परा म ा िरम ह स
यथो रं ान वदो दश ी ॥ ३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ekaṃ daśasthānam atho śataṃ ca
sahasram asmād ayutaṃ ca lakṣam |
anantaraṃ tu prayutaṃ ca koṭīr
athārbudaṃ padmam ataś ca kharvam || 2 || || upajāti ||

nikharvasaṃjñaṃ ca mahāsarojaṃ
śaṅkuḥ samudro’ntyam ataś ca madhyam |
parārdhyam ityāhur imāṃ hi saṅkhyāṃ
yathottaraṃ sthānavido daśaghnīm || 3 || || upajāti ||

The knowers of the place values (sthāna) [of numbers] stated these numbers [of which]
the next is [the former] multiplied by ten, [such as] eka (one), daśasthāna (tens place
= ten), then śata (hundred), sahasra (thousand), after that ayuta (ten thousand), and
lakṣa (hundred thousand), then prayuta (million), and koṭī (ten million), then arbuda
(hundred million), padma (billion), after that kharva (ten billion), and [the number]
named nikharva (hundred billion), mahāsaroja (trillion), śaṅku (ten trillion), samudra
(hundred trillion), antya (quadrillion), then madhya (ten quadrillion), [and] parārdhya
(hundred quadrillion).

Commentary:
Śrīpati dedicates the first two verses in the terminology section to introduction of the place value
system. Almost all mathematical texts in Sanskrit enumerate numbers in the terminology section.
The GSS, the LV, and the Gaṇitapañcaviṃśatikā have the verse or verses on the number system in
the end of the terminology section, but all the other texts include them right after the benedictory
verse.6 As Śrīpati mentions, the number system begins with one in the units place, and any other
number in the next higher place is always equal to the ten times the former at the next lower place.
Note that any digit in any number is not equal to ten times any other digit in the next lower place.
Table 3.1 shows the terms for powers of ten in different texts with their English equivalents.7

As shown in table 3.1 almost all numerical nouns in the texts are similar upto one hundred billion.
Though the other names from a hundred billion onward differ, interestingly mathematicians choose
synonymous names for those numbers. For instance, the names given for trillion and hundred trillion
by mathematicians except Mahāvīra means lotus and the sea respectively. Seemingly, they chose
such words for large numbers because of the multitudinous of the objects assigned to those names.
For instance, lotus might have chosen as the name for trillion because of its abundance of petals or

6[ĀB 1976, II.2], [GSS 1912, I.63–68], [PG 1959, vv.7–8], [LV 1937, vv.10–11], [GT 1937, vv.2–3], [Hayashi 1991,
vv.A1’–A2’], [GK 1936, p.1], [Hayashi 2013, vv.S8–S9]. In addition to standard terms of numbers, the GSS lists the
words that can be used as object-numerals (bhūtasaṅkhyā) under the topic of names of numbers (saṅkhyāsajñā)
[GSS 1912, 1.53–62].

7Hayashi lists the numerals in the Bakhshālī Manuscript with terms in some other texts in [Hayashi 1995, pp.45–47].
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pollen and the sea for its vastness.

3.2.2 Metrology
Mathematical texts in Sanskrit have a section dedicated to metrology. In this section units are
defined and the sets of related units or measurement systems of them are given. Hence, they can be
used as the conversion factors. Though some astronomical texts also have chapters on mathematics,
they do not deal with metrology. It is probably because these units except time-units and the unit
aṅgula given in the length-measures are not in use in the context of astronomy and these basic lessons
of mathematics might have been expected to be learned in basic mathematics classes. The whole
purpose of providing and defining these units at the outset of the texts should be, as mentioned by
Śrīpati in the opening verse, to make mathematical practices easier and more accurate. Table 3.2
delineates the different systems of measurements, which have their own metrology, given in different
Sanskrit texts, respectively [GT 1937, pp.1–3], [GSS 1912, I.25–45], [PG 1959, vv.9–13], [LV 1937,
vv.2–9], [GK 1936, pp.1–3], GPV [Hayashi 2013, vv.S2–S7].

GT GSS PG LV GK GPV
currency length currency currency currency grain
gold time gold gold gold gold
grain grain grain length grain volume
length gold length grain area currency
time silver time volume length

other metals time

Table 3.2: Systems of metrology in different texts

3.2.2.1 System of currency-measure

ा का कणी प गुणै तु भ-
वराटकैः का क णकाचतु क ।
पणं भण वहारत ा

तैः षोडश भः स ः ॥ ४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
syāt kākiṇī pañcaguṇaiś caturbhir
varāṭakaiḥ kākiṇikācatuṣṭakam |
paṇaṃ bhaṇanti vyavahāratajjñā
drammaś ca taiḥ ṣoḍaśabhiḥ prasiddha || 4 || || upajāti ||

Those knowledgeable in transactions (vyavahāra) state that a kākiṇī [i.e., a kind of shell,
Cypraea moneta] constitutes four varāṭakas [i.e., cowries] multiplied by five [i.e., twenty
varāṭakas], [and] that a quartet of kākiṇīs is a paṇa [i.e., a coin]. It is also well known
that a dramma [i.e., a coin] constitutes sixteen of them [i.e. paṇas].

Commentary:
This verse provides a system of units used in monetary transactions. These might have played the
role of coins in those days.8 The GT presents them in ascending order of the values as given in
table 3.3.

The systems of currency-measure are given in other texts as well with slight differences [PG 1959,
v.9]; [LV 1937, v.2]; [GK 1936, p.1]; [Hayashi 2013, v.S5]. Commenting on the system given in
the LV, Patwardhana mentions that these are some kinds of coins widely used in the 11th or 12th
centuries, and they continued to be used in India until 20th century [Līlāvatī of Bhāskarācārya, v.3].

8For more details on currency-units see [Sircar 2008], [Kosambi 92], and [Sircar 1970].
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1 kākiṇī = 20 varāṭakas
1 paṇa = 4 kākiṇīs
1 dramma = 16 paṇas

Table 3.3: System of currency-measures

From the currency-units in different texts it is evident that purāṇa and dramma are synonyms
[PG 1959, p.35]. Further, paṇa, paisā, and paṇikā are also synonyms whereas varāṭaka, kavaḍi, and
kaparda are interchangeably used in texts. Again, kākiṇī, davaḍi and kākiṇikā are also treated as
synonyms. Monier-Williams’ Dictionary interprets the term paṇa as a bulk of 20 māṣas, and the
māṣa is similar to 4 kākiṇīs [Williams 1872, p.580]. Analyzing all three systems given by Śrīpati,
Śrīdhara, and Bhāskara II, the relations in table 3.4 can be inferred.

1 niṣka [i.e., a coin] = 16 drammas / purāṇas
1 dramma / purāṇa = 16 paṇas
1 paṇa = 4 kākiṇīs
1 kākiṇī = 5 māṣas [i.e., a wild bean]
1 māṣa = 5 varāṭakas

Table 3.4: System of currency-measures (reconstructed)

Though not all units in one system agree with corresponding units in other systems, there seems to
have been widespread agreement as to currency measures at least to some extent.

3.2.2.2 System of gold-measure

यवै ु न ावमुश ष -
र ा भरे भधरणं द ।
ग ाणकं त तयेन नूनं
ावणय ीह सुवणद ाः ॥ ५ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

yavais tu niṣpāvam uśanti ṣaḍbhir
aṣṭābhir ebhir dharaṇaṃ pradiṣṭam | |
gadyāṇakaṃ taddvitayena nūnaṃ
vyāvarṇayantīha suvarṇadakṣāḥ || 5 || || upajāti ||

[Scholars] state that a niṣpāva [i.e., a bean, Dolichos Sinensis] constitutes six yavas [i.e.,
barley]. [It is] pointed out that a dharaṇa constitutes eight of them [i.e., niṣpāva]. People
clever at gold [measures] claim that a gadyāṇaka certainly constitutes two of them [i.e.,
dharaṇa] in this [gold metrology].

Commentary:
According to the verse mentioned above, the yava is the lowest unit and the gadyāṇaka is the greatest
unit in measuring gold. The interrelation of the units used in measuring gold is shown in table 3.5.

1 niṣpāva = 6 yavas
1 dharaṇa = 8 niṣpāvas
1 gadyāṇaka = 2 dharaṇas

Table 3.5: System of gold-measure in the GT

There are some other systems pertaining to gold-measure in other texts as well [PG 1959, v.10];
[GSS 1912, I.39]; [LV 1937, vv.3-4]; [GK 1936, p.2]; [Hayashi 2013, vv.S2-S3]. In fact, there are
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implications that these are not totally confined to measuring gold. The PG mentions that the unit
karṣa is also called suvarṇa when it is used in measuring gold,9 implying that this system might
have been in use for measuring other metals, at least silver.10

3.2.2.3 System of weight-measure

न ावकान युगला न स
पाटीप ट ा धटकं वु ।
पलं न ं दशकेन तेष
तुला मेय वहार स ै ॥ ६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
niṣpāvakānāṃ yugalāni sapta
pāṭīpaṭiṣṭhā dhaṭakaṃ bruvanti |
palaṃ niruktaṃ daśakena teṣāṃ
tulātra meyavyavahārasiddhyai || 6 || || upajāti ||

Those clever at arithmetic (pāṭī-paṭiṣṭha) state that seven duplets [i.e., fourteen] of niṣpā-
vakas [i.e., a bean, Dolichos Sinensis] is a dhaṭaka. [It is] stated that a pala constitutes
ten of them [i.e. dhaṭaka]. Here the scale [is used] for the accomplishment of the operation
of weighing.

Commentary:
As mentioned in the verse, these are units of weight-measure, as shown in table 3.6. Other math-
ematical texts usually give more than three units in this regard though here Śrīpati itemizes only
three measuring units; niṣpāvaka, dhaṭaka, and pala.

1 dhaṭaka = 14 niṣpāvakas
1 pala = 10 dhaṭakas

Table 3.6: System of weight-measure in the GT

As mentioned by Śrīpati the scale tulā was used in weighing goods. However, tulā itself was used as
a unit: the GK defines it as equal to 100 palas.11

The commentator of the GT, Siṃhatilakasūrī, discusses two topics when analysing verses 5 and 6;
in the first verse he discusses the system of gold-measure12 and in the next verse that of weight-
measure.13 No other mathematician gives separate systems of units for gold-measure and weight-
measure. However, we interpret both verses under two different topics as Siṃhatilakasūrī has given
two separate introductory sentences to the verses.

9sa eva suvarṇasambandhī suvarṇasajñaḥ (“That itself associated with gold is called suvarṇa”) [PG 1959, p.S5].
10In addition to the one for gold-measure, the GSS provides us with more systems with respect to metal measures.

These systems are evidence for the diversity of units used in measuring metals.
• System of silver-measure [GSS 1912, I.40-41]
• System of other metal-measure [GSS 1912, I.42-43]
• Another system for measuring metals [GSS 1912, I.44]
• There is one more system in the GSS, but Mahāvīra does not mention to which it applies [GSS 1912, I.45].

11āhus tulāśatāṃśaḥ palaṃ palāṅghriṃ tu karṣasajñaṃ ca (“[Scholars] stated that one hundredth of tulā is one pala
and one-fourth of the pala is named karṣa.”) [GK 1936, p.2]

12atha suvarṇavyavahārārthaṃ saṃjñāvṛttam āha (“Then, he states the verse defining the terms of gold-practice”)
[GT 1937, p.2].

13atha meyavahārārthasaṃjñājñāpakaṃ vṛttam āha (“Then, he states the verse defining the terms of weight-practice”)
[GT 1937, p.2].
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3.2.2.4 System of grain-measure

चतु यं ख ह पा दकान
मन नो मानकमामन ।
तैः से तकैका क थता चतु भः
ा से तकान दशकेन हार ॥ ७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

catuṣṭayaṃ khalviha pādikānāṃ
manasvino mānakam āmananti |
taiḥ setikaikā kathitā caturbhiḥ
syāt setikānāṃ daśakena hārī || 7 || || upajāti ||

Intellectuals state in this [metrology] that a quartet of pādikas [i.e., quarter] is a mānaka.
[It is] stated that a setikā constitutes four of them [i.e. mānaka]. Hārī constitutes ten
setikās.

Commentary:
In the previous verses (except the verse on currency measures) Śrīpati provides at least a clue to
recognize in which context the units are to be used. For instance, suvarṇadakṣa (“clever people at
gold”), meyavyavahāra (“practice of weight”) occur in verse 5 and 6 respectively. (Possibly Śrīpati
did not want to do that in the currency verse as those were well-known.) However, there is no such
indication in this verse. According to Siṃhatilakasūrī, the units used in measuring grains [GT 1937,
p.2]14 are as shown in table 3.7.

1 mānaka = 4 pādikas
1 setikā = 4 mānakas
1 hārī = 10 setikās

Table 3.7: System of grain-measure in the GT

It is known that Śrīpati’s units are different from the units given by other mathematicians in
[PG 1959, v.11], [GSS 1912, I.36–38], [LV 1937, vv.7–9], [GK 1936, pp.2–3], and [Hayashi 2013,
v.S4]. According to Gaṇeśa, a maṇā is equal to one-eighth of a khārī. He defines the khārī of
Nandigrāma in such a way that it is equal to the volume obtained by dividing the square of the
circumference of a heap multiplied by its height both measured in terms of human hasta by sixteen.
Furthermore, if the same squared quantity multiplied by the height is divided by sixty, the quotient
is the khārī of Devagiri.15 He also mentions that the māgadhakhārī is equivalent to the standard
cubic hasta which contains 25 maṇās and three quarters [LV 1937, p.234], [LV 1967, pp.54, 136–137].

The definition of a māgadhakārikā mentioned in the LV is very helpful in understanding the role of
these units. Given the evidence in texts, it is not easy to decide whether these units measure volumes
or weight, as capacity and weight units are not clearly distinguished all the time. However, it would
not be unreasonable to think that these units are mostly used as volume-measures. Evidence for this
is found in the rules prescribed by Śrīpati for measuring different grains in the chapter on arithmetic
in his ŚSŚ.16 He first gives a general rule, and based on that propounds three rules for finding the
circumference of heaps of different varieties of grains [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.50–51]. Probably people like
farmers and traders might have used special vessels or boxes of these volume-units for measuring
grains.
14atha kaṇamānasaṃjñājñāpakaṃ vṛttam āha (“Then, he states the verse defining the terms of measuring grain.”)
15For details refer to section 2.3.7
16For details refer to section 2.3.7.
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3.2.2.5 System of length-measure

अ ुलं ष वै न षुैज यते
त तु वश तं ह मा बुधाः ॥ ८17 ॥ ॥ णी ॥
द ो भवे पा णचतु येन
र ुः तृा द क वंश त ।
समा र ु यमानब ं
नवतनं ाः पिरक तय ॥ ९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
स ता द सह यु ं
ोशं शंस चतु मेषा ।

जना जगुय जनम नूनं
वसु रामान वधानधीराः ॥ १० ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
aṅgulaṃ ṣaḍyavair nistuṣair jāyate
taccaturviṃśatiṃ hastam āhur budhāḥ || 8 || || sragviṇī ||

daṇḍo bhavet pāṇicatuṣṭayena
rajjuḥ smṛtā daṇḍakaviṃśatiś ca |
samāśrirajjudvayamānabaddhaṃ
nirvartanaṃ jñāḥ parikīrtayanti || 9 || || upajāti ||

satpaṇḍitā daṇḍasahasrayugmaṃ
krośaṃ praśaṃsanti catuṣkam eṣām |
janā jagur yojanam atra nūnaṃ
vasundharāmānavidhānadhīrāḥ || 10 || || upajāti ||

Scholars stated that the aṅgula [i.e., finger] is produced by [the width of] six yavas [i.e.,
barley seeds] freed from husks, [and] that twenty four aṅgulas are a hasta [i.e., hand]. A
daṇḍa [i.e., staff] constitutes four hastas (pāṇi). [It is] known that a rajju [i.e., cord] is
twenty daṇḍas. Knowers state that the nivartana [i.e., returning] is [the area] enclosed
by [four] equal edges [aśri, “side”] with the measure of two rajjus.

Clever scholars declare that a double thousand daṇḍas are a krośa [i.e., shriek]. People
who are skillful in measuring the ground state that a quartet of them [i.e. krośa] is
certainly a yojana [i.e., harnessing] in this [metrology].

Commentary:
Systematic methods of linear measurements were available in India from the time of the Indus Valley
civilization. There are many methods of getting linear measurements in the śulvasūtra literature, es-
pecially for constructing sacrificial altars [Plofker 2009, p.18]. From this era onward there have been
metrological systems of linear measurements. Many Sanskrit mathematical texts provide different
systems of length-measure [PG 1959, v.12], [GSS 1912, I.25–31], [LV 1937, vv.5–6], [GK 1936, p.2],
[Hayashi 2013, vv.S6–S7]. The measuring units of length in the verses above are shown in table 3.8.
17In Kāpaḍīā’s edition of the GT this half-verse is not numbered. Further, Kāpaḍīā does not number the verses from

this verse up to the last verse of the terminology section. We consider this half-verse in sragviṇī metre as a separate
half-verse because it is a 12-syllabic meter and the next verse has 11 syllables in each line. Then it perfectly makes
sense with regard to the verses about length-measure as well time-measure, as they end with a complete verse.
Therefore, the half-verse in sragviṇī metre is numbered as 8. Hayashi also takes it as a separate verse and numbers
it 8̄. (Using half-verses for additional information or even for a basic rule is not unusual in mathematical texts.
Bhāskara II also uses this method throughout the LV.) Then the next verses are the ninth and tenth respectively.
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1 aṅgula = 6 yavas
1 hasta = 24 aṅgulas
1 daṇḍa = 2 pāṇis/ hastas
1 rajju = 20 daṇḍas
1 nivartana = 2 rajjus (in each side of a square)
1 krośa = 2000 daṇḍas
1 yojana = 4 krośas

Table 3.8: System of length-measure in the GT

Not all the units defined in the table above pertain to linear measurement; the nivartana is a measure
of area. According to Śrīpati’s definition, it is the area of ground enclosed by equal sides with length
2 rajjus each, but he does not mention how many sides make this area. This unit is not found in
any other mathematical texts, but it occurs in the Arthaśāstra (AŚ) where Cānakya defines the
measuring units. According to the AŚ, the nivartana is the area of a square with sides of 3 rajjus.18

The area is not explicitly stated in the definition of Cānakya, and Kangle only says that this is
about area [AŚ 1963, p.159]. Quoting a commentary Shama Shastri mentions that this is about
measuring squares [AŚ 2005, p.211]. According to the GT, a nivartana is equal to the area of the
square with sides of 2 rajjus. Hence, it is fair to think that Sripati’s area is the area of a square. AŚ
also has another unit called parideśa whose definition is similar to this.19 However, the rajju in the
AŚ is equivalent to 10 daṇḍas, hence their areas are not equal. It is not completely understood why
Śrīpati includes this definition of an area among the definitions of linear units.

3.2.2.6 System of time-measure

ष ः श े यपू ष
ाणै वनाडी घ टका तु ष ा ।
तासामहोरा म प वु
ष ा घटीन पटवः सुपा ा ॥ ११ ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥
त शंता मासमुश स ः
संव रं ादश भ मासैः ।
शेषं माणं ह लोक स ं
वालका ं पिरभाषणीय ॥ १२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

ṣaḍbhiḥ praśastendriyapūruṣasya
prāṇair vināḍī ghaṭikā tu ṣaṣṭyā |
tāsām ahorātram api bruvanti
ṣaṣṭyā ghaṭīnāṃ paṭavaḥ supāṭyām || 11 || || indravajrā ||

tattriṃśatā māsam uśanti santaḥ
saṃvatsaraṃ dvādaśabhiś ca māsaiḥ |
śeṣaṃ pramāṇaṃ tviha lokasiddhaṃ
pravālakādyaṃ paribhāṣaṇīyam || 12 || || upajāti ||

Clever people in arithmetic state that a vināḍī [i.e., mini-pulse] constitutes [the time
taken by] six breaths (prāṇa) of a man with well-functioning organs, that a ghaṭikā
[i.e., water-jar] constitutes of sixty of them [i.e., vināḍīs, and] also that a day-and-night
(ahorātra) constitutes sixty ghaṭīs [i.e., water-jar].

18trirajjukaṃ nivartanaṃ ekataḥ (“From one perspective, nivartana is [the unit of] three rajjus”) [AŚ 1960, II.20.23].
19dvirajjukaḥ parideśaḥ (“Parideśa is [the unit] of two rajjus”) [AŚ 1960, II.20.22].
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Scholars state that a month constitutes thirty of those [i.e., days]. A year constitutes
twelve months. Here, the remaining measures (pramāṇa), pravālaka etc., are to be defined
as [they are] known to commoners.

Commentary:
This description is about units of time which are very useful for astronomers.20 Therefore, some
siddhānta texts also list the units of time-measure [BSS 1966b, I.5–11], [SS 1935, I.11–21], [VS 1986,
I.1.7–9], [ŚSŚ 1932, I.12–20], [SŚ 1981, I.1.16–25]. The outstanding characteristics of time metrology
in mathematical versus astronomical texts are that mathematical texts are confined to basic units of
time measurement, mostly from asus to years [PG 1959, v.13], [GSS 1912, I.32-35], [GK 1936, p.3],
whereas astronomical texts include both smaller and much greater units. Even though LV describes
the metrology of other quantities in detail, it does not have a system of time-measure. Bhāskara II
mentions that it is well-known since it is in common use.21

The time-units in the GT are listed in table 3.9.

1 vināḍī = 6 prāṇas
1 ghaṭikā = 60 vināḍīs
1 ahorātra = 60 ghaṭikās/ ghaṭīs
1 māsa = 30 ahorātras
1 saṃvatsara = 12 māsas

Table 3.9: System of time-measure in the GT

Śrīpati defines the prāṇa as the time in which a person with well-functioning organs (praśastendriya-
pūruṣa) makes one breath, so 6 of them are equal to the vināḍi. Based on this we can conclude
that ancient Indian mathematicians have considered that a healthy person takes conventionally four
seconds for one breath, and hence that time period was standardized as prāṇa. A commentary on
the Sūryasiddhānta (SS) and the Tantrasaṅgraha (TS) define the prāṇa as a time unit in which
10 long syllables are pronounced [SS 1935, p.7]; [TS 2011, I.4]. Interestingly, Śrīpati also defines
prāṇa in the same way in [ŚSŚ 1932, I.12], but he defines it in the GT in another way. Some texts
totally agree with the definition of the GT [SS 1935, I.11-12]; [BSS 1966a, I.5-6]; [ŚSŚ 1932, I.12-
13]; [SŚ 1981, I.16-18]; [TS 2011, I.3-4]; [VS 1986, I.8]. In modern time metrology a day is taken
as a time span of 24 hours, but in ancient Indian tradition the day is a time span of 60 ghaṭikās.
Accordingly, the ghaṭikā consists of 24 modern minutes. Therefore, one vināḍi is equal to 24 seconds
in terms of modern measures.

Some of the time-units given in these verses are given with their modern equivalents in table 3.10.

= 1 prāṇa = 4 seconds
1 vināḍikā = 6 prāṇas = 24 seconds
1 ghaṭī = 60 vināḍikās = 24 minutes
1 day-and-night = 60 ghaṭīs = 24 hours

Table 3.10: System of time-measures in the GT

इ त ी ीप त वर चते ग णत तलके पिरभाषा ॥
iti śrīśrīpativiracite gaṇitatilake paribhāṣā ||

This is the terminology in the Gaṇitatilaka written by Śrīpati.
20The units of time used in ancient and medieval India are discussed in a great length mainly based on Sanskrit texts

by Hayashi in [Hayashi 2017].
21śeṣā kālādiparibhāṣā lokataḥ prasiddhā jñeyā (“The remaining time-units and so on are well known and to be known

from the common use”) [LV 1937, p.10].
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3.3 Operations (parikarmans)
3.3.1 Operations of integers
3.3.1.1 Addition

यथा प ा यु तः मेण ।
तथो मा स लते वधेया ॥ १३ab22 ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥
yathā svapakṣāṅkayutiḥ krameṇa |
tathotkramāt saṅkalite vidheyā || 13ab || || upendravajrā ||

In addition (saṅkalita), the summing of numbers [according to] place value (svapakṣa) is
to be done in order (krama) or in the same way in inverse order (utkrama).

Commentary:
Śrīpati begins the rules of mathematical operations with the rules of addition and subtraction in
the GT. As already seen in the second chapter, he does not bother to give rules of addition and
subtraction in the ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.1.1). The GT is the first text that describes the addition
and subtraction of integers. Perhaps Śrīpati wanted to design the GT as a self-contained textbook
and hence added them in the GT.

Brahmagupta begins the chapter on arithmetic in the BSS with addition and subtraction of fractions.
Mahāvīra and Śrīdhara mention some methods of summation and difference, but they are not the
general procedures of addition and subtraction. Both of them describe the summation of arithmetic
series. The BVT by Gaṇeśa asserts that it is to ease the operations of rule of three etc. that the eight
parikarmans are stated at first in mathematical texts. Further, addition and subtraction are stated
first among eight parikarmans as they are helpful for better understanding other operations.23 There
are two popular sets of terms employed in Sanskrit mathematical texts for addition and subtraction.
They are yoga-viyoga, and saṅkalita-vyavakalita. Among them yoga and saṅkalita stand for addition
whereas viyoga and vyavakalita stand for subtraction.24 Śrīpati employs the latter set to mean
addition and subtraction in the GT.

As described in the verse there are two procedures of addition: the procedure in order (krama) and
the procedure in inverse order (utkrama). Though the GT does not help in understanding those
two procedures any further, the commentary elucidates that the krama procedure is addition of the
numbers from the top to the bottom. On the other hand, the utkrama procedure is addition from
the bottom to the top.25 In both procedures the placement of numbers is the same. According to the
commentary of the GT, numbers have to be placed vertically and this vertical alignment of numbers
is called aṅkaśreṇi (“line of numbers”; see the examples given below). Essentially, as explained by
22This half-verse and half-verse 13cd are in two different places in Kāpaḍīā’s edition. The first half is on p.3 and the

second half on p.4. As those halves are in the same meter, a type of upajāti, and since it is common in mathematical
texts to explain both rules in the same verse, and moreover both these halves have close connections in term of the
content as well as mathematical procedure, it is fair to conclude that these are not two independent halves, but one
verse. But we did not change their positions, as the example given for the addition comes right after the first half-
verse. Hayashi is also of the same view and numbers both 1̄3(+1̄5) and 1̄5(+1̄3) respectively [Hayashi 2013, p.63].
Hayashi’s numbers vary from ours as he treats these two halves separately 13 and 15.

23athedānīṃ vyastavidhitrairāśikādīnāṃ saṅkalijñānam antareṇāsiddheḥ saṅkalitādiparikarmāṣṭakaṃ tāvad ucyete |
tatrāpi guṇanabhajanādeḥ saṅkalitavyavakalitajñānam antareṇa jñātum aśakyatvāt. . . (“Now, because of the in-
completeness (asiddheḥ) of inverse rule and the rule of three, etc. without knowledge of addition therefore the eight
operations beginning from addition are stated here. And [addition and subtraction are] in that place [i.e., first] be-
cause of the impossibility of knowing [the operations] of multiplication, division, etc. without knowledge of addition
and subtraction”) [LV 1937, p.12].

24The terms yoga and viyoga are always used to mean addition and subtraction respectively. Nevertheless, saṅka-
lita and vyavakalita, though they also mean addition and subtraction, mean the summation of different types of
arithmetical progressions.

25paṭṭake bhūmau vā pūrvaṃ sapta, tad adho aṣṭau ityādikrameṇādhaḥ pañcāśad yāval likhitāṅkaśreṇiḥ pūrvaṃ
vyākhyātakramotkramābhyāṃ mīlitā (“On a cloth or ground first seven, under it eight, in the same manner under
[it] fifteen [are written], the āṅkaśreṇi [which is the numbers] as many as written is added in krama or utkrama
method stated before”) [GT 1937, p.3].
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Śrīpati numbers should be added according to their place (pakṣa) values. Similarly, Nārāyaṇa says
that the addition has also to be performed according to jāti (“type”) [GK 1936, p.3] of numbers.
Here, jāti means the order of magnitude.

Example

स ा ौ नव षोडश नव तः ष ष तः
प ाश लता वद तुतरं व वजाना स चे ।
स ा वंश तरेक वंश तर प ा शंता संयुता
का स ा समुपै त प दश भयु ा था प भः ॥ १४ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
saptāṣṭau nava ṣoḍaśa trinavatiḥ ṣaṣṭiś ca ṣaṭsaptatiḥ
pañcāśan militā vada drutataraṃ vidvan vijānāsi cet |
saptāviṃśatir ekaviṃśatir api dvātriṃśatā saṃyutā
kā saṅkhyā samupaiti pañcadaśabhir yuktās tathā pañcabhiḥ || 14 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

Scholar, if you know, say quickly the sum of seven, eight, nine, sixteen, ninety-three,
sixty, seventy-six, and fifty, and which number twenty-one and thirty-two increased by
thirty-two, [and then] increased by fifteen, and likewise five become.

Commentary:
This is the example verse for the rule of addition. There are two problems in this example verse.

1. 7 + 8 + 9 + 16 + 93 + 60 + 76 + 50

2. 27 + 21 + 32 + 15 + 5

When these numbers are placed one under the other, this vertical arrangement is called aṅkaśreṇi.
Then, they should be added duly in both orders as shown below.

• Krama procedure: addition from top to bottom

7
8
9

16
93
60
76
50


aṅkaśreṇi

319

27
21
32
15
5

109

• Utkrama procedure: addition from bottom to top

319
7
8
9

16
93
60
76
50

109
27
21
32
15
5
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3.3.1.2 Subtraction

वयोजने चा मुना मेण
वशोधनं ख वशेषल ै ॥ १३cd ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥

viyojane cāpyamunā krameṇa
viśodhanaṃ khalvavaśeṣalabdhyai || 13cd || || upendravajrā ||

In the case of subtraction (viyojana) too, the [operation of] subtraction (viśodhana)
[should certainly be performed] for obtaining the remainder (avaśeṣa) in the same way.

Commentary:
In this rule of subtraction Śrīpati does not give a specific procedure. He merely refers to the previous
methods indicated in the procedure of addition by the expression amunā krameṇa (“by this order”).
This expression can be interpreted in two different ways: 1) subtraction should only be performed
in the krama method described before; 2) numbers can be subtracted in both ways explained before,
i.e., krama and utkrama methods. Though amunā krameṇa is singular, this can be interpreted as “in
the way [I] explained before” encompassing both methods. The second is the interpretation given
by Siṃhatilakasūrī [GT 1937, p.4]. Therefore, subtraction is also twofold; subtraction in order, and
subtraction in inverse order. Siṃhatilakasūrī further clarifies that in krama method the subtrahend
should be kept under the minuend, and in the utkrama method the minuend should be kept under
the subtrahend [GT 1937, p.4].

Example

सह ा स ाकान ा ो ावशेषक ।
आच ा वजाना स य द ह वशोधन ॥ १५ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
sahasrād uktasaṅkhyākān aṅkān projjhyāvaśeṣakam
ācakṣvāśu vijānāsi yadi hanta viśodhanam || 15|| || anuṣṭubh ||

Ah! If you know [the operation of] subtraction, state quickly the remainders (avaśeṣaka)
having subtracted [severally] the numbers [i.e., sums] stated [before] from a thousand.

Commentary:
This example verse refers to the result found for the problems in verse 14. The sums found before
should be subtracted from 1000. Accordingly, the problems are

1. 1000− 319 and

2. 1000− 109.

In the following demonstrations the problems are solved in both krama and utkrama methods.

• Krama procedure: subtraction from top to bottom

1000
319
681

1000
109
891

• Utkrama procedure: subtraction from bottom to top

681
319
1000

891
109
1000
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3.3.1.3 Multiplication

व गु ं गुणका राशे-
रधः कपाट यस यु ा ।
उ ाय ह ा मशोऽनुलोमं
वलोममाहो उत त मेव ॥ १६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ानं च पं च वभ कुय

स ाडनं वा ख ख सं ॥ १७ ॥ ॥ इ व ा26 ॥
vinyasya guṇyaṃ guṇakākhyarāśer
adhaḥ kapāṭadvayasandhiyuktyā |
utsārya hanyāt kramaśo’nulomaṃ
vilomam āho uta tatstham eva || 16 || || upajāti ||

sthānaṃ ca rūpaṃ ca vibhajya kuryāt
santāḍanaṃ vā khalu khaṇḍasaṃjñam || 17 || || indravajrā ||

Having placed the multiplicand (guṇya) under the quantity named guṇaka [i.e., multi-
plier] and moving [the multiplier] like the action of adjusting verandah panels (kapāṭad-
vayasandhiyukti), one should certainly multiply [all the digits] one by one, in order (an-
uloma) or in inverse order (viloma). Or else, one should use the tatstha [method, i.e.,
the method without moving the numbers].

Or else, one should also perform the multiplication [method] named khaṇḍa, having split
with regard to either places or integers [of the multiplicand or multiplier appropriately].

Commentary:
These one and half verses consist of a few rules of multiplication. The first of them is exactly the
same verse given in the ŚSŚ for the multiplication (see section 2.2.1.1). Apart from the methods
discussed there, Śrīpati introduces a new method of multiplication called khaṇḍa (“partition”) in the
half-verse. The principle of this method is to split the multiplicand or multiplier into a few smaller
numbers. They can be split into different integers such that the sum of those integers amounts to the
original quantity. This method is called rūpakhaṇḍa (“integral partition”). Or else, they can be split
according to the place values of the digits in the number. This is the method of sthānakhaṇḍa (“place
partition”). This method was explained by Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, II.1], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.20],
Bhāskara II [LV 1937, I.14], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.4]. Apparently, Indian mathematicians have
named the methods of multiplication on the basis of their procedure. All the methods kapāṭasandhi,
tatstha, khaṇḍa, and gomūtrikā got their names because of their significant process of execution, i.e.,
the procedure has a visual resemblance to what it is named for.

According to Pṛthūdakasvāmi (fl. 860), a commentator of the BSS, the sthānakhaṇḍa method is
called khaṇḍa. To him rūpakhaṇḍa is the bheda method [Keller 2014, pp.11, 18]. Śrīdhara also
explains these two methods in his PG. According to his classification, these methods are considered
as two main methods of the four-fold multiplications [PG 1959, vv.18–20]. Siṃhatilakasūrī is also
of the same view.27 Probably Śrīdhara inspired him in this regard. There are many instances where
Siṃhatilakasūrī mentions Śrīdhara by name and quotes from his works, especially from the TŚ.
However, evidently Śrīpati considered these rūpakhaṇḍa and sthānakhaṇḍa as subdivisions of the
khaṇḍa method.

26This half-verse is considered to have been composed in indravajrā as both lines are in that metre, despite the fact
that it is an incomplete verse.

27atrāṅkaguṇanavidhau rīticatuṣṭayam uktam [GT 1937, p.5] (“A quartet of rules is stated here, in the [operation of]
multiplication of numbers.”)
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Khaṇḍa method of multiplication

As we shall see in the following, the multiplication is performed with parts of the multiplicand and
multiplier and is completed in several steps. Although the multiplier does not necessarily have to
be broken into parts, it is done in many examples given in mathematical texts. In contrast, the GT
categorically says that this can be done to the multiplier and the multiplicand alike [GT 1937, p.5].
Technically, the khaṇḍa method is an algebraic expression of multiplication and what follows will
clarify this further.

• Sthānakhaṇḍa: This method is also known as sthānavibhāga. Its intrinsic principle is that
any number can be expressed as a sum of the place values of the digits of that number. For
instance, 4325 may be expressed as 4000+300+20+5. When the multiplicand or the multiplier
is broken into its place values and they are multiplied severally by the other quantity, the sum
of all the products obtained is the product of the original numbers. In the first example given
below the multiplier is broken into three quantities as per the place values of the digits of the
number, and in the second example it is done to the multiplicand.

Ex. 1

235× 288 = 235× (2.102 + 8.101 + 8.100)

= (235× 2.102) + (235× 8.101) + (235× 8.100)

= 47000 + 18800 + 1880

= 67680

Ex. 2

235× 288 = (2.102 + 3.101 + 5.100)× 288

= (2.102 × 288) + (3.101 × 288) + (5.100 × 288)

= 57600 + 8640 + 1440

= 67680

• Rūpakhaṇḍa: Rūpavibhāga is a synonym for this method. Here, the multiplicand or the multi-
plier is taken as the sum of two or more numbers. Those numbers are multiplied by the other
quantity (i.e., multiplier or multiplicand) severally. The sum of those products is the product
of the multiplier and multiplicand. In the first example given below the multiplier is taken as
the sum of a few numbers and in the second example the multiplicand is taken as the sum of
several additives.

Ex. 1

235× 288 = 235× (9 + 8 + 151 + 120)

= (235× 9) + (235× 8) + (235× 151) + (235× 120)

= 2115 + 1880 + 35485 + 28200

= 67680

Ex. 2

235× 288 = (90 + 75 + 70)× 288

= (90× 288) + (75× 288) + (70× 288)

= 25920 + 21600 + 20160

= 67680
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In addition to the methods above, there is another method presented in the commentary. In this
method the multiplicand is multiplied by each digit of the multiplier severally. Then, the products
should be added according to the place values of the digits of the multiplier. Technically, this is
another version of the khaṇḍa method of place values, but here only the digits at each place are
considered not the whole quantity at the place. The following execution is a reconstruction of the
example given in the commentary [GT 1937, p.5].

Simplify 96× 21586.

21586× 9 = 194276

21586× 6 = 129516

As 9 is at the tens place and 6 is at the units place the products should be added as follows. The
result is the expected product.

9 6
1 9 4 2 7 6

1 2 9 5 1 6
2 0 7 2 2 5 6

Therefore, 96× 21586 = 2072256.

Example 1

षड ौ प ैक कम प हतं ष व त भ-28
भवे कं ू ह ा गणक य द जाना स गुणन ।
तथा प ा ौ ष नव तम प गु णता
स वद दशप ा नवका ॥ १८ ॥ ॥ शखरणी ॥

ṣaḍaṣṭau pañcaikadvikam api hataṃ ṣaṇṇavatibhir
bhavet kiṃ brūhi drāg gaṇaka yadi jānāsi guṇanam |
tathā pañcāṣṭau ṣaṭ trinavatim api dvitriguṇitān
trisaptadvighnāṃś ca pravada daśapañcāṣṭanavakān || 18 || || śikharaṇī ||

Mathematician, if you know multiplication (guṇana), say quickly what is 21586 multiplied
by 96. Likewise, say [what is] 93685 multiplied by 32 and 98510 multiplied by 273 as
well.

Commentary:
The verse consists of the following problems. We do not follow any specific method explained by
Śrīpati in solving these problems as he does not specify any in the problem to use. Answers are
given here since these problems are connected with some forthcoming problems.

• 21586× 96 = 2072256

• 93685× 32 = 2997920

• 98510× 273 = 26893230

Example 2

व खस भुज नवाक ः
शैलतुर समाहतदहेाः ।
ा ु टतारकवतुलमु ा

भूषणम महे रक े ॥ १९ ॥ ॥ दोधक ॥
28There is an additional word guṇa in the end of the first line of this verse in the edited text [GT 1937, p.6]. This was

removed as it exceeds the number of syllables in the line by two syllables and hence is not in the metrical structure
of the verse. The meaning is clear without it.
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viśvakhasaptabhujaṅganavārkāḥ
śailaturaṅgasamāhatadehāḥ |
syāt sphuṭatārakavartulamuktāḥ
bhūṣaṇam atra maheśvarakaṇṭhe || 19 || || dodhaka ||

Here, the 12987013 (viśva-kha-sapta-bhujaṅga-nava-arka) bodies multiplied by 77 (śaila-
turaṅga) released from the wide coils of Tāraka[-asura] are the ornament on the neck of
Lord Śiva.

Commentary:
This verse consists of only the following problem. The answer is provided by us.

• 12987013× 77 = 1000000001

The example given in this verse is not in the form of a problem. However, the way the author
presents the problem is very attractive. Unlike the previous problems which consist solely of arbitrary
numbers this has a special number as the result. He contextualises the problem with a story from
Hindu mythology which might have been known to readers. According to the verse, something that
had been released from the coils of Tārakāsura29 became the necklace of Lord Śiva. They are equal
to the number which is the product of 12987013 and 77. It seems that the numbers in this example
are chosen such that the product is a necklace number. Such numbers with patterns are chosen by
Mahāvīra as well for the examples of the rule of multiplication of integers [GSS 1912, II.10–17]. In
none of the examples (or for that matter in other mathematical texts) it is mentioned which method
of multiplication is expected to be used for which problem.

3.3.1.4 Division

अपव समेन रा शना ौ
हरभा ौ स त स वे मेण ।
वभजे तलोमम माग
ग णत ान वशारदःै द ः ॥ २० ॥ ॥ मालभािरणी ॥
apavartya samena rāśinā dvau
harabhājyau sati sambhave krameṇa |
vibhajet pratilomam asya mārgo
gaṇitajñānaviśāradaiḥ pradiṣṭaḥ || 20 || || mālabhāriṇī ||

Having divided both divisor and dividend (bhājya) by an equal quantity wherever pos-
sible, one should divide one [digit] by one [digit] (krama). The method (mārga) of this
[operation] is backwards, pointed out by them [who are] experienced in mathematical
knowledge.

Commentary:
Unlike the rule of multiplication, this is significantly different from the rule given for division in the
chapter of arithmetic in the ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.1.2). The verse in the ŚSŚ sets out the layout of the
execution and makes a connection between multiplication and division. It also mentions that the
order of the execution is inverse as the division begins from the greatest place value of the number.
In contrast, the rule in the GT has an extra step where the divisor and dividend are divided by an
equal quantity if possible. This step makes the operation easier. In the following example given in
the commentary both quantities are first divided by a common factor, and then the numerator is
29Tārakāsura is one of the most powerful asuras appears in the Hindu mythology who is the son of Vajrāṅga and

Varāṅgī. They were enemies of gods. After the demise of the asura king Vajrāṅga, Tārakāsura became the king of
asuras. Having done years of extremely arduous penance he received a boon from Brahmā which allowed him to
be killed only by a seven year-old child. He once attacked the heavens with that boon and was defeated and killed
by the god Skandha, the son of Lord Śiva and the goddess Pārvatī. This story is in the Matsyapurāṇa and the
Padmapurāṇa. However, we are unable to find the story related to what mentioned in this verse.
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divided by the denominator [GT 1937, p.7]:

2072256

96
=

518064

24
(both divided by 4)

= 21586

Example

राशयो गु णता जाताः गुण ेदभा जताः ।
क शाः ुः च ा ल णं श तं य द ॥ २१ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
rāśayo guṇitā jātāḥ svaguṇacchedabhājitāḥ |
kīdṛśāḥ syuḥ pracakṣvāśu lakṣaṇaṃ śikṣitaṃ yadi || 21 || || anuṣṭubh ||

State quickly if features [of mathematics] were learned [by you], what are [the results
when] the quantities produced by multiplying [i.e., in previous examples] are divided by
the divisors [which are] their own multipliers.

Commentary:
This example verse refers to the previous example given under multiplication. The products found
there should be divided by their respective multipliers. If they have common factors, they should
be removed first. The first example has already been demonstrated above; the other problems are
as follows.

• 2072256÷ 96

• 2997920÷ 32

• 26893230÷ 273

• 1000000001÷ 77

Needless to say, the results are invariably the multiplicands, i.e., 21586, 93685, 98510, and 12987013.

3.3.1.5 Square

वग वधाया पद शेषैः
पदै न ं गुणनीयम ।
पदा समु ाय तथैव शेष-
मु ारये वग वधानहतेोः ॥ २२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
vargaṃ vidhāyāntyapadasya śeṣaiḥ
padair dvinighnaṃ guṇanīyam antyam |
padāt samutsārya tathaiva śeṣam
utsārayet vargavidhānahetoḥ || 22 || || upajāti ||

Having determined the square of the last digit [and written it over the last digit], the
last digit multiplied by two should be multiplied by the remaining digits [taking as one
number and the result should be written over them]. [Then,] having moved [the rest of
the number] over one digit [to the right] the same [should be done]. One should move
the rest [as well until all digits are exhausted] for finding the square.

Commentary:
As seen before, the rules of the square and cube in the ŚSŚ are only definitions (see section 2.2.1.3).
Śrīpati explains them in detail with alternative methods in the GT . This verse gives the method
that is probably the most popular method as almost all mathematicians explain it. This method
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is seen in [PG 1959, v.23], [GT 1937, p.7], [LV 1937, v.19], and [GK 1936, p.6] and it is the fifth
method of squaring numbers given by Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, II.31].

The operation begins from the last digit at the left end of the number, i.e., the digit at the largest
place of the number. Though the verse is condensed, the commentary helps us understand the whole
procedure. The process of the execution can be outlined as follows and the example will follow it.

• Step 1: The square of the last digit should be placed over the last digit.

• Step 2: Then, twice the last digit should be written down under the next digit, i.e., the next
digit on the right of the last digit.

• Step 3: The rest of the digits should be multiplied by twice the last digit and the product
should be written over those digits. If the product consists of more than one digit the digits
should be added to the digits already on the top of the number beginning from the greatest
place appropriately.

• Step 4: Having removed the last digit, the remaining digits should be moved over to the right
one digit. This is the main step of this procedure which maintains the place values. We
henceforth call it utsāraṇa-method (“the method of moving over”) for convenience.

• Step 5: Now the last digit is the digit at the left end of the remaining part of the number that
has been moved to the right. The square of it should be placed over that digit and the rest
has to be carried out as before.

Once this is done to all the digits, the number on the top row is the square of the given number.

There is no example verse given for this rule in the text. However, in the following example the
square root of 241 is found by using the utsāraṇa-method.

First step Second step Third step
4 4 5 6 4
2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 1

4 4

Fourth step Fifth step Sixth step
5 6 4 5 8 0 8 5 8 0 8 1

4 1 4 1 1
8

∴ 2412 = 58081

The rule can be analyzed as follows. The number 241 is equal to (200 + 40 + 1). Let 200, 40 and 1
be a, b and c respectively. Then, the square of (a+ b+ c) is

(a+ b+ c)2 = (a+ b+ c)(a+ b+ c)

= a2 + 2ab+ 2ac+ b2 + 2bc+ c2.
(3.1)

Accordingly,

2412 = (a+ b+ c)2 = 58081 = a2 + 2ab+ 2ac+ b2 + 2bc+ c2.

The rationale behind the square execution can be shown as follows. The algebraic example shows
that the sum of all the terms is the square of the number. Similarly, the sum of all the values found in
each step in the numerical example above is the square of the number. Note that the bold numbers
in the following analysis are the numbers found in the steps in the numerical example above. The
place holding zeros are provided by us.
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a2 = 40000
2ab+ 2ac = 16400

40000 + 16400 = 56400
b2 + 2bc = 1680

c2 = 1
56400 + 1680 + 1 = 58081

The same result can be arrived at if the process begins from the other end, i.e., the digit at the
unit place of the number. Though this method is not supported by any mathematical text and
commentary, Heroor demonstrates the execution beginning from the digit at the unit place in his
translation of the TŚ [TŚ 2015, pp.31–33].

First step Second step Third step
1 1 4 8 1

2 4 1 2 4 1 2 4 1
2 2

Fourth step Fifth step Sixth step
4 8 1 1 8 0 8 1 5 8 0 8 1

2 4 2 4 2 1
8

If the word antya employed in verse 22 in the GT is interpreted as the last digit at either end of the
number, both methods are possible interpretations of the rule. However, antya usually stands for
the digit at the greatest place of the number (see sections 2.2.1.1 and 3.3.1.8). The antonym of it is
ādi or mukha meaning the first digit, that is the digit at the units place.

3.3.1.6 Alternative methods of finding the square

इ ोनयु ाह तिर वग-
यु ा च तु समाह तव ॥ २३ ॥ ॥ इ व ा30 ॥
iṣṭonayuktāhatir iṣṭavarga-
yuktā ca tulyadvisamāhatir vā || 23 || || indravajrā ||

The product (hati) [of two numbers produced from the original number] by diminishing
and increasing [it] by a desired number [severally], increased by the square of the [same]
desired number is [the square] and the product of two equal [numbers is also the square].

Commentary:
In addition to the method of squaring numbers that uses the utsāraṇa-method, there are several
other methods prescribed by Indian mathematicians. Mahāvīra mentions four alternative methods
[GSS 1912, II.29-30], Śrīdhara three alternative methods [PG 1959, v.24], Śrīpati two methods in
the GT [GT 1937, p.8], Bhāskara II two alternative methods [LV 1937, v.20], and Nārāyaṇa three
methods [GK 1936, p.6]. The half-verse above in the GT gives two alternative methods in finding
the square of numbers.

The expression of the first rule is very compact. According to the rule, one should produce two
numbers from the number a of which the square is to be found by increasing and decreasing it
severally by a desired number b. The product of these two numbers then is increased by the square
of the desired number. The result is the square of the original number a. The rule can be represented
algebraically as
30This half verse is considered to have been composed in indravajrā metre as both lines are in that metre.
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a2 = (a+ b)(a− b) + b2. (3.2)

This is formulated by manipulating the difference of two squares as follows.

a2 − b2 = (a+ b)(a− b)

a2 − b2 + b2 = (a+ b)(a− b) + b2

a2 = (a+ b)(a− b) + b2

One could argue that the last expression in the half-verse is not a method of finding the square,
but the definition of it. It is known that [ĀB 1976, II.3] and [LV 1937, v.19] also have similar
statements and they are said to be definitions. Even Śrīpati defines the square in a similar way in
his ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.1.3). However, such an expression is considered as another method by Mahā-
vīra [GSS 1912, II.29], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.24], the commentator of the PG, and Siṃhatilakasūrī.31

Siṃhatilakasūrī points out that the squaring of a digit itself is mentioned in the method given in verse
22, hence the reader has to know how to do that which means that there should be another method
for that.32 As the previous verse and this half-verse are totally independent and the conjunction
vā (“or”) in the end of the half-verse suggests that this is an alternative method it is reasonable to
conclude that this is not a definition. In this method the rules of multiplication should be used.

Siṃhatilakasūrī includes two other methods, quoting one from Bhāskara II’s LV [LV 1937, v.20] and
another from Śrīdhara’s PG [PG 1959, v.24]. They prove that Siṃhatilakasūrī consulted different
texts which probably were famous in his time. The first method explained by Siṃhatilakasūrī is
also called khaṇḍa (“partition”) method [GT 1937, p.9]. This method is seen in [GSS 1912, II.29]
too. In this method, as with the rūpakhaṇḍa method of multiplication, the number c whose square
is to be found should be taken as the sum of two integers c = a+ b. The sum of the squares of those
two integers increased by twice the product of them is the square of the original number. The rule
expressed algebraically is

c2 = (a+ b)2 = a2 + b2 + 2ab. (3.3)

This can be verified as follows.

c2 = (a+ b)2 = a2 + ab+ ba+ b2

= 2ab+ a2 + b2

Siṃhatilakasūrī provides only this khaṇḍa method, but the BVT of Gaṇeśa shows that the same
process can be applied to the khaṇḍa method of place values as well [LV 1937, p.19]. The rule and
the procedure are the same as in formula 3.3. In the khaṇḍa method the place values a and b are
the tens place and the units place respectively of the number whose square is to be found.

The next method quoted from the PG derives from an arithmetic progression where 1 is the first
term a, 2 is the common difference d and the number of terms n is equal to the number whose
square is to be found.33 Accordingly, the arithmetic series expressed algebraically is {a, (a+ d), (a+
2d), . . . , [a+d(n−2)], [a+d(n−1)]} and n2 = {a+(a+d)+(a+2d)+. . .+[a+d(n−2)]+[a+d(n−1)]}.
The sum can be found from the formula for the sum of the number of terms in an arithmetic series
(see section 2.3.2.1). This is also seen in [GSS 1912, II.29], and [GK 1936, p.6].

31atha dvitīyaḥ prakāraḥ sadṛśadvirāśighātaḥ iti guṇakāroktaprakriyayā rāśiḥ svaguṇo vargaḥ syāt (“Then, the second
method [where it reads] the product of two equal quantities etc. [means] the quantity multiplied by itself in the
manner described in the [rule of] multiplication is the square.”) [PG 1959, p.S17].

32atra vargavidhānam anupadiśya vargaṃ vidhāyetibhaṇanam ayuktaṃ. . . (“Here not having explained the method
of squaring [it is] unsuitable to state having determined the square. . .”) [GT 1937, pp.8–9].

33rūpādidvicayapadasamāso (vā) [PG 1959, v.24] (“Or, the sum of the terms [of an arithmetic progression with] one
as the first term and two as the common difference [is also the square].”) This rule is in [GT 1937, p.9].
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Example

एकादीन नवा ान ादशान कृ तं वद ।
ास ते नवते रस शत च ॥ २४ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥

ekādīnāṃ navāntānāṃ dvādaśānāṃ kṛtiṃ vada |
dvāsaptates trinavates trirasasya śatasya ca || 24 || || anuṣṭubh ||

State the square of [each of the numbers] beginning from one [and] ending with nine,
twelve, seventy-two, ninety-three, and one hundred and sixty-three.

Commentary:
This is the example verse for the rules of finding the squares of numbers. According to the verse,
the squares of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 72, 93, and 163 should be found. The squares may be
found by using any of those three methods given by Śrīpati. The answers are 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49,
64, 81, 144, 5184, 8649, and 26569 respectively.

3.3.1.7 Square root

वग वशो वषमा पदतः पदने
ान ुत गु णतेन भजे शेष 34 ।

प नवे फलम कृ तं वशो
ऽे धते कृ तपदं कृ तनो वद ॥ २५ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥

vargaṃ viśodhya viṣamāt padataḥ padena
sthānacyutam dviguṇitena bhajec ca śeṣam |
paṅktyāṃ niveśya phalam asya kṛtiṃ viśodhya
dvighne’rdhite kṛtipadaṃ kṛtino vadanti || 25 || || vasantatilakā ||

Having subtracted the [greatest possible] square from [the first] odd place [at the left
end of the number and written down it in the line of quotient], one should divide the
remainder [i.e., the remainder and the digit brought down taking them as one number] by
twice the brought down square root [of the square subtracted]. Having placed the result
in the quotient-line, [and] subtracted the square of the last digit [in the quotient-line]
when [that quotient] is doubled [and whole quotient] is halved, the knowers of square
state [that it is] the square root.

Commentary:
This rule has already been discussed in section 2.2.1.4. Siṃhatilakasūrī state that though the word
pada usually means number, it is supposed to mean digit in this context [GT 1937, p.10]. Further,
according to the commentary, the quotient-line which is referred to by paṅkti appears to have been
under the number whose square root is to be determined.

Example

मूलं ा वग ण य द वे तदा वद ।
वेदा वसुगोच फण मतेर प ॥ २६ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥

34In the ŚSŚ this line reads ान ुतं गु णतेन भजे शेष . The word ान ुतं in the ŚSŚ modifies the word शेष . In
the Kāpaḍīā’s edition of the GT it is in the compound ान ुत गु णतेन. It modifies the word पदने in the first line.
Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets it in such a way that it pertains to both the शेष and पदने in the commentary [GT 1937,
p.10]. In fact, it applies to both mathematically when the procedure is taken into account, but grammatically it
agrees with पदने. It is an evidence for the fact that the quotient-line was under the number. Then, शेष means the
remainder with the next digit moved from the top. Petrocchi translates it as “. . .one should divide the remainder
by the root moved from [its] place (sthānacyuta). . ..” [Petrocchi 2019, p.68]. Therefore, the text was not emended.
See the rule of square root in section 2.2.1.4 for more details about the execution.
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mūlaṃ prāgval labdhavargāṇāṃ yadi vetsi tadā vada |
vedābdhivasugocandraphaṇarudramiter api || 26 || || anuṣṭubh ||

State, if you know, the square roots of the squares obtained before and also [the square
root of the number] commensurate with 11819844 (veda-abdhi-vasu-go-candra-phaṇa-
rudra).

Commentary:
In the example verse for the square several problems were given. They are referred to by this verse.
Accordingly, the exercise given in this verse is to find the square roots of the squares found before,
namely 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 144, 5184, 8649, 26569, and 11819844. The answers are 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 72, 93, 163, and 3438 respectively. Despite the fact that the verse refers
to the previous example, it includes a new number 11819844 in this example whose square root is
3438. Probably it was intentionally included here since some astronomers use it as the Radius value
in sine computation.35

3.3.1.8 Cube

ा ो घनोऽ कृ त त
का द न ी कृ तरा दम ।

अ न ा दघन सव
ाना धक ं म लता घनः ा ॥ २७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

sthāpyo ghano’ntyasya kṛtiś ca tasya
trikādinighnī kṛtir ādimasya |
antyatrinighnādighanaś ca sarve
sthānādhikatvaṃ militā ghanaḥ syāt || 27 || || upajāti ||

[The following] are to be placed: the cube of the last digit, and its square multiplied by
three [and] the beginning [part (ādi) i.e., the rest of the number except the last digit],
the square of the beginning [part (ādima)] multiplied by the last digit and three, and the
cube of the beginning part. All [are placed] in accordance with [their relative] greatness
in place-value, [and] added up. [That] should be the cube.

Commentary:
There are a few methods of finding the cube of a number in Sanskrit mathematical texts. Even
though all mathematicians are very keen on explaining these methods, this operation is rarely used
in mathematical calculations compared to the other operations. The method given in the verse
above seems to be the most popular one as it has been explained with more details compared to
other methods. Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c, XII.6], Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, II.47], Śrīdhara [PG 1959,
v.27], Bhāskara II [LV 1937, v.24] and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, v.21] also give this rule in addition to
Śrīpati.

The verse instructs the user to place the numbers found from different calculations and add them
together in a special manner. The way of placing numbers is referred to by the word sthānādhikatva
(“exceedingness of place”) which is a clever way of defining the place values of the numbers. This
should be followed strictly to get the correct answer. Among the technical terms employed here ādi
(“beginning or front”) and ādima (“first”) are synonyms for the remaining part of the number when
the last digit is omitted. Antya (“last”) means the digit at the largest place of the number. This
method can be used directly only for numbers with two digits. For numbers with more than two
digits the same process should be iterated. In those cases, the digit at the largest place is the antya
and the rest is the ādi. For example, if 31 is the number whose cube is to be found, 3 is the antya
and 1 is the ādi or ādima. If 523 is the number whose cube is to be found, 5 is the antya and 23 is
35Radius of 3438 is used in [ĀB 1976, II.9–11], [SS 1935, II.22], and [Siddhāntasundara 2014, 2.2.2–5]. However, Śrī-

pati’s Radius value is 3415 [ŚSŚ 1932, III.6]
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the ādi. In such situations firstly, the cube of 23 has to be found. Then, with that value the cube of
523 can be found by an iterative process. The method as explained in the verse is listed step-wise
below.

• The cube of the last digit should be placed in a row.

• Under that cube the square of the last digit multiplied by three and the ādi should be placed.

• Under it the square of the ādi except the last digit multiplied by three and the last digit should
be placed.

• Under it the cube of the ādi should be placed. These all numbers should be placed such that
they exceed the places of the digits appropriately.

• When all the numbers are added, the sum is the cube.

This rule can be analyzed algebraically as follows, setting a equal to the antya or highest digit, times
its own power of 10, and b equal to the remainder of the given number.

(a+ b)3 = (a+ b)(a+ b)(a+ b)

= a3 + 3a2b+ 3ab2 + b3
(3.4)

The following example illustrates finding the cube of 31.
3 1

antyasya ghana 33 2 7
antyasya kṛti × trika × ādi 32 × 3× 1 2 7

ādimasya kṛti × trika × antya 12 × 3× 3 9
ādighana 13 1

ghana 2 9 7 9 1
In the above example each result is kept such that they exceed one place to the right since the ādi
consists of 1 digit.

The following example shows finding the cube of 4523. As this has 4 digits the cubes of 23 and 523
must be found prior to the cube of 4523.

First step Second step
2 3 5 2 3

23 8 53 1 2 5
22 × 3× 3 3 6 52 × 3× 23 1 7 2 5
32 × 3× 2 5 4 232 × 3× 5 7 9 3 5

33 2 7 233 1 2 1 6 7
1 2 1 6 7 1 4 3 0 5 5 6 6 7

Third step
4 5 2 3

43 6 4
42 × 3× 523 2 5 1 0 4
5232 × 3× 4 3 2 8 2 3 4 8

5233 1 4 3 0 5 5 6 6 7
9 2 5 2 9 4 0 3 6 6 7

Here, in the first step the ādi contains 1 digit so the results are kept such that they exceed one place
to the right. In the second step, as the ādi has two digits, the results are aligned such that they
exceed two digits, and in the third step they exceeds 3 places as the ādi contains 3 digits.

If a = 20 and b = 3, then (a+ b) = 23. Accordingly, the cube of 23 can be shown as follows.
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2 3
a3 antyasya ghana 23 8
3a2b antyasya kṛti × trika × ādi 22 × 3× 1 3 6
3ab2 ādimasya kṛti × trika × antya 32 × 3× 3 5 4
b3 ādighana 33 2 7

ghana 1 2 1 6 7
In the second step of the second example 500 of the number 523 and 23 should be considered to be a
and b respectively and in the third step 4000 and 523 should be considered to be a and b respectively.
Then, the same method applies to both of them as well.

3.3.1.9 An alternative method of finding the cube

एका द प चयेन कृ ा
स ुणा े मुखस ुणे च ।
पे नं सैकमुता राशेः

सम रा श ह तघनो वा ॥ २८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ekādirūpapracayena kṛtvā
trisaṅguṇāntye mukhasaṅguṇe ca |
kṣiped ghanaṃ saikam utādyarāśeḥ
samatrirāśiprahatir ghano vā || 28 || || upajāti ||

[In an alternative method,] having considered [the number whose cube is to be found
to be in an arithmetic progression whose] first integer [term and] the common difference
(pracaya) are one, one should add the cube of the preceding quantity (ādyarāśi) [of the
last number in the series] increased by one to the last number [i.e., the last number in
the series] multiplied by three and the preceding number (mukha). [Or else,] the product
of three equal quantities is the cube.

Commentary:
This verse consists of two more methods for finding the cube of a given number. According to the
first method, the number whose cube is to be found should be considered as a term in an arithmetic
progression where the first term is 1 and the common difference is also 1. For example, if the cube
of 31 is to be found, the arithmetic progression is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 31}. In this case 31 is called antya
and the preceding number 30 is called mukha or ādi. Let the number whose cube is to be found be
n. The rule expressed algebraically is

n3 = 3n(n− 1) + (n− 1)3 + 1. (3.5)

This rule is also given by Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.28], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, v.22].36 The procedure
can be listed step-wise as follows.

• The number whose cube is to be found should be multiplied by three and the preceding number.

• The cube of the preceding number should be found and then, increased it by one.

• When both the quantities are added, the result is the cube.

The following example shows finding the cube of 31 whose preceding number is 30.
3 1

trisaṅguṇāntye mukhasaṅguṇe 30(31× 3) 2 7 9 0
saikam ādyarāśeḥ ghanaṃ 303 + 1 2 7 0 0 1

2 9 7 9 1
36Mahāvīra, who has listed five methods of finding the cube, does not mention this [GSS 1912, II.43-47].
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∴ 312 = 29791

The formula 3.5 can be derived as follows. The arithmetic series with 1 as the first term a and the
common difference d is {a, (a+ d), (a+2d), (a+3d), . . . , [a+ d(n− 2)], [a+ d(n− 1)]}. Accordingly,
n3 = [a+ d(n− 1)]3.

n3 = [a+ d(n− 1)]3

= a3 + a3dn− a2d+ 2a2dn+ 2ad2n2 − 2ad2n− 2a2d− 2ad2n+ 2ad2 + ad2n2

+ d3n3 − d3n2 − 2ad2n− 2d3n2 + 2d3n+ d2a+ d3n− d3

Since a = d = 1 the expression can be simplified as follows.

n3 = 1 + n− 1 + 2n+ 2n2 − 2n− 2− 2n+ 2 + n2 + n3 − n2 − 2n− 2n2 + 2n+ 1 + n− 1

= 1 + (2n2 + n2) + (n− 2n− 2n) + (n3 − 2n3 + n− n2 − 1 + 2n)

= 1 + 3n2 − 3n+ (n− 1)3

= 3n(n− 1) + (n− 1)3 + 1

The next method is nothing but multiplying the number by itself twice. Again, this is not the
definition of the cube as is evident from the verse. Śrīpati uses two conjunctions in the verse: ca
(“and”) and vā (“or”), to convey that these are necessarily alternative methods. This argument is
also supported by the PG commentary.37 Śrīpati says that the product (prahati) of any three equal
quantities (sama-tri-rāśi) is the cube of that quantity.

3.3.1.10 Another alternative method of finding the cube

ख ा ामाहतो रा शः ः ख घनै यु ॥ २९ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
khaṇḍābhyām āhato rāśis trighnaḥ khaṇḍaghanaikyayuk || 29 || || anuṣṭubh ||

The quantity multiplied by two parts [khaṇḍa, i.e., two integers whose sum is equal to
the original quantity and] three, [and then] increased by the sum of the cubes of [those
two] parts, [is the cube].

Commentary:
This half of the anuṣṭubh verse gives another method for finding the cube of a number. The word
khaṇḍa is employed here to denote integers whose sum is equal to the number whose cube is to be
found. Hence, this rule may be named after them, the khaṇḍa method of cube operation. This rule
can also be found in [LV 1937, v.26] and [GK 1936, p.8]. The procedure of the rule is as follows.

• Two integers a and b, whose sum is equal to the number n, whose cube is to be found, should
be determined.

• The original number n should be multiplied by two integers already found and then, by three.

• The sum of the cubes of two integers should be found.

• When these two results are added, the sum is the cube.

The rule can be symbolically represented as follows.

n3 = 3(n× a× b) + a2 + b2

= 3nab+ a2 + b2
(3.6)

37sa tāvatpratyutpannavidhinā ādau svātmahataḥ punar api svātmahataḥ kāryaḥ | (“First that [number] is multiplied
by itself with the help of the operation of multiplication [and] again [it] is to be multiplied by itself”) [PG 1959, p.S19].
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The rule can be derived as follows.

n3 = (a+ b)3 = 3a2b+ 3ab2 + a3 + b3

= a3 + 3ab(a+ b) + b3

n = a+ b

∴ n3 = 3nab+ a3 + b3

Gaṇeśa in his commentary on the LV expresses that this khaṇḍa method works not only with integral
parts of numbers but also with the parts of place values [LV 1937, p.25]. In other words, in using
the khaṇḍa method for finding the cube the number can be partitioned into any integer addends or
into the component multiples of powers of ten. It is not mentioned in the LV. Śrīpati also does not
define the term khaṇḍa. The way they use it allows us to interpret it in both ways and both the
interpretations give the same formula. However, Siṃhatilakasūrī provides only one interpretation
that has been already given above.

Example

एका दकान नवका भाज
अ ादशान च घनं च ।
स तेः स दशा धक

शत य ा प सखे व च ॥ ३० ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ekādikānāṃ navakāntyabhājāṃ
aṣṭādaśānāṃ ca ghanaṃ pracakṣva |
trisaptateḥ saptadaśādhikasya
śatatrayasyāpi sakhe vicintya || 30 || || upajāti ||

Friend, having thought, state the cube of [the numbers] beginning from one [and] having
their end at nine, and [also] eighteen, seventy-three, and three hundred increased by
seventeen.

Commentary:
This example verse gives an exercise to find 13, 23, 33, 43, 53, 63, 73, 83, 93, 183, 733, and 3173. Using
any of the methods of finding the cube discussed above, the respective answers, 1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216,
343, 512, 729, 5832, 389017, and 31855013, can be found.

3.3.1.11 Cube root

घनोऽघन म त पा
घनं घना लूमधः पद ।
नये तृतीय हरे शेषं
न कृ ा नयो ल ॥ ३१ ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥

प तत ृ तम न
स ुण चापनये नं च ।
वधानमेत णकेन नूनं
पुन वधेयं घनमूलल ै ॥ ३२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ghano’ghanadvandvam iti prapātya
ghanaṃ ghanān mūlam adhaḥ padasya |
nayet tṛtīyasya harec ca śeṣaṃ
trinighnakṛtyāsya niyojya labdham || 31 || || upendravajrā ||
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paṅktyāṃ tatas tatkṛtim antyanighnīṃ
trisaṅguṇāṃ cāpanayed ghanaṃ ca |
vidhānam etad gaṇakena nūnaṃ
punar vidheyaṃ ghanamūlalabdhyai || 32 || || upajāti ||

[Having marked] ghana (“cube”) and two aghanas (“non-cube”), [and] subtracting the
[highest possible] cube from [the first] ghana place [i.e., the largest ghana place of the
number], the cube root should be placed under the third digit [from the ghana place
inclusive]. [Having brought down the next digit to the remainder,] one should also divide
the remainder by the square of that [i.e., the cube root] multiplied by three. Then,
having placed the quotient (labdha) in the quotient-line, [and brought down the next
digit to the remainder] one should subtract the square of it [i.e., the digit of the quotient
found immediately before] multiplied by the last digit [i.e., the digit at the left end of
the quotient] and three [from the remainder] and the cube [of the digit of the quotient
found immediately before from the successive remainder]. Thus, [this] method should
certainly be executed by the mathematician again [and again until all the digits of the
number are exhausted] for obtaining the cube-root.

Commentary:
The operation of cube root has already been discussed in section 2.2.1.5. The verses are nearly the
same in the GT and the ŚSŚ though there are a few differences. The first word of the third line
of the 20th verse in the ŚSŚ is yojyaṃ, but in the GT it is nayet. The former in this context does
not mean “to be added”, but “to be supplied” or “to be connected.” Nayet also conveys the same
meaning. None of the manuscripts of the ŚSŚ support the reading nayet, hence it was not emended
in the ŚSŚ. Interestingly, Siṃhatilakasūrī executes an example in the commentary in accordance
with the tradition in which the quotient-line is under the line of the number.

Example

घनान पूवल ान मूला न वद को वद ।
य भवतः स ग ासः पिरकमसु ॥ ३३ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
ghanānāṃ pūrvalabdhānāṃ mūlāni vada kovida |
yadyasti bhavataḥ samyag abhyāsaḥ parikarmasu || 33 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Skilled person, state the [cube] roots of the cubes obtained before if you have good
practice in [arithmetical] operations.

The numbers 1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729, 5832, 389017, and 31855013 were obtained as
the cubes for the problems given in the example verse 30. In this example one should find the cube
roots of those numbers following the method described above.

3.3.2 Operations of fractions
The basic operations of fractions, which are explained in this section, are the counterparts of the
basic operations of integers discussed so far. (see sections 2.2.2 for more details).

3.3.2.1 Addition of fractions

स शहरलवान योजनं स द ं
हर वर हतराशे ेदकः क एकः ॥ ३४ab38 ॥ ॥ मा लनी ॥

38This is the first half of verse 34. The remaining half comes after the verse 35. It is obvious that these two form one
verse as both are in mālinī metre. Further, the rules of addition and subtraction are sometimes in the same verse.
Hayashi considered these to be 3̄5(+3̄8) and 3̄8(+3̄5) respectively [Hayashi 2013, p.64]. However, one may also argue
that these should be two separate half-verses for a few reasons. First, Śrīpati repeats the common denominator in
both halves. Second, the first half seems to be totally independent from the latter half and both the halves consist
of different operations.
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sadṛśaharalavānāṃ yojanaṃ sampradiṣṭaṃ
haravirahitarāśeś chedakaḥ kalpya ekaḥ || 34ab || || mālinī ||

The addition of numerators (lava) with equal denominators is recommended. The de-
nominator (chedaka) of a quantity without a denominator should be considered to be
one.

Commentary:
This half-verse gives the rule for addition of fractions (see section 2.2.2.1). Here, Śrīpati does not
mention the method of finding a common denominator. He simply says that the operations should
be performed with fractions having equal denominators. The commentary explains the procedure of
finding the common denominator step by step, which is very helpful in understanding the exact way
of execution. Siṃhatilakasūrī explicitly mentions where to place the numbers and how to manipulate
them in operations. The same process also can be seen in the commentaries on the PG [PG 1959,
p.S23–S25] and the LV [LV 1937, p.35]. The following example is given in the GT for the addition
of fractions [GT 1937, p.15]:

1

2
+

1

3
+

1

9
+

1

18
.

The fractions were written in the same way as they are written today with the numerator above
the denominator, but without the dividing line between them. All the fractions in the problem
are written in columns as shown below. This nyāsa (“layout [of executions]”) in working examples
is very important as it is symbol-intensive and a clever means to address the hindrance of lack of
operative symbolism. The above problem can be written as follows in traditional layout.

1 1 1 1
2 3 9 18

According to the guidance provided in the commentary of the GT, initially the first two fractions are
added and the next is added to their sum. Then, the other fractions are added to the successive sums
one by one. In doing so the denominator of the next added fraction is placed under the denominator of
the previous fraction and vice versa. Then, both the numerator and the denominator in that column
are multiplied by the denominator of the other fraction already kept under its own denominator.
Finally, numerators are added. In the following illustration 1

2
+

1

3
are added.

1st step
1 1
2 3
3 2

2nd step
3 2
6 6
3 2

3rd step
5
6

Perhaps they did not write down all these steps continuously but instead performed one step, then
erased the rest of the execution retaining only the result. For instance, once 2 in the first column is
multiplied by 3, the 6 is written in the place of 2 and the product of 1 and 3 is written in the place
of 1. The same is done in the second column as well. The final step implies that one of the columns
is completely erased after the addition of two fractions so that the next fraction is written in the
new column next to the remaining column. Then, that fraction is added to the current result. Here,
1

9
is added to 5

6
.

1st step
5 1
6 9
9 6

2nd step
45 6
54 54
3 6

3rd step
51
54
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Then, the next fraction 1

18
is added to this result.

1st step
51 1
54 18
18 54

2nd step
918 54
972 972
18 54

3rd step
972
972

The second step above is not in the commentary and was constructed by us. This suggests that
the commentator does not mention the whole process of the execution step by step. More often he
explains the steps verbally without showing executions in columns wherever he skips the steps. At
times, he does not give both graphical representation and verbal explanation of the skipped steps,
but it is not impossible to reconstruct the intermediary steps as the commentary is more or less
informative. In the end of the process, Siṃhatilakasūrī verbally expresses that when 972 is divided
by 972, the answer is 1. The same method applies to mixed fractions as well.

Example

अध भाग नव शक
अ ादश श युतौ भवे क ।39
साध यं ष वपादह ना-
शंा ता स च योजय ा ॥ ३५ ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥

ardhaṃ tribhāgaś ca navāṃśakaś ca
aṣṭādaśāṃśaś ca yutau bhavet kim |
sārdhatrayaṃ ṣaṇṇavapādahīnās
tryaṃśānvitāt sapta ca yojaya drāk || 35 || || indravajrā ||

When a half, one-third, one-ninth, and one-eighteenth are added, what is [the sum]? Add
quickly, three increased by half, six, nine decreased by one-quarter, and seven increased
by one-third.

Commentary:
This example verse consists of two problems. The first problem in the first half-verse comprises
fractions without integers whereas the second problem comprises mixed fractions, i.e., integers and
fractions. The first problem is

1

2
+

1

3
+

1

9
+

1

18

which has already been solved in the commentary on the previous verse. The second half of the
verse consists of the problem below:

3
1

2
+ 6 +

(
9− 1

4

)
+ 7

1

3

Siṃhatilakasūrī aligns the fractions as shown below, using the zero-symbol as a negative sign.

3 6 9 7
1 ०1 1
2 4 3

39This half of the stanza is considered as a part of the prose commentary by Kāpaḍīā (“udā ० | ardhaṃ tribhāgaś ca
navāṃśakaś ca aṣṭādaśaś ca yuto bhavet kim | vṛttapūrvārdham |”) [GT 1937, p.15]. Hayashi reveals that this must
be the first half of the example verse in the page 16 in the GT. The half-verse employed here was edited by Hayashi
[Hayashi 2013, p.60]. Finally, the two halves contribute to one complete verse.
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Śrīpati gives this problem under the topic of addition of fractions as an example. According to
Siṃhatilakasūrī, the problem also consists of a class of fraction, bhāgāpavāhajāti,40 where the sub-
traction of fraction has to be performed before adding it to the other fractions [GT 1937, p.17].
He even quotes the rule of bhāgāpavāha from the TŚ in this context. His elucidation of solving
the example problem is based on this assumption. But the issue with this interpretation is that
Śrīpati has not yet explained any of those rules related to bhāgāpavāhajāti in the GT. If he wanted
to develop a textbook, which is seemingly Śrīpati’s purpose, would he include such a problem before
he explains the necessary rules? In fact, the expression “navapādahīna” could be represented in two
ways: 9 − 1

4
and 8

3

4
. As seen in verse 30, the expression “saptadaśādhika-śatatraya” simply means

317 though its literal meaning is 300 + 17. Even though Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets “navapādahīna”
to be 9− 1

4
, the fraction given by Śrīpati might be 8

3

4
. Accordingly, the layout is:

3 6 8 7
1 3 1
2 4 3

In the execution first the mixed fractions are converted into improper fractions.

7 6 35 22
2 1 4 3

Note that since 9
1

4
= 8

3

4
=

35

4
there is no difference in the execution.

Solution:

1st step
7 6
2 1
1 2

2nd step
7 12
2 2
1 2

3rd step
19
2

Siṃhatilakasūrī does not convert all the mixed fractions into improper fractions in the beginning.
He converts them one by one just before they are used. The first step in the above execution is not
in the commentary. Some of the other steps given below are also absent in the commentary. Further,
the steps available in the commentary are not consistent. For instance, he executes the addition of
the fractions 7

2
and 6

1
, and again, 19

2
and 35

4
, but he does not show the addition of 73

4
and 22

3
.

He explains the last addition in words. Interestingly, Siṃhatilakasūrī does not remove the common
factors of the denominator and the numerator above, but he does it in this execution. Therefore, it
seems that he does not consistently follow any particular method in presenting executions.

1st step
19 35
2 4
4 2

2nd step
76 70
8 8
4 2

3rd step
146
8

1st step
146 22
8 3
3 8

2nd step
438 176
24 24
3 8

3rd step
614
24

40See sections 2.2.3.1 and 3.3.4.5 for the details of these classes of fractions.
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Therefore, the solution is 25
7

12
.

3.3.2.2 Subtraction of fractions

कृतसमहररा ोरंश व ेषमा -
यवक लत वधाने ातपाटी नब ा ॥ ३४cd ॥ ॥ मा लनी ॥

kṛtasamahararāśyor aṃśaviśleṣam āhur
vyavakalitavidhāne jñātapāṭīnibandhāḥ || 34cd || || mālinī ||

Renowned arithmetical treatises state that in the operation of subtraction [of fractions]
the difference (viśleṣa) of the numerators of two quantities with denominators made equal
[is the answer].

Commentary:
Śrīpati again does not explain the method of making the denominators equal. He simply says that the
difference of numerators with equal denominators should be found in the operation of subtraction.
This was discussed in section 2.2.2.1.

Example

एक ा ो तः ो व
ष ागाध शंका ू ह शेष ।
साध ं ं सा भागं तथैकं

ा शेंना त ष ा ॥ ३६ ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥
ekasmād bho drammataḥ projjhya vidvan
ṣaḍbhāgārdhaṃ tryaṃśakān brūhi śeṣam |
sārdhaṃ vyaṃhriṃ sāṣṭabhāgaṃ tathaikaṃ
tyaktvā tryaṃśenānvitadrammaṣaṭkāt || 36 || || śālinī ||

Scholar, state the balance having subtracted one-sixth, half, [and] one-third [of a dramma
together] from one dramma, [and] also [state the balance] having subtracted one increased
by a half, [one] decreased by one quarter, [and one] increased by one-eighth [of a dramma
together] from six drammas increased by one-third.

Commentary:
There are two problems given in this verse as examples for the subtraction of fractions. As introduced
in the terminology section (see section 3.2.2.1 for the system of currency-meausre), dramma is a
monetary unit used in transactions. Therefore, these problems have to be solved with the help of
the system of units. The problems are as follows:

1. 1− 1

6
− 1

2
− 1

3

2. 6
1

3
− 1

1

2
− 3

4
− 1

1

8

The first problem in traditional layout is as follows.

1 1 1 1
1 6 2 3

Siṃhatilakasūrī first adds all the fraction to be subtracted, and then their sum is subtracted from
1. He does not numerically demonstrate the first addition, but he verbally explains it. The steps
can be shown numerically as follows.
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1st step
1 1
6 2
2 6

2nd step
2 6
12 12
2 6

3rd step
8
12

In the following procedure the first step is not available in the commentary. The commentator
mentions that 1

3
should be added to the sum found above.

1st step
8 1
12 3
3 12

2nd step
24 12
36 36
3 12

3rd step
36
36

Then Siṃhatilakasūrī performs only the following step and says that the answer is 0 as both the
numerator and denominator are equal and it produces zero when subtracted from one.41

1st step
1 36
1 36
36 1

In the second demonstration too, Siṃhatilakasūrī first finds the sum of all the subtrahends and then
subtracts it from the minuend. Siṃhatilakasūrī mentions that it is the general usage (rīti) that the
minuend should be placed in the first column and all the subtrahends should be placed in front of
the first column.

6 1 1
1 1 ०3 1
3 2 4 8

Siṃhatilakasūrī first converts all the fractions into improper fractions. The demonstration is again
verbal.

19 3 3 9
3 2 4 8

Then, he mentions that one can find 12
8 and 6

8 . When both are added, 18
8 is produced. This

last step is in numerals, but not the other two. Thereafter, he does not mention any other steps till

finding 71
24 . However, he mentions that when the sum is subtracted from

1
1
8

,
2

23
24

is obtained.

Therefore, the result is 2
23

24
drammas. When this is converted into sub-units, it is 2 drammas, 15

paṇas, 1 kākiṇī, and 6 varāṭakas. The commentary states that though the true value is 2
23

24
, in

practice it is taken as 3 drammas diminished by 1 bhāga [GT 1937, p.19] as a rounded value. The
commentary uses bhāga here, to mean the 1 unit of the lower unit i.e., paṇa.
41tato’ṃśaṣaṭtriṃśadrūpasya ṣaṭtriṃśadrūpabhāgāpanayane śeṣaṃ śūnyam eva labdham, yathā {0} | (“Then, when

subtracted thirty-sixth of thirty-six, the remainder zero itself is obtained, as follows {0}”) [GT 1937, p.19]
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3.3.2.3 Multiplication of fractions

गुणनाफलं भव त भागवधे ।
हरताडनेन च ते नयत ॥ ३७ab42 ॥ ॥ मता रा ॥
guṇanāphalaṃ bhavati bhāgavadhe
haratāḍanena ca hṛte niyatam || 37ab || || pramitākṣarā ||

When the product of numerators (bhāga) is divided by the product of denominators, [it]
is certainly the product (guṇanāphala) [of fractions].

Commentary:
The rule is similar to the one given in the ŚSŚ for multiplication of fractions (see section 2.2.2.2).
The only difference between these two verses is that in the second line the ŚSŚ has vihṛte meaning
division, but in the GT it reads ca hṛte. Both vihṛte and hṛte derive from the same verbal root,

√
hṛ

(“to take away”, “divide”), and have essentially the same meaning.

Example

सदल तयं गु णतं सुमते
लवेन युतैनव भः कथय ।

ग णतं य द वे तदा चरणो
दलस ु णत भवे नु क ॥ ३८ ॥ ॥ तोटक ॥
sadalatritayaṃ guṇitaṃ sumate
trilavena yutair navabhiḥ kathaya |
gaṇitaṃ yadi vetsi tadā caraṇo
dalasaṅguṇitaś ca bhaven nanu kim || 38 || || toṭakam ||

Very wise [one], if you know mathematics, then, state what certainly is [the result of]
three increased by a half multiplied by nine increased by one-third, [and the result of]
one-fourth multiplied by a half?

Commentary:
This example verse has two problems. They are as follows:

1. 3
1

2
× 9

1

3

2. 1

4
× 1

2
.

Their answers are

1. 3
1

2
× 9

1

3
=

7

2
× 28

3
=

196

6
= 32

2

3

2. 1

4
× 1

2
=

1

8
.

42This half-stanza and half-stanza 37cd are both in pramitākṣarā metre. Based on this metrical analysis Hayashi
suggests that these two halves would have been one verse and numbers them 4̄0(+4̄4) and 4̄4(+4̄0) respectively
[Hayashi 2013, pp.64-65]. The second half of the verse, on the rule of square of fractions, comes after the rule of
division of fractions in the GT, but this is exactly the same verse given in the ŚSŚ on the rules of multiplication
and the square of fractions. In the order of the parikarmans in mathematical texts the rule of division often comes
after the rule of multiplication, and then the rule of square. The order of the rules in the parikarmans of integers is
multiplication, division, and square, but in the case of fractional operations in the ŚSŚ it is multiplication, square,
and division. Therefore, it might be Siṃhatilakasūrī, or the scribe of the manuscript from which Kāpaḍīā produced
his edition, who separated these two halves to place one before the rule of division and the other after the rule of
division.
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3.3.2.4 Division of fractions

कृ ा पर वतनमंशहारयो-
हर त कु लशापवतन ।
हर शयोः स ुणनाभवो व ध-
तो वधेयो नयतं जह षता ॥ ३९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त43 ॥

kṛtvā parīvartanam aṃśahārayor
harasya tadvat kuliśāpavartanam |
harāṃśayoḥ saṅguṇanābhavo vidhis
tato vidheyo niyataṃ jihīrṣitā || 39 || || upajāti ||

[In division of fractions,] having inverted the numerator and the denominator of the
divisor [and] similarly, [having performed] the cross-cancellation [if possible], then the
operation of multiplication of numerators and denominators [explained before] should
certainly be carried out by the desiring one of division.

Commentary:
The first half of the verse is similar to the first half of verse XIII.9 in the ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.2.3).
The latter half of the verse in the ŚSŚ is about classes of fractions, but the latter half of the GT verse
explains more about the operation of division. Even though the elliptical first half is understandable
without the second half for those who already know the rule, apparently Śrīpati expands the rule for
the sake of clarity for beginners. The first half may mean that once the inversion of the numerator
and denominator of the divisor and the cross-cancellation, if possible, are done, the rest should be
done as stated before (tadvat). However, it is clearer with the second half where it says that once
the steps mentioned in the first half are completed, the numerators and denominators should be
multiplied separately.

Example

दश सचरणा भ ाः ष भागसम तै-
गणक व धव साध शी तः शरै लवो नतैः ।
दलम प तं ष ागेन भ रणो तो
भव त क म त ू ह ं हरो व दतो य द ॥ ४० ॥ ॥ हिरणी ॥
daśa sacaraṇā bhaktāḥ ṣaḍbhis tribhāgasamanvitair
gaṇaka vidhivat sārdhāśītiḥ śarais trilavonitaiḥ |
dalam api hṛtaṃ ṣaḍbhāgena tribhiś caraṇo hṛto
bhavati kim iti brūhi kṣipraṃ haro vidito yadi || 40 || || hariṇī ||

Mathematician, state quickly if the division [of fractions] is known, what are [the answers
for] ten increased by quarter duly divided by six increased by one-third, eighty increased
by half [duly divided] by five diminished by one-third, half divided by one-sixth, and
quarter divided by three.

Commentary:
The problems given in this verse encompass various possible conditions of fractional problems such
as mixed fractions, cross reduction, and integers as divisors. The following solutions to the problems
in the verse are provided by us.

1. 10
1

4
÷ 6

1

3
=

41

4
× 3

19
=

123

76
= 1

47

76

43This upajāti is a mixed metre with vaṃśastha and indravaṃśā metres in jagatī chandas. The first foot is in
indravaṃśā metre and the rest is in vaṃśastha metre (see footnote 38 in the 2nd chapter for details). Kāpaḍīā
determines that the metre of this verse is indravaṃśā.
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2. 80
1

2
÷ 4

2

3
=

161

2
÷ 14

3
=

161

2
× 3

14
= 17

1

4

3. 1

2
÷ 1

6
=

1

2
× 6

1
= 3

4. 1

4
÷ 3 =

1

4
× 1

3
=

1

12

3.3.2.5 Square of fractions

हररा शवग व त शकृ तः
यते व भ कृतये कृ त भः ॥ ३७cd ॥ ॥ मता रा ॥

hararāśivargavihṛtāṃśakṛtiḥ
kriyate vibhinnakṛtaye kṛtibhiḥ || 37cd || || pramitākṣarā ||

The square of the numerator divided by the square of the denominator is found by clever
ones for [obtaining] the square of a fraction.

Commentary:
This rule for finding the square of a fraction was discussed in section 2.2.2.2. The following verse is
given as the example verse for this rule in the GT. It comes after the rule of division in the edition
of the GT (see footnote 42 as well), but we emended the text by arranging the verse after the rule.

Example

पादोनान प ान ा
साध ान 44 वग ू ह ।
व पाट चे ाना स

शंा ा प ॥ ४१ ॥ ॥ व ु ाला ॥
pādonānāṃ pañcānāṃ drāk
sārdhāṣṭānāṃ vargaṃ brūhi |
vidvan pāṭīṃ cej jānāsi
tridvyaṃśāṅkasyāpi kṣipram || 41 || || vidyunmālā ||

Scholar, if you know arithmetic, state quickly the squares of five diminished by a quarter,
eight increased by a half, and also [state] quickly [the squares] of one-third and a half.

Commentary:
The verse asks one to compute the squares of the fractions given below.

1.
(
4
3

4

)2

=

(
19

4

)2

=
361

16
= 22

9

16

2.
(
8
1

2

)2

=

(
17

2

)2

=
289

4
= 72

1

4

3.
(
1

3

)2

=
1

9

4.
(
1

2

)2

=
1

4

44This line in the edited text reads भो [साध ] ान , but it is hyper-metrical as it consists of 9 syllables. The metre of
the verse is vidyunmālā, hence it is supposed to have 8 long syllables per line. The portion in square brackets is
interpolated by Kāpaḍīā to fill in the lacuna in the manuscript and to mean “increased by a half”. We emended the
line by removing the word भो.
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3.3.2.6 Square root of fractions

छ गमूलेन तऽशवग-
मूले व भ ं कृ तमूलमा ः45 ॥ ४२ab ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
chidvargamūlena hṛte’ṃśavarga-
mūle vibhinnaṃ kṛtimūlam āhuḥ || 42ab || || upajāti ||

When the square root of the numerator is divided by the square root of the denominator,
[mathematicians] state that [it is] the square root of the fraction.

Commentary:
This is the inverse rule of the previous rule which is about the square of fractions. According to this
rule, one should divide the square root of the numerator by the square root of the denominator in
finding the square root of a fraction. The square root of the fraction a

b
is thus√

a

b
=

√
a√
b
. (3.7)

Why does Śrīpati not mention the rules of square root, cube, and cube root for fractions in the ŚSŚ?
And why does he choose to mention them here? Probably, Śrīpati might have thought that their
methods are not very different from the rules of the same operations given for integers. Since the
rules apply to the numerator and the denominator separately, and then the numerator is divided by
the denominator, these operations are based on the previous rules already explained. Therefore, the
justification might be that learners who mastered the given rules so far should be able to carry out
these operations too. But for beginners a separate rule might be helpful.

This rule is also seen in [BSS 1966c, XII.5], [GSS 1912, III.13], [PG 1959, v.34], [MS, XV.16],
[LV 1937, v.43], and [GK 1936, p.12]. Brahmagupta advises in the beginning of the procedure
to convert mixed fractions into improper fractions, and then carry out the execution.

Example

ा ा कृ तमूला न च ा वच ण46 ।
भ ा न पिरकम ण भवता व दता न चे ॥ ४३ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥

prāk prāptakṛtimūlāni pracakṣvāśu vicakṣaṇa |
bhinnāni parikarmāṇi bhavatā viditāni cet || 43 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Clever one, state quickly, if the operations of fractions are known to you, the square roots
of the squares obtained before.

Commentary:
This verse is the example for the rule of square root of fractions. It refers to verse 41 in which the
examples for the rule of squares of fractions were given. According to the problem, the square roots
of the squares found in the problems of the previous example should be found, as follows:

1.
√
22

9

16
=

√
361√
16

=
19

4
= 4

3

4

45This half-verse makes a full verse with the half-verse numbered 42cd. Hayashi numbered them 4̄6(+4̄8) and 4̄8(+4̄6)
respectively [Hayashi 2013, p.65]. This half is actually, in the indravajrā metre, but the next half is in a upajāti
metre. Therefore, this has to be taken as a verse in an upajāti metre.

46Kāpaḍīā suggests वच ण [GT 1937, p.24] for वच णः in the manuscript. We also think that वच ण should be the
correct reading as it is the form in the vocative case.
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2.
√
72

1

4
=

√
289√
4

=
17

2
= 8

1

2

3.
√

1

9
=

√
1√
9
=

1

3

4.
√

1

4
=

√
1√
4
=

1

2

3.3.2.7 Cube of fractions

छदो घनेन शघने वभ े
भ ं घनं गा ण तका वद ॥ ४२cd ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

chido ghanenāṃśaghane vibhakte
bhinnaṃ ghanaṃ gāṇitikā vadanti || 42cd || || upajāti ||

When the cube of the numerator is divided by the cube of the denominator, mathemati-
cians state that [the result] is the cube of the fraction.

Commentary:
The procedure of the rule of finding the cube of fractions is similar to the rule of the square of
fractions. One first should find the cube of the numerator and the denominator severally, and then
the cube of the numerator should be divided by the cube of the denominator. If the fraction is a

b
,

the cube of it is

(a
b

)3
=

a3

b3
. (3.8)

This is also given in [GSS 1912, III.13], [PG 1959, v.35], [MS, XV.17], [LV 1937, v.43], and [GK 1936,
p.12]. The BSS has rules on the cube and cube root only for integers, but not for fractions.

Example

घनं नवान चरणा धकान
ष तथा शं वव जताना ।
आच व य द वे पाट
षडशंक लव चैव ॥ ४४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
ghanaṃ navānāṃ caraṇādhikānāṃ
ṣaṇṇāṃ tathā tryaṃśavivarjitānām |
ācakṣva vidvan yadi vetsi pāṭīṃ
ṣaḍaṃśakasya trilavasya caivam || 44 || || upajāti ||

Scholar, if you know arithmetic, state the cubes of nine increased by one-quarter, simi-
larly, six diminished by one-third, and also one-sixth and one-third.

Commentary:
This example verse consists of 4 problems. The cubes of the following fractions should be found.

1.
(
9
1

4

)3

=

(
37

4

)3

=
50653

64
= 791

29

64

2.
(
5
2

3

)3

=

(
17

3

)3

=
4913

27
= 181

26

27
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3.
(
1

6

)3

=
1

216

4.
(
1

3

)3

=
1

27

The explanation given by Siṃhatilakasūrī for these examples is important in understanding how the
execution is done in finding the cube of fractions. He states that in finding the cube of a fraction the
fraction should be written in three places as it was written in two places in finding the square. Hence,

the fraction
9
1
4

is first converted into an improper fraction and then written as 37 37 37
4 4 4 in

the next step. All the other steps are explained verbally, and finally the answer is shown as
791
29
64

[GT 1937, pp.25-26].

3.3.2.8 Cube root of fractions

लवघनमूले हरपदभ े
ग णत व ध ा घनपदमा ः ॥ ४५ ॥ ॥ श शवदना ॥
lavaghanamūle harapadabhakte
gaṇitavidhijñā ghanapadam āhuḥ || 45 || || śaśivadanā ||

Knowers of rules of mathematics state that when the cube root of the numerator is divided
by the cube root of the denominator, [the result] is the cube root [of the fraction].

Commentary:
After Śrīpati explains the rule of the cube of fractions, he gives the rule of the cube root of fractions.
The procedure of this rule is similar to the procedure of the rule of the square root of fractions.
When the cube root of the numerator is divided by the cube root of the denominator, the result is
the cube root of the fraction. If the fraction is a

b
, its cube root is

3

√
a

b
=

3
√
a

3
√
b
. (3.9)

Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.13], Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.35], Āryabhaṭa II [MS, XV.17], Bhāskara II
[LV 1937, v.43], and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.12] also give this rule.

Example

ाचीनघनराशीन ू ह म पदा न मे ।
घनमूल वधाने च भूता य द ते म तः ॥ ४६ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
prācīnaghanarāśīnāṃ brūhi mitra padāni me |
ghanamūlavidhāne ca prabhūtā yadi te matiḥ || 46 || || anuṣṭubh ||

My friend, say the [cube] roots of the quantities [obtained] before if your intelligence is
perfected in the rule of the cube root [of fractions] as well.

Commentary:
As usual, this refers to the previous verse 44 where the example problems of cubes of fractions are
given. The problem states that one should find the cube roots of the cubes found before.
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1. 3

√
791

29

64
= 3

√
50653

64
=

37

4
= 9

1

4

2. 3

√
181

26

27
= 3

√
4913

27
=

17

3
= 5

2

3

3. 3

√
1

216
=

1

6

4. 3

√
1

27
=

1

3

3.3.3 Rules involving zero
The zero has been discussed in Indian literature as a concept and also as a number over the his-
tory.47 Though mathematicians have formulated common rules for all the numbers in mathematical
contexts, they have also formulated different rules for zero as its role in mathematics is significant.
It is used as a placeholder48 and also as a symbol meaning empty or nothing which inherently does
not hold any value. At the same time, its mathematical performance is different from the other
numbers. This compelled mathematicians to discuss the properties of zero separately. The rules
related to zero are found in different contexts in mathematical texts.

It seems that there was not a convention among mathematicians as to where these rules related to
zero actually fit in. Brahmagupta does not mention them in his chapter of arithmetic, but in his
chapter of algebra [BSS 1966d, XVIII.30-35]. All the other mathematicians compose separate verses
in describing these rules whereas Brahmagupta interpolates them in the same verses where the rules
of negative and positive values are. Rules on zero are found in the terminology section with the
rules of negative and positive values in the GSS as well [GSS 1912, I.49-52]. Śrīdhara inserts them in
an absurd position between the operation of multiplication and the operation of division [PG 1959,
v.21]. These rules also can be seen in the arithmetic chapter of the MS [MS, XV.10] and [GK 1936,
p.13].

There are two approaches with regard to zero-rules in Śrīpati’s treatises. Despite the fact that he
mentions them in the GT which concerns arithmetic, Śrīpati includes them in the chapter on algebra
in the ŚSŚ as well [ŚSŚ 1947, XIV.6]. Śrīpati’s zero-rules appear after the rules on fractions in the
parikarman section of the GT. Siṃhatilakasūrī clearly mentions that it is a part of parikarmans.49

Siṃhatilakasūrī finishes the interpretation of ca conjunction in the fourth line of the verse with the
sentence etena vargādiparikarmacatuṣṭayam uktam (“by this the quartet of parikarmans beginning
from the multiplication are stated”). That means that all the parikarmans apply to zero and these
rules may also be considered as a separate set of parikarmans. In contrast, Śrīpati does not mention
those rules in the chapter of arithmetic in the ŚSŚ. Bhāskara II’s approach is not different from Śrī-
pati’s and his two-fold rules are in the LV [LV 1937, vv.45-46] and BG [BG 1949, vv.3-4]. Nārāyaṇa
says that he does not explain the rule of division by zero in the GK as that is not in general practice
of people and that he would explain it in the BGA.50 Seemingly, what he conveys by this is that the
rule of khahara is not needed in day to day practices of mathematics, but it is in algebra. The BGA
includes a few verses on this topic [BGA 1970, pp.5-7].

One of the speculations one may hold on this contextualization of zero is that each mathematician
includes the zero-rules which are useful in their own treatises and/or that they are confined to the
47Different aspects of the concept of zero are discussed in [Bag and Sarma 2003].
48yatrāṅkābhāvas tatrāṅkābhāvadyotanārthaṃ śūnyaṃ niveśyate [LV 1937, p.39] (“The zero has to be placed wherever

a digit is absent in a place of a number.”)
49śūnyavyāptir aṣṭaparikarmagatā samāptā | [GT 1937, p.30] (“The [section of] properties of zero which comes under

eight parikarmans is completed.”)
50atra pāṭīgaṇite khahare kṛte lokasya vyavahṛtau pratītir nāstītyato’tra khaharo noktaḥ | asmadīye bījagaṇite bījopayo-

gitvāt tatra khaharaḥ kathitaḥ | (“Since there is not an apprehension of [the application of] the khahara in prac-
tice of folks it is not stated in this arithmetic. Khahara is stated in my Bījagaṇita as [it is] is useful in algebra.”)
[GK 1936, p.13]
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particular context: arithmetic or algebra.

योगे ं भव त स शं ेपक ा वकार
रा शः ापगम मलने घाते च ।
ो ा भ े भव त गगनं ो भ े च ं

वग ो ो वय द त भवेद र ं घन ॥ ४७ ॥ ॥ म ा ा ा ॥
yoge śūnyaṃ bhavati sadṛśaṃ kṣepakasyāvikārī
rāśiḥ śūnyāpagamamilane śūnyaghāte ca śūnyam |
vyomnā bhakte bhavati gaganaṃ vyomni bhakte ca śūnyaṃ
varge vyomno viyad iti bhaved antarīkṣaṃ ghanaś ca || 47 || || mandākrāntā ||

In addition zero becomes equal to the additive (kṣepaka, i.e., inserted). When zero is
added to (milana) or subtracted from (apagama) [a quantity], the quantity does not
change. When [a quantity or zero] is multiplied by zero, [the product] is also zero. When
[a quantity] is divided by zero, [the result] is zero and when zero is divided [by a quantity,
the result] is zero. In the case of squaring, [the square] of zero is zero, [and] the cube [of
it is] also zero.

Commentary:
Śrīpati in this verse employs five words to mean zero; one meaning “empty” (śūnya) and the other
four meaning “sky” (vyoman, gagana, viyat, and antarīkṣa). The term śūnya is considered to be
a standard name for the zero-numeral in Sanskrit, and is frequently used in mathematical and
astronomical texts. In the object-numerical system probably kha (“sky”) is the most frequently
used term for zero, but any synonym for “sky” can also be used. This is because the sky represents
emptiness in Indian philosophical traditions and emptiness represents zero.

The content of the verse above can be represented symbolically as follows, for x ∈ Z.

• 0 + x = x and 0 + (−x) = −x
The word kṣepa means additive which is obviously positive or negative.51 The literal translation
of the sentence yoge śūnyaṃ kṣepakasya sadṛśaṃ bhavati is that “in addition zero is equal to
the additive,” but this can be rendered as that when the another quantity is added to zero,
the result is equal to the additive.

• (x+ 0) = (x− 0) = x
When zero is the additive or subtrahend, the result is always equal to the quantity to which
it is added or from which it is subtracted.

• (x× 0) = (0× x) = (0× 0) = 0
The product of a multiplication involving zero is zero itself.

• x

0
= 0

In modern mathematics this expression is considered to be undefined as zero cannot divide any
number or quantity. Śrīpati’s claim is rather strange since he himself states that when zero is
the divisor of any quantity, it is called khahara (“[quantity with] zero-denominator”) [ŚSŚ 1947,
XVIII.6]. Brahmagupta is also of the same opinion that when a quantity is divided by zero, the
quotient is taccheda (“[quantity with] that [i.e., zero] denominator”), i.e., a fraction having zero
as the denominator. According to Mahāvīra, in this case the quotient is the dividend itself,
i.e., it does not change at all, which seems completely unreasonable. However, examining
Mahāvīra’s sūtra, Pushpa Kamal Jain says that his opinion regarding this might have been
instead something along the lines of a× 0

0
, as immediately before that he mentions a× 0 = 0

51kṣepo dvividhaḥ ṛṇātmako dhanātmakaś ca (“Additive is two-fold: [additive] in negative form and [additive] in
positive form” [PG 1959, p.S14].
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[Jain 1986, p.363].

Khahara is the technical term used by Indian mathematicians to indicate a quantity with
zero as its divisor, as mentioned before. Bhāskara II employs both khahara and the synonym
khahāra (“[quantity with] zero denominator”) for the same purpose. Gaṇeśa asserts that the
result of a division where zero is the divisor cannot be measured, and further, he says this
measure never changes irrespective of its increase or decrease by another quantity [LV 1937,
p.39]. However, Bhāskara II does not mention that this quotient is infinite in the LV ; he
introduces it in the BG. He elegantly expresses that this khahara is like the god (acyuta) who
dissolves himself into all the beings at the dissolution of the universe and regains another
form at the next creation, but always holds his divine powers and qualities since even if it is
increased or decreased by another quantity, it does not change its infinite status [BG 1949,
v.4].52 Munīśvara53 also asserts the same, saying so in his Pāṭīsāra.54

•
(
0

x

)
=

(
0

0

)
= 0

Śrīpati here does not say what the divisor is so it can be interpreted to mean both expressions
above.

• 02 = 03 = 0
Siṃhatilakasūrī commenting on the last quarter of the verse remarks that this should not be
construed as a rule confined only to square and cube. According to him, the preposition ca is
used here to mean that the rule applies to the square root and cube root as well.55 Some other
mathematicians too are of the view that these rules apply to the square, square root, cube,
and cube root of zero as well. They refer to all these operations merely by using the word
vargādi (“square etc.”) [MS, XV.10], [LV 1937, v.45]. Given the order of the operations in the
mathematical texts, it is known that vargādi stand for the square, square root, cube, and cube
root. Śrīdhara and Nārāyaṇa even condense this use as guṇādi and vadhādi (“multiplication
etc.”) respectively [PG 1959, v.21], [GK 1936, p.13]. Here both mean multiplication, division,
square, square root, cube, and cube root.

Furthermore, Bhāskara II presents another rule which is a special case. Accordingly, when zero is
the multiplier, the multiplied expression should not be replaced with 0 (i.e., x× 0 = 0) if there are
more operations to be done, as the formula x× 0

0
can be used in such cases. Then he carries out

the following [LV 1937, v.47]:
52Gaṇeśa also presents a very appealing verse likening multiplication and division by zero to the liberated being

(jīvanmukta). Just as a being once attained the supreme bliss of parabrahma never comes to the path of rebirth,
so in the zero obtained by multiplying a number by zero or by dividing by zero, the same original number is never
restored. [LV 1937, p.40]

53Munīśvara, born in 1603 and lived in Dadhigrama, Kashi, wrote the text Pāṭīsāra on arithmetic among oth-
ers: Marīci, a ṭīkā on the Siddhāntaśiromaṇi of Bhāskara II, Siddhāntasārvabhauma with a ṭīkā Āśayaprakāśinī,
Ekanāthamukhabañjana, Gaṇitaprakāśa, Cābukayantraṭīkā, and Niṣṛṣṭārthadūtī. He is the son of Raṅganātha who
wrote the commentary Gūḍhārthaprakāśaka on the Sūryasiddhānta.

54tasmāt khabhaktarāśeḥ kiṃ phalaṃ praśnagocaram |
asyottaraṃ khahāro’yam anantaphala ucyate ||
(“Therefore, [the question] what the result of the quantity divided by zero is to be asked. Its answer is khahāra. It
is stated that this answer is infinity.”) [BG 1949, p.27]

55cakārād vyomno vargamūle’pi vyomaiva | vyomno ghanamūlam apyantarikṣam eva (“Because of the [use of] ca in the
case of the square root [of zero], [the result] is certainly zero and the cube root is also certainly zero”) [GT 1937, p.29].
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0× x

2
x× 3

0
= 63

3x

2
× 3 = 63

9x

2
= 63

9x = 126

x = 14.

This is also mentioned by Nārāyaṇa in the BGA [Jain 1986, p.359].

Example

खं प यु व त कं वद ख वग
मूलं घनं घनपदं खगुण प ।
खेनो तृा दश च कः खगुणो नजाध-
यु भ गु णतः ख त ष ः56 ॥ Q.१ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
khaṃ pañcayug bhavati kiṃ vada khasya vargaṃ
mūlaṃ ghanaṃ ghanapadaṃ khaguṇāṃś ca pañca |
khenoddhṛtān daśa ca kaḥ khaguṇo nijārdha-
yuktas tribhiś ca guṇitaḥ khahṛtas triṣaṣṭiḥ || Q.1 || || vasantatilakā ||

State what [the result] of zero increased by five is. [What is] the square, the square root,
the cube, the cube root [zero and] five multiplied by zero? What is [the result] of ten
divided by zero? [What is the result of] sixty three divided by zero, multiplied by three
increased by its half and multiplied by zero?

Commentary:
This verse gives the following problems to solve.

1. 0 + 5 = 5

2. 02 = 0

3.
√
0 = 0

4. 03 = 0

5. 3
√
0 = 0

6. 5× 0 = 0

7. 10

0
(Here, the expected answer should be khahara.)

8.
0
(
x+

x

2

)
3

0
= 63. Here, x = 14.

3.3.4 Classes of fractions
The section on classes of fractions begins here. Usually mathematicians use bhāgajāti (“types of
fractions”) for these classes of fractions, but Mahāvīra and Siṃhatilakasūrī employ kalāsavarṇa
56This verse is found in the LV [LV 1937, v.47] as the example verse for the rule of zero. We speculate that

Siṃhatilakasūrī quoted this from the LV as Śrīpati had not given an example for the rule of zero. Before, quoting
the example he also quotes two verses from the LV where Bhāskara II explains the rules of zero [GT 1937, pp.29-
30]. Though this is not a genuine verse composed by Śrīpati, we employed it here as there is a need of an example
for this rule, but numbered it differently, Q.1, as we shall do with other quotations. Hayashi does not count this to
the total verses of the GT, and numbers it as L47 which is the number assigned to this verse in the LV.
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(“equalized fractions”) for them. They use both terms as umbrella terms to incorporate all the
sub-divisions, which are modified by the term jāti (“type”), discussed under this topic. Śrīpati
explains the same classes of fractions discussed in the ŚSŚ (bhāga, prabhāga, bhāgānubandha, and
bhāgāpavāha) in the GT as well (see section 2.2.3).

There are two types of savarṇanas (literally “making colours the same”) in mathematical texts. One
of them is related to classes of fractions (kalāsavarṇa) and the other to reduction of fractions (vallī-
savarṇana).57 Savarṇa literally means “same colour”. In grammar savarṇa means characters which
have the same place of origin and articulatory effort.58 In the same way, if we apply that meaning
of the term savarṇa to the context of mathematics with respect to numbers or quantities, it means
common numbers or quantities. The word kalā has various meanings and here means fractions.
Therefore, the word kalāsavarṇa means fractions that are made to have a common denominator
[Kusuba 2004, p.497]. Thus the term savarṇana means to make the denominators equal. It is more
clear from the usage of kalāsavarṇa as a synonym for jāti. Hence, “classes of fractions” stands for
the simplification of fractional expressions into a simple fraction. It is stated by Siṃhatilakasūrī in
the commentary on the bhāgajāti that when the prescribed operations are done with regard to the
classes, the denominators become common, but not numerators as they do not have to.59

However, the usage of savarṇana is not always confined to the subject of common denominators.
In the process of finding a common denominator, the numerators also keep changing their values.
While discussing the procedure of the class of fractions involving the sum of integers and fractions,
the commentator of the PG mentions that there are three places where savarṇana has to occur:
the integer, the denominator, and the numerator. In the class of fractions of the sum of fractions
and fractions, savarṇana has to occur in 4 places: both the numerators and both the denominators
[PG 1959, p.S33]. Gaṇeśa concludes the section of his commentary BVT on the bhāgānubandha
with evaṃ savarṇanaṃ syāt (“Thus occurs the making equal [of denominators]”) [LV 1937, p.32].
Therefore, it is practical to think that savarṇana is commonly used in this broader sense, and in
this context it is used to mean the reduction of fractional expressions to a simple fraction.

Throughout this section, we will use the expressions a

b
, c

d
, e

f
, etc., to denote such simple fractions.

In worked examples, bolded numbers will represent the results obtained in the steps of executions
in Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary. When those fractions are reduced to lower fractions by us for
convenience of working out, the results in Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary are given in parentheses.

3.3.4.1 Class of simple fractions

अंश ेदौ छेदना वह ा-
द ो ेदसा हतेोः60 ॥ ४८ab ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥
aṃśacchedau chedanābhyāṃ vihanyād
anyonyasyac chedasādṛśyahetoḥ || 48ab || || śālinī ||

One should [mutually] multiply the numerators and the denominators by both denomi-
nators for making the denominators equivalent to each other.

57See section 3.3.5 for details.
58tulyāsyaprayatnaṃ savarṇam (“Those whose place of utterance and [articulatory] effort are equal are called savarṇa

or homogeneous letters”) [Siddhāntakaumudī 1906, I.1.9].
59yathā ubhāvapi chedau guṇitau sadṛśau bhavataḥ, aṃśās tu bhavantu mā vetyarthaḥ (“The meaning is that unlike

both denominators multiplied become equal, the numerators should become [equal] or not”) [GT 1937, p.30]
60Firstly we emended the second line of the verse, which is अ ो छेदसा हतेोः in Kāpaḍīā’s edition, to be
अ ो ेदसा हतेोः; otherwise, the second gaṇa would not be a tagaṇa as required by the metre. Further,
it is the correct euphonic combination (i.e., sandhi). Hayashi also suggests this emendation [Hayashi 2013, p.58].
Secondly, this half-verse makes a full verse along with another half which must have been on the missing folio, folio
no.64 of the manuscript (athaḥ paraṃ hastalikhitapratau catuḥṣaṣṭitamapatrābhāvaḥ, “After this [folio] the sixty-
fourth folio is missing in the hand-written manuscript” [GT 1937, p.32]). As suggested by Hayashi we also believe
that it must have been in the same metre and in the class of fractions of fractions, prabhāgajāti [Hayashi 2013, p.58].
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Commentary:
This half-verse introduces the class of simple fractions. It explains the process of making the denom-
inators equal which is a pre-requirement of the addition and subtraction of fractions. Expressions
where the denominators of fractions are unequal cannot be simplified without converting them first
into fractions having equal denominators. In the following expression b and d are unequal denomi-
nators with numerators a and c respectively.

a

b
± c

d

The procedure is that both the numerator and the denominator of each fraction should be multiplied
mutually by the denominator of the other. Siṃhatilakasūrī illustrates this in a numerical example
as follows. [GT 1937, pp.30-31]. Here 1

2
+

1

3
is simplified.

1 1
2 3

1st step
1 1
2 3
3 2

2nd step
3 2
6 6
3 2

3rd step
5
6

This can be reconstructed algebraically for both the addition and subtraction in the class of simple
fractions as follows.

a c
b d

1st step
a c
b d
d b

2nd step
ad cb
bd db
d b

3rd step
ad± cb

bd

The explanation given in the verse does not include the third step though Siṃhatilakasūrī performed
it in the commentary. In other words, Śrīpati does not explicitly link the rule with addition or
subtraction in the class of simple fractions. However, it is to be understood that once this is done,
any of those operations should be performed appropriately. Āryabhaṭa I also explains this in the
same way in his ĀB [ĀB 1976, II.27]. The next step would be that the numerators should duly be
added or subtracted. It seems that one of the columns is erased and the sum or difference of the
numerators is written on the top of the remaining common denominator. Mahāvīra says that here
one of the equal denominators is discarded (luptaka) [GSS 1912, II.55].

Another point is that Śrīpati uses the dual number in referring to denominators which are the
multipliers so it appears that this rule applies to two fractions at a time. Hence, this is an iterative
process. If there are more than two fractions, the same process should be repeated. Siṃhatilakasūrī’s
instruction is that no matter how many fractions are in the problem, two fractions should be kept
at a time and the process should be repeated.61 What they did in the procedure above is shown
below.
61atra bhāgajātitvān mitho’ṅkadvayasya prakriyā kāryā (“Here because this is the class of simple fractions the execu-

tion of two fractions should be performed separately”) [GT 1937, p.30].
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a

b
± c

d
=

a(d)± c(b)

bd

=
ad± cb

bd

Example

दलं भाग रणः षडशंः
प शकः स मभाग एव ।
भागानमू तु हरा च
कलासवण य द कौशलं ते ॥ ४९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dalaṃ tribhāgaś caraṇaḥ ṣaḍaṃśaḥ
pañcāṃśakaḥ saptamabhāga eva |
bhāgān amūn tulyaharān pracakṣva
kalāsavarṇe yadi kauśalaṃ te || 49 || || upajāti ||

There are [fractions of] a half, one-third, one-fourth one-sixth, one-fifth and one-seventh.
State, these fractions having equal denominators if you are clever at classes of fractions.

Commentary:
This example does not ask for the sum of the fractions, but rather to convert them into fractions
having equal denominators. Nonetheless, Siṃhatilakasūrī finds the sum of them as that is the
ultimate purpose of the bhāgajāti. Since there is no other verse dedicated to the bhāgajāti, and the
class of simple fractions designates a fraction increased or decreased by another fraction, this rule
and the example should be considered to be that given for the bhāgajāti.

1

2
+

1

3
+

1

4
+

1

6
+

1

5
+

1

7

This is how the commentary solves it.

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 4 6 5 7

1st step
1 1 3 2 5
2 3 6 6 6
3 2 3 2

2nd step
5 1 5 1 10 3 13
6 4 6 4 12 12 12
4 6 2 3 2 3

3rd step
13 1 13 2 15
12 6 12 12 12
1 2 1 2

4th step
15 1 75 12 87
12 5 60 60 60
5 12 5 12

5th step
87 1 609 60 669 1
60 7 420 420 420 83
7 60 7 60 140

Note that the integer 1 in the answer is not in the column according to Kāpaḍīā’s edition, and it
is not clear what was Siṃhatilakasūrī’s practice as there are some lacunae in the text. The answer
can also be arrived at as follows.
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1

2
+

1

3
+

1

4
+

1

6
+

1

5
+

1

7
=

210 + 140 + 105 + 70 + 84 + 60

420

=
669

420

= 1
249

420
= 1

83

140

3.3.4.2 An alternative method for the class of simple fractions

अधरहरेणो शा 62 ऊ हरेणाधरं हरं ह ा ।
म शहरा ासं व न पे पिरम शेषु ॥ Q.२63 ॥ ॥ आय ॥
adharahareṇordhvāṃśān ūrdhvahareṇādharaṃ haraṃ hanyāt |
madhyāṃśaharābhyāsaṃ vinikṣiped uparimāṃśeṣu || Q.2 || || āryā ||

One should multiply the numerator [of the fraction] above by the denominator [of the
fraction] below [and] the denominator [of the fraction below] by the denominator [of
the fraction] above. [Then,] one should add the product of the numerator and the
denominator in the middle to the numerator [of the fraction] above [i.e., to the product
obtained before].

Commentary:
This is an alternative rule for the class of simple fractions. In this verse we encounter three technical
terms: ūrdhva, uparima (both meaning “above[-fraction]”), and adhara (“below[-fraction]”). Unlike
in the previous execution, this terminology suggests that in the execution of this method the fractions
are written one under the other as shown in the following example, instead of side by side alignment.
On the one hand, this reveals that techniques and procedures of execution of the same problem are
not always homogeneous.

This rule does not include subtraction per se. It advises one to multiply the numerator and the
denominator of the above-fraction by the denominator of the below-fraction separately. Then, the
product of the terms in the middle (the denominator of the above-fraction and the numerator of the
below-fraction) should be added to the numerator already found, i.e., the product of the numerator
of the above-fraction and the denominator of the below-fraction. But this addition of two fractions
should be interpreted as the algebraic sum of them, i.e., it applies to both addition and subtraction
in the class of simple fractions.

The execution of the addition would be as follows when the problem is 1

2
+

1

3
:

1
2 1 step 1× 3 = 3
1 2 step 2× 3 = 6 5
3 3 step (1× 2) + 3 = 5 6

62It is not clear why the author uses a plural noun here referring to the numerator of the fraction above. One may
interpret it in such a way that the iterative process should always begin by multiplying the numerators of the
fractions above, but a singular noun would also convey the same. This use might be here because of the adherence
to the metrical requirement. We translated it as singular.

63This is exactly the same as verse 37 in the PG by Śrīdhara. Hayashi suggests that this might have been interpolated
by Siṃhatilakasūrī, not by Śrīpati as this merely gives an alternative method. In the commentary Siṃhatilakasūrī
introduces this verse saying atrānuktāpi. . .ṃ āryā pradarśyate (“Even though [it] was not stated here. . .a verse in
āryā metre is shown”). (Note that the breaking line represents a lacuna of the text in the manuscript.) Hayashi
translates this “Although it is not stated here (in the GT), an Āryā stanza is shown ⟨here by me in order to explain
an alternative method for the part class⟩” [Hayashi 2013, p.59]. We included it here as it gives an alternative method
and accordingly, numbered it as Q.2.
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This process has to be iterated when there are more fractions. Hayashi’s algebraic representations
of both rules give an idea of their differences. According to him, in verse 48ab Śrīpati describes the
following method [Hayashi 2013, p.59]:

1st step
b1 b2
a1 a2

2nd step
b1 b2
a1 a2
a2 a1

3rd step
a2b1 a1b2
a2a1 a1a2
a2 a1

4th step
a2b1 ± a1b2

a1a2

According to Hayashi, the rule in verse Q.2 can be expressed algebraically as follows [Hayashi 2013,
p.59]:

1st step
b1
a1
b2
a2

2nd step
b1
a1 b1 × a2 b1a2
b2 b2 × a1 b2a1
a2 a1 × a2 a1a2

3rd step
b1a2 + b2a1

a1a2

If we take this as a single algebraic expression, it would be

b1
a1

± b2
a2

=
b1a2 ± b2a1

a1a2
.

There is no example given by Śrīpati for this class. Siṃhatilakasūrī works out the previous example
from the commentary on verse 49 again, but following this alternative method. [GT 1937, pp.31-32].
Siṃhatilakasūrī’s execution of the problem is given below.

1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 4 6 5 7

The execution begins with the alignment

1
2
1
3

. The next alignment seen in the commentary is 5
6 .

Siṃhatilakasūrī verbally explains the intermediary steps of the multiplication and addition that
should be done in producing that sum. Probably they were done in mental calculation. Then, the

next steps in order are

5
6
1
4

, 26
24 ,

26
24
1
6

, and

180
144

1
5

. If he follows a method strictly there should

have been a step of 180
144 between the last two steps. He mentions the execution verbally, and there

is no nyāsa for it. Then the following nyāsas are presented. 1044
720 ,

1044
720

1
7

, 8028
5040 , 1

1 , and

83
140 . The last two steps should be considered as a different representation of

1
83

140
.

64As mentioned early, the folio supposedly containing this half-verse is missing. Hayashi reconstructs this half entirely
based on the explanations and quotations in the commentary. We adopted the Sanskrit text as reconstructed by
him, but the translation is ours. See for details [Hayashi 2013, p.61].
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3.3.4.3 The class of fractions of fractions

अंशा ास ेदसंवगमेव
अंश ेदः ा भागा जातौ ॥ ४८cd ॥64 ॥ शा लनी ॥
aṃśābhyāsacchedasaṃvargam eva
aṃśacchedaḥ syāt prabhāgākhyajātau || 48cd || || śālinī ||

The product of numerators [and] the product (saṃvarga) of denominators are certainly
the numerator [and] the denominator [respectively, of the answer] in the class of fractions
named prabhāga.

Commentary:
As described in section 2.2.3.2, this is equivalent to the computation

c

d
of a

b
=

c

d
× a

b

=
ac

bd
.

Example
The example verse of the class of sub-fractions, i.e., fractions of fractions, is also lost as it was in the
missing page of the manuscript. Though Hayashi was able to reconstruct the verse of the rule, there
is not sufficient information in the commentary for him to reconstruct the verse of the example.
Fortunately, the mathematical analysis of the example survived and allowed to restore the problem
with certainty. Hayashi speculates that the verbal expression of the problem would have been as
follows [Hayashi 2013, p.61]:

“⟨A beggar was given a quarter of a third of a half of one dramma by a man⟩, a sixth
of a half of a third of a fifth of an eighth of one dramma by another, and a tenth of a
fourth of an eighth of a seventh of one dramma by another. How much was given to him
in total?” || 50 ||

This tallies with the mathematical analysis that is given in the commentary [GT 1937, pp.32-34].
Siṃhatilakasūrī comments upon the lines of the missing verse separately, and only the commentary
on the second to fourth lines survived. But the fraction 1

24
is in the surviving page. This is seemingly,

as Hayashi reconstructs it, the product of the first three fractions which would have been given in
the first line. Hayashi must have back-calculated and restored the problem based on this answer; we
do not know what would have been the actual fractions given in the first line. However, Hayashi’s
restoration matches very plausibly with the mathematical analysis. The following demonstration
based on his restoration gives the problem and its solution as⟨

1

2
× 1

3
× 1

4

⟩
+

(
1

8
× 1

5
× 1

3
× 1

2
× 1

6

)
+

(
1

7
× 1

8
× 1

4
× 1

10

)
=

1

24
+

1

1440
+

1

2240

=
863

20160
dramma

= 2 kākiṇīs + 14
50

63
kapardakas.

Therefore, the beggar was given 2 kākiṇīs and 14
50

63
kapardakas in total.

3.3.4.4 The class of fractions in association

छेद न षेु पेषु भागं पे-
ेदनं छेदनेनैव ह शक ।
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स शकाधोहरेणा माह ते
नूनमंशानुब ा जाते वधौ ॥ ५१ ॥ ॥ णी ॥
chedanighneṣu rūpeṣu bhāgaṃ kṣipec
chedanaṃ chedanenaiva hatvāṃśakam |
sāṃśakādhohareṇādyam āhanyate
nūnam aṃśānubandhākhyajāter vidhau || 51 || || sragviṇī ||

In the operation of the class of fractions named aṃśānubandha [i.e., the class of fractions
associated with integers], one should add the numerator (bhāga) to the integer multiplied
by the denominator. [In the case of fractions associated with fractions,] having multi-
plied [one] denominator by the [other] denominator, the first [i.e., upper] numerator is
multiplied by the denominator below increased by [its] numerator, indeed.

Commentary:
The class of fractions in association, which is typically known as bhāgānubandha in Sanskrit but
here denoted aṃśānubandha by Śrīpati, is two-fold depending on whether the additive is an integer
or a fraction. The sum of a fraction a

b
and an integer k is called rūpabhāgānubandha and is in the

form a

b
+ k. The first line of the verse shows how to convert such an expression into an improper

fraction. In doing so one should multiply the integer by the denominator and add the numerator to
that product: a

b
+ k =

kb+ a

b
.

A sum where the additive is a fraction of a fraction is called bhāgabhāgānubandha, and this can be
denoted symbolically as a

b
+

c

d

(a
b

)
.

The second and third lines of the verse specify how to simplify such expressions. In the method,
the product of denominators should be found first. This is the denominator of the answer. Then,
the numerator of the first fraction, which is above the other in the traditional layout, should be
multiplied by the denominator of the fraction below increased by the numerator of that fraction, as
shown:

a b× d = bd
b a(d+ c) = ad+ ac
c ad+ ac
d bd

The same operation is explained with a slight difference in the ŚSŚ, as seen in section 2.2.3.2.

a a× d = ad
b b× d = bd
c ad+ (a× c) = ad+ ac ad+ ac
d bd

These are mathematically identical, as the following equations make clear:

a

b
+

c

d

(a
b

)
=

a

b
+

ac

bd

=
ad+ ac

bd
=

a(d+ c)

bd

Their use is shown in the following examples.
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Example 1

सचरणदश प अधयु ं
लवयुतं तयं च हे सखे ।

कथय मम सवणनं ह कृ ा
य द ग णते व ते म े ॥ ५२ ॥ ॥ मा ासमक ॥
sacaraṇadaśa rūpam ardhayuktaṃ
trilavayutaṃ dvitayaṃ ca he sakhe |
kathaya mama savarṇanaṃ hi kṛtvā
yadi gaṇite vidyate śramas te || 52 || || mātrāsamakam ||

Oh my friend, having performed the reduction to a common denominator, say [the sum
of] ten increased by one-fourth, one increased by half, and two increased by one-third, if
you have good training in mathematics.

Commentary:
This example is given for the first category, rūpabhāgānubandha, where the additive is an integer.
The problem is (

10 +
1

4

)
+

(
1 +

1

2

)
+

(
2 +

1

3

)
.

The solution: (
10 +

1

4

)
+

(
1 +

1

2

)
+

(
2 +

1

3

)
=

41

4
+

3

2
+

7

3

=
123 + 18 + 28

12
=

169

12

= 14
1

12

Example 2

सपाद पं दला धकं65 च
भागं षडशंयु ।

शंं षडशेंन युतं क य-
पादा धकं ू ह सवण य ा ॥ ५३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
sapādarūpaṃ svadalādhikaṃ ca
svasya tribhāgaṃ svaṣaḍaṃśayuktam |
tryaṃśaṃ ṣaḍaṃśena yutaṃ svakīya-
pādādhikaṃ brūhi savarṇayitvā || 53 || || upajāti ||

65Kāpaḍīā suggests दलाधकं instead of सदलाधकं [GT 1937, p.35]. The word svadalārdhaka means “[the quantity]

increased by the half of its half”. Since sapādarūpa means 1
1

4
svadalārdhaka is equal to 1

2

[
1

2

(
1
1

4

)]
. Similarly,

sadalārdhaka means “half of [the quantity] increased by one half” hence 1

2

(
1
1

4
+

1

2

)
. According to the problem,

the word is supposed to mean “[the quantity] increased by its own half” which gives the fractional expression
1

2

(
1
1

4

)
. Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets it as pūrvaṃ sacaturbhāgaṃ rūpaṃ svadaleti sapādarūpasya yad ardhaṃ syāt

tenādhikaṃ. . . (“The first [quantity] is one increased by one-fourth, the quantity increased by its own half means
the [previous] quantity increased by whatever half of one increased by one-fourth”) [GT 1937, p.35]. Therefore, we
emended the word to be दला धकं.
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State, having reduced to a common denominator, [the sum] of one increased by one-
fourth, [increased by] its half, [increased by] one-third of it, and [increased by] one-sixth
of it [and also] one-third increased by [its] one-sixth, and increased by one-fourth of it.

Commentary:
This verse includes the problem below. Note that tryaṃśaṃ ṣaḍaṃśena yutaṃ means “a third
part increased by a sixth part” which numerically is 1

3
+

1

6
, but Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets it to be

1

3
+

1

6

(
1

3

)
. Seemingly, Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets it in that way because the example comes under

the topic of the bhāgānubandhajāti and this interpretation is plausible. Hence, the following solution
is based on his interpretation.
The problem is as follows.

1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)
+

1

3

[
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)]
+

1

6

[
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)
+

1

3

(
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

))]
+

1

3
+

1

6

(
1

3

)
+

1

4

[
1

3
+

1

6

(
1

3

)]
Solution:

1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)
+

1

3

[
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)]
+

1

6

[
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

)
+

1

3

(
1
1

4
+

1

2

(
1
1

4

))]
+

1

3
+

1

6

(
1

3

)
+

1

4

[
1

3
+

1

6

(
1

3

)]
=

5

4
+

1

2

(
5

4

)
+

1

3

[
5

4
+

1

2

(
5

4

)]
+

1

6

[
5

4
+

1

2

(
5

4

)
+

1

3

(
5

4
+

1

2

(
5

4

))]
+

1

3
+

1

18
+

1

4

(
1

3
+

1

18

)
=

10 + 5

8
+

1

3

(
10 + 5

8

)
+

1

6

[(
10 + 5

8

)
+

1

3

(
10 + 5

8

)]
+

7
18 +

1

4

(
7

18

)
=

15
8 +

1

3

(
15

8

)
+

1

6

[(
15

8

)
+

1

3

(
15

8

)]
+

7

18
+

7

72

=
45 + 15

24
+

1

6

(
45 + 15

24

)
+

35
72

=
60
24 +

1

6

(
60

24

)
+

35

72

=
420
144 +

35

72

=
490

144

=
245
72

= 329
72

The traditional way of solving such problem would be as follows. It should be mentioned that the
following computations do not represent the exact layout, but only the procedure.

Problem:
1 1
1 3
4 1
1 6
2 1
1 4
3
1
6
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Solution:
1
1 5
4 4
1 3 4× 2 = 8 15
2 2 5× (2 + 1) = 15 8
1 4 8× 3 = 24 60 5
3 3 15× (3 + 1) = 60 24 2
1 7 2× 6 = 12 35

(24× 6 = 144) (420)
6 6 5× (6 + 1) = 35 12

(60× (6 + 1) = 420) (144)

1 1
3 3
1 7 3× 6 = 18 7
6 6 1× (6 + 1) = 7 18
1 5 18× 4 = 72 35
4 4 7× (4 + 1) = 35 72

3
35 35 245 29
12 72 72 72

3.3.4.5 The class of fractions in disassociation

भागापवाहन वधौ हर न पे
राशेलवानपनये णुये रेण ।
छेदं ध नलवोनहरेण ह ा-
दा शकं ख वद सवणत ाः ॥ ५४ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
bhāgāpavāhanavidhau haranighnarūpe
rāśer lavān apanayed guṇayed dhareṇa |
chedaṃ tvadhastanalavonahareṇa hanyād
ādyāṃśakaṃ khalu vadanti savarṇatajjñāḥ || 54 || || vasantatilakā ||

Knowers of that simplification of fractions (savarṇatajjña) state that in the case of frac-
tions in disassociation (bhāgāpavāhanavidhi) [with integers], one should subtract the
numerator (lava) from the integral quantity multiplied by the denominator; [and in the
case of fractions in disassociation with fractions], should multiply [one] denominator by
the [other] denominator, [and also] should multiply the first (i.e., upper) numerator by
the denominator [below] decreased by the numerator below.

Commentary:
As seen in section 2.2.3.1, the class of fractions in disassociation is two-fold, as was the case with
the class of fractions in association. The term bhāgāpavāhana means subtracting a fraction a

b
from

a quantity. Specifying that the quantity is an integer k defines a sub-category in this class called
rūpabhāgāpavāha (“difference between integer and fraction”):

k − a

b
.
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In the verse Śrīpati first explains this sub-category. The method of simplifying it is similar to that
given for the class of fractions in association with integers, except for the additive being negative.

k − a

b
=

kb− a

b

The rest of the verse explains the other category where the subtrahend is a fraction of the minuend
fraction, or

( c
d

)(a
b

)
. Hence, it is called bhāgabhāgāpavāha (“difference between fraction and fraction

of fraction”) and is represented by

a

b
− c

d

(a
b

)
.

The method of simplification for this category as given in the verse first finds the product of de-
nominators which results in the denominator of the answer. Then, the numerator above should be
multiplied by the denominator below diminished by the numerator below, and the product is the
numerator of the answer:

a b× d = bd
b a(d− c) = ad− ac
०c ad− ac
d bd

The way this method is explained in the ŚSŚ is slightly different, though they are mathematically
identical as shown below.

a a× d = ad
b b× d = bd
०c ad− (a× c) = ad− ac ad− ac
d bd

a

b
− c

d

(a
b

)
=

ad− ac

bd

=
a(d− c)

bd

Example

पूव ा( ा)न प ू ह नजभाग वव जता ।
सवण य हे चे वे भागापवाहन ॥ ५५ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
pūrvoktā(ṅkā)n api brūhi nijabhāgavivarjitān |
savarṇayitveha cen mitra vetsi bhāgāpavāhanam || 55 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Friend, having made the denominators equal, state [the answer] of the numbers said
before diminished by their own fractions, if you know the fractions in disassociation in
this [arithmetic].

Commentary:
This example verse refers to the previous example given for the class of fractions in disassociation
where the additives were positive. In this example, the same fractions are considered to be negative
additives, in other words, subtrahends. Then, the problem would be
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1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)
− 1

3

[
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)]
− 1

6

[
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

))]
+
1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)
− 1

4

[
1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)]
.

Solution:

1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)
− 1

3

[
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)]
− 1

6

[
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

4
− 1

2

(
1− 1

4

))]
+

1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)
− 1

4

[
1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)]
=

3

4
− 1

2

(
3

4

)
− 1

3

[
3

4
− 1

2

(
3

4

)]
− 1

6

[
3

4
− 1

2

(
3

4

)
− 1

3

(
3

4
− 1

2

(
3

4

))]
+

1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)
− 1

4

[
1

3
− 1

6

(
1

3

)]
=

6− 3

8
− 1

3

(
6− 3

8

)
− 1

6

[
6− 3

8
− 1

3

(
6− 3

8

)]
+

6− 1

18
− 1

4

(
6− 1

18

)
=

3
8 − 1

3

(
3

8

)
− 1

6

[
3

8
− 1

3

(
3

8

)]
+

5
18 − 1

4

(
5

18

)
=

9− 3

24
− 1

6

(
9− 3

24

)
+

20− 5

72

=
6

24 − 1

6

(
6

24

)
+

15
72

=
1
4 − 1

6

(
1

4

)
+

5
24

=
5

24 +
5

24

=
10
24

=
5

12 .

The traditional way of solving it would be as follows.

Problem:
1 1
०1 3

4 ०1
०1 6

2 ०1
०1 4

3
०1

6
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Solution:
1
०1 3

4 4
०1 1 4× 2 = 8 3

2 2 3× (2− 1) = 3 8
०1 2 8× 3 = 24 6 1

3 3 3× (3− 1) = 6 24 4
०1 5 4× 6 = 24 5

6 6 1× (6− 1) = 5 24

1 1
3 3
०1 5 3× 6 = 18 5

6 6 1× (6− 1) = 5 18
०1 3 18× 4 = 72 15 5

4 4 5× (4− 1) = 15 72 24

5 5 10 5
24 24 24 12

3.3.5 Reduction of a chain of fractions to a simple fraction (vallīsa-
varṇana)

ा छेदभागौ गुणये रेण
तल तेन शमधः तं तु ।
ऋणं धनं पूवलवे वद ा
सवणनाथ तुम व ाः ॥ ५६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
prāk chedabhāgau guṇayed dhareṇa
talasthitenāṃśam adhaḥ sthitaṃ tu |
ṛṇaṃ dhanaṃ pūrvalave vidadhyāt
savarṇanārthaṃ drutam atra vallyāḥ || 56 || || upajāti ||

For reduction to a common denominator of a chain [of fractions], one should multiply
the first [i.e., upper] denominator and numerator by the denominator below, [and then]
should add the negative or positive numerator below to the previous numerator (i.e., the
product of the upper numerator and the lower denominator already found).

Commentary:
This verse introduces a rule called vallīsavarṇana which literally can be translated as the reduction of
a chain of fractions. In such fractional expressions, the next term is always a fraction of the quantity
immediately before it. The successive terms could be fractions in association (bhāgānubandha) or
fractions in disassociation (bhāgāpavāha). The typical form of vallīsavarṇana composed of fractions
a

b
, c

d
, e

f
, etc., is

a

b
± c

d

(a
b

)
± e

f

[ c
d

(a
b

)]
± . . .

This rule is found only in the PG [PG 1959, v.41] and the MS [MS, XV.18] apart from the GT. The
verses on this rule in the PG and the GT follow almost the same word order, with slight differences
in the vocabulary and different metres.
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The use of this rule must have been in fractional operations where fractions represent the different
sub-units in a metrological system. The commentary on the PG clarifies that the operation of
vallīsavarṇana has to be done when fractions are not in the same units [PG 1959, p.35].

All the explanations of vallīsavarṇana found in these three texts are based on its structure where the
fractions are placed one under the other as seen before. The first steps of the procedure are similar
to that of the classes of fractions in association (bhāgānubandha) and fractions in disassociation
(bhāgāpavāha), because the first two fractions are invariably fractions of fractions. In this type of
problem, however, those fractions cannot always be simply multiplied by each other as they are not
in the same units, hence this new method comes into play. Further, vallīsavarṇana may also be
interpreted as reduction to a common unit, because the result ultimately obtained is in one unit in
spite of the difference of the units of the quantities stated in the problem. However, as this is about
a chain of fractions, the procedure has to be iterated until all the fractions are exhausted.

Firstly, the numerator and the denominator of the upper fraction should be multiplied by the
denominator of the fraction below. Then, the product of the upper numerator and the denominator
below should be duly increased or decreased by the numerator below. Once this first step is done,
the resulting fraction and the next fraction have to be subjected to the same procedure in the second
step.

Example

यं प पणा थैका
का क हो म कप दकोना ।
तदं णा चा प सवण य ा
ाव त ा द बोबुधी ष ॥ ५७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

drammadvayaṃ pañca paṇās tathaikā
kākiṇyaho mitra kapardikonā |
tadaṃhriṇā cāpi savarṇayitvā
vyāvarṇyatāṃ drāg yadi bobudhīṣi || 57 || || upajāti ||

Ah! friend, if you are willing to understand [arithmetic] thoroughly, having made two
drammas, five paṇas, one kākiṇī diminished by one kapardaka and one-fourth of it (ka-
pardaka) equal in units, [the answer] should quickly be stated.

Commentary:
This problem involves different monetary units such as dramma, paṇa, kākiṇī, and kaparda. We
know from the terminology section 3.2.2.1,

1 kākiṇī = 20 varāṭakas / kapardakas
1 paṇa = 4 kākiṇīs
1 dramma = 16 paṇas

Therefore, the problem is as follows.

2 drammas + 5 paṇas +

(
1 kākiṇī − 1

1

4
kapardakas

)

Their values in terms of different currency-units are shown in the following table.
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dramma paṇa kākiṇī kapardaka 1
4 kapardaka

(dramma × 16) (paṇa × 4) (kākiṇī × 20) (kapardaka × 4)
Amount 2 2× 16 = 32 37× 4 = 148 149× 20 = 2980 2979× 4 = 11916
-wise 5 1 -1 -1

Total 37 149 2979 11915
Unit 1 1× 16 = 16 16× 4 = 64 64× 20 = 1280 1280× 4 = 5120
-wise

Therefore, 2 drammas + 5 paṇas +
(
1 kākiṇī − 1

1

4
kapardakas

)
are equal to 5120 in units of 1

4
kapardas. The following translation of Siṃhatilakasūrī’s commentary on this [GT 1937, pp.39-41]
shows how he explains some intermediary steps verbally and produces the resulting nyāsas.

ा ा - य , तथा प पणा या शैः षोडशपणै श च पुराणः ो ा शाः
प पणाः । का क केा चतु ा कणी पपण चतुभ गः । सा कपदकोना, कपदः का क ा
वंश ततमो भाग नेोना तथा तदं णा प । त ने सवना ानुस वृ इ त ाया
त कपदक अं ः - चतुभ ग नेा नूा वतते । तत एत सवण य ा - संयो ू ह य द

बोबुधी ष - ग णत म थ बु से । ऊ ग ा व प ाद ान ासः

२
१
५
१६
१
४
०१
२०
०१
४

।

vyākhyā - drammadvayam, tathā pañca paṇā yādṛśaiḥ ṣoḍaśapaṇair drammas triśatyāṃ
ca purāṇaḥ proktas tādṛśāḥ pañca paṇāḥ | kākiṇyekā catuṣkākiṇīrūpapaṇasya caturbhā-
gaḥ | sā kapardakonā, kapardaḥ kākiṇyā viṃśatitamo bhāgas tenonā tathā tadaṃhriṇāpi |
tacchabdena sarvanāmnānusandhir vṛtticchannasya iti nyāyāt tasya kapardakasya aṃhriḥ
- caturbhāgas tenāpyūnā vartate | tata etat savarṇayitvā - saṃyojya brūhi yadi bobudhīṣi

- gaṇitam ityarthaṃ budhyase | ūrdhvagatyā vallirūpatvād aṅkānāṃ nyāsaḥ

2
1
5

16
1
4
०1
20
०1

4

|

(“Explanation: There are two drammas, [and] also five paṇas,66 these kinds of five paṇas
which are such that a dramma consists of sixteen paṇas and that it has been stated that a purā-
ṇa consists of three hundred paṇas. One kākiṇī is one-fourth of the paṇa whose characteristic
is [precisely to be defined as corresponding to] four kākiṇīs. That (i.e., two drammas and five pa-
ṇas) decreased by a kapardaka (cowry)—a kapardaka corresponds to one twentieth of a kākinī,
[hence,] decreased by that—[and then] also by one-fourth of that. By the word ‘tat’ (‘that’)
according to the rule ‘sarvanāmnānusandhir vṛtticchannasya,67 the quarter of that kaparda, one-
66The bolded words are the words quoted from the main text (mūla) in the commentary by the commentator.
67This sūtra is in Vāmana’s (8th century) Kāvyālaṃkārasūtravṛtti, a treatise on theories of rhetorics. The treatise

mainly discusses the poetic style rīti, qualities (guṇas), and flaws (doṣas), and belongs to the rīti school of Indian
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fourth [is understood here;] subtraction by that occurs. Then, having made them into the same
colour, [in other words,] having added, tell me if [you] wish to understand—the meaning is to
understand mathematics. The setting-down [is this] since the numerals have the shape of a column

with an upward motion

2
1
5

16
1
4
०1
20
०1

4

.”)

अ या अ यापे े त तल तेन हरेण छेदने षोडशकेन ा - छेदं एकं गुणये ,

जाताः षोडश । ा भागे ौ गुणये जाता ा शं , यथा
३२
१६
५
१६

। अधः तमंशप कं

प ा ू र हत ा नसं ं पूवलवे ा शं णे वद ा - पे । जाता स शं षोडशछेदा,
यथा ३७

१६ । गुणको या त सव । अ ाध एका का कणी अ चतुभ गोपल णा चतु यु ा,

यथा
३७
१६
१
४

। तल तहरेण चतु भः ा ेदं षोडश गुणये । जाता चतु ः । तथा चतु भभ गं

उपिरस शंतं गुणये , जातम च ािरंशद ध(क)शत ।

atra prakriyā aṅkadvayāpekṣeti talasthitena hareṇa chedena ṣoḍaśakena prāk - chedaṃ

ekaṃ guṇayet, jātāḥ ṣoḍaśa | prāk bhāge dvau guṇayet jātā dvātriṃśat, yathā

32
16
5

16

| ad-

haḥ sthitam aṃśapañcakaṃ paścāc chūnyarahitatvād dhanasaṃjñaṃ pūrvalave dvātriṃśal-
lakṣaṇe vidadhyāt - kṣipet | jātā saptatriṃśat ṣoḍaśachedā, yathā 37

16 | guṇako yāti sar-

vatra | asyādha ekā kākiṇī asya caturbhāgopalakṣaṇā catuṣkayuktā, yathā

37
16
1
4

| tala-

sthitahareṇa caturbhiḥ prākchedaṃ ṣoḍaśa guṇayet | jātā catuṣṣaṣṭiḥ | tathā caturbhir
bhāgaṃ uparisaptatriṃśataṃ guṇayet, jātam aṣṭacatvāriṃśadadhi(ka)śatam |

(“In this case, since the method is with two numerals, one should multiply the denominator above,
one, by the denominator standing below, sixteen. [Then, one] should multiply two in the fraction

above [by the same denominator sixteen], thirty-two, as follows:

32
16
5

16

. One should appoint, [i.e.,]

one should add, the numerator five onto the previous numerator marked as thirty-two which stands
below and is called positive since there is no zero behind it. What is produced is thirty-seven

poetics [Kāvyālaṅkārasūtra 1976, V.1.11]. The translation of this sūtra is “the noun hidden in the compound is
connected by the pronoun”.

68This has to be paṇa since all the units have been converted into paṇas so far. Refer to the last column.
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sixteenths, as follows: 37
16 . The multiplier moves everywhere. Below this (i.e., paṇa),68 there is

one kākiṇī, [considering] what consists of four [kākiṇīs] (i.e., paṇa), a quarter is marked as follows:
37
16
1
4

. One should multiply the denominator above, sixteen, by the denominator four standing below.

What is produced is sixty-four. Similarly, one should multiply the portion above, thirty-seven, by
four, what is produced is hundred and forty-eight.”)

तद म े पूवलवल णे तल मंशमेकं वद ा - पे , जातमेकोनप ाशद ध(क)शतं
चतुःष ेद , यथा १४९

६४ । अ ाधो ऋणगता दशनाय ऊना कपद ेन । कपदक

का कणी वंश तभागोपल णाय वंश तमु ऊनः स ः ा ः, यथा
१४९
६४
०१
२०

। तल तेन

हरेण वंश ा ा ेदं चतुःष ं गुणये , जाता ादशशती अशी त । तथा वंश ा ा ाग-
मेकोनप ाशद ध(क)शतं गुणये , जाता एकोन शं शता न अशी त ।

tadasya madhye pūrvalavalakṣaṇe talastham aṃśam ekaṃ vidadhyāt - kṣipet, jātam eko-
napañcāśadadhi(ka)śataṃ catuḥṣaṣṭicchedam, yathā 149

64 | asyādho ṛṇagatāṅkadarśanāya

ūnā kapardāṅkena | kapardakaś ca kākiṇīviṃśatibhāgopalakṣaṇāya viṃśatim ukta ūnaḥ sa

śūnyaḥ sthāpyaḥ, yathā

149
64
०1
20

| talasthitena hareṇa viṃśatyā prākchedaṃ catuḥṣaṣṭiṃ

guṇayet, jātā dvādaśaśatī aśītiś ca| tathā viṃśatyā prāgbhāgam ekonapañcāśadadhi(ka)-
śataṃ guṇayet, jātā ekonatriṃśat śatāni aśītiś ca |

(“One should appoint, [i.e.,] one should add, the numerator, one, standing below onto the previous
numerator in the middle of that (i.e., creeper).69 What is produced is hundred and forty-nine sixty-

fourths as follows: 149
64 . Below this [result, it] is to be diminished by the kaparda-numeral for

showing the negative number. Twenty are stated (i.e., mentioned) for marking the kapardaka as

the twentieth of the kākiṇī. It is negative, [therefore,] a zero is to be placed as follows

149
64
०1
20

. One

should multiply the denominator above, sixty-four, by the denominator, twenty, standing below;
what is produced is twelve hundred and eighty. Similarly, one should multiply the portion above,
one hundred and forty-nine, by twenty, what is produced is twenty-nine hundred and eighty.”)

अ ऋणमेकं पूवलवे द ा - अपनये , यथा एकोन शंदादरेेकापनयने जाता केोन शं
शता न एकोनाशी तः ादशश शी त ेदा , यथा २९७९

१२८० । अ ाधः कपदक नूचतुभ गा,

यथा
२९७९
१२८०
०१
४

। अ तल तेन हरेण - ा ेदं ादशश शी तं गुणये , जाता वंश ध(क)-

शत[ए]कयु ाः प सह ाः । तथा चतु भः ा ागमेकोन शंदकेोनाशी तं गुणये , जाता
69The operation should be done in the middle of the creeper.
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एकादश सह ा नवशती षोडश । ऋण ादशंमधः तमेकं पूवलवे एकादशा द पे अपनये ,
जाताः पय े प दश, यथा ११९१५

५१२० ।

atra ṛṇam ekaṃ pūrvalave dadhyāt - apanayet, yathā ekonatriṃśadāder ekāpanayane
jātānyekonatriṃśat śatāni ekonāśītiḥ dvādaśaśatyaśīticchedāś ca, yathā 2979

1280 | asyā-

dhaḥ kapardakasya nyūnacaturbhāgā, yathā

2979
1280
०1

4

| atra talasthitena hareṇa - prākchedaṃ

dvādaśaśatyaśītiṃ guṇayet, jātā viṃśatyadhi(ka)śata[e]kayuktāḥ pañca sahasrāḥ | tathā
caturbhiḥ prāgbhāgam ekonatriṃśaekonāśītiṃ guṇayet, jātā ekādaśa sahasrā navaśatī
ṣoḍaśa | ṛṇatvād aṃśamadhaḥ sthitam ekaṃ pūrvalave ekādaśādirūpe apanayet, jātāḥ

paryante pañcadaśa, yathā 11915
5120 |

(“At this point, one should appoint onto, one should remove the negative one from the previous
numerator, so that when one is diminished from twenty-nine etc. (i.e., twenty-nine hundred and
eighty), twenty-nine hundred and seventy-nine [as the numerator] and twelve hundred and eighty

[as] the denominator are produced, as follows: 2979
1280 . Below this [result], there is the negative

quarter of the kaparda, as follows:

2979
1280
०1

4

. Here, one should multiply the denominator above,

twelve hundred and eighty, by the denominator standing below, what is produced is five thousand
one hundred and twenty. Similarly, one should multiply the portion above, twenty-nine hundred and
seventy-nine, by four, what is produced is eleven thousand nine hundred and sixteen. One should
subtract the numerator one standing below, since it is negative, from the previous numerator [having]
characteristic of eleven etc. (i.e., eleven thousand nine hundred and sixteen); what is produced is

fifteen in the end [of the numerator], as follows: 11915
5120 .”)

अनयोर योः प भरपवत उपिर जाता न यो वंश तशता न शी तः, अधो दशशता न चतु वश-
त , यथा २३८३

१०२४ । अ ाधोऽ ेनोपय भागे द े ल ं यं, शेष उपय ः प शंद ध-

(क) शत पः । पणानयनाय षोडश भगु ा, जातं प ाश ष , यथा ५३६०
१०२४ । अ

दशचतु वश ा भागे ल ं प पणाः, उपय ः शेष ािरंशद ध(क) शत पः । कप दकोन-
का क ानयनाय चतुगुणा जाता नवशती ष । भागो ना ी त का कणी ल े , ० ।
anayor aṅkayoḥ pañcabhir apavarte upari jātāni trayoviṃśatiśatāni tryaśītiḥ, adho daśa-
śatāni caturviṃśatiś ca, yathā 12383

1024 | atrādho’ṅkenoparyaṅkasya bhāge datte labdhaṃ

drammadvayaṃ, śeṣa uparyaṅkaḥ pañcatriṃśadadhi(ka)triśatarūpaḥ | paṇānayanāya

ṣoḍaśabhir guṇyā, jātaṃ tripañcāśat ṣaṣṭiś ca, yathā 5360
1024 | asya daśacaturviṃśatyā

bhāge labdhaṃ pañca paṇāḥ, uparyaṅkaḥ śeṣaś catvāriṃśadadhi(ka)dviśatarūpaḥ | kapar-
dikonakākiṇyānayanāya caturguṇā jātā navaśatī ṣaṣṭiś ca | bhāgo nāstīti kākiṇī labdhe
śūnyam, 0 |

(“When both these numerals are divided by five, what is produced above is twenty-three hundred

and eighty-three, [and what is produced] below is ten hundred and twenty-four, as follows: 2383
1024 .
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Here, when the numeral above is divided by the numeral below, what is obtained is two drammas;
[then,] the remaining upper numeral is of the characteristic of three hundred increased by thirty-five.
[This] is to be multiplied by sixteen in order to calculate the paṇas; what is produced is fifty-three

[and] sixty, as follows: 5360
1024 . When this is divided by ten-twenty-four, what is obtained is five

paṇas; the remaining numeral above is of the characteristic of two hundred and forty. [This] is
multiplied by four in order to calculate the kākiṇīs diminished by a kapardaka; what is produced is
nine hundred and sixty. As there is not a division kākiṇī is zero in the quotient, 0 .”)

ततः कपदकानयनाय वंश ा नवशती ष गु णता जाता एकोन वंश तसह ा शती । अ ा
दशचतु वश ा भागे ल म ादश कपद ः, उपय ः शेषः स शती अ ष 70 । कपदभागानयनाय
चतुगुणा जाता शं ास त , यथा ३०७२71 । अ दशचतु वश ा भागे ल ं य तुभ गः
३
४ । एवं व सवणनं यथा (समा ) ।

tataḥ kapardakānayanāya viṃśatyā navaśatī ṣaṣṭiś ca guṇitā jātā ekonaviṃśatisahasrā
dviśatī | asyā daśacaturviṃśatyā bhāge labdham aṣṭādaśa kapardāḥ, uparyaṅkaḥ śeṣaḥ
saptaśatī aṣṭaṣaṣṭiś ca | kapardabhāgānayanāya caturguṇā jātā triṃśat dvāsaptatiś ca,

yathā 3072 | asya daśacaturviṃśatyā bhāge labdhaṃ trayaś caturbhāgaḥ 3
4 | evaṃ

vallīsavarṇanaṃ yathā (samāptam) |

(“Then, nine hundred and sixty is multiplied by twenty in order to calculate kapardakas; what is
produced is nineteen thousand and two hundred. When this is divided by ten-twenty-four, what
is produced is eighteen kapardas. The remaining numeral above is seven hundred and sixty-eight.
[This] is multiplied by four in order to calculate the parts of the kaparda; what is produced is thirty
and seventy-two as follows: 3072. When this is divided by ten-twenty-four, what is obtained is
three-fourths 3

4 . Thus, [the section of] the same colour column ends.”)

Based on the explanation and execution of Siṃhatilakasūrī that is translated by us above the fol-
lowing execution is reconstructed. All the steps given in the commentary have been followed step
by step, but we did not show all the steps separately. The steps mentioned in the following steps
are not the steps followed by Siṃhatilakasūrī, but provided by us for the convenience. Note that
this layout does not represent Siṃhatilakasūrī’s layout, but it represents all his separate executions,
as described in the above translation, in one layout.

2
1 1× 16 = 16
5 2× 16 = 32 37

16 32 + 5 = 37 16 37× 4 = 148
1 1 16× 4 = 64 149
4 4 148 + 1 = 149 64 149× 20 = 2980
०1 ०1 64× 20 = 1280 2979
20 20 2980− 1 = 2979 1280 2979× 4 = 11916
०1 ०1 1280× 4 = 5120 11915

4 4 11916− 1 = 11915 5120

Interestingly, Siṃhatilakasūrī again converts the answer into drammas as follows. The purpose
of this conversion seemingly is to express

(
1 kākiṇī − 1

1

4
kapardakas

)
which is in two different

currency-units as 18
3

4
kapardakas which is only in kapardakas.

70ष
71३७२
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Step 1

11915 2383 2
5120 1024 335 335× 16 = 5360 5360 5

1024 1024 240 240× 4 = 960
1024

Step 2

960 960× 20 = 19200 18
1024 1024 768 768× 4 = 3072 3

1024 1024

∴ 2 drammas +5 paṇas +

(
1 kākiṇī − 1

1

4
kapardakas

)
= 2 drammas 5 paṇas and 18

3

4
kapardakas

The problem mentioned in the verse is similar to the following. Again, the bold numbers are the
results obtained in each step of the execution.

[[(
2

(
16

16

)
+

5

16

)
4

4
+

(
1

16

(
1

4

))]
20

20
−
(

1

20
× 1

16
× 1

4

)]
4

4
−
(
1

4
× 1

16
× 1

20
× 1

4

)

Solution:[[(
2

(
16

16

)
+

5

16

)
4

4
+

(
1

16

(
1

4

))]
20

20
−
(

1

20
× 1

16
× 1

4

)]
4

4
−
(
1

4
× 1

16
× 1

20
× 1

4

)
=

[((
32

16
+

5

16

)
4

4
+

1

64

)
20

20
− 1

1280

]
4

4
− 1

5120

=

[((
37
16

)
4

4
+

1

64

)
20

20
− 1

1280

]
4

4
− 1

5120

=

[(
149
64

)
20

20
− 1

1280

]
4

4
− 1

5120

=

(
2979
1280

)
4

4
− 1

5120

=
11915
5120

=
2383

1024

Then, by dividing 2393 by 1024 we get the amount of drammas, and by multiplying the remainders
by unit fractions and dividing them by 1024 in iteration we get the full answer 2383

1024 = 2 335

1024
,

335

1024
× 16 =

5360

1024
= 5 240

1024
, 240

1024
× 4 =

960

1024
= (0) 960

1024
, and 960

1024
× 20 =

19200

1024
= 18 768

1024
,

768

1024
× 4 =

3072

1024
= 3.

∴ 2 drammas +5 paṇas +

(
1 kākiṇī − 1

1

4
kapardakas

)
= 2 drammas 5 paṇas and 18

3

4
kapardakas.
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There is a unit, which is equal to one-fourth of a kaparda, used in the commentary while solving
the example problem though it is not specified by a name. Moreover, this was not mentioned in the
table of units either. It suggests that there were many units in use in day-to-day life that were not
mentioned in mathematical texts, and probably they are smaller units.

3.3.6 Miscellaneous problems involving fractions
Śrīpati has discussed so far operations and techniques with regard to fractions under two sub-topics:
namely, eight operations of fractions, and the classes of fractions. This section on miscellaneous
problems involving fractions deals with problems in which all the above operations and classes are
intermingled. Some of these problems also involve quadratic equations. This topic is dealt with
by Indian mathematicians in mathematical texts, but is rarely seen in siddhāntas. Āryabhaṭa II is
the only author to mention any of them in a siddhānta, and he mentions only two of them [MS,
XV.20-21].

Given the complexity of formation of problems and the lack of their practical application, it seems
that mathematicians include these miscellaneous problems of fractions for a different purpose than
they have of the other rules. Mathematicians formulate other rules to introduce or teach special
operations and to break down complicated problems to simple problems. In contrast, in case of these
types, the problems get more complicated and each type of problem has its own rule even though
some of them are mere manipulation of the quadratic formula. It seems that mathematicians wanted
to design virtuosic problems elaborating them artificially. The examples given for the rules in this
section are very poetic and they are rather story-telling-type problems, hence they might have had
some recreational and entertaining purposes in making them. It might be because of these reasons
that some mathematicians are not very interested in presenting these types of problems in their texts
and that the problems are diverse in the texts in types as well as numbers. Probably mathematicians
chose some problems that they were familiar with. Some of these problems are discussed in detail
in [Gaṇitasārakaumudī 2009, pp.208–214].

These fractional problems are also generally called jātis. The term dṛśya (“visible”) employed in
these problems technically means a known quantity, but in this context it refers to the known
numerical value of the size of a subset or remainder of some larger unknown quantity. Śrīpati names
one type of problem for this term, though it would be more appropriate if he named the whole
section dṛśyajāti. The whole purpose of these problems is finding the unknown quantity (adṛśya)
based on the known quantity (dṛśya).

No mathematician except Mahāvīra gives a name for this section. He discusses these problems
in his prakīrṇaka (“miscellaneous”) chapter [GSS 1912, III chap.]. Usually, these problems are
found among the parikarmans. LV contains only a few problems of this type, included in the
sections called iṣṭakarma (“operation with desired [quantity]”) [LV 1937, vv.51–55] and guṇakarma
(“operation with multiplier”) [LV 1937, vv.65–72]. Nārāyaṇa discusses two different sets of problems
named saṅkīrṇāṣṭajāti (“eight complex types”) [GK 1936, vv.41–44] and dṛśyajāti (“visible types”)
[GK 1936, vv.37–40]. Neither of them is identical with Śrīpati’s category of these problems, but
many problems in both of Nārāyaṇa’s categories are similar to Śrīpati’s problems.

Śrīdhara is the only mathematician to take these problems out of the parikarman-background. He
discusses some of them in his section on practices of mixtures [PG 1959, vv.74-77],72 an unusual
choice of location as the basic techniques of the practice of mixtures are the rule of three and com-
pound proportions such as the rule of five and so on. Indeed, the final answer in these miscellaneous
problems on fractions is arrived at by using the rule of three, though in fact, according to the modern
way of analysis, the quadratic formula is the core of them. This might be the reason for Śrīdhara’s
inserting them into the section on the practice of mixtures.

The number of types of fractional problems, their names, and their various characteristics vary in
different texts.Similar types of problems disguised in different names in various texts are listed in
72See section 2.3.1 for details.
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table 3.11.73

GT GSS PG MS LV GK
dṛśya bhāga stambha yoga dṛśya
śeṣa śeṣa śeṣa śeṣa śeṣa bhāgāpavāha
viśleṣa viśeṣa viśleṣa ṛṇaviśleṣa
śeṣamūla śeṣamūla mūlādiśeṣa śeṣamūla
mūlāgrabhāga mūlā bhāgamūlāgra no name ṛṇāṃśavimūla
ubhayāgradṛśya dviragraśeṣamūla ubhayāgramūlaśeṣa no name
bhinnabhāgadṛśya bhinnadṛśya bhinnasandṛśya
bhāgamūla aṃśamūla
hīnavarga aṃśavarga hīnavarga

bhāgabhyāsa bhāgasaṅguṇya

Table 3.11: Similar types of miscellaneous problems of fractions in different texts

3.3.6.1 Problems in which the fractional parts and the numerical value of the remain-
der of the quantity to be found are known (dṛśyajāti)

पेन भागै ेन वव जतेन
ा जातौ वभजे ॥ ५८ab74 ॥ इ व ा ॥

rūpena bhāgaikyena vivarjitena
dṛśyākhyajātau vibhajec ca dṛśyam || 58ab || || indravajrā ||

In the category named dṛśya one should divide the dṛśya (i.e., the known quantity) by
one diminished by the sum of the fractions (bhāga-aikya).

Commentary:
As is evident from table 3.11, every mathematical text has this type of problem which is called
dṛśyajāti (“known-type”) by Śrīpati and Bhāskara II. Śrīdhara calls this type stambhoddeśa (“ascer-
tainment of pillar”) and the commentary of the PG explains that when a pillar (stambha) is placed
in a pond or lake, some of it would be under the ground, sand, and water, and only a part of it can be
seen. This visible part is called pratyakṣa (i.e., visible or perceptible) and invisible part(s) are called
parokṣa (i.e., invisible or imperceptible) [PG 1959, p.S101]. This class got the name stambhoddeśa
because of this simile. Similarly, Siṃhatilakasūrī also mentions the same simile and says this class
always finds the answer to the problem based on the visible part [GT 1937, p.41]. If the visible part
is known, one can find the invisible part, and then the whole.

The typical problem of this type can be expressed as

x−
(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

)
x = k

where x is the quantity to be found, k is the known quantity (dṛśya), and a

b
, c

d
, e

f
, etc., are fractions

of the whole quantity to be found. If p

q
is the sum of all these fractions p

q
=

(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

)
,

73Dhanāṃśa, dhanasvāṃśa, viśleṣa, ṛṇa, bhāgāpavāha, ṛṇaviśleṣa, mūlasvarṇa, and dhanaviśleṣa are the eight types
of problems found in the saṅkīrṇāṣṭajāti section of the GK and adṛśya, niraṃśa, śeṣa, guṇamūla, hīnavarga,
aṃśavarga, bhāgasaṅguṇya, and bhinnasandṛśya are the nine types of problems in the dṛśyajāti section of the GK.
All the names of these types reference the properties of the problems, which will duly be discussed in detail in the
following sections. Technically, all of them end with the common noun jāti, meaning class or type, except the names
in the PG which all end with the noun uddeśa, meaning explanation or ascertainment.

74This half-verse and the half-verse 58cd are considered to be one verse in indravajrā metre; hence, numbers 58ab and
58cd are assigned to them respectively. Hayashi numbers them 6̄4(+6̄7) and 6̄7(+6̄4) respectively [Hayashi 2013,
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then this can further be simplified to x−
(
p

q

)
x = k.

In solving this problem, firstly, the sum of all the fractions should be subtracted from 1. Secondly,
the known quantity should be divided by the remainder. The quotient is the whole quantity.

x =
k

1−
(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

)
(3.10)

The rule can be derived as follows. As mentioned before when the sum of all the fractions is p

q
,

x−
(
p

q

)
x = k. Then,

x−
(
p

q

)
x = k(

1− p

q

)
x = k

x =
k

1− p

q

=
k

1−
(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

) .

Mahāvīra calls these problems bhāgajāti (“fraction-type”) [GSS 1912, III.4] and gives the same
method.

Example 1

अध तोये कदमे ादश शः
ष ो भागो वा काय नम ः ।
साध ह ो ते य त

ा ू ह मानं व च ॥ ५९ ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥
ardhaṃ toye kardame dvādaśāṃśaḥ
ṣaṣṭho bhāgo vālukāyāṃ nimagnaḥ |
sārdho hasto dṛśyate yasya tasya
stambhasyāśu brūhi mānaṃ vicintya || 59 || || śālinī ||

Having considered, state quickly the measure of that pillar of which half is submerged in
water, one-twelfth in mud, one-sixth in sand, and one and a half hastas are seen.

Commentary:
This example verse contains a problem belonging to the dṛśyajāti. From the problem we know that
the measure of the portion of the pillar seen is 1

1

2
hastas, and we also know the other portions of

the pillar in terms of fractions; half of the pillar is in water, 1

2
is in mud, and 1

6
is in sand. The total

height of the pillar is to be found. If the height of the pillar is x, the problem is

x−
(
1

2
+

1

12
+

1

6

)
x = 1

1

2
.

p.66].
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The formula given above is applied. The solution is

x =
k

1−
(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

)

=
1
1

2

1−
(
1

2
+

1

12
+

1

6

)

=
1
1

2

1−
(

9

12

)
=

3

2
× 12

3
= 6

∴ The height of the pillar = 6 hastas.

The measure of the portion of the pillar seen =1
1

2
hastas

The measure of the portion of the pillar in water =6× 1

2
= 3 hastas

The measure of the portion of the pillar in mud =6× 1

12
=

1

2
hastas

The measure of the portion of the pillar in sand =6× 1

6
= 1 hastas

The total height of the pillar =1
1

2
+ 3 +

1

2
+ 1 = 6 hastas

Example 2

पूव ध75 स भागं गिरवर शखरे कु राण ण ं
ष ाग ा प न पब त च स ललं स म शेन यु ः ।
प ाम म शं नवमक इह डते प ख े
नागे ो ह नी भ सृ भरनुगतो76 का भवे थूस ा ॥ ६० ॥ ॥ रा ॥
pūrvārdhaṃ satribhāgaṃ girivaraśikhare kuñjarāṇāṃ praṇaṣṭaṃ
ṣaḍbhāgaś cāpi nadyāṃ pibati ca salilaṃ saptamāṃśena yuktaḥ |
padminyām aṣṭamāṃśaṃ svanavamaka iha krīḍate padmakhaṇḍe
nāgendro hastinībhis tisṛbhir anugate kā bhaved yūthasaṅkhyā || 60 || || sragdharā ||

The first half increased by [its] one-third of the [herd of] elephants are lost on the top
of the mountain. Further, one-sixth [of that herd] increased by one-seventh [of it] is
drinking water in the river. One-eighth of the elephants77 increased by its one-ninth is
playing here among the lotuses. The lord of the elephants is followed by three female
elephants. What is the number of [elephants in] the herd?

75Petrocchi shows that the same problem is in TŚ 27 but with यूथाध instead of पूव ध [Petrocchi 2019, p.161].
76In the edited text this reads नागे ो ह नी भ सृ भरनुगते. Grammatically, this should be नागे ो
ह नी भ सृ भरनुगतो or नागे े ह नी भ सृ भरनुगते. The first is preferable in this context as he uses one sentence
for each quantity, hence it was emended.

77Hastinī means female elephant, but this has to be taken as elephant in general, not specifically female elephants in
the herd. Otherwise, the problem is not solvable, as there is not sufficient information about the male and female
elephants in the problem. The use of the feminine noun might be an effect of complying with the metrical pattern.
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Commentary:
In the previous problem we encountered simple fractions, but the problem given in this verse contains
fractions of fractions, hence a bit complicated compared to the previous one. Here, the dṛśya is equal
to 4 (i.e., 3 female elephants and the lord of the herd). The problem is given to find the total number
x of elephants, determined by the following equation:

x =
4

1−
[
1

2
+

(
1

3

(
1

2

))]
+

[
1

6
+

(
1

7

(
1

6

))]
+

[
1

8
+

(
1

9

(
1

8

))] .

Solution:

x =
k

1−
(
a

b
+

c

d
+

e

f
+ . . .

)
=

4

1−
[
1

2
+

(
1

3

(
1

2

))]
+

[
1

6
+

(
1

7

(
1

6

))]
+

[
1

8
+

(
1

9

(
1

8

))]
=

4

1−
(
4

6

)
+

(
8

42

)
+

(
10

72

)
=

4

1− 502

504

= 4× 504

2
= 1008

Therefore, the number of elephants in the group is 1008.

The number of elephants lost on the top =1008×
[
1

2
+

1

3

(
1

2

)]
= 672

The number of elephants drinking in the river =1008×
[
1

6
+

1

7

(
1

6

)]
= 192

The number of elephants playing among the lotuses =1008×
[
1

8
+

1

9

(
1

8

)]
= 140

The number of known elephants =4

Total elephants in the herd =672 + 192 + 140 + 4 = 1008

3.3.6.2 Problems in which fractions of successive remainders and the numerical value
of the remainder are known (śeṣajāti)

छ ातभ े न लवोनहार-
घातेन भा ः कटा रा शः ॥ ५८cd ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥
chidghātabhaktena lavonahāra-
ghātena bhājyaḥ prakaṭākhyarāśiḥ || 58cd || || indravajrā ||

The quantity named prakaṭa (i.e., visible) should be divided by the product of denomina-
tors diminished by [respective] numerators [and] divided by the product of denominators.
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Commentary:
This type of problem is called śeṣajāti (“remainder-type”) as it involves fractions of successive
remainders of the quantity to be determined. In the previous rule simple fractions or fractions of
fractions were involved, which are the fractions of the whole quantity to be found. In these problems
a fraction of the whole quantity, fraction of the difference between the whole quantity and the
previous fraction, and then, a fraction of the successive difference between the whole quantity and
sum of all the previous fractions and so on have to be taken account of. A typical problem of this
kind is as follows, with the variables assigned as before:

x− a

b
x− c

d

(
x− a

b
x
)
= k

The formula given by Śrīpati to solve this problem is equivalent to

x =
k

(b− a)(d− c)

bd

. (3.11)

The problem mentioned above can be reduced to
(
1− a

b

)
x− c

d

[(
1− a

b

)
x
]
= x

(
1− a

b

)(
1− c

d

)
= k.

Hence, this can be solved by using the formula x =
k(

1− a

b

)(
1− c

d

) .

The derivation of the formula would be this.

x =
k(

1− a

b

)(
1− c

d

)
=

k(
b− a

b

)(
d− c

d

)
=

k

(b− a)(d− c)

bd

The known is called prakaṭa here, so this is another synonym for dṛśya. The nyāsa of the execution
is not given in the commentary.

Example 1

ड कतु वृ ं चद प च दलं म द ी यूथा-78
ेष शंः न ो हिरणप तभयादारट क रेषु ।

शेष ग क ूमपनय त सखे प म श शेषा
पाथः पातुं व ः वद कर टनो ह ा ष ः ॥ ६१ ॥ ॥ रा ॥
krīḍāṃ kartuṃ pravṛttaṃ kvacid api ca dalaṃ mattadantīndrayūthāc
cheṣatryaṃśaḥ pranaṣṭo hariṇapatibhayād āraṭan kandareṣu |
śeṣāṃhrir gaṇḍakaṇḍūm apanayati sakhe pañcamāṃśaś ca śeṣāt
pāthaḥ pātuṃ praviṣṭaḥ pravada karaṭino hanta dṛṣṭāś ca ṣaṣṭiḥ || 61 || || sragdharā ||

Ah friend, state [the number of the herd of elephants of which] a half of a herd of musth
elephants engaged in playing, one-third of the remainder disappeared while walking in
the valley because of fear of the lord of animals [i.e., lion], one-fourth of the remainder is

78The last part of the last word -यूथाः in the edited text is syntactically wrong. Kāpaḍīā also questions it. It was
emended to यूथा .
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relieving the itch of their cheeks, one-fifth of the remainder entered [the water] to drink
water, and sixty [elephants] are seen.

Commentary:
The following fractions are given in the verse as the subsets of the whole quantity.

• Elephants engaged in playing =
1

2

• Elephants disappeared in the valley =
1

3

(
1− 1

2

)

• Elephants relieving the itch of their cheeks =
1

4

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)]
• Elephants entered into water =

1

5

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

4

((
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

))]
• Elephants seen = 60

The problem given in this verse is to compute the total number x of elephants where

x =
60(

1− 1
2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

4

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)]
− 1

5

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

4

((
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

))] .
The solution is

x =
60(

1− 1
2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
1
3 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
1
3

]
1
4 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
1
3 −

((
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
1
3

)
1
4

]
1
5

=
60

1
2 − 1

6 −
(
1
2 − 1

6

)
1
4 −

[
1
2 − 1

6 −
(
1
2 − 1

6

)
1
4

]
1
5

=
60

2
6 −

(
2
6

)
1
4 −

[
2
6 −

(
2
6

)
1
4

]
1
5

=
60

8−2
24 −

(
8−2
24

)
1
5

=
60
24
120

= 60× 5

1
= 300.

Therefore, the number of elephants in the herd = 300.

• The number of elephants engaged in playing = 300× 1

2
= 150

• The number of elephants disappeared in the valley = 300× 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)
= 50

• The number of elephants relieving the itch of their cheeks =

300× 1

4

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)]
= 25

• The number of elephants entered into water =
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300× 1

5

[(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

)
− 1

4

((
1− 1

2

)
− 1

3

(
1− 1

2

))]
= 15

• The number of elephants seen = 60

• Total number of elephants in the herd = 150 + 50 + 25 + 15 + 60 = 300

Example 2

अध शेष लवयुगलं शेषपादा य
शेषे ंशा जल न धसमाः ा प चो ीय याताः ।
ं हसं तयमपरं स तं क य ं

त यूथे कथय सुमते ते कय ो मरालाः79 ॥ ६२ ॥ ॥ म ा ा ा ॥
ardhaṃ śeṣatrilavayugalaṃ śeṣapādās trayaś ca
śeṣeṣvaṃśā jalanidhisamāḥ kvāpi coḍḍīya yātāḥ |
dṛṣṭaṃ haṃsatritayam aparaṃ saṅgatiṃ kalpayantaṃ
tasmin yūthe kathaya sumate te kiyanto marālāḥ || 62 || || mandākrāntā ||

A half, a pair of thirds of the remainder, three-quarters of the [successive] remainder,
and four [times] one-fifth of the [successive] remainder [of a flock of swans] have flown up
and gone. Three other swans coming together were seen. Very wise person, state how
many swans are in that flock.

Commentary:
The following is the information given in the verse.

• Swans flown away

a. 1

2

b.
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3

c.
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3

]
3

4

d.
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3
−
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3

]
3

4

]
4

5

• Swans coming together = 3

The problem of finding the total number x of swans can be denoted as follows.

x =
3(

1− 1
2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3

]
3
4 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3

]
3
4

]
4
5

79Marāla is a bird belonging to the duck family. As Siṃhatilakasūrī has interpreted it as haṃsa (swan) [GT 1937,
p.46], we translated it as swan.
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Solution:

x =
3(

1− 1
2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3

]
3
4 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3 −

[(
1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2
3

]
3
4

]
4
5

=
3

1
2 − 2

6 −
(
1
2 − 2

6

)
3
4 −

[
1
2 − 2

6 −
(
1
2 − 2

6

)
3
4

]
4
5

=
3

1
6 − 3

24 −
(
1
6 − 3

24

)
4
5

=
3

1
24 − 4

120

= 3× 120

1
= 360

Therefore, the number x of swans in the flock = 360. All the solutions are given below.

• The number of swans flown away

a. 360× 1

2
= 180

b. 360×
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3
= 120

c. 360×
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3

]
3

4
= 45

d. 360×
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3
−
[(

1− 1

2

)
−
(
1− 1

2

)
2

3

]
3

4

]
4

5
= 12

• The number of swans coming together = 3

• Total number of swans in the flock = 180 + 120 + 45 + 12 + 3 = 360

3.3.6.3 Problems in which the difference of fractions and the numerical value of the
remainder are known (viśleṣajāti)

व ेषजाताव धका ह नं
वशो शेषो व ध एव ।
अपा भागै मथैकत
शेषेण हरे भाग ॥ ६३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
viśleṣajātāvadhikād vihīnaṃ
viśodhya śeṣo vidhir ukta eva |
apāsya bhāgaikyam athaikataś ca
śeṣeṇa dṛśyasya hared vibhāgam || 63 || || upajāti ||

In the category of viśleṣa, having subtracted the small [fraction] (vihīna) from the large
[fraction] (adhika), the rest of the method [is performed] as stated before. Then, having
subtracted the sum of fractions from one, one should divide the known portion (i.e.,
numerical value of the known quantity) by the remainder.

Commentary:
The problems that come under this topic involve differences of fractional parts of a desired whole,
hence this is called viśleṣajāti (“difference-class”). In this type of problems fractions a

b
,
c

d
, etc., of
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the whole quantity x, fractions of their differences e

f

(a
b
− c

d

)
etc., and a known quantity k are

involved. The typical problem of this type is

x−
[
a

b
x+

c

d
x+

e

f
x
(a
b
− c

d

)]
= k.

In the first half of the verse Śrīpati says that the difference of the two fractions should be found
and then, the rest of the method should be performed as said before in the dṛśyajāti section 3.3.6.1.
He introduces the rest of the method by vidhir ukta eva (“The method is certainly the stated [one
before]”) perhaps emphasizing that this is not something new, simply the previous method itself.
This means that the known quantity k should be divided by the unity-complement of the sum of all
the fractions as done in the previous examples in verses 59 and 60. Surprisingly, Mahāvīra does not
treat this class of problems.

Example 1

प श लच र क नचया ूते गतोऽ शकः
प े त वरं न म धकं ाधन कु े त ।
कु ा तबृ भाग ववर ाध च ष ं युतं
शेंन गुणं भागर हतं जातीलतामा त ॥ ६४ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
तलक मुम र न व ं
मराण दशकं च ह ।

य द वे तदा वच णा
कथय मे मधु ल मूहस ा ॥ ६५ ॥ ॥ औप सक ॥
pañcāṃśaś calacañcarīkanicayāc cūte gato’ṣṭāṃśakaḥ
padme tadvivaraṃ dvinighnam adhikaṃ svārdhena kunde sthitam |
kundāmrasthitabhṛṅgabhāgavivarasyārdhaṃ ca ṣaḍghnaṃ yutaṃ
tryaṃśena triguṇaṃ tribhāgarahitaṃ jātīlatām āśritam || 64 || || śārdūlavikrīḍitam ||

tilakadrumamañjarīniviṣṭaṃ
bhramarāṇāṃ daśakaṃ ca hanta dṛṣṭam |
yadi vetsi tadā vicakṣaṇāśu
kathaya me madhuliṭsamūhasaṅkhyām || 65 || || aupacchandasikam ||
s One-fifth of a roaming swarm of bees went to a mango tree, one-eighth to a lotus. The
difference of them multiplied by two and increased by its half stayed on jasmine flowers.
Half of the difference of [the number of] the bees on jasmine flowers and the mango tree,
multiplied by six, increased by [its] one-third, [again] multiplied by three, and diminished
by [its] one-third, occupied a royal jasmine creeper.

Ah! [A swarm of] ten bees settled down on a cluster of blossoms of a tilaka tree was also
seen. Wise one, tell me quickly the number of bees in the swarm if you know.

Commentary:
The information provided in the verse is as follows.

• Bees gone to the mango tree =
1

5

• Bees gone to the lotuses =
1

8
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• Bees settled on jasmine flowers =

2

(
1

5
− 1

8

)
+

[
2

(
1

5
− 1

8

)]
1

2
= 2

(
3

40

)
+

[
2

(
3

40

)]
1

2

=
9

40

• Bees settled on the royal jasmine creeper =

3

[
1

2

(
9

40
− 1

5

)
6 +

1

3

[
1

2

(
9

40
− 1

5

)
6

]]
− 1

3

[
3

[
1

2

(
9

40
− 1

5

)
6 +

1

3

(
1

2

(
9

40
− 1

5

)
6

)]]
= 3

[
1

2

(
1

40

)
6 +

1

3

[
1

2

(
1

40

)
6

]]
− 1

3

[
3

[
1

2

(
1

40

)
6 +

1

3

(
1

2

(
1

40

)
6

)]]
= 3

[
6

80
+

1

3

(
6

80

)]
− 1

3

[
3

[
6

80
+

1

3

(
6

80

)]]
= 3

(
24

240

)
− 1

3

[
3

(
24

240

)]
=

1

5

• Bees on the tilaka tree = 10

• The bees in the swarm =

=
10

1−
(
1

5
+

1

8
+

9

40
+

1

5

)
=

10

1−
(
30

40

)
= 10× 4

1
= 40

The numbers of bees in each place are as follows.

• The number of bees gone to the mango tree =
1

5
= 40× 1

5
= 8

• The number of bees gone to the lotuses =
1

8
= 40× 1

8
= 5

• The number of bees settled on jasmine flowers =
9

40
= 40× 9

40
= 9

• The number of bees settled on the royal jasmine creeper =
1

5
= 40× 1

5
= 8

• The number of bees on the tilaka tree = 10

• The total number of bees in the swarm = 8 + 5 + 9 + 8 + 10 = 40
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3.3.6.4 Problems involving fractions and square roots of successive remainders, in
which the numerical value of the remainder is known (śeṣamūlajāti)

In these miscellaneous problems of fractions the square roots of different quantities are involved, such

as the square root of the whole quantity
√
x, that of a fraction

√
a

b
x, or the remainder

√
x− a

b
x.

In the śeṣamūlajāti (“remainder-square root-type”) type of problems also any of these square roots
may be involved, but the execution should commence by applying the rule to the square root of the

remaining part (śeṣa-mūla)
√
x− a

b
x of the whole quantity.

पदसमीपचतुगुण के
गुणमूलयुते कृतमूलके ।

पदयुते द लते नजता डते
वलव प तेऽथ पुन व धः ॥ ६६ ॥ ॥ तु वल त ॥

padasamīpacaturguṇadṛśyake
svaguṇamūlayute kṛtamūlake |
padayute dalite nijatāḍite
vilavarūpahṛte’tha punar vidhiḥ || 66 || || drutavilambitam ||

When the known quantity closer to the square root [i.e., when the square root is of the
remaining part of the whole quantity after subtracting all the other parts] multiplied by
four is increased by [the coefficient of that] square root multiplied by itself, [and then]
when the square root [of that sum is] increased by [the coefficient of] the square root
(pada), halved, multiplied by itself, [and] divided by one diminished by the fraction (vi-
lava-rūpa), [the result is the whole quantity]. Then [this] procedure should be iterated
[to find the original number in the śeṣamūlajāti variety, if there are more fractions or
square roots in the problem].

Commentary:
This verse provides a formula for solving a type of problem involving fractions, square roots of the
whole quantity, fractions of successive remainders, and square roots of successive remainders. At
least a fraction a

b
and a square root times a coefficient q must be involved here. The typical problem

of this kind is

x−
[
a

b
x+ q

√
x− a

b
x

]
= k.

The formula given in the verse is explained below.

• Śrīpati probably uses pada-samīpa-catur-guṇa-dṛśyake (“when the square root close to the
known quantity multiplied by four”) because this square root is always of the remainder, hence
usually it is the last part to mention in the verbal or numerical expression of the problem. (If
the known quantity is closer to the fraction a

b
i.e., if the problem includes only simple fractions,

dṛśyajāti-rule has to be used.80 This has also been explained by Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.40].)

According to the rule, if the given square root is of the remainder
√
x− a

b
x, one should

80That is, the given formula is used only when the square root of the unknown x diminished by a fractional part is
close to the dṛśya k. Otherwise, the subsequent rule in the category mūlāgrabhāgajāti should be used (see section
3.3.6.5). Clarifying this, the commentator of the PG says that the dṛśya could be close to the square root or else
to the fraction: mūlāsannaṃ vā dṛśyaṃ aṃśāsannaṃ vā (“The known is close to the square root or fraction”)
[PG 1959, p.S103]. When it is close to the square root, the rule which reads “dṛśya should be multiplied by 4 and
increased by the square of the coefficient of the square root” and so on is applied. Otherwise, the rule which reads
“dṛśya should be divided by 1 diminished by the fractions” and so on is used.
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multiply the known quantity k by 4. The result of the multiplication is 4k.

• The product 4k should be increased by the square of the coefficient q of the square root, and
the square root of the sum 4k + q2 should be found, namely

√
4k + q2.

• The result should be increased by q:
√

4k + q2 + q.

• The result should be divided by two:
√

4k + q2 + q

2
.

• Finally, the square of the result should be found, and divided by the fraction a

b
subtracted

from one:

x =

[√
4k + q2 + q

2

]2
1− a

b

.
(3.12)

This can be derived from the above problem by applying the quadratic formula as follows.

x−
[
a

b
x+ q

√
x− a

b
x

]
= k

Let p =
a

b
:

x− px+ q
√
x− px = k

x− px = q
√
x− px+ k

Let y =
√
x− px: then, x− px = y2. By substituting x− px = y2 in the equation above,

y2 = qy + k

y2 − qy − k = 0.

By applying the quadratic formula, we can find the solution for x.

y =
−q ±

√
q2 − 4(1)(−k)

2

Henceforth, we only consider the positive square root in this formula and also all the formulas of
miscellaneous problems of fractions since negative square root is not appropriate in this context.
Accordingly,

y =
−q +

√
q2 + 4k

2

y2 = x− px =

(
q +

√
q2 + 4k

2

)2

x =

(
q +

√
q2 + 4k

2

)2

1− a

b

If the problem has many parts, this procedure should be iterated with the obtained results in the
previous step in finding the solutions for the size of various subsets of the whole quantity, as shown
in the following examples.
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Example 1

मूलं नीलदलो ल दचया कण वतंसीकृता
का डनताडना प ततं त े यदा सु वुः ।
शंौ शेषभवौ च शेषकभवं मूलं च भूमौ गतं
ं प युगं तदा क त दलं त ू ह नीलो ल ॥ ६७ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥

mūlaṃ nīladalotpalacchadacayāt karṇāvataṃsīkṛtāt
kāntakrīḍanatāḍanān nipatitaṃ talpe yadā subhruvaḥ |
tryaṃśau śeṣabhavau ca śeṣakabhavaṃ mūlaṃ ca bhūmau gataṃ
dṛṣṭaṃ patrayugaṃ tadā kati dalaṃ tad brūhi nīlotpalam || 67 || || śārdūlavikrīḍitam ||

When the square root [of the number of petals] fell on the couch, twice one-third of the
remaining [petals] and the square root of the [successive] remainder fell on the earth from
the many-petaled blue lotus used as an ear-ornament of the lovely-browed one due to
the lover’s playful blows, two petals were seen [on her ears]. State how many petals that
blue lotus has.

Commentary:
We have these facts from the verse. Here, x is the number of petals of the blue lotus.

• Petals fell on the couch =
√
x

• Petals fell on the floor a. =
2

3
(x−

√
x) and

b. =

√
x−

[
√
x+

2

3
(x−

√
x)

]
• Petals seen = 2

Algebraically, this may be denoted as follows.

x−

[
√
x+

2

3
(x−

√
x) +

√
x−

[√
x+

2

3
(x−

√
x)

]]
= 2

Since the problem involves a few subsets of the whole quantity the procedure should be iterated in
finding the solution for x. The equation is rewritten for a different variable z and the variables in the
current equation are redefined at each step of this recursive procedure. Here, the formula rewritten
for z is z = x −

√
x, which is the number of petals remaining after

√
x petals fell. In this step the

fraction a

b
is 2

3
, q = 1, and k = 2. Plugging these values into the solution formula:

z =

(
q +

√
q2 + 4k

2

)2

1− a

b

=
3

1

[
1 +

√
12 + 2(4)

2

]2 (
1

3
is the divisor as twice one-third subtracted from 1 yields 1

3

)
= 12

The result 12 is the number of petals that remained after the square root of number of petals fell
down on the couch, x −

√
x = 12. Therefore, one more step should be carried out to complete the
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process by solving this equation for x. This time k is 12, q = 1, and 1− a

b
is 1 as there is no fraction.

x =

(
q +

√
q2 + 4k

2

)2

1− a

b

= 1

[√
12(4) + 12 + 1

2

]2
= 16

16 is the total number of petals of the blue lotus. The numbers of the portions can be found as
follows.

• The number of petals fell on the couch =
√
16 = 4

• The number of petals fell on the floor a. = 2

[
1

3
(16− 4)

]
= 8

b. =
√

16− (4 + 8) = 2

• The number of petals seen = 2

• The total number of petals of the blue lotus = 4 + 8 + 2 + 2 = 16

Example 2

उ ीय गुणं पदं ककुला े षेु शालेगतं
त ेषो दश शकः फलभृताना मुाना तः ।

ं शेषपदं च पाशप ततं ाध चाप शे
व क रकुल माणमधुना त क त वे चे ॥ ६८ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥

uḍḍīya triguṇaṃ padaṃ śukakulāt kṣetreṣu śāler gataṃ
taccheṣotthadaśāṃṣakaḥ phalabhṛtān āmradrumān āśritaḥ |
trighnaṃ śeṣapadaṃ ca pāśapatitaṃ vyādhasya cāpadvaśe
vidvan kīrakulapramāṇam adhunā tat kathyatāṃ vetsi cet || 68 || || śārdūlavikrīḍitam ||

Having flown up, thrice the square root of [the number] of a flock of parrots went to
fields of rice. One-tenth of the remainder [was] resting on a mango tree bearing fruits.
And thrice the square root of the [successive] remainder fell into a hunter’s trap in the
power of misfortune. Scholar, state [right] now that amount of the flock of parrots if you
know.

Commentary:
The following facts are given in the verse if the total number of parrots in the flock is denoted by x.

• Parrots gone to the rice fields = 3
√
x

• Parrots resting on the mango tree =
1

10
(x− 3

√
x)

• Parrots fallen into the trap = 3

√
x−

[
3
√
x+

1

10
(x− 3

√
x)

]
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The algebraic expression of this problem is

x−

[
3
√
x+

1

10
(x− 3

√
x) + 3

√
x−

[
3
√
x+

1

10
(x− 3

√
x)

]]
= 0.

Since there are a few subsets in this problem as well the procedure should be iterated. In the first
step the quantity z = x − 3

√
x is considered which is the remaining number of parrots after some

parrots
√
x went to the rice field. Here a

b
=

9

10
, and q = 3. Unlike the other examples there is no

absolute number of parrots seen, hence k = 0.

z =
1

1− a

b

[√
4k + q2 + q

2

]2

=
10

9

[√
4(0) + (3)2 + 3

2

]2
= 10

Therefore, there were 10 parrots after some parrots flew to the rice fields. The total number x of
parrots can be found now. Here, k = 10, q = 1 and 1− a

b
= 1 as there is no fraction.

x =
1

1− a

b

[√
4k + q2 + q

2

]2

= 1

[√
4(10) + (3)2 + 3

2

]2
= 25

Therefore, the total number of parrots in the flock is 25. The numbers of parrots in each group are
found as follows.

• The number of parrots gone to the rice fields = 3
√
25 = 15

• The number of parrots resting on the mango tree =
1

10
(25− 15) = 1

• The number of parrots fallen into the trap = 3
√
25− (15 + 1) = 9

• The total number of parrots in the flock = 15 + 1 + 9 = 25

3.3.6.5 Problems involving fractions and square roots of the whole quantity, in which
the numerical value of the remainder is known (mūlāgrabhāgajāti)

भागोन प व ते ख मूले
ा पदाधकिरणीस हता पदे च ।

मूल भागस हते ग मते कृ त ं
रा शभवेद भमतो द य दीये ॥ ६९ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
bhāgonarūpavihṛte khalu dṛśyamūle
dṛśyāt padārdhakariṇīsahitāt pade ca |
mūladvibhāgasahite gamite kṛtitvaṃ
rāśir bhaved abhimato hṛdi yas tvadīye || 69 || || vasantatilakā ||
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The known quantity and [the coefficient of] the square root (mūla) are divided by one
diminished by the fraction. [Then,] when the square root (pada) of the known quantity
[thus divided] (i.e., divided by one diminished by the fraction) increased by the square
(kariṇī ) of the half of [the coefficient of] the square root (pada) [thus divided and then,
again] increased by half of [the coefficient of] the square root (mūla) [thus divided] become
square (kṛtitva), [the result] is the quantity that was expected in your mind.

Commentary:
This is about another type of miscellaneous problem, named mūlāgrabhāgajāti (“square-root-known-
fraction type”). This particular type of problem also involves fractions and square roots as seen in
the previous problems. But the difference between this mūlāgrabhāgajāti and the previous śeṣa-
mūlajāti is that the former has both fractions and square roots of the whole quantity, but the latter
has fractions and both square roots of the whole quantity and remainders. Accordingly, the typical
problem discussed in this class has the form

x−
(a
b
x+ q

√
x
)
= k.

Mahāvīra calls this variety mūlajāti (“square-root type”). Both Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.33] and
Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.76], who calls this variety bhāgamūlāgroddeśaka (“ascertainment of fraction-
square-root-known”), explain this type of problems before the śeṣamūlajāti. That seems to be
reasonable and systematic as śeṣamūlajāti is more complicated than this. However, the mūlā-
grabhāgajāti formula given by all these three is similar.

The rule can be elaborated step-wise as follows.

1. The known quantity k should be divided by 1 diminished by the fraction a

b
given in the

problem, in other words, by the unity-complement of the fraction a

b
. This unity-complement

is called bhāgonarūpa: k

1− a

b

.

2. The coefficient q of the square root should be divided by 1 diminished by the fraction: q

1− a

b

.

3. The quotient obtained at the second step should be halved: 1

2

 q

1− a

b

.

4. The value obtained at the third step should be squared:

1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

.

5. The square root of the sum of the quantities obtained at the first and the fourth steps should

be found:

√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

.

6. The result obtained at the third step should be added to the square root found at the fifth

step:

√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b

.
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7. The value found in the previous step should be squared:

x =


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2

(3.13)

Raṅgācārya mentions that the formula can be derived from the following equation [GSS 1912, p.75].
Note that we adapted our notations to Raṅgācārya’s equation.

x−
(a
b
x+ q

√
x+ k

)
= 0

The derivation of the formula would be as follows. Let a

b
= v.

x−
(
vx+ q

√
x+ k

)
= 0

Let
√
x = y

y2 −
(
vy2 − qy + k

)
= 0

y2 (1− v) + qy − k = 0

Using the quadratic formula,

=
−q ±

√
q2 − 4(1− v)(−k)

2(1− v)

=
−q

2(1− v)
+

√
q2

4(1− v)2
− 4(1− v)(−k)

4(1− v)2

=
−q

2(1− v)
+

√(
q

2(1− v)

)2

− k

1− v

y2 = x =


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2

.

Even though the formula can be derived from the equation given by Raṅgācārya, this can also be
derived simply by rearranging the formula 3.12 given for the śeṣamūlajāti.

x =

(√
4k + q2 + q

2

)2

1− a

b

=

[
q

2
+

√(q
2

)2
+

4k

4

]2
1− a

b

=

 q

2
(
1− a

b

) +

√√√√√
 q

2
(
1− a

b

)
2

+
k

1− a

b


2

=


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2
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Example 1

शंः सार यूथा लवकस हतो ा भी ा ण ो
गीते ं मूलं वग लतकवलं मी लता तं च ।
यूथा े कुर ौ तर लतनयने ह े म ौ
का ारे ू ह तूण य द ग णत व धं वे यूथ माण ॥ ७० ॥ ॥ रा ॥
tryaṃśaḥ sāraṅgayūthāt trilavakasahito vyāghrabhītyā praṇaṣṭo
gīte lubdhaṃ svamūlaṃ vigalitakavalaṃ mīlitākṣi sthitaṃ ca |
yūthād bhraṣṭe kuraṅgyau taralitanayane hanta dṛṣṭe bhramantyau
kāntāre brūhi tūrṇaṃ yadi gaṇitavidhiṃ vetsi yūthapramāṇam || 70 || || sragdharā ||

One-third of a herd of deer increased by [its] one-third escaped from fear of a tiger. Its
[i.e., the herd’s] square root stayed with fallen mouthful [of grass] and closed eyes. Alas!
Two female deer strayed from the herd [and] wandering with fast-winking eyes were seen.
If you know methods of mathematics, state quickly the number in the herd in the forest.

Commentary:
This example verse gives information below.

• Deer who escaped =
1

3
x+

1

3

(
1

3
x

)
=

1

3
x+

1

9
x =

4

9
x

• Deer who stayed =
√
x

• Deer seen = 2

The algebraic representation of this problem is: x −
(
4

9
x+

√
x

)
= 2. If the formula above is

applied, the final result will be the total number of deer in the herd.

x =


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2

=


√√√√√√
1
2

 1

1− 4

9



2

+
2

1− 4

9

+
1

2

 1

1− 4

9



2

=

√[1
2

(
1× 9

5

)]2
+ 2× 9

5
+

1

2

(
1× 9

5

)2

=

(√
81

100
+

18

5
+

9

10

)2

=

(√
441

100
+

9

10

)2

=

(
21

10
+

9

10

)2

= 9

Therefore, the total number of deer in the herd is 9. What follow are the numbers of deer in each
group.

• The number of deer escaped = 9× 4

9
= 4

• The number of deer wandering =
√
9 = 3
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• The number of deer seen = 2

• The total number of deer in the herd = 4 + 3 + 2 = 9

Example 2

क पकुलनवम शाः प मूलेन यु ाः
पनस वट पशाखा ोलनास च ाः ।
फलम भलषमाणा वानरा यु ा
दश च गणक ा यूथमानं वदा ॥ ७१ ॥ ॥ मा लनी ॥
kapikulanavamāṃśāḥ pañca mūlena yuktāḥ
panasaviṭapiśākhāndolanāsaktacittāḥ |
phalam abhilaṣamāṇā vānarā dvandvayuddhā
daśa ca gaṇaka dṛṣṭā yūthamānaṃ vadāśu || 71 || || mālinī ||

Five ninths of a troop of monkeys increased by the square root [of the number of monkeys
in the troop] with minds deeply engaged in swinging on the branches of the bread-fruit
tree, [and] ten desiring monkeys fighting in pairs over fruits, were seen. Mathematician,
state quickly the number [of monkeys] in the troop.

Commentary:
According to the verse, we have the following information. Here, x is the total number of monkeys
in the troop.

• Monkeys swinging = 5

(
1

9
x

)
+

√
x =

5

9
x+

√
x

• Monkeys seen = 10

The algebraic representation of this problem is: x −
(
5

9
x+

√
x

)
= 10. If the formula is applied,

the answer would be

x =


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2

=


√√√√√√
1
2

 1

1− 5

9



2

+
10

1− 5

9

+
1

2

 1

1− 5

9



2

=

√[1
2

(
9

4

)]2
+

90

4
+

1

2

(
9

4

)2

=

(√
81

64
+

90

4
+

9

8

)2

=

(√
1521

64
+

9

8

)2

=

(
39

8
+

9

8

)2

= 36.

Therefore, the number of monkeys in the troop is 36. The numbers of each portion are shown below.

• The number of monkeys swinging =
5

9
(36) +

√
36 = 26

• The number of monkeys seen = 10
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• The total number of monkeys in the troop = 26 + 10 = 36

Example 3

अ शः ोडयूथा सुगणक कु ते प ले प के लं
मूलं साध नु मु ाः खन त ख सखे पो णी स पोता ।
ा ा यूथा जकुलम भतोऽ षेमाणा च
ं जाना स पाट य द ननु क त भः सूकरैयूथमेत ॥ ७२ ॥ ॥ रा ॥

aṣṭāṃśaḥ kroḍayūthāt sugaṇaka kurute palvale paṅkakeliṃ
mūlaṃ sārdhaṃ nu mustāḥ khanati khalu sakhe potriṇī saptapotā |
dṛṣṭā bhraṣṭā svayūthān nijakulam abhito’nveṣamāṇā pracakṣva
kṣipraṃ jānāsi pāṭīṃ yadi nanu katibhiḥ sūkarair yūtham etat || 72 || || sragdharā ||

Clever mathematician, one-eighth of a herd of pigs play with mud in a pond. [Further,]
friend, the square root [of the number of pigs in the herd] increased by [its] half [i.e., half
of the square root] dig grass. A wild sow with seven piglets strayed from the herd and
seeking everywhere their herd are seen. State quickly, if you know arithmetic, with how
many pigs [is] this herd [composed]?

Commentary:
This example verse gives the following information.

• Pigs playing =
1

8
x

• Pigs digging = 1
1

2

√
x

• Pigs seen = 8

The problem is represented algebraically as x−
[
1

8
x+

(
√
x+

1

2

√
x

)]
= 8. The solution is:

x =


√√√√√
1
2

 q

1− a

b

2

+
k

1− a

b

+
1

2

 q

1− a

b



2

=


√√√√√√
1
2

 1
1

2

1− 1

8



2

+
8

1− 1

8

+
1

2

 1
1

2

1− 1

8



2

=

√[1
2

(
3

2
× 8

7

)]2
+

(
8× 8

7

)
+

1

2

(
3

2
× 8

7

)2

=

(√
576

784
+

64

7
+

24

28

)2

=

(√
7744

784
+

24

28

)2

=

(
88

28
+

24

28

)2

=

(
112

28

)2

= 16.

Therefore, the number of pigs in the herd is 16. The other results are given below.
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• The number of pigs playing =
1

8
(16) = 2

• The number of pigs digging =
√
16 +

√
16

2
= 6

• The number of pigs seen = 8

• The total number of pigs in the herd = 2 + 6 + 8 = 16

3.3.6.6 Problems involving two known quantities, fractions of successive remainders,
and the square root of the whole quantity (ubhayāgradṛśyajāti)

नरंश पाह तभ -
मूले पद शंकवगयु ा ।

कैतो मूलमथो पदाध-
युकतं न ं भवती रा शः ॥ ७३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
niraṃśarūpāhatibhaktadṛśya-
mūle padadvyaṃśakavargayuktāt |
dṛśyaikato mūlam atho padārdha-
yukataṃ svanighnaṃ bhavatīṣṭarāśiḥ || 73 || || upajāti ||

The [second] known quantity and [the coefficient of] the square root (mūla) are divided
[separately] by the product (hati) of the fractions [all] subtracted [severally] from one
(niraṃśarūpa). The square root (mūla) of the sum (ekataḥ) of the two known quantities
(i.e., the second known quantity divided by the product of fractions all subtracted from
one severally and the first known quantity), increased by the square of half of [the
coefficient of] the square root (pada) [thus divided is found]. Then, [that square root]
increased by the half [of the coefficient] of the square root (pada) [thus divided], [and
then,] multiplied by itself (svanighna) is the desired quantity.

Commentary:
This particular type of problem is called ubhayāgradṛśyajāti (“type with knowns at both ends”) as
such problems consist of two known quantities. Unlike the name given by Mahāvīra to this type
of problem, this name does not represent all the characteristics of the problem. Mahāvīra’s name
for this class is dviragraśeṣamūlajāti (“type with two knowns, remainder(s) [and] square-root(s)”)
which means the problems involve two known quantities, remainders, and the square root of the
whole quantity. Śrīdhara’s name ubhayāgramūlaśeṣa (“type with two knowns, square-root(s), and
remainder(s)”) also well represents its characteristics. Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, p.26] also has this type
of problem, but has not given a name for that. The problem pertaining to this category involves
two known quantities which are called the first known quantity k1 and the second known quantity
k2. It also includes fractions {b1, b2, . . . , bn} etc., square root

√
x of the whole quantity x, and the

coefficient q of the square root. The typical problem of this type is

x−
[
k1 + b1(x− k1) + b2 [x− (k1 + b1(x− k1))] + q

√
x
]
= k2.

The verse above provides the formula for solving such problems. The algebraic representation of the
formula is

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

.

(3.14)
The verse can be annotated as follows.
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1. niraṃśarūpāhatibhaktadṛśyamūle: In this phrase niraṃśa-rūpa-āhati means the product of
fractions subtracted from one severally. If b1, b2, . . . , bn are the fractions in the problem,
(1 − b1)(1 − b2), . . . (1 − bn) is the product of their unity-complements. The second known
quantity k2 and the coefficient of the square root q should be divided by this product. Then,
we have

k2
(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

and q

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
.

2. padadvyaṃśakavarga: Here, the word pada means the the coefficient divided by the product of
fractions above. This quotient should be divided by 2 and then, squared. The result is(

q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

.

3. dṛśyaika: This literally means the sum of two known quantities, but this means the sum of the
first known quantity and the second divided by the fractional product found above. Hence,
dṛśyaika means

k2
(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

+ k1.

Then, the square root of this quantity increased by the quotient found at the second step
should be extracted (padadvyaṃśakavargayuktāt dṛśyaikato mūlam).√(

q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

4. padārdha: This refers to
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
.

When this is added to the result found at the third step, and then the sum is squared, the
result obtained is the whole quantity.

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

The formula may be derived as follows. Let the problem be

x = k1 + b1(x− k1) + b2[x− (k1 + b1(x− k1))] + b3[x− (k1 + b1(x− k1) + b2(x− (k1 + b1(x− k1))))]

+ . . .+ bn(x− (x− . . .+ bn−1)) + c
√
x+ k2.

By simplifying

x = k1 + b1(x− k1) + b2[x− (k1 + b1(x− k1))] + . . .+ bn(x− (x− . . .+ bn−1)) + c
√
x+ k2.

By rearranging

x− [k1 + b1(x− k1) + b2[x− (k1 + b1(x− k1))] + . . .+ bn(x− (x− . . .+ bn−1)) + c
√
x+ k2] = 0.
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Let
√
x− k1 = y, then,

x− k1 = y2

√
x =

√
y2 + k1.

By substituting

0 = y2 − b1(y
2)− b2[y

2 − b1(y
2)]− . . .− bn[y

2 − bn−1(y
2)]− q

√
y2 − k1 − k2

= y2(1− b1)− b2[y
2 − b1(y

2)]− . . .− bn[y
2 − bn−1(y

2)]− q
√
y2 − k1 − k2

= y2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)− q
√
y2 − k1 − k2.

Then, the equation above is substituted in the quadratic formula.

0 =
q +

√
(−q2 − 4(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)(−k2)

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

=
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

−
4(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)(−k2)

[2(1− b1)(1− b2)(−)(1− bn)]2

=
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

x− k1 = y2 =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

2

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

2

+ k1

=

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.47] and Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.77] also have the same formula, but they do
not explain it in detail. They have referred to the formula given in the śeṣamūlajāti and explain only
the differences between that and ubhayāgradṛśyajāti, saying the rest should be done as explained
in the formula of solving śeṣamūlajāti. The commentator of the PG quotes a verse related to this
formula from an unknown source [PG 1959, p.S105].

Example 1

े रेमेण तमथ सर स डया शेषष ं
त ौ शेषेषुभाग र त गिरतटे श क प व ।
पादः शेषा संह नभयच कतः सवमूला पुेतो
ोऽ ः ष रेणूरनुसर त कर ू ह मानं कतीभाः ॥ ७४ ॥ ॥ रा ॥

stambe stamberameṇa81 sthitam atha sarasi krīḍayā śeṣaṣaṣṭaṃ
tasthau śeṣeṣubhāgaś carati giritaṭe śallakīpallavāṃś ca |
pādaḥ śeṣāc ca siṃhadhvanibhayacakitaḥ sarvamūlābhyupeto
dṛṣṭo’nyaḥ ṣaṭkareṇūr anusarati karī brūhi mānaṃ katībhāḥ || 74 || || sragdharā ||

81Stamba is the post to which elephants are tied. Stamberama is a synonym for elephant, whose derivation is stambe
ramate iti stamberama: i.e., who rests at the post is stamberama, that is, elephant. There is also a kind of grass
called stamba, but this does not seem to be relevant here. The post might be the place where working elephants
get rest hence, this synonym for them.
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One elephant stayed at the post. Further, one-sixth of the remainder were playing in a
lake. One-fifth of the [successive] remainder was wandering on the mountain [seeking]
śallakī 82 sprouts. One-fourth of the [successive] remainder was afraid of the lion’s roar
and went to the square root [of the number of elephants of the herd]. Another elephant
following six female elephants was seen. State the amount, how many elephants are there
[in the herd]?

Commentary:
The following information is in this verse. The total elephants of the herd is considered to be equal
to x.

• The elephants at the post = 1

• The elephants in the lake =
1

6
(x− 1)

• The number of elephants on the mountain =
1

5

[
x− 1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

]

• The number of elephants that were afraid =
1

4

[
x−

(
1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

)
+

1

5

(
x− 1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

)]
• The number of elephants that others came to =

√
x

• The number of elephants seen = 7

The algebraic representation of the problem is

x−
[
1 +

1

6
(x− 1) +

1

5

[
x−

(
1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

)]
+

1

4

[[
x−

(
1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

)]
+

1

5

[
x−

(
1 +

1

6
(x− 1)

)]]
+

√
x

]
= 7.

Solution:

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

=

 1

2
(
1− 1

6

) (
1− 1

5

) (
1− 1

4

) +

√√√√( 1

2
(
1− 1

6

) (
1− 1

5

) (
1− 1

4

))2

+
7(

1− 1
6

) (
1− 1

5

) (
1− 1

4

) + 1


2

=

 1

2
(
5
6

) (
4
5

) (
3
4

) +

√√√√( 1

2
(
5
6

) (
4
5

) (
3
4

))2

+
7(

5
6

) (
4
5

) (
3
4

) + 1


2

=

 1(
120
120

) +

√√√√( 1(
120
120

))2

+
7(
60
120

) + 1


2

=
[
1 +

√
16
]2

= 25

Therefore, the total of the elephants in the herd is 25. The rest of the problem is solved below.

• The number of elephants at the post = 1

• The number of elephants in the lake =
1

6
(25− 1) = 4

82Śallakī is a fragrant tree. It is said that elephants are very fond of them. It is also called gajabhakṣya, i.e., eaten
by elephants.
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• The number of elephants on the mountain =
1

5
[25− (1 + 4)] = 4

• The number of elephants that were afraid =
1

4
[25− (1 + 4 + 4)] = 4

• The number of elephants that others came to =
√
25 = 5

• The number of elephants seen = 7

• The total number of elephants in the herd = 1 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 5 + 7 = 25

Example 2

मधुकरयुगं ं प े पराग पश तं
किरवरकटे शेषादध जगाम सस क ।
पदमथ गतं त थू ण वम क
मर मथुनं ं ातवदा लकद क ॥ ७५ ॥ ॥ हिरणी ॥

madhukarayugaṃ dṛṣṭaṃ padme parāgapiśaṅgitaṃ
karivarakaṭe śeṣād ardhaṃ jagāma sasaptakam |
padam atha gataṃ tadyūthasya kvaṇan navamallikāṃ
bhramaramithunaṃ dṛṣṭaṃ bhrātar vadālikadambakam || 75 || || hariṇī ||

A pair of bees coloured reddish-yellow from pollen was seen on a lotus. Half of the re-
mainder with its [i.e. half of the remainder] one-seventh went to the temples of elephants.
Then, the square root [of the number] of bees of that swarm humming went to a jasmine
creeper. [Another] couple of bees was seen. Brother, state [the number of] the swarm of
bees.

Commentary:
The following information is in this verse. The total number of bees in the swarm is considered to
be equal to x.

• The bees on the lotus = 2

• The bees that went to cheeks of elephants =
1

2
(x− 2) +

1

7

[
1

2
(x− 2)

]
• The bees that went to a jasmine creeper =

√
x

• The bees that were seen = 2

The following is the algebraic representation of the problem.

x−
[
2 +

[
1

2
(x− 2) +

1

7

(
1

2
(x− 2)

)]
+
√
x

]
= 2.
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This problem can be solved by using the aforementioned formula.

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

=

 1

2
[
1−

((
1− 1

2

)
+ 1

7

(
1− 1

2

))] +
√√√√( 1

2
[
1−

((
1− 1

2

)
+ 1

7

(
1− 1

2

))])2

+
2[

1−
((
1− 1

2

)
+ 1

7

(
1− 1

2

))] + 2


2

=

 1

2
[
1−

(
1
2
+ 1

7

(
1
2

))] +
√√√√( 1

2
[
1−

(
1
2
+ 1

7

(
1
2

))])2

+
2[

1−
(
1
2
+ 1

7

(
1
2

))] + 2


2

=

 1
12
14

+

√√√√( 1
12
14

)2

+
2
6
14

+ 2


2

=

14

12
+

√(
14

12

)2

+
14

3
+ 2

2

=

(
14

12
+

√
196

144
+

14

3
+ 2

)2

=

(
14

12
+

√
1156

144

)2

=

(
14

12
+

34

12

)2

= 16

Therefore, the total number of the bees in the swarm is 16. The numbers of the other subsets of
bees can be traced as follows.

• Number of bees on the lotus = 2

• Number of bees that went to cheeks of elephants =
1

2
(16− 2)+

1

7

[
1

2
(16− 2)

]
= 7+1 = 8

• Number of bees that went to a jasmine creeper =
√
16 = 4

• Number of bees that were seen = 2

• The total number of bees in the swarm = 2 + 8 + 4 + 2 = 16

Example 3

क नी पादमदा जाय
शेष भागं थ शेषपाद ।
सव मूलं च दलं तथा -
भूव नः कय नं त ॥ ७६ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

kaścid dhanī pādam adād dvijāya
śeṣatribhāgaṃ tvatha śeṣapādam |
sarvasvamūlaṃ ca dalaṃ tathānyad
babhūva niḥsvasya kiyad dhanaṃ tat || 76 || || upajāti ||

A rich man gave a Brahmin one-fourth [of a unit], one-third of the remainder, likewise,
one-fourth of the [successive] remainder, the square root [amount] of the total [money],
and another half [of the unit]. How much was the total amount of that money?
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Commentary:
The following piece of information is given in this verse.

• First amount given =
1

4

• Second amount given =
1

3

(
x− 1

4

)

• Third amount of money given =
1

4

[
x−

(
1

4
+

1

3

(
x− 1

4

))]
• Fourth amount of money given =

√
x

• Fifth amount of money given =
1

2

The algebraic representation of the problem is

x−
[
1

4
+

1

3

(
x− 1

4

)
+

1

4

[
x−

(
1

4
+

1

3

(
x− 1

4

))]
+

√
x+

1

2

]
= 0.

Now, the formula above is applied.

x =

 q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+

√(
q

2(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)

)2

+
k2

(1− b1)(1− b2) . . . (1− bn)
+ k1

2

=

 1

2
(
1− 1

3

) (
1− 1

4

) +

√√√√( 1

2
(
1− 1

3

) (
1− 1

4

))2

+
1
2(

1− 1
3

) (
1− 1

4

) +
1

4


2

=

 1

2
(
2
3

) (
3
4

) +

√√√√( 1

2
(
2
3

) (
3
4

))2

+
1
2(

2
3

) (
3
4

) +
1

4


2

=

 1
12
12

+

√√√√( 1
12
12

)2

+
1
2(
6
12

) +
1

4


2

=

(
1 +

√
1 + 1 +

1

4

)2

=

(
1 +

3

2

)2

=
25

4
= 6

1

4

Therefore, the rich man had 6
1

4
currency-units. The following are the amounts of money given by

the rich man to the Brahmin from time to time.

• First amount given =
1

4

• Second amount given =
1

3

(
6
1

4
− 1

4

)
= 2

• Third amount of money given =
1

4

[
6
1

4
−
(
1

4
+ 2

)]
= 1

• Fourth amount of money given =

√
6
1

4
=

√
25

4
= 2

1

2

• Fifth amount of money given =
1

2
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• The total given by the rich man =
1

4
+2+1+2

1

2
+

1

2
= 6

1

4
currency-units

3.3.6.7 Problems involving a product of fractions as unknowns and fractions as knowns
(bhinnabhāgadṛśyajāti)

शकोने व तेऽथ पे
शघातेन च त लं ा ॥ ७७ ॥ ॥ इ व ा ॥

dṛśyāṃśakone vihṛte’tha rūpe
stambhāṃśaghātena ca tatphalaṃ syāt || 77 || || indravajrā ||

When one diminished by the known fraction (dṛśyāṃśaka) and divided by the product
of the fractions of the pillar, the [required] result is produced.

Commentary:
Unlike in the different problems seen so far, in this type of problem there is no known integer numer-
ical value. Instead, the dṛśya which is the known quantity is itself a fraction. The unknown quantity
is also given as the product of fractions. Mahāvīra names this category bhinnadṛśya (“fraction-known
type”) and Nārāyaṇa uses the same name used by Śrīpati. It should be noted that though the rule
specifies the word stambha meaning pillar, this rule is not confined to the finding the height of pillars.
It may be used for any problems pertaining to the bhinnabhāgadṛśyajāti (“fraction-known-fraction
type”).

If a
b

is the known fraction of the whole quantity x and c

d
and e

f
are the other fractions which produce

the unknown quantity
( c
d

)( e

f

)
, the typical problem of this kind can be expressed as

x−
( c
d
x
)( e

f
x

)
=

a

b
x.

According to the rule given in the verse, the known fraction should be subtracted from 1. When that
remainder is divided by the product of the unknown fractions, the quotient is the whole quantity
expected. The formula is the following.

x =
(
1− a

b

)
÷ ce

df
(3.15)

The formulas given by Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.69] and Nārāyaṇa [GK 1936, v.40] are similar to
Śrīpati’s formula. This formula can be derived from the problem mentioned above.

x−
( c
d
x
)( e

f
x

)
=

a

b
x

x =
( c
d
x
)( e

f
x

)
+

a

b
x

=
ce

df
x2 +

a

b
x

ce

df
x2 = x− a

b
x

ce

df
x = 1− a

b
(by dividing through x)

x =
(
1− a

b

)
÷ ce

df
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Example 1

भागेन च स मेन
स ा डतः दश शकोऽय ।
सखऽशकाध पिर म

माणं कथया स ॥ ७८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
stambhasya bhāgena ca saptamena
santāḍitaḥ stambhadaśāṃśako’yam |
sakhe’ṃśakārdhaṃ paridṛṣṭam adya
stambhapramāṇaṃ kathayāśu satyam || 78 || || upajāti ||

Friend, this one-tenth [of the pillar] multiplied by seventh part of the pillar [is the un-
known part]. A portion of a half was seen today. State quickly the accurate measurement
of the pillar.

Commentary:
There are two quantities in the verse. The known and unknown parts of the pillar are considered to
be the parts of the total height x of the pillar.

• The unknown portion =
1

7
x

(
1

10
x

)

• The known portion =
1

2
x

This problem can be algebraically represented as follows.

x− 1

7
x

(
1

10
x

)
=

1

2
x

The solution to this problem is as follows.

x =
(
1− a

b

)
÷ ce

df

=

(
1− 1

2

)
÷ 1(1)

10(7)

=
1

2
× 70 = 35

Therefore, the height of the pillar is 35 units. Then, the heights of the portions can be found
severally.

• The height of the unknown portion =
1

7
(35)× 1

10
(35) = 17

1

2
units

• The height of the known portion =
1

2
(35) = 17

1

2
units

• The total height of the pillar = 17
1

2
+ 17

1

2
= 35 units

Example 2

प ाशदशेंन वेणोहतो यो
प ाशक णुो ह ः ।

मया त भागा वभो व तु ा
व च ा मे वंशस वदाय ॥ ७९ ॥ ॥ भुजंग यात ॥
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tripañcāśadaṃśena veṇor hato yo
dvipañcāśakas tadguṇo hanta dṛṣṭaḥ |
mayā tattvabhāgān vibhor viśvatulyān
vicintyāśu me vaṃśasaṅkhyāṃ vadārya || 79 || || bhujaṃgaprayātam ||

Whatever [portion] of a bamboo stalk [having] denominator two-five [i.e., twenty-five,
and numerator] five, multiplied by three fiftieth part is seen by me. Having considered
twenty-fifth parts equal [in number] to the worlds of Brahma [i.e., thirteen], noble one,
tell me quickly the number [commensurate with the height] of the bamboo stalk.

Commentary:
Analyzing this verse is quite tricky. As the terminology and syntax of the verse are not totally
understandable it has to be interpreted based on the mathematical analysis given in the commentary
[GT 1937, pp.59-60]. The word dvipañcāśaka is to be taken as 25 though such expression is not
common in mathematical literature. This can also be emended to be dvipañcāṃśaka where aṃśaka
could mean the denominator.83 Guṇa generally means number 3 in object-numeral (bhūtasaṃkhyā)
system, but this could also mean 5 as the number of qualities (guṇa) attributed to five organs
are also equal to 5. Hence, the fraction is 5

25
. Accordingly, the unseen portion of the bamboo is

3

50

(
5

25

)
=

15

1250
. Tattvabhāga means 1

25
. However, the portion of the bamboo seen is equal to 13

times 1

25
, hence, it is 13

25
. Then, the problem can be solved as follows.84

x =
(
1− a

b

)
÷ ce

df

=

(
1− 13

25

)
÷ 3(5)

50(25)

=
12

25
× 1250

15
= 40

Therefore, the height of the bamboo stalk is equal to 40 units. The other quantities would be as
follows. According to the commentary, these measures are given in terms of hastas [GT 1937, p.60].

• The height of the unknown part =
3

50
(40)× 5

25
(40) =

12

5
× 8 = 19

1

5
hastas

• The height of the known part =
13

25
(40) =

104

5
= 20

4

5
hastas

• The total height of the bamboo stalk = 19
1

5
+ 20

4

5
= 40 hastas

3.3.6.8 Problems involving the square root of fractions of the total (bhāgamūlajāti)

ा पयोरा शहता वा ा
मूलसंवगयुता मूल ।

83This is discussed by Petrocchi as well [Petrocchi 2019, p.206].
84An alternative reading of this would be as follows.

Translation: Whatever [fraction of] two-fiftieths of a bamboo stalk multiplied by three-fiftieths [of it], which itself
is the multiplier [that multiplies] five (tattva) portions and the number equal to the worlds (i.e., viśva = 13) of the
Brahma (vibhū) is seen by me. Oh! gentleman, having thought tell me quickly the measurement of the bamboo stalk.
According to this reading, the fraction of two fiftieth pertains to the both quantities, 5 and 13. Three fiftieth
multiplied by two fiftieth seems to be the unknown as it is the product of two fractions which should be the unknown

as per the rule. Hence, the unknown portion is 3

50

(
2

50
× 5

)
=

3

50

(
10

50

)
=

3

50

(
5

25

)
=

15

1250
. Then, the next
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समूलमध कृतव गतं च
भागाहतं ा दह यूथमान ॥ ८० ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dṛśyāt payorāśihatāl lavāptāt
svamūlasaṃvargayutāc ca mūlam |
samūlam ardhīkṛtavargitaṃ ca
bhāgāhataṃ syād iha yūthamānam || 80 || || upajāti ||

The square root of the known quantity multiplied by four (payorāśi), divided (āpta) by
the fraction (lava), and increased by the square (saṃvarga) of the coefficient of the square
root (mūla) and [this quantity] increased by the coefficient of the square root [then, all]
halved and squared [and finally,] multiplied by the fraction (bhāga) is the measure of the
herd (i.e. the total quantity required).

Commentary:
This type of problem is called bhāgamūlajāti (“type of square root of fraction”) as it involves the
square root of fractions of the whole quantity.85 This verse consists of a formula for solving another
type of quadratic equation. The standard problem in this class, with variables assigned as before, is

x− q

√
a

b
x = k.

The formula given in the verse can be analysed as follows.

• The known quantity k should be multiplied by 4: 4k.

• That result should be divided by the fraction a

b
: b

a
(4k)

• That result should be increased by the square of the coefficient q of the square root: b

a
(4k)+

q2.

• The square root of that result should be found:
√

b

a
(4k) + q2.

• Then, the result should be increased by q:
√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q.

• Half of the result found at the previous step should be squared:
√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

.

• Finally, this result should be multiplied by the fraction. This is the formula:

x =
a

b


√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

(3.16)

quantity is equal to 2

50
(13) =

26

50
=

13

25
. Based on this mathematical analysis the word dvipañcāśaka is to be

understood as the multiplier of the both quantities, 5 (tattvabhāgān) and 13 (viśvatulyān), while it itself is another
fraction. The execution of the problem is not different from the given above.

85bhāgair mūlena ca niṣpannatvāt dṛśyasya bhāgamūladṛśyajātiḥ . . . (“Since the known [quantity] is produced by
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This formula can be derived from the problem mentioned above. Let a

b
be p.

x− q

√
a

b
x = k

x− q
√
px = k

x = q
√
px+ k

x− q
√
px− k = 0

Let √
px = y

then, px = y2

x =
y2

p
.

By substituting these properties in the equation

y2

p
− qy − k = 0.

Now, this is substituted in the quadratic formula.

y =

−(−q) +

√
(−q)2 − 4

(
1

p

)
(−k)

2

(
1

p

)

= p

q +

√
q2 +

4k

p

2



y2 =

p
q +

√
q2 +

4k

p

2



2

x =
y2

p
=

p
q +

√
q2 +

4k

p

2



2

÷ p

=

q +

√
q2 +

4k

p

2


2

÷ p2

p

x = p

q +

√
q2 +

4k

p

2


2

.

fractions and the square root [of the whole quantity this is] the type of square root of fractions in the miscellaneous
problems of fractions”) [GT 1937, p.62].
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Hence, the formula is

x =
a

b


√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

.

Mahāvīra has named this class aṃśamūlajāti (“type of square root of fraction”); in fact, this is
not a different name as aṃśa and bhāga are synonyms. The formula given by Śrīpati above is in
[GSS 1912, III.52]. Before this formula he gives another one [GSS 1912, III.51] that is

x =

[
pq

2
+

√(pq
2

)2
+ pk

]2
÷ p. (3.17)

This can be derived from the formula given in the śeṣamūlajāti.

x =

[
q

2
+

√(q
2

)2
+ k

]2
Multiplying the RHS of the formula by the fraction p and dividing it by the same does not make
any difference hence, we have

x =

p

[
q

2
+

√(q
2

)2
+ k

]2
p

=

[
pq

2
+

√(pq
2

)2
+ pk

]2
÷ p.

Example 1

यूथा श मूलं सजलजलधराकारम ादश ं
शैला े स रुाण म त ह वगल ानधारा ग ।
ा ा ादशा े हिरणप त श ानमाक भीताः

का स ेयं गजान गणय ग णत व चे दहा म े ॥ ८१ ॥ ॥ रा ॥
yūthāṣṭāṃśasya mūlaṃ sajalajaladharākāram aṣṭādaśaghnaṃ
śailāgre sindhurāṇāṃ86 bhramati hi vigaladdānadhārārdragaṇḍam |
dṛṣṭāś cāṣṭādaśānye hariṇapatiśiśudhvānam ākarṇya bhītāḥ
kā saṅkhyeyaṃ gajānāṃ gaṇaya gaṇitavit ced ihāsti śramas te || 81 || || sragdharā ||

The square root of one-eighth of a herd of elephants, resembling clouds containing wa-
ter87 [and] who have cheeks wetted with flowing musth-fluid, multiplied by eighteen, are
wandering on the top of a mountain. Eighteen other [elephants], frightened [by] having
heard roars of lion-cubs, were seen. Knower of mathematics, calculate what the number
of elephants [in the herd] is if you were trained in this [mathematics].

86Sindhu means exudation from the temples of elephants and the water ejected from the elephant’s trunk, so sindhura
may be interpreted as the one who has exudation or ejected water i.e, elephant. However, the Mātaṅgalīla interprets
it as the one who is fond of rivers [Edgerton 1985, I.34], as sindhu also means river and ra might have come from
the root

√
ram (to delight, to play or to enjoy).

87This is a beautiful simile for elephants, as clouds which are about to drop rain are black and huge just as elephants.
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Commentary:
In this example verse the unknown number of elephants in different places are given as parts of the
whole quantity x and known number of elephants as an integer.

• Elephants wandering on the top of a mountain = 18

√
1

8
x

• Elephants seen = 18.

The problem can be represented algebraically as

x− 18

√
1

8
x = 18.

This problem can be solved by using the aforementioned formula.

x =
a

b


√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

=
1

8


√

8

1
[4(18)] + 182 + 18

2


2

=
1

8

(√
576 + 324 + 18

2

)2

=
1

8

(
30 + 18

2

)2

=
1

8
(576) = 72

Therefore, the total number of elephants in the herd is 72. The answers to the rest of the problem
is as follows.

• The elephants wandering on the top of a mountain = 18

√
1

8
(72) = 18× 3 = 54

• The elephants seen = 18

• The total number of elephants in the herd = 54 + 18 = 72

Example 2

शंमूलं गुतं नव ं
न ं च शेष शरा मूल ।
षडाहतं हसंकुल ा
सखे र ौ क त तेऽ सव ॥ ८२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
dvitryaṃśamūlaṃ dyugataṃ navaghnaṃ
naṣṭaṃ ca śeṣatriśarāś ca mūlam |
ṣaḍāhataṃ haṃsakulasya dṛṣṭā
sakhe trir aṣṭau kati te’tra sarve || 82 || || upajāti ||

The square root of two-thirds of a flock of swans multiplied by nine went to the sky.
The square root of three-fifths of the remainder [of the flock of swans], multiplied by six,
disappeared. Friend, thrice eight [i.e., 24] [swans of the flock] were seen. How many are
they here, all [in the flock]?
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Commentary:
This verse has the following information. The subsets of swans are given as the fractions of the total
x swans in the flock.

• The swans gone to the sky = 9

√
2

3
x

• The swans disappeared = 6

√√√√3

5

(
x− 9

√
2

3
x

)

• The swans seen = 24

This problem has two square roots: one is the square root of a fraction of the whole quantity, and
the other is the square root of the remainder. Therefore, in solving this problem the process has to

be iterated. In the first step we consider z = x − 9

√
2

3
x which is the number of swans remained

after 9

√
2

3
x of the total swans went to the sky. Here a

b
=

3

5
, q = 6, and k = 24.

z =
a

b


√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

=
3

5


√

5

3
[4(24)] + 62 + 6

2


2

=
3

5

(√
160 + 36 + 6

2

)2

=
3

5

(
14 + 6

2

)2

=
3

5
(100)

= 60

These 60 mean that there were 60 swans after a number of swans of the whole flock had gone to the
sky. In finding the total number x of swans in the flock another step should be carried out. At this
step a

b
=

2

3
, q = 9, and k = 60.

x =
a

b


√

b

a
(4k) + q2 + q

2


2

=
2

3


√

3

2
[4(60)] + 92 + 9

2


2

=
2

3

(√
360 + 81 + 9

2

)2

=
2

3

(
21 + 9

2

)2

=
2

3
(225)

= 150
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Therefore, the number of the flock of swans is 150. The rest is as follows.

• The swans gone to the sky = 9

√
2

3
(150) = 9× 10 = 90

• The swans disappeared = 6

√
3

5
(150− 90) = 6

√
36 = 36

• The swans seen = 24

• The total number of swans in the flock = 90 + 36 + 24 = 150

3.3.6.9 Problems in which squares of fractions diminished by integers, and the numer-
ical value of the known quantity are known (hīnavargajāti)

शो तृ ेद इह धासा-
वूनाहतोऽ ाधकृ त यु ः ।

ो नत दमूनम -
दला तं भाग वभ मा ॥ ८३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
svāṃśoddhṛtaccheda iha dvidhāsā-
vūnāhato’nyārdhakṛtiprayuktaḥ |
dṛśyonitas tatpadam ūnam anya-
dalānvitaṃ bhāgavibhaktam āptam || 83 || || upajāti ||

In this [type of fractional problem i.e., hīnavargajāti], the denominator [of the fraction]
divided by its numerator [should be placed] twice [in two places]. This [i.e., one of them] is
multiplied by the subtrahend (ūna) [and] increased by the square of the half of the other,
and [then] diminished by the known quantity. The square root of that is increased by the
subtrahend and half of the other fraction [i.e., the denominator divided by its numera-
tor]. [Then, the result] is divided by the fraction. The quotient [is the quantity required].

Commentary:
This is the last type of miscellaneous problems explained by Śrīpati. Its name hīnavargajāti (“type
of square of difference”) refers to the square of a difference between a known quantity and a fraction
of the unknown. The related problem would be

x−
(a
b
x− u

)2
= k

where u is a known integer quantity which is called ūna (“subtrahend”). The verse may be inter-
preted as follows:

1. svāṃśoddhṛtaccheda: The denominator of the fraction should be divided by its numerator. If
the fraction is a

b
, we have b

a
. Then it has to be written down in two places (dvidhā).

2. ūnāhata: One of them should be multiplied by the subtrahend. Here, ūna means the quantity
which is to be subtracted. This also seems to be able to denote the additive if the problem
contains an additive. Mahāvīra uses two words for them, ūna (“subtrahend”) and adhika
(“additive”) and also gives an example involving an additive. But Śrīpati does not mention
the alternative of an additive; his examples only have subtrahends. Therefore, we translated
ūna as subtrahend. Once this step is fulfilled, there is u

(
b

a

)
.
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3. anyārdhakṛtiprayukta: At the last step one of the reciprocal fractions was multiplied by the
subtrahend. The remaining fraction in the same form is here, referred to as anya (“the other”).
That should be halved and squared, then added to the quantity found in the second step:

u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

.

4. dṛśyonita: From the above quantity the known quantity should be subtracted, and then the

square root of the result (tatpadam) should be found:

√
u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k.

5. ūnam anyadalānvitaṃ: This is an unusual compound. It means that the square root thus
found should be increased by the subtrahend increased by half of the other fraction: in other
words, by the sum of the subtrahend and half of the reciprocal of the fraction.88 Again, the
word anya refers to the fraction where the denominator became the numerator and vice versa.√

u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

)

6. Then the result obtained should be divided by the fraction. This fraction is the original
fraction, i.e., a

b
: √

u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

)
a

b

.

Hence, the formula is

x =
b

a

√u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

) . (3.18)

This formula can be derived from the problem mentioned above. Let the fraction a

b
be p.

x−
(a
b
x− u

)2
= k

x− (px− u)2 = k

x = (px− u)2 + k

= (px)2 − 2pxu+ u2 + k

0 = (px)2 − 2pxu− x+ u2 + k

= p2x2 − x(2pu+ 1) + (u2 + k)

88If the square root found in the previous step should be increased by the subtrahend and half of the anya,
ūnānyadalānvitaṃ (“[that is] increased by the subtrahend and the other”) might be the best compound. But it
does not fit the metre.
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By applying the quadratic formula,

x =
(2pu+ 1) +

√
(2pu+ 1)2 − 4p2(u2 + k)

2(p2)

=
(2pu+ 1)

2p2
+

√
4p2u2 + 4pu+ 1− 4p2u2 − 4p2k

2(p2)

=
2pu

2p2
+

1

2p2
+

√
4pu

4p4
+

1

4p4
− 4p2k

4p4

=
u

p
+

1

2p2
+

√
u

p3
+

1

4p4
− k

p2

=
1

p

(
u+

1

2p

)
+

√√√√ 1

p2

[
u

p
+

(
1

2p

)2

− k

]

=

(
u+

1

2p

)
+

√
u

p
+

(
1

2p

)2

− k

p

=
b

a

√u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

) .

This type of problem is called aṃśavarga (“fraction type”) by Mahāvīra [GSS 1912, III.61] whereas
Nārāyaṇa names it the same [GK 1936, p.29] as Śrīpati does.

Example 1

प भागः श खन षडूनो
वग कृतः ड त चा रागः ।
ा न व ा ु वना रे ष-
थू माणं कथया तेषा ॥ ८४ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

tripañcabhāgaḥ śikhināṃ ṣaḍūno
vargīkṛtaḥ krīḍati cāntarāgaḥ |
dṛṣṭā niviṣṭās tu vanāntare ṣaḍ
yūthapramāṇaṃ kathayāśu teṣām || 84 || || upajāti ||

Three-fifths [of a flock] of peacocks, diminished by six [and] squared, [that are] delighted
is playing. Six [peacocks] were seen settled down in the jungle. State quickly the number
of them in the flock.

Commentary:
The following details are given in the verse. Here, fractions are given as parts of the whole quantity
x.

• The peacocks playing =

(
3

5
x− 6

)2

• The peacocks seen = 6

Accordingly, the problem given in the verse is: x−
(
3

5
x− 6

)2

= 6.
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Solution:

x =
b

a

√u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

)
=

5

3

√6

(
5

3

)
+

(
5

2(3)

)2

− 6 +

(
5

2(3)
+ 6

)
=

5

3

[√
10 +

25

36
− 6 +

(
5

6
+ 6

)]

=
5

3

(√
169

36
+

41

6

)
= 15

Therefore, the total number of peacocks in the flock is 15. The number of peacocks playing is

=

[
3

5
(15)− 6

]2
= 9.

Example 2

गणा भाग गुणो दल कृतो
व ै था षोडश भ वव जतः ।
स ुणः ड त पवतोदरे

चतुगुणा े वचर कानने ॥ ८५ ॥ ॥ वंश ॥
gaṇāṣṭabhāgas triguṇo dalīkṛto
viṣkais tathā ṣoḍaśabhir vivarjitaḥ |
svasaṅguṇaḥ krīḍati parvatodare
caturguṇās te vicaranti kānane || 85 || || vaṃśastha ||

One-eighth of a herd of elephants89 multiplied by three, halved, diminished by 16 [and
then,] multiplied by itself (i.e., squared) is playing in a mountain. Four times of them
(i.e., 16) are wandering in the jungle.

Commentary:
This gives the the total number x of elephants in the herd in the form of a problem. The problem

is: x−
[
3

(
1

8

)
1

2
x− 16

]2
= 64 which can be reduced to x−

(
3

16
x− 16

)2

= 64.

89The Sanskrit word viṣka means a young elephant of 20 years [GT 1937, p.64].
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This can be solved by using the formula above.

x =
b

a

√u

(
b

a

)
+

(
b

2a

)2

− k +

(
b

2a
+ u

)
=

16

3

√16

(
16

3

)
+

(
16

2(3)

)2

− 64 +

(
16

2(3)
+ 16

)
=

16

3

[√
256

3
+

256

36
− 64 +

(
16

6
+ 16

)]

=
16

3

[√
3072 + 256− 2304

36
+

(
16 + 96

6

)]

=
16

3

(√
1024

36
+

112

6

)

=
16

3

(
32

6
+

112

6

)
=

16

3
× 144

6
= 128

Therefore,

• The number of elephants playing =

[[
3

(
1

8
(128)

)]
1

2
− 16

]2
= 64

• The elephants wandering = 64

• And the total number of elephants in the herd= 64 + 64 = 128.

3.3.7 Rule of inversion
गुणो हरो हरो गुणः पदं कृ तः कृ तः पद ।
यो धनं धनं यः तीपके तु ते ॥ ८६ ॥ ॥ मा णका ॥

guṇo haro haro guṇaḥ padaṃ kṛtiḥ kṛtiḥ padam |
kṣayo dhanaṃ dhanaṃ kṣayaḥ pratīpake tu dṛṣyate || 86 || || pramāṇikā ||

[It] is seen in the inverse rule (pratīpaka) that the multiplier becomes the divisor, the
divisor becomes the multiplier, the square root (pada) becomes the square, the square
becomes the square root, subtractive (kṣaya) becomes additive, [and] additive becomes
subtractive.

Commentary:
This is exactly the same verse given in the ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.4). As this has been commented
upon in the second chapter we proceed to the examples.

Example 1

यः प ो नव भर धको मूलभावं प ो
ा ामून दनु कृ तत ा पतो पह नः ।

भ ोऽ ा भगणक नयतं ी ण पा ण जातः
कोऽसौ रा शभव त वद मे वे चे पाटी ॥ ८७ ॥ ॥ म ा ा ा ॥
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yaḥ pañcaghno navabhir adhiko mūlabhāvaṃ prapanno
dvābhyām ūnas tadanu kṛtitāṃ prāpito rūpahīnaḥ |
bhakto’ṣṭābhir gaṇaka niyataṃ trīṇi rūpāṇi jātaḥ
ko’sau rāśir bhavati vada me vetsi cen mitra pāṭīm || 87 || || mandākrāntā ||

Mathematician, whatever given [quantity is] multiplied by five, increased by nine, made
into a square root, [then] decreased by two [and] afterwards obtained [as] a square,
diminished by one [and] divided by eight, certainly 3 units [are] the result. Friend, if you
know arithmetic, tell me quickly what this quantity is.

Commentary:
This is a straight-forward example. If the original quantity is x, the problem given in the verse is(√

5x+ 9− 2
)2 − 1

8
= 3.

By solving this equation for x, 8 is found as the answer.(√
5x+ 9− 2

)2 − 1 = 24(√
5x+ 9− 2

)2
= 25

√
5x+ 9− 2 = 5
√
5x+ 9 = 7
5x+ 9 = 49

5x = 40
x = 8

If we stick to the exact instructions given in the inverse rule, the problem can be solved in the
following way by executing the opposite operations of what had been done in the natural order. The
problem is

x =

(√
(3× 8) + 1 + 2

)2
− 9

5
.

Solution:

x =

(√
(3× 8) + 1 + 2

)2
− 9

5

=

(√
24 + 1 + 2

)2 − 9

5

=

(√
25 + 2

)2 − 9

5

=
(5 + 2)2 − 9

5

=
(7)2 − 9

5

=
49 − 9

5

=
40
5

= 8
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Example 2

य भर तः चरणैभ तः स भः
शेंन वव जतः गु णतो ह नो प ाशता ।

त लेूऽ युते ते च दश भज तं यं ू ह तं
रा शं वे ह च ला वमल बाले वलोम या ॥ Q.३ ॥90 ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
yas trighnas tribhir anvitaḥ svacaraṇair bhaktas tataḥ saptabhiḥ
svatryaṃśena vivarjitaḥ svaguṇito hīno dvipañcāśatā |
tanmūle’ṣṭayute hṛte ca daśabhir jātaṃ dvayaṃ brūhi taṃ
rāśiṃ vetsi hi cañcalākṣi vimalāṃ bāle vilomakriyām || Q.3 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

Whatever quantity multiplied by three, increased by its three one-fourths, then divided
by seven, decreased by its one-third, multiplied by itself [i.e., squared], is decreased by
fifty-two. When its [i.e., that result’s] square root is increased by eight and divided by
ten, two [is the] result. Girl with darting eyes, state that quantity if you know the clear
inverse rule.

Commentary:
Before quoting this verse from the LV Siṃhatilakasūrī quotes another from the same text in which
Bhāskara II explains the inverse rule with regard to fractions and of which the verse Q3 is the
example. Let the original quantity be x. Then, the problem in the verse is√√√√√√

3x+
3

4
(3x)

7
− 1

3

3x+
3

4
(3x)

7



2

− 52 + 8

10
= 2.

Solution: √√√√√√
3x+

3

4
(3x)

7
− 1

3

3x+
3

4
(3x)

7



2

− 52 + 8

10
= 2√√√√√√

 12x+ 9x

4
7

− 1

3

 12x+ 9x

4
7



2

− 52 = 12

√[(
21x

4
× 1

7

)
− 1

3

(
21x

4
× 1

7

)]2
− 52 = 12√(

3x

4
− x

4

)2

− 52 = 12√(x
2

)2
− 52 = 12

x2

4
− 52 = 144

x2 = 784

x = 28

90This verse was quoted by Siṃhatilakasūrī from the LV [LV 1937, v.50]. It has been pointed out by Kāpaḍīā
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If we follow the inverse rule, the solution would be as follows.

x =

[
7

[√
[10(2)− 8]2 + 52÷

(
1− 1

3

)]]
÷
(
1 +

3

4

)
3

=

[
7

[
14× 3

2

]]
÷ 7

4

3

=
147× 4

7
3

= 28

3.3.8 Operations of proportions
In this section Śrīpati discusses the rules of proportions (see section ). The basic rule among the rules
of proportions is the rule of three. Other rules are multiples of this rule (see sections 2.2.5.2, 3.3.8.2,
3.3.8.3, 3.3.8.4, and 3.3.8.5) or different manipulations of this rule (see sections 2.2.5.3, 3.3.8.6, and
3.3.8.7). Almost all these rules use different units of measures given in the metrlogy section. We
only introduce new units encountered in the following sections, otherwise refer to section 3.2.2 for
systems of unit-measures.

3.3.8.1 Rule of three and its inversion

माणमादौ वरमे भी ा91
फलं च म े यतेऽ जा तः ।
फलं माणेन भजे ह
स म या व ध वामे ॥ ८८ ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥
pramāṇam ādau virame tvabhīpsā
phalaṃ ca madhye kriyate’nyajātiḥ |
phalaṃ pramāṇena bhajen nihatya
samicchayā vyastavidhiś ca vāme || 88 || || upendravajrā ||

The argument is placed in the beginning [i.e., in the first column], the requisition in the
end [i.e., in the last column] and the fruit in the middle [i.e., in the middle column].
[Then] having multiplied the fruit by the requisition, one should divide [that product]
by the argument. In reverse order the inverse method [of this should be used].

Commentary:
This is exactly the same verse given in the ŚSŚ for the rule of three. Since this rule was discussed
in the second chapter there is no need to discuss this again here (see section 2.2.5.1). Interestingly,
there are more examples given for this rule than the ones given for the other rules. The commentary
in the PG also has 14 examples [PG 1959, pp.37-44]: 9 examples for the direct rule and 5 for the
inverse rule, which imply the importance and wide range of usage of this rule.

Direct method of the rule of three: Example 1

क िूरकायाः पलमधयु ं
यै द ादश भः सपादःै ।

अवा ते शंयुता न स
तदा लभ े कमहो पला न ॥ ८९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

[GT 1937, footnote 1 on p.67] and Hayashi [Hayashi 2013, p.67].
91This phrase in the same verse in the ŚSŚ reads as चरमे भी ा, but since both phrases have the same meaning we

did not emend it.
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kastūrikāyāḥ palam ardhayuktaṃ
drammair yadi dvādaśabhiḥ sapādaiḥ |
avāpyate tryaṃśayutāni sapta
tadā labhante kim aho palāni || 89 || || upajāti ||

If one and a half palas of kastūri are obtained for twelve and a quarter drammas, for how
much are seven and one-third palas [of kastūri] obtained?

Commentary:
According to information given in the verse, the three quantities can be written down as follows.

pramāṇa phala icchā
1
1

2
12

1

4
7
1

3

Having converted the mixed fractions into improper fractions, this can be rewritten as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

3

2

49

4

22

3

Then, this is solved by using the rule of three. First, the phala (“fruit”) should be multiplied by the
icchā (“requisite”) and then, divided by the pramāṇa (“argument”).(

49

4
× 22

3

)
÷ 3

2
=

1078

12
× 2

3

=
1078

18

= 59
16

18
= 59

8

9
(59 drammas)

=
8

9
× 16 =

128

9
= 14

2

9
(14 paṇas)

=
2

9
× 4 =

8

9
(0 kākiṇī )

=
8

9
× 20 =

160

9
= 17

7

9

(
17

7

9
kapardas

)

Therefore, one can obtain seven and one-third palas of kastūri for 59 drammas 14 paṇas and 17
7

9
kapardas.

Example 2

कपूर कर द मुसल ेद व धनो
ग ा तमधु त ह पलं साध य द ा ते ।

ःै षोडश भ भागस हतै रैा शकं वे चे-
शतेन त क त पला ा इ ु ता ॥ ९० ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥

karpūrasya karīndradantamusalacchedacchavispardhino
gandhāhūtamadhuvratasya hi palaṃ sārdhaṃ yadi prāpyate |

92The author uses a poetic language and some metaphors in giving the example. Those metaphors modifies the
camphor which is white in nature just as the tusks of elephants, and also they are very bright just as the skins of
grain that are hit by pestles while women remove the husks of the grains and polish them by hitting them with
pestles smoothly (karīndra-danta-musalac-chedac-chavi-spardhino). Many grains were refined and polished in this
way by using mortars and pestles, or pestles and specially made floors, in the past and it is still done in some remote
areas. Camphor, as mentioned by the author, also smells so strong that even bees are attracted to it (gandha-āhūta-
madhu-vrata).
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drammaiḥ ṣoḍaśabhis tribhāgasahitais trairāśikaṃ vetsi ced
vidvan drammaśatena tat kati palānyāpyanta ityucyatām || 90 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

If one and a half palas of camphor with bees summoned by [its] fragrance, competing
with [the colour of] tusks of lordly elephants [and] skins [polished] by striking pestles92

are obtained for sixteen and one-third drammas, scholar, please state if you know the rule
of three, how many palas of that [i.e., camphor] are obtained for one hundred drammas.

Commentary:
The information given in the verse is placed in the following structure.

pramāṇa phala icchā
16

1

3
1
1

2
100

When they are converted into improper fractions, they are as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

49

3

3

2
100

Application of the rule of three:(
3

2
× 100

)
÷ 49

3
= 150× 3

49

=
450

49
= 9

9

49
(9 palas)

=
9

49
× 10 =

90

49
= 1

41

49
(1 dhaṭaka)

=
41

49
× 14 =

574

49
= 11

35

49

(
11

35

49
vallas

)

Therefore, 9 palas 1 dhaṭaka, and 11
35

49
vallas of camphor can be obtained for 100 drammas. The

unit valla is not in the given system of weight-measure (see section 3.2.2.3). Siṃhatilakasūrī uses it
as a synonym of niṣpāvaka.

Example 3

शत ाभा के य ष व पृथ सखे ।
त पसह म तः कं भवे द ॥ ९१ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
śatasyābhāvyake yatra ṣaḍ bhavanti pṛthak sakhe |
tatra rūpasahasrasya madhyataḥ kiṃ bhaved vada || 91 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Friend, if there are six separately for one hundred, state what would be for one thousand
units next to the middle.

Commentary:
This verse is not very comprehensive. The word ābhāvyaka (“to be occured”) or abhāvyaka (“not
to be occured”) is also not fully understood. As the verse suggests, six has to be placed separately
which means that at least in two places. Hence, we would like to interpret the verse, based on the
mathematical analysis93 of Siṃhatilakasūrī in the GT [GT 1937, p.70], to mean that 100 with 6 are
in the first column which is the pramāṇa and the other 6 are in the middle column. Accordingly, 6
is the phala of the pramāṇa which is 100 increased by 6. Therefore, we get 6 phalas for 106 units of
pramāṇa. The use of ablative of the stem madhya is interpreted here to mean “next to the middle”
93Siṃhatilakasūrī does not comment on the words. He simply works through the mathematical analysis. Perhaps the

context of the problem was not clear even to him or it was so obvious to him that he did not want to comment on that.
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so 1000 are the icchā which is always next to the phala column. Now, the structure would be as
follows.

pramāṇa phala icchā
100 + 6 = 106 6 1000

The application of the rule of three:

6× 1000

106
=

6000

106

= 56
32

53

Therefore, there will be 56
32

53
units for 1000.

Example 4

कु ु म धटको दलयु ः
ा ते य द पणै रणा ःै ।
प भगणक त लमेकं
शंकेन स हतं लभते क ॥ ९२ ॥ ॥ ागता ॥

kuṅkumasya dhaṭako dalayuktaḥ
prāpyate yadi paṇaiś caraṇāḍhyaiḥ |
pañcabhir gaṇaka tatpalam ekaṃ
tryaṃśakena sahitaṃ labhate kim || 92 || || svāgatā ||

Mathematician, if one dhaṭaka of saffron (kuṅkuma) increased by a half is obtained for
five paṇas increased by one-fourth, for how much is one pala of it (i.e., saffron) increased
by one-third obtained?

Commentary:
The price per dhaṭaka of saffron is given in the problem and the cost of 11

3
palas of saffron is to be

found. All information given in the verse is as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

1
1

2
5
1

4
1
1

3

When converted into improper fractions, they will be as shown in the table below.
pramāṇa phala icchā

3

2

21

4

4

3

The application of the rule of three:(
21

4
× 4

3

)
÷ 3

2
=

84

12
× 2

3

=
28

6
= 4

4

6
(4 drammas)

=
4× 16

6
= 10

4

6
(10 paṇas)

=
4× 4

6
= 2

4

6
(2 kākiṇīs)

=
4× 20

6
= 13

1

3

(
13

1

3
varāṭakas

)
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Therefore, the cost of 11
3

palas of saffron is 4 drammas 10 paṇas 2 kākiṇīs and 13
1

3
varāṭakas.

Example 5

अ भागर हता पणा का
ा ते सदलमा नका य ।
त सखे कथय मा नकाशतं
स भागस हतं कमा युा ॥ ९३ ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥
aṣṭabhāgarahitāt paṇāṣṭakāt
prāpyate sadalamānikādvayam |
tat sakhe kathaya mānikāśataṃ
satribhāgasahitaṃ kim āpnuyāt || 93 || || rathoddhatā ||

If two mānikās increased by a half are obtained for eight paṇas decreased by one-eighth,
friend, state for how much a hundred mānikās increased by one-third will be obtained.

Commentary:
As the terminology employed in the verse suggests the example must be of measuring grains though
it is not specified. The example is straight forward, but the compound satribhāgasahitaṃ is unusual
as it repeats the meaning ‘increased by’ twice (sa and sahita).94 The repetition might have been
used to conform to the metrical requirements. The layout of this problem would be the following.

pramāṇa phala icchā
2
1

2
7
7

8
100

1

3

After the conversion of the fractions into improper fractions they are as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

5

2

63

8

301

3

The application of the rule:(
63

8
× 301

3

)
÷ 5

2
=

18963

24
× 2

5

=
18963

60
paṇas

=
18963

60
× 1

16
= 19

723

960
(19 drammas)

=
723× 16

960
=

11568

960
= 12

48

960
(12 paṇas)

=
48× 4

960
=

192

960
(0 kākiṇīs)

=
192× 20

960
=

3840

960
= 4 (4 varāṭakas)

Therefore, the cost of 1001
3

mānikās would be 19 drammas 12 paṇas and 4 varāṭakas.

Example 6

ःै ष लवस हतैः ा ते धा मानी
यु ं व य द सचरणं त माच शी ॥

94Since the resolution of the compound is: saha tribhāgena yaṃ vartate satribhāgam | (“That which is with one-third
is satribhāga”), there is no need of another sahita to mean “increased by”.
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ाशी ा दलस हतया ह य ते त
स ाशा े य द तव म तः ारभावं प ा ॥ ९४ ॥ ॥ म ा ा ा ॥
drammaiḥ ṣaḍbhis trilavasahitaiḥ prāpyate dhānyamānī
yugmaṃ vidvan yadi sacaraṇaṃ tan mamācakṣva śīghram |
drammāśītyā dalasahitayā hanta yal labhyate tat
saṅkhyāśāstre yadi tava matiḥ sphārabhāvaṃ prapannā || 94 || || mandākrāntā ||

Scholar, if two mānīs of grain increased by one-fourth [of a mānī ] are obtained for six
drammas increased by one-third [of a dramma], tell me quickly, if your intelligence in
reckoning has become extensive, how much [grain] can be obtained for eighty drammas
increased by a half [of a dramma].

Commentary:
The problem can be written down as follows.

pramāṇa phala icchā
6
1

3
2
1

4
80

1

2

They can be rewritten as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

19

3

9

4

161

2

The application of the rule of three:(
9

4
× 161

2

)
÷ 19

3
=

1449

8
× 3

19

=
4347

152
= 28

91

152
(28 mānīs)

=
91× 4

152
=

364

152
= 2

60

152

(
2
15

38
hārikās

)
.

Therefore, 28 mānīs and 2
15

38
hārikās can be obtained for 80

1

2
drammas. It should be noted that

the units mānī and hārikā are not mentioned in the system of grain-measure in the terminology
section by Śrīpati though Siṃhatilakasūrī uses them in the example in the commentary. He uses
mānīs and mānikās as synonyms. It is obvious from the execution that one mānikā is equal to four
hārikās. It seems that one hārikā is equal to one handful of grain and mānikā is equal to two añjalīs
(“[amount] sufficient to fill both hands when placed side by side”) which is again equal to kuḍava
[Williams 1872, p.11].

Example 7

क पी प तः कपोलफलक ा रेफाव लः
ृ ा व करेणुका वल सतं ग ुं वृ ो य द ।

अध न दनेन योजनदल शंं जे स ते
याया योजनस तं ख तदाहो भः कय सौ ॥ ९५ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
kaścit pīlupatiḥ95 kapolaphalakabhrāntadvirephāvaliḥ
smṛtvā vindhyakareṇukāvilasitaṃ gantuṃ pravṛtto yadi |

95The word (pīlu) means “elephant,” hence pīlupati means “keeper of elephants” [Williams 1872, p.630]. Nevertheless,
here the context makes it clear that the compound has to be taken as the lord among elephants, not as the keeper
of elephants.
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ardhonadvidinena yojanadalatryaṃśaṃ vrajet sanmate
yāyād yojanasaptatiṃ khalu tadāhobhiḥ kiyadbhis tvasau || 95 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

Very intelligent one, if a lord of elephants with a swarm of bees wandering on [its] cheek
surfaces,96 having remembered the beauty of the female elephants in the Vindhya forest,
sets forth to go [there and] goes one-third of a half of a yojana in two days diminished
by a half day, in how many days will this [elephant] go seventy yojanas?

Commentary:
The elephant travels 1

3
of the half-yojana in one and a half days. The time that it takes to travel

70 yojanas is to be found. The problem given in the verse is the following.
pramāṇa phala icchā
1

2
× 1

3
=

1

6
1
1

2
70

The re-arrangement of it is as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

1

6

3

2
70

The application of the rule of three:(
3

2
× 70

)
÷ 1

6
= 105× 6

= 630

=
630

360
= 1

270

360
= 1

3

4
(1 year and 9 months)

Therefore, the lord of elephants would complete 70 yojanas in 1 year and 9 months.97

Example 8

सदलकर यभोजभुज ो
वश त बलेऽ ुलमधयुतं चे ।
गणक घटी लवेन यदासौ
वद समयेन वशे कयता ॥ ९६ ॥ ॥ तामरस ॥
sadalakaratrayabhojabhujaṅgo
viśati bile’ṅgulam ardhayutaṃ cet |
gaṇaka ghaṭītrilavena yadāsau
vada samayena viśet kiyatāśu || 96 || || tāmarasa ||

Mathematician, when a king serpent of length three hastas increased by a half enters one
aṅgula increased by a half into a hole in one-third of a ghaṭī, state quickly in how much
time it enters [fully] into [the hole].

Commentary:
According to the problem, the length of the serpent is 3

1

2
hastas (1 hasta = 24 aṅgulas, hence 3

1

2

hastas are equal to (24 × 3) + 12 = 84 aṅgulas). It takes 1

3
ghaṭi to go 1

1

2
aṅgulas into the hole.

The total time it would take to go into the hole is to be found. The layout of the problem is the
96This is a poetic way of saying that the elephant is in its musth season. According to the Sanskrit conventional

poetic symbolism (kavisamaya), when the male elephants are in their musth season, the musth secretion called
mada starts flowing from their cheeks. Because of the fragrance of that liquid bees come to their cheeks.

97Here, the month is generally taken to be the time of 30 civil days; hence, the year is equal to 360 civil days.
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following.
pramāṇa phala icchā

1
1

2

1

3
84

This can be re-arranged as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

3

2

1

3
84

The application of the rule of three:(
1

3
× 84

)
÷ 3

2
= 28× 2

3

=
56

3
= 18

2

3
(18 ghaṭis)

=
2

3
× 60 = 40 (40 vighaṭīs).

Therefore, the king serpent would enter into the hole completely in 18 ghaṭis and 40 vighaṭīs.

Example 9

ग ाणकः सधरणो ननु हाटक
तुदश यदा लभते दला ा ।

ै दा वद सखे नव त माणैः
शंो नतै कनकं कयदा ते भोः ॥ ९७ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥

gadyāṇakaḥ sadharaṇo nanu hāṭakasya
drammāṃś caturdaśa yadā labhate dalāḍhyān |
drammais tadā vada sakhe navatipramāṇaiḥ
tryaṃśonitaiś ca kanakaṃ kiyad āpyate bhoḥ || 97 || || vasantatilakā ||

When one gadyāṇaka plus one dharaṇa of gold is certainly obtained for fourteen drammas
increased by a half [dramma], friend, state how much gold can be obtained for ninety
drammas diminished by one-third [of a dramma].

Commentary:
The cost of 1 gadyāṇaka and 1 dharaṇa of gold is 14

1

2
drammas. The amount of gold that can be

obtained for 89
2

3
drammas is to be found. 1 gadyāṇaka = 2 dharaṇas (see table 3.5). The layout of

the problem is as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

14
1

2
1
1

2
90− 1

3
= 89

2

3

Once the fractions are converted into improper fractions, they would be as follows.
pramāṇa phala icchā

29

2

3

2

269

3
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The application of the rule of three:(
3

2
× 269

3

)
÷ 29

2
=

269

2
× 2

29

= 9
8

29
(9 gadyāṇakas)

=
8× 2

29
=

16

29
(0 dharaṇas)

=
16× 8

29
=

128

29
= 4

12

29
(4 niṣpāvas)

=
12× 6

29
=

72

29
= 2

14

29

(
2
14

29
yavas

)

Therefore, 9 gadyāṇakas 4 niṣpāvas and 2
14

29
yavas would be obtained for 89 and two third of

drammas.

Inverse rule of three: Example

ह राः षोडश से तका कभृतः ष े तकैह रकै-
ा वद न तं तु कयती स ा सखे जायते ।

हे ः षोडशव णक नव तं ग ाणकान तथा
द कैादशव णकं कयदहो स ा ते का न ॥ ९८ ॥98 ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
hīrāḥ ṣoḍaśa setikāṣṭakabhṛtaḥ ṣaṭsetikair hīrakair
unmitvā vada niścitaṃ tu kiyatī saṅkhyā sakhe jāyate |
hemnaḥ ṣoḍaśavarṇikasya navatiṃ gadyāṇakānāṃ tathā
datvaikādaśavarṇikaṃ kiyad aho samprāpyate kāñcanam || 98 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

If there are sixteen strings of pearls (hīra99) bearing eight setikās100 [each], friend, having
measured [it] in terms of strings of pearls bearing six setikās [each], state how many
number of [strings of pearls] can certainly be produced [from the same amount of setikās].
Ah! if ninety gadyāṇakas are [obtained] for [some] gold of sixteen varṇikas,101 how many
[gadyāṇakas] can be obtained giving [the same amount of] eleven-varṇika-gold?

Commentary:
After a few examples for the direct rule of three, now examples are given for the inverse rule of
three. The inverse rule of three always deals with gold, living beings and so on [LV 1937, v.77], and
[GK 1936, p.49] (see section 2.2.5.1). There are two problems in this verse; one is about making two
types of necklaces having two different numbers of setikās and the other is about making coins out
of gold having different varṇikas. The first problem is in the first half of the verse and the other is
in the next half.

The first problem: There is some amount of setikās such that if one uses them to make necklaces with
8 setikās each, 16 necklaces can be made. If one uses the same number of setikās to make necklaces
having 6 setikās each, how many necklaces can one make? This information can be represented as
follows in the traditional layout. Note that the layout of the inverse rule of three is the same though
the operation is different.
98The commetator of the GT comments upon this verse separating it into the first half and the second half, as the

two halves of the verse pertain to two problems. Hayashi numbers them accordingly, ¯105(+ ¯106) and ¯106(+ ¯105)
respectively, but we combined both halves together and gave it the due consecutive number.

99This might be a synonym (or corrupted version?) of “necklace of pearls” (hāra) or “necklace” in general.
100Setikā might be a synonym for a pearl used to make necklaces or a bead in general. The word possibly derived

from sita (“white, bright, or silver”).
101Varṇika is the unit of measuring the purity of gold.
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pramāṇa phala icchā
8 16 6

In the inverse rule of the rule of three the phala should be multiplied by the pramāṇa and divided
by the icchā.

Number of necklaces with 6 setikās each =
8× 16

6
=

128

6

= 21
2

6

Therefore, one can make 21 necklaces with 6 setikās and 2 setikās will remain.

The second problem: Given that 90 gadyāṇakas can be made out of some amount of gold whose
purity is 16 varṇikas, how many gadyāṇakas can be made out of the same amount of gold with purity
of 11 varṇikas? The layout of the problem is given below.

pramāṇa phala icchā
16 90 11

The application of the inverse rule of three:

16× 90

11
=

1440

11

= 130
10

11

Therefore, one can make 130 gadyāṇakas out of the 11-varṇika-gold of the same amount that was
used to make 90 gadyāṇakas and the remaining gold is 1

11
less than a gadyāṇaka.

3.3.8.2 Rule of five

आनीय प मपरं फलम रा श-
प ेण प मपरं वभजे दा ।
कृ ा वपयय व धं नजप रा श-
घातं वधाय च पर रत ण 102 ॥ ९९ ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
ānīya pakṣam aparaṃ phalam anyarāśi-
pakṣeṇa pakṣam aparaṃ vibhajec chidāṃ ca |
kṛtvā viparyayavidhiṃ nijapakṣarāśi-
ghātaṃ vidhāya ca parasparatakṣaṇañ ca || 99 || || vasantatilakā ||

Having brought the fruit to the other side, swapping the denominators [if any], and also
multiplying the quantities on their own sides and mutually dividing (parasparatakṣaṇa)
[the denominators and the numerators of the fractions, if any], one should divide the
other side [with more multiplied quantities] by the side [with] fewer quantities.

Commentary:
This rule is discussed in section 2.2.5.2. Therefore, we proceed to the examples.

102Kāpaḍīā reads the last word of the verse as पर रत ण probably because Siṃhatilakasūrī interprets it as पर रं
त णं च [GT 1937, p.75]. As a result, it can be interpreted as “mutually and at the same time”, but it does not
make good sense mathematically. This verse is exactly the same verse depicted in the ŚSŚ regarding the rule of
five, except for this last word. Hence, this was emended to be पर रत ण which means the mutual reduction of
fractions. This emendation is supported by the ŚSŚ edition by Babuāji Miśra and Manuscript BO (f.38v).
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Example 1

मासेन प कशतेन ह व रेण
ष तेभव त ह कला रं क ।
कालं फलं च वध मूलधनं च ता
चे प रा शक वधानमवै ह व ॥ १०० ॥ ॥ वस तलका ॥
māsena pañcakaśatena hi vatsareṇa
ṣaṭsaptater bhavati hanta kalāntaraṃ kim |
kālaṃ phalaṃ ca vadha mūladhanaṃ ca tābhyāṃ
cet pañcarāśikavidhānam avaihi vidvan || 100 || || vasantatilakā ||

What would be the interest on seventy-six in a year if [the base interest is] five per
hundred103 per month? Scholar, if you know the method of rule of five, state the [total
elapsed] time, base interest (phala), and capital (mūladhana) by using the [other] two
[quantities].

Commentary:
According to Siṃhatilakasūrī, this is the example that is known to everyone (sarvajñātodāharaṇa)
[GT 1937, p.75]. This epithet might have been given to this by him because this had been given by
many mathematicians as the first example for the rule of five with some differences [PG 1959, p.S46],
[LV 1937, v.83], and [GK 1936, p.50]; further, it might have been popular in Siṃhatilakasūrī’s time.

It is known from the verse above that the base interest is 5 per hundred for one month and the
capital is 76 (drammas, according to the commentary) for a year. The accumulated interest on 76
drammas for one year is to be found. Similarly, there are two other problems in the verse: finding
the total elapsed time when the capital and the accumulated interest on it are known, and finding
the capital when the total elapsed time and the accumulated interest are known.

• Finding the interest on 76 drammas for one year:

The interest = 5

100
× 76× 12 =

4560

100

= 45
3

5
drammas

The traditional execution of the method is demonstrated below.
Months 1 12
Investment 100 76
phala 5

Now, the phala is taken to the other side.
Months 1 12
Investment 100 76
phala 5

The quantities in each side should be multiplied severally.

1× 100 = 100 12× 76× 5 = 4560

Now, the product of more quantities, 4560, is divided by the product of fewer quantities, 100.

4560

100
= 45

3

5

103The usage of phrases such as प कशते (“five in hundred”), meaning 5%, is common in mathematical literature. This
usage is considerably commented upon by the commentator of the PG [PG 1959, p.S46].
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Therefore, the interest on 76 drammas for one year is 45
3

5
drammas.

• Finding the time of the investment when the investment and the interest are known:

The time to elapse =
45

3

5
76

÷ 5

100

=
228

5
× 1

76
× 100

5

=
22800

1900
= 12 months

This is also demonstrated in the following way in the GT.

Months 1
Investment 100 76

phala 5 45
3

5

1
100 76
5 228

5

1
100 76
228

5
5

1
100 76
228 5

5

Multiplication:

1× 100× 228 = 22800 76× 5× 5 = 1900

Division:
22800

1900
= 12

Therefore, the time of the investment is 12 months.

• Finding the base interest:

The base interest =

45
3

5
76

÷ 12

 100 =
228

5
× 1

76
× 12× 100

=
22800

4560
= 5

The equivalent traditional execution is as follows.

Months 1 12
Investment 100 76

phala 45
3

5

1 12
100 76

228

5

1 12
100 76
228

5

1 12
100 76
228 5

Multiplication:

1× 100× 228 = 22800 12× 76× 5 = 4560
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Division:
22800

4560
= 5

Therefore, the base interest is 5.

• Finding the capital when the total elapsed time and the accumulated interest are known:

The capital = 100

5× 12
× 45

3

5
=

100

60
× 228

5

=
22800

300
= 76 drammas.

This execution is equivalent to the following.

Months 1 12
Investment 100

phala 5 45
3

5

1 12
100
5 228

5

1 12
100
228

5
5

1 12
100
228 5

5

Multiplication:

1× 100× 228 = 22800 12× 5× 5 = 300

Division:
22800

300
= 76

Therefore, the capital is 76 drammas.

Even though there are only four problems posed in the verse, Siṃhatilakasūrī in his commentary
demonstrates some other problems using the same information given in the example verse [GT 1937,
p.76]. They are also discussed below.

• Finding the base period:

The base period = 100

45
3

5
12

÷ 76

÷ 5 =

(
228

5
÷ 12

)
× 1

76
× 100× 1

5

=
228× 100

12× 76× 5× 5

=
22800

22800
= 1 month

The traditional way of finding this is given below.

Months 12
Investment 100 76

phala 5 45
3

5

12
100 76
5 228

5

12
100 76
228

5
5

12
100 76
228 5

5
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Multiplication:

100× 228 = 22800 12× 76× 5× 5 = 22800

Division:
22800

22800
= 1

Therefore, the base period is 1 month.

• Finding the base capital:

The base capital = 76

45
3

5

× 12× 5 =

(
76÷ 228

5

)
× 12× 5

=
76× 5× 12× 5

228

=
22800

228
= 100

The traditional way of finding this is as follows.

Months 1 12
Investment 76

phala 5 45
3

5

1 12
76

5 228

5

1 12
76

228

5
5

1 12
76

228 5
5

Multiplication:

1× 228 = 228 12× 76× 5× 5 = 22800

Division:
22800

228
= 100

Therefore, the base capital is 100.

Example 2

मास भागेन दला धक
शत साध तयं फलं चे ।
मासै दा भरहो सपादःै
पादो नताया वद वंशतेः क ॥ १०१ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
māsatribhāgena dalādhikasya
śatasya sārdhadvitayaṃ phalaṃ cet |
māsais tadāṣṭabhir aho sapādaiḥ
pādonitāyā vada viṃśateḥ kim || 101 || || upajāti ||

Ah! If two and a half is the interest on one hundred increased by a half per one-third of
a month, state what will be [the interest] on twenty diminished by one-fourth for eight
months increased by one-fourth.
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Commentary:
According to the problem, one can get 2

1

2
currency-units as the interest on 100

1

2
currency-units in

1

3
month. If one invests 19

3

4
currency-units for 8

1

4
months, what will be the interest?

The interest = 3

 2
1

2

100
1

2

×
(
19

3

4
× 8

1

4

)
= 3× 5

2
× 2

201
× 79

4
× 33

4

=
78210

6432

= 12
1026

6432

= 12
171

1071

Therefore, the accumulated interest on 19
3

4
for 8

1

4
months will be 12

171

1071
currency-units.

The following is the traditional way of execution.

Months 1

3
8
1

4

Investment 100
1

2
19

3

4

phala 2
1

2

1

3

33

4
201

2

79

4
5

2

1

3

33

4
201

2

79

4
2 5

Multiplication:

1× 4× 201× 4× 2 = 6432 33× 3× 79× 2× 5 = 78210

Division:
78210

6432
= 12

1026

6432

= 12
171

1071

Therefore, the accumulated interest will be 12
171

1071
currency-units.

Example 3

अहो अहो य द कमकाराः
यो लभ े पण वंश तं ह ।
जना कं वासरप केन
ा ो त कं प त मे च ॥ १०२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

aho ahobhyāṃ yadi karmakārāḥ
trayo labhante paṇaviṃśatiṃ hi |
janāṣṭakaṃ vāsarapañcakena
prāpnoti kiṃ paṇḍita me pracakṣva || 102 || || upajāti ||

Oh! If three workers receive twenty paṇas in two days, clever one, tell me how much will
eight people receive in five days?
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Commentary:
The sum of wages of 3 workers for 2 days is 20 paṇas. The wage of 8 workers for 5 days is to be
found.

The sum of wages = 20

(2× 3)
× (8× 5) =

800

6

= 133
2

6
= 133

1

3
paṇas.

The traditional way of execution:

Days 2 5
Workers 3 8
phala 20

2 5
3 8

20

Multiplication:

2× 3 = 6 5× 8× 20 = 800

Division:
800

6
= 133

2

6

= 133
1

3

Therefore, 8 workers will receive 133
1

3
paṇas for 5 days.

Example 4

अ ौ शालेम नका भाटकेन
नीय े चे ोजनं ष णेन ।
त ( ह) व ू ह मानी ष ेः
ष ोशान भाटकं ाहताना ॥ १०३ ॥ ॥ शा लनी ॥
aṣṭau śāler mānikā bhāṭakena
nīyante ced yojanaṃ ṣaṭpaṇena |
tasmin (hi) vidvan brūhi mānītriṣaṣṭeḥ
ṣaṭkrośānāṃ bhāṭakaṃ tryāhatānām || 103 || || śālinī ||

If eight mānikās of rice are carried one yojana at six paṇas in wages (bhāṭaka), scholar,
state the wages of [carrying] sixty-three mānikās of rice six krośas multiplied by three
[i.e., 18 krośas].

Commentary:
According to the verse, the cost of carrying 8 mānikās of rice the distance of 1 yojana is 6 paṇas.
The wages of carrying 63 mānikās the distance of 18 krośās is to be found. Recalling table 3.8, 1
yojana is equal to 4 krośas, hence 18 krośas are equal to 4

1

2
yojanas.
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The cost =

(
6

8
× 63

)
4

× 18 =
378

8
× 18× 1

4

=
6804

32

= 212
20

32

= 212
5

8
paṇas.

The traditional way of execution can be shown as follows.

Mānikās 8 63
Distance 4 18
phala 6

8 63
4 18

6

Multiplication:

8× 4 = 32 63× 18× 6 = 6804

Division:
6804

32
= 212

20

32

= 212
5

8

Therefore, the wages associated with carrying 63 mānikās the distance of 18 krośas is 212
5

8
paṇas.

3.3.8.3 Rule of seven

Śrīpati does not formulate rules for the operations of compound proportion from the rule of seven
onward in either the ŚSŚ or GT. Probably it is Siṃhatilakasūrī who included the example verses for
those rules in the GT. Verses Q.4 and Q.5 were quoted from the PG (example verses 45 and 46) or
TŚ (example verses 51 and 52).

Given the chronology of the texts, it is not unreasonable to think that these were quoted by Śrī-
pati himself. But, for a few reasons, it is more reasonable to think that Siṃhatilakasūrī did it.
First, Śrīpati does not mention the rule of seven and so on, hence, he would be unlikely to have
given only examples for them. Second, the verses numbered Q.6 and Q.7 were definitely added
by Siṃhatilakasūrī, as they are from the post-Śrīpati LV (verses 86 and 87 respectively). If Śrīpati
himself quoted the PG or TŚ verses on the rules of seven and nine, he would presumably have quoted
another verse for the rule of eleven, rather than leaving it for Siṃhatilakasūrī to quote. However,
this argument can be again refuted by the fact that there are two example verses for the rule of nine:
one from the PG or TŚ and the other from the LV. The other two rules have only one example each.
Therefore, the counter hypothesis is that Śrīpati had given one example each for the rule of seven
and rule of nine, then the rest were quoted by Siṃhatilakasūrī. But these are mere conjectures.

The basic methods of execution of these rules are similar to the method of the rule of five. As with
the rule of five, the phala-quantity is taken to the other side, the denominators, if any, are swapped,
and the quantities in each side are multiplied separately. Then the product with more quantities
is divided by the product with fewer quantities. Perhaps because of this similarity of the methods
Śrīpati did not formulate separate rules for each case. The executions of the methods will be shown
in the following examples.

When seven quantities are known and the eighth is to be found, the rule of seven is used.
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Example

क ासोऽ कायामः क लो लभते दश ।
अ ौ ौ नवायामौ कमा तुः क ता ॥ Q.४ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
dvikavyāso’ṣṭakāyāmaḥ kambalo labhate daśa |
anyau dvau trinavāyāmau kim āpnutaḥ kathyatām || Q.4 || || anuṣṭubh ||

A blanket two [units] wide [and] eight [units] long is obtained for ten [currency-units].
State: for how much can two other [blankets] three [units] wide and nine [units] long be
obtained?

Commentary:
There are seven known quantities in this example. Two of them are widths of the blankets, two
others are lengths, the other two are the numbers of blankets, and the last one is the cost. The
numerical value of the eighth quantity, which is the cost of two blankets 3 units wide and 9 units
long, should be found.

The cost of two blankets = 2(3× 9)÷ 2× 8

10

= 54× 10

16
=

540

16

= 33
12

16

= 33
3

4
currency-units.

The traditional way of execution:

Amount 1 2
Width 2 3
Length 8 9
phala 10

1 2
2 3
8 9

10

Multiplication:

1× 2× 8 = 16 2× 3× 9× 10 = 540

Division:
540

16
= 33

12

16

= 33
3

4

Therefore, the cost of 2 blankets 3 units wide and 9 units long is 33
3

4
currency-units.

3.3.8.4 Rule of nine

The following two examples are given for the rule of nine. In this rule there are nine known quantities
and the tenth quantity is to be found.

Example 1

आयाम ास प ने नवप ैकह का ।
लभतेऽ ौ शला े े दशस ह का ॥ Q.५ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
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āyāmavyāsapiṇḍena navapañcaikahastikā |
labhate’ṣṭau śilānye dve daśasaptadvihastikā || Q.5 || || anuṣṭubh ||

A stone [measuring] nine, five and one hastas in length, width and thickness [respectively]
is obtained for eight [currency-units]. [For how much can] two other [stones] with hastas
ten [in length], seven [in width], and two [in thickness be obtained]?

Commentary:
As per the example, one stone 9 hastas long, 5 hastas wide, and 1 hasta thick costs 8 currency-units.
How much do 2 stones 10 hastas long, 7 hastas wide, and 2 hastas thick cost?

The cost of 2 stones =
(

8

1× 9× 5× 1

)
(10× 7× 2× 2)

=
2240

45

= 49
35

45

= 49
7

9
currency-units.

The traditional way of execution:

Amount 1 2
Length 9 10
Width 5 7
Thickness 1 2
phala 8

1 2
9 10
5 7
1 2

8

Multiplication:

1× 9× 5× 1 = 45 2× 10× 7× 2× 8 = 2240

Division:
2240

45
= 49

35

45

= 49
7

9

Therefore, the price of two stones is 49
7

9
currency-units.

Example 2

प े अक मता ुलाः कल चतुवग ुला व तृौ
प ा दीघतया चतुदश करा शं भ े शत ।
एता व ृ तदीघ प मतयो येष चतुव जताः
प ा े वद मे चतुदश सखे मू े लभ े कय ॥ Q.६ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
piṇḍe arkamitāṅgulāḥ kila caturvargāṅgulā vistṛtau
paṭṭā dīrghatayā caturdaśa karās triṃśal labhante śatam |
etā vistṛtidīrghapiṇḍamitayo yeṣāṃ caturvarjitāḥ
paṭṭās te vada me caturdaśa sakhe mūlye labhante kiyat || Q.6 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

Thirty slabs commensurate with twelve (arka) aṅgulas in thickness (piṇḍa), four squared
(caturvarga = 16) aṅgulas in width, [and] fourteen hastas (kara) in length are obtained
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[for] a hundred [currency-units]. Friend, tell me for how much in price those fourteen
slabs commensurate with those measurements of width, length, and thickness diminished
by four [units each] are obtained.

Commentary:
The slabs which are obtained for one hundred are 12 aṅgulas thick, 16 aṅgulas wide, and 14 hastas
long. The other slabs that are to be bought have the same dimensions as the previous slabs dimin-
ished by 4 units in thickness, width, and length. Accordingly, their thickness is 8 aṅgulas, width is
12 aṅgulas, and length is 10 hastas. What would be the cost of 14 of them?

The cost of 14 slabs =
(

100

12× 16× 14× 30

)
(8× 12× 10× 14)

=
1344000

80640

= 16
53760

80640
= 16

2

3
currency-units.

The traditional way of execution:

Thickness 12 8
Width 16 12
Length 14 10
Amount 30 14
phala 100

12 8
16 12
14 10
30 14

100

Multiplication:

12× 16× 14× 30 = 80640 8× 12× 10× 14× 100 = 1344000

Division:
1344000

80640
= 16

53760

80640

= 16
2

3

Therefore, the cost of the 14 slabs is 16
2

3
currency-units.

3.3.8.5 Rule of eleven

The rule of eleven is used when eleven quantities in the problem are known and the twelfth is to be
found.

Example

प ा ये थमो दत मतयो ग ू तमा े गते
तेषामानयनाय चे शक टन ा कं भाटक ।
अ े ये तदन रं नग दता माने चतुव जता-
षे का भवतीह भाटक म तग ू तष े वद ॥ Q.७ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥

paṭṭā ye prathamoditapramitayo gavyūtimātre gate
teṣām ānayanāya cet śakaṭināṃ drammāṣṭakaṃ bhāṭakam |
anye ye tadanantaraṃ nigaditā māne caturvarjitās
teṣāṃ kā bhavatīha bhāṭakamitir gavyūtiṣaṭke vada || Q.7 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||
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[For] the slabs having the measurements stated first, if the pay of cart-drivers [for] having
brought them one gavyūti is eight drammas, state in this case what the charge is [for
bringing] the other [slabs] stated thereafter [whose measurements are] diminished by four
[units in each dimension] six gavyūtis.

Commentary:
Interestingly, the author makes use of the same problem mentioned in the previous verse in giving
an example for the rule of eleven. But he modifies the problem with two more factors: distance and
fee for transporting the slabs. Therefore, the current problem involves twelve quantities, hence the
use of the rule of eleven.

The cart-drivers charge 8 drammas to transport 30 slabs of 12 aṅgulas thickness, 16 aṅgulas width,
and 14 hastas length 1 gavyūti. These slabs and their dimensions are referred to by “stated first”
(prathamoditapramita). If they transport the slabs “stated thereafter” (tadanantara)—the 14 slabs
of 8 aṅgulas thickness, 12 aṅgulas width, and 10 hastas length—6 gavyūtis, what would be the
charge?

The charge of cart-drivers =
(

8

12× 16× 14× 30× 1

)
(8× 12× 10× 14× 6)

=
645120

80640
= 8 drammas.

The traditional way of execution:

Thickness 12 8
Width 16 12
Length 14 10
Amount 30 14
Distance 1 6
phala 8

12 8
16 12
14 10
30 14
1 6

8

Multiplication:

12× 16× 14× 30× 1 = 80640 8× 12× 10× 14× 6× 8 = 645120

Division:
645120

80640
= 8

Therefore, the cost for the transportation of those 14 slabs is 8 drammas.

3.3.8.6 Barter

प रा शक व ध वधीयते
मू यो व नमये कृते स त ॥ १०४ab104 ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥
pañcarāśikavidhir vidhīyate
mūlyayor vinimaye kṛte sati || 104ab || || rathoddhatā ||

104This half-stanza, 104ab and the half-stanza 104cd together form one stanza which is exactly the same as
verse XIII.16, in the ŚSŚ (see section 2.2.5.3). Hence, we considered it to be one verse and numbered 104ab
and 104cd in this chapter. Hayashi numbers them ¯112(+ ¯115) and ¯115(+ ¯112), but considers them to be one verse
[Hayashi 2013, p.68].
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[In the operation of barter,] when both prices (mūlya) [of both goods] are [mutually]
transposed (vinimaya), the rule of five is performed.

Commentary:
This half-verse is about the operation of barter and the next half-verse 104cd concerns the operation
of selling living beings. The reason for it to appear in the GT as two half-verses in two different places
seems to be the interpolation of the example verses, probably by Siṃhatilakasūrī. The operation of
barter was discussed in section 2.2.5.3.

Example 1

य द ख सहकाराः षोडशेमे पणेन105
भर प च पणै े दा डमान शतं ह ।

व नमय व धना ुद डमान फला न
वद गणक त े ादशा ःै कय ॥ १०५ ॥ ॥ मा लनी ॥

yadi khalu sahakārāḥ ṣoḍaśeme paṇena
tribhir api ca paṇaiś ced dāḍimānāṃ śataṃ hi |
vinimayavidhinā syur dāḍimānāṃ phalāni
pravada gaṇaka tan me dvādaśāmraiḥ kiyanti || 105 || || mālinī ||

If these sixteen sahakāra106 [mangoes can be purchased] for one paṇa and also one hun-
dred pomegranates for three paṇas, mathematician, tell me by means of the method of
barter how many pomegranates would be [obtained] for twelve mangoes.

Commentary:
According to the verse, one can buy 16 sahakāra mangoes for 1 paṇa and 100 pomegranates for 3
paṇas. The pomegranates that can be exchanged for 12 sahakāra mangoes are to be found.

The number of mangoes = 12

(
1

16

)
÷ 3

100

=
12

16
× 100

3

=
1200

48
= 25.

The execution and the solution given in the commentary may be reproduced as follows.

Price 1 3
Amount 16 100
Phala 12

3 1
16 100

12

Multiplication:

3× 16 = 48 1× 100× 12 = 1200

Division:
1200

48
= 25

Therefore, 25 pomegranates can be obtained for 12 mangoes.
105The text was emended from षोडशा ापणेन to षोडशेमे पणेन as the former does not make perfect sense in this context.
106Sahakāra is a type of fragrant mango very often mentioned in Sanskrit poems.
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Example 2

पल यं ष रवा तेऽगुरोः
कुर नाभेनव भः पलं य द ।
तदागुरोः स पलै ु ल ते
कुर ना भः कयती नग ता ॥ १०६ ॥ ॥ वंश ॥
paladvayaṃ ṣaḍbhir avāpyate’guroḥ
kuraṅganābher navabhiḥ palaṃ yadi |
tadāguroḥ saptapalais tu labhyate
kuraṅganābhiḥ kiyatī nigadyatām || 106 || || vaṃśastha107 ||

If two palas of aguru108 are obtained for six [currency-units and] one pala of kastūri109

is [obtained] for nine [currency-units], state how much kastūri is obtained for seven palas
of aguru.

Commentary:
One can purchase 2 palas of aguru for 6 currency-units and 1 pala of kastūri for 9 currency-units.
What would be the equivalent portion of kastūri for 7 palas of aguru?

The portion of kastūri = 7

(
6

2

)
÷ 9

=
42

2
× 1

9

=
42

18
= 2

6

18

= 2
1

3
palas.

The traditional way of execution:

Price 6 9
Amount 2 1
phala 7

9 6
2 1

7

Multiplication:

9× 2 = 18 6× 1× 7 = 42

Division:
42

18
= 2

6

18

= 2
1

3

Therefore, 21
3

palas of kastūri can be obtained for 7 palas of aguru.

107The editor employed the name vaṃśasthavilam for the metre which must be a synonym of vaṃśastha.
108Aguru or agarwood is a fragrant resinous wood obtained from the tree Aquilaria agallocha.
109Kuraṅga is a type of deer. Nābhi means the navel. Kastūri is fragrant musk obtained from the scent glands of

a species of deer called kastūrikākuraṅga that is used for making perfumes. Here, kastūri is metaphorically called
kuraṅganābhi as it is thought to come from the navels of these deer.
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3.3.8.7 Selling living beings

जीव व य वधौ पुनवयो
ये तु व हतेऽ पूवव ॥ १०४cd ॥ ॥ रथो ता ॥

jīvavikriyavidhau punar vayo
vyatyaye tu vihite’tra pūrvavat || 104cd || || rathoddhatā ||

In case of this operation of selling living beings also, when the ages [of both beings] are
transposed [from their own side to the other side, the rest of the operation should be
performed] as before [i.e., as done in the rule of five].

Commentary:
This is the second half of verse 104. The rule in the verse was discussed in section 2.2.5.3 so we
proceed to the examples.

Example 1

र वष य द स तं ी
ा ो त त ंश तवा षका ा ।
कमा युा त म पवण
ाव त चे णते मोऽ ॥ १०७ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

dvir aṣṭavarṣā yadi saptatiṃ strī
prāpnoti tadviṃśativārṣikānyā |
kim āpnuyāt tatsamarūpavarṇā
vyāvarṇyatāṃ ced gaṇite śramo’sti || 107 || || upajāti ||

If a twice-eight-year-old [i.e., 16-year-old] woman obtains seventy [currency-units in
price], state, if [you have made] effort in mathematics, how much another woman of
twenty years [and] with the same beauty and complexion would obtain.

Commentary:
A woman of 16 years old obtains 70 currency-units. What would be the price of another woman
with the same beauty and complexion, but 20 years old? The answer is found by using the ratio of
ages of both the women and the rule of five.

The price of the woman of 20 years old = 70

(
16

20

)
× 1

=
1120

20
= 56 currency-units

The traditional way of execution would be as follows.

Age 16 20
Amount 1 1
phala 70

20 16
1 1

70

Multiplication:

20× 1 = 1120 16× 1× 70 = 20
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Division:
1120

20
= 56

Therefore, a 20-year-old woman would obtain 56 currency-units.

Example 2

दशा को यमा ते चे
सखे शतेना सम तेन ।
त पूवेगा नववा षको ा
अ ौ च ा कय भ े ॥ १०८ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
daśābdikoṣṭratrayam āpyate cet
sakhe śatenāṣṭasamanvitena |
tadrūpavegā navavārṣikoṣṭrā
aṣṭau pracakṣvāśu kiyal labhante || 108 || || upajāti ||

Friend, if three camels of ten years old are obtained for a hundred [currency-units] in-
creased by eight, state quickly how much eight camels with the same form and speed [of
those three and] nine years old receive.

Commentary:
The cost of three camels 10 years old is 108 currency-units. The price of 8 camels of 9 years old
with the same appearance and speed is to be found.

The price of 8 camels = 108

3

(
10

9

)
× 8

=
8640

27
= 320 currency-units.

The traditional execution:

Age 10 9
Amount 3 8
phala 108

9 10
3 8

108

Multiplication:

9× 3 = 27 10× 8× 108 = 8640

Division:
8640

27
= 320.

Therefore, 8 camels of 9 years old can be obtained for 320 currency-units.
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3.4 Practices
3.4.1 Practice of mixtures
3.4.1.1 Separation of the capital and the interest on it from their sum

नजकालहतं माणरा शं
परकालं फलता डत कुय
नजयोग तौ व म न ौ
भवतो मूलकला रे मेण ॥ १०९ ॥ ॥ औप सक ॥
nijakālahataṃ pramāṇarāśiṃ
parakālaṃ phalatāḍitañ ca kuryāt |
nijayogahṛtau vimiśranighnau
bhavato mūlakalāntare krameṇa || 109 || || aupacchandasika ||

One should multiply the base-capital-quantity (pramāṇa-rāśi) by its own period [i.e.,
base period (nija-kāla)] and the other time (para-kāla) [i.e., total elapsed time] by the
base interest (phala). [Both these products] multiplied by the mixture (vimiśra) [i.e.,
the whole amount of capital plus interest] and divided by their sum [severally] are the
capital (mūla) and the interest (kalāntara) respectively.

Commentary:
This is exactly the same as verse XIII.17 in the ŚSŚ and has already been discussed in section 2.3.1.1.

Example

प केन शतेना े फलमूलयु तः शत ।
चतु नं सखे ं कं मुलं कं कला र ॥ ११० ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
pañcakena śatenābde phalamūlayutiḥ śatam |
catur ūnaṃ sakhe dṛṣṭaṃ kiṃ mulaṃ kiṃ kalāntaram || 110 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Friend, a hundred [currency-units] diminished by four is seen, [which is] the sum of the
capital and interest for a year at [the interest rate of] five percent [per month]. What is
the capital? What is the interest?

Commentary:
We have these details from the example verse.

• The base interest = 5 per 100 per month

• The total elapsed time = 12 months

• The sum of the capital and accumulated interest = 96

The layout of the problem given in the commentary is as follows [GT 1937, p.83].

1 100 5 12 96

For finding the capital formula 2.11 can be used:

c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)

where c, a, k,m, t and b are the capital, base capital, base period, the sum of the capital and accu-
mulated interest on the capital, total elapsed time, and the base interest respectively.
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c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)

=
(100× 1)× 96

(100× 1) + (12× 5)

=
9600

160
= 60

Therefore, the capital is 60 currency-units. For finding the accumulated interest from the sum of
the capital and the accumulated interest formula 2.12 is used:

I =
(t× b)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)
,

where I is the interest on the capital for the total elapsed time.

I =
(t× b)×m

(a× k) + (t× b)

=
(12× 5)× 96

(100× 1) + (12× 5)

=
5760

160
= 36

Therefore, the interest on the capital is 36 currency-units. Then, the sum of the capital and the
interest is equal to 60 + 36 = 96 currency-units.

3.4.1.2 Separation of the capital, the interest on it, and additional quantities from
their sum

माणरा श नजकाल न ो
तीतकालेन हतः फला दः ।
म न ा व ताः यु ा
मूलादय े मशो भव ॥ १११ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
pramāṇarāśir nijakālanighno
vyatītakālena hataḥ phalādiḥ |
miśrasvanighnā vihṛtāḥ svayutyā
mūlādayas te kramaśo bhavanti || 111 || || upajāti ||

The base-capital-quantity is multiplied by its own time [i.e., base period]. The base
interest and so on are multiplied by the elapsed time. They [i.e., all the products found
so far] multiplied by the entire mixture (miśrasva) [and] divided by their sum [severally]
are the capital etc. respectively.

Commentary:
This is the same as verse XIII.18 in the ŚSŚ which has already been discussed in section 2.3.1.2.

Example

मासैकेन शत को वद फलं प ैकको भा के
वृ ौ दलं च लेखककृते त तुर य शकः ।
मासै दश भः सखे नवशती म ं च प ो र
मूला ं वद म क व तौ य ते कौशल ॥ ११२ ॥ ॥ शा ल व डत ॥
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māsaikena śatasya kovida phalaṃ pañcaikako bhāvyake
vṛttau drammadalaṃ ca lekhakakṛte tadvat turīyāṃśakaḥ |
māsair dvādaśabhiḥ sakhe navaśatīmiśraṃ ca pañcottarāṃ
mūlādyaṃ vada miśrakavyavahṛtau yadyasti te kauśalam || 112 || || śārdūlavikrīḍita ||

Clever man, the base interest is five [drammas] on one hundred per month. [The fee] for
the surety (bhāvyaka) is one [dramma], a half of a [dramma] for the calculator (vṛtti),
and similarly, one-fourth of a [dramma] for the scribe (lekhaka), [all per month]. Friend,
[the total amount] is nine hundred and five in twelve months. State the capital and so
on if you are clever at practice of mixtures.

Commentary:
This problem is much more complicated than the previous one. According to the problem, the
debtor has to pay the interest on the capital which is 5% per month; similarly, he has to pay 1%
per month commission to the surety, 1

2
% per month fee to the calculator, and also 1

4
% per month

fee to the scribe. The commentary has the following distribution of the quantities [GT 1937, p.94].

1 100 5 1 1

2

1

4
12 905

Formula 2.13 is used for finding the capital:

c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

where m, s, f and d are the sum of all quantities, the rate of the surety, that of the calculator, and
that of the scribe respectively.

c =
(a× k)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

=
(100× 1)× 905

(100× 1) + (12× 5) + (12× 1) +

(
12× 1

2

)
+

(
12× 1

4

)
=

90500

100 + 60 + 12 + 6 + 3

=
90500

181
= 500

Therefore, the capital is 500 drammas. Formula 2.12 is used for finding the accumulated interest I:

I =
(t× b)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

=
(12× 5)× 905

(100× 1) + (12× 5) + (12× 1) +

(
12× 1

2

)
+

(
12× 1

4

)
=

54300

181
= 300

Therefore, the accumulated interest is 300 drammas on the capital.
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The fee of the surety S can be found by using formula 2.15:

S =
(s× t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

=
(1× 12)× 905

(100× 1) + (12× 5) + (12× 1) +

(
12× 1

2

)
+

(
12× 1

4

)
=

10860

181
= 60.

Therefore, the fee of the surety is 60 drammas. The fee of the calculator F can be found from
formula 2.16:

F =
(f × t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

=

(
1

2
× 12

)
× 905

(100× 1) + (12× 5) + (12× 1) +

(
12× 1

2

)
+

(
12× 1

4

)
=

5430

181
= 30

Therefore, the fee of the calculator is 30 drammas. Finally, by using formula 2.17 the fee of the
scribe is found:

D =
(d× t)×m

(a× k) + (t× b) + (t× s) + (t× f) + (t× d)

=

(
1

4
× 12

)
× 905

(100× 1) + (12× 5) + (12× 1) +

(
12× 1

2

)
+

(
12× 1

4

)
=

2715

181
= 15

Therefore, the fee of the scribe is 15 drammas.

3.4.1.3 Simple interest on a given capital

ं मासगुणं कृ ा कृ ा वृ गुणं पुनः ।
शतेन च हते110 भागे समायातं फलं व ः111 ॥ ११३ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥

110This word appears as ते in Kāpaḍīā’s edition of the GT [GT 1937, p.85]. As the word भागे, which means “when
divided”, is also there we guess this should be हते meaning “when the product”. Siṃhatilakasūrī, while comment-
ing on the verse and explaining the procedure, uses the words from the verse such as . . .dravyaṃ māsaguṇaṃ
pūrvaṃ. . .etad vṛddhiguṇaṃ (“. . .previously the capital was multiplied by months. . .this is multiplied by the inter-
est”). Then he mentions eṣāṃ śatena bhāge labdhaṃ. . . (“[quotient] obtained, when they are divided by hundred”)
[GT 1937, p.85], but not eṣāṃ śatena hṛte (“when they are divided by hundred”). Therefore, it seems that the
word order should be हते शतेन भागे च.

111This verse was quoted from an unidentified source. Siṃhatilakasūrī mentioned that even though this had been ex-
plained somewhere else, it is included in the GT as well since it is useful (. . .etad artham anyatroktam api sopayo-
gitvāt karaṇam āha [GT 1937, p.85]). Hayashi suggests that this might have been quoted by Śrīpati [Hayashi 2013,
p.58]. Therefore, this is considered as a verse in the original GT and numbered accordingly.
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dravyaṃ māsaguṇaṃ kṛtvā kṛtvā vṛddhiguṇaṃ punaḥ |
śatena ca hate bhāge samāyātaṃ phalaṃ viduḥ || 113 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Having multiplied the capital (dravya) by the [total elapsed] months [and] again by the
base interest (vṛddhi), when the product (hata) is divided by one hundred, one should
know the interest accumulated (samāyāta) [for the investor].

Commentary:
This verse concerns finding the interest I on a given capital c for a given time t when c, t and the
base interest b are known. The ŚSŚ does not include this rule. The inclusion of this rule in the GT
pinpoints the fact that this was written for the elementary students and as a self-contained text.

According to the rule, the product of the capital, base interest, and the total number of elapsed
months is divided by 100. The quotient is the accumulated interest on the capital for the given
time. It should be noted that this formula is valid only if the base interest is given per hundred per
month. It seems that Śrīpati assumes that all the base interest amounts are given as a percent per
month. The rule expressed algebraically is

I =
c× t× b

100
. (3.19)

There is no formula similar to this in Sanskrit mathematical texts except the GSS. The siddhānta
texts and the other mathematical texts only provide somewhat complicated formulas in relation
to interest-calculation. The GSS includes some basic formulas that are helpful in calculating the
accumulated interest on the capital and so on. For finding the accumulated interest on a capital for
a given time Mahāvīra gives the following rule. The product of the capital c, total elapsed time t,
and the base interest b is divided by the product of the base capital a and the base period k. The
quotient is the accumulated interest I on the capital for a given period of time [GSS 1912, VI.4].
This rule can be used with any interest rate r =

b

a
and any base period.

I =
c× t× b

a× k
(3.20)

Mahāvīra provides another rule for finding the invested capital when the accumulated interest I,
base capital a, base period k, base interest b, and the total elapsed time t are known [GSS 1912,
VI.10]. This is a rearrangement of the previous formula:

c =
a× k × I

b× t
(3.21)

The total elapsed time can be found by rearranging the same formula as follows:

t =
a× k × I

b× c
(3.22)

This is also given in [GSS 1912, VI.14].

Example

शतं केमासेन ाः प भव चे ।
तदा ादश भम सैः कं ा द कला र ॥ ११४ ॥ ॥ आय ॥
śataṃ pratyekamāsena drammāḥ pañca bhavanti cet |
tadā dvādaśabhir māsaiḥ kiṃ syād vada kalāntaram || 114 || || āryā ||

If five drammas are [the interest] in each month on one hundred [drammas], state, what
will be the interest in twelve months?
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Commentary:
The base interest is 5 per hundred per month. Therefore, the rule given by Śrīpati applies to this.
The accumulated interest on 100 drammas for one year is to be found.

From formula 3.19,

I =
c× t× b

100

=
100× 12× 5

100
= 60.

Therefore, the accumulated interest on 100 drammas for one year is 60 drammas.

3.4.1.4 Time taken by the base capital and interest on it to become a multiple of the
base capital

कालगु णतं माणं फलभ ं केगुणाहतं कालः112 । ११५ । ॥ आय ॥
kālaguṇitaṃ pramāṇaṃ phalabhaktaṃ vyekaguṇāhataṃ kālaḥ | 115 | || āryā ||

The base capital multiplied by [the base] time, divided by the base interest, and [then,
again] multiplied by [the number of] multiples (guṇa) diminished by one, is the time
[taken to become the multiple].

Commentary:
This rule is used when the time in which the accumulated amount becomes a certain multiple of
the base capital is to be found. In finding that time t one should multiply the base capital a by the
base period k and divide by the base interest b, and then the quotient should be multiplied by the
desired multiple g diminished by 1. This can be expressed algebraically as follows.

t =
a× k

b
× (g − 1) (3.23)

The rationale of the formula may be described as follows. The fraction a

b
is the number of months

in which the accumulated interest on the base capital becomes equal to the base capital. When the
base period is k, that number of months is equal to ak

b
. Since a is already there, an amount equal

to the base capital, at the beginning of the total period, when this number of months is multiplied
by the desired multiple diminished by one g − 1, the result is the time t in which the total amount
becomes the intended multiple of the base capital. It can be expressed algebraically as follows.

t

k
=

ag − a

b
t

k
=

a(g − 1)

b

t =
ak(g − 1)

b
=

a× k

b
(g − 1)

This rule is also discussed by Śrīdhara [PG 1959, v.52ab] in addition to Brahmagupta [BSS 1966c,
XII.14ab].

112This is the first half of verse XII.14 in the BSS. Siṃhatilakasūrī also mentions it in the introductory sentence
to the verse: kiyatā kālena dviguṇādi syād iti jijñāsāyāṃ brāhmīpāṭīnigaditaṃ karaṇam āha (“[The teacher] said
the operation stated in the arithmetic [chapter of] the BSS for those who desire to know in how much time [the
investments] become twice etc.”) [GT 1937, p.85]. According to Hayashi, this might also have been quoted by Śrī-
pati himself [Hayashi 2013, p.58]. Hence, this is taken as a genuine verse in the GT and numbered accordingly.
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Example 1

शत य मासेन ष ा य द वृ तः ।
गुणं केन कालेन यु ं त नं भवे ॥ ११६ ॥ अनु ु ॥

śatadvayasya māsena ṣaḍdrammā yadi vṛddhitaḥ |
triguṇaṃ kena kālena prayuktaṃ taddhanaṃ bhavet || 116 || || anuṣṭubh ||

If six drammas [are received] as the interest on two hundred [drammas] in a month, in
how much time will that invested money be tripled?

Commentary:
The interest is 6 drammas per 200 drammas per month. The time taken by the sum of the base
capital and the interest on it per month to become triple the base capital is to be found. The
following layout of the problem is given in the commentary of the GT [GT 1937, p.85].

1 200 6 3

The time to elapse is found from formula 3.23.

t =
a× k

b
× (g − 1)

=
200× 1

6
× (3− 1)

=
400

6

= 66
4

6
.

Therefore, the base capital will be tripled in 66
4

6
months or 5 years, 6 months, and 20 days.

Example 2

मास या पणाः प वंशतेय द वृ तः ।
तदा साधगुणं ू ह केन कालेन मे धन ॥ ११७ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
māsadvayāt paṇāḥ pañca viṃśater yadi vṛddhitaḥ |
tadā sārdhaguṇaṃ brūhi kena kālena me dhanam || 117 || || anuṣṭubh ||

If five paṇas [are received] as the interest on twenty [paṇas] in two months, state: in how
much time will my money be one and a half [times it]?

Commentary:
The previous problem concerns only integers, but the problem in this example verse involves fractions
(bhinnodāharaṇa). According to the problem, one can get 5 paṇas as the interest on 20 paṇas for 2
months. The time taken by the base capital and the interest on it to become one and a half times
the base capital is to be found. The traditional layout is as follows. [GT 1937, p.86].

2 20 5 1
1

2

By applying formula 3.23:

t =
a× k

b
× (g − 1)

=
20× 2

5
×
(
1
1

2
− 1

)
= 4 months.
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Therefore, the money will be one and a half times the base capital in 4 months.

3.4.1.5 Conversion of several bonds into one (ekapatrīkaraṇa)

When someone invests several different amounts of capital or lends different amounts at varied
interest rates for different periods of time, these investments or loans can be lumped together with
the term “bond”, called patra (literally “paper”) in Sanskrit .

गतसमयफलै े मासवृ ै भ े
भव त ह गतकालो मासलाभै भावे ।
शतफलम प त ता डते ा शतेन
वणयु त वभ े केप ी वधाने ॥ ११८ ॥ ॥ मा लनी ॥

gatasamayaphalaikye māsavṛddhyaikyabhakte
bhavati hi gatakālo māsalābhaikyabhāve |
śataphalam api tasmin tāḍite syāt śatena
draviṇayutivibhakte tvekapatrīvidhāne || 118 || ||mālinī ||

In the method of converting several bonds into one (ekapatrīvidhāna), when the sum
of the interest amounts [corresponding to] the elapsed time (gatasamayaphala) [of each
capital] is divided by the sum of the interest amounts per month (māsavṛddhi) [on each
capital, the quotient] is the [common] elapsed time (gatakāla) [for the sum of the capitals].
And when that sum of the interest amounts per month (māsalābha) [on each capital] is
multiplied by one hundred [and] divided by the sum of [all] the capitals (draviṇa), [the
quotient] is the [common] base interest percent [per month for the sum of all the capitals].

Commentary:
This is an interesting process for converting several bonds into one. Since multiple bonds can be
converted into one, this is called ekapatrīkaraṇa (“making one bond”). Usually, a bond is prepared
per loan or investment. The calculation of interest, time, etc. with regard to these bonds then should
be done per bond. But when there are many bonds, the calculation is very cumbersome since the
calculation is done monthly, in a few months, or yearly. Therefore, as shown by the commentator
of the PG, the purpose of making one common bond representing all the bonds is to simplify the
process of calculation. The base interest, total time, and the capital in the common bond represent
the averages of the original base interest amounts, total times, and capitals respectively. Hence,
they fulfill the same task that is expected from the different bonds [PG 1959, p.S58].

The prepared single bond should include the sum of the capitals, the common base interest per
hundred per month, and a common total time. The method of preparing this common bond involves
two rules for calculating, the first, a common investment period and the second, a common base
interest. The first rule can be explained step-wise as follows.

1. The first step is to find the sum of the interest amounts SI on each capital for their respective
total elapsed times. The accumulated interest Ii on a capital ci is found by multiplying the
base interest bi by its capital and its total time ti, and then dividing the product by the base
capital ai. Since Śrīpati says in the last step that the sum of the monthly interest rates should
be multiplied by one hundred it seems that he takes the standard base capital a to be 100.
Therefore, 100 is employed as the divisor in this formula. In this step, we have the sum of the
interest amounts SI = I1 + I2 + . . . + In on each of the capitals {c1, c2, . . . , cn} for their own
times {t1, t2, . . . , tn}. Taking the base capital to be 100 is the common practice in this rule
seen in all the texts. However, according to Mahāvīra, the divisor is the base capital multiplied
by its time, ak [GSS 1912, VI.77].

2. The next step is finding the sum Su of the monthly interest ui on each capital. This can be
found by multiplying the base interest amounts by their respective capitals and then, dividing
each by the base capital which is again taken to be 100. Accordingly, the sum of monthly
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interest amounts is Su = u1 + u2 + . . .+ un.

3. The sum of interest amounts SI found in the first step should be divided by the sum of monthly
interest Su found in the second step. This quotient is the common time T to be elapsed. This
is algebraically expressed

T =
SI

Su
=

I1 + I2 + . . .+ In
u1 + u2 + . . .+ un

. (3.24)

This is based on the following proportional relation:

SI

Su
=

T

1
.

The next rule is given for finding the common base interest per month. In this rule the sum of
monthly interest amounts Su found in the second step of the previous rule should be multiplied by
100 and divided by the sum of all the capitals {c1 + c2 + . . . + cn}. This gives the common base
interest B per hundred per month for the common bond. When the rule is expressed in symbolically:

B =
Su × 100

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn
. (3.25)

This rule is based on the following proportional relation:

B

100
=

Su

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn
.

Mahāvīra, Śrīdhara and Āryabhaṭa II also explain the aforementioned method for converting several
bonds into one [GSS 1912, VI.77], [PG 1959, v.51], and [MS, XV.33].

Example 1

के के चाथ शते चतु े
य प के धीर धनं यु ।
स ा ष ादश त मासा
एका दवृ ा मशः शता न ॥ ११९ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
एकप ीकृते त म प चतु ये ।
या प भवे ता स रं वद मे सखे ॥ १२० ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
dvike trike cātha śate catuṣke
yat pañcake dhīra dhanaṃ prayuktam |
saptāṣṭa ṣaḍ dvādaśa tasya māsā
ekādivṛddhyā kramaśaḥ śatāni || 119 || || upajāti ||

ekapatrīkṛte tasmin mitra patracatuṣṭaye |
yādṛk patram bhavet tādṛk satvaraṃ vada me sakhe || 120 || || anuṣṭup ||

Intelligent person, now [each] capital [in] hundreds beginning with [and] increasing by
one successively is invested at [the base interest amounts of] two, three, four, [and] five
percent [per month]. Seven, eight, six, [and] twelve are their [invested total] months
[respectively]. Friend, tell me quickly how the bond would be when those four bonds are
made one.
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Commentary:
According to this verse, one has made 4 investments as follows.

• First investment : 100 at the interest rate of 2% for 7 months

• Second investment : 200 at the interest rate of 3% for 8 months

• Third investment : 300 at the interest rate of 4% for 6 months

• Fourth investment : 400 at the interest rate of 5% for 12 months

Therefore, the investor has four bonds, one for each investment. Now, a common bond should be
prepared with a common total time, common base interest and so on. The layout given in the
commentary, in which two columns relating to one investment are considered as one bond, is as
follows [GT 1937, p.97].

1 7 1 8 1 6 1 12
100 100 100 200 100 300 100 400
2 3 4 5

Using the formulas mentioned above, the details that should be included in the common bond can
be found. The common total time T is found from formula 3.24:

T =
SI

Su
=

I1 + I2 + . . .+ In
u1 + u2 + . . .+ un

=

100× 7× 2

100
+

200× 8× 3

100
+

300× 6× 4

100
+

400× 12× 5

100
100× 2

100
+

200× 3

100
+

300× 4

100
+

400× 5

100

=
14 + 48 + 72 + 240

2 + 6 + 12 + 20

=
374

40

= 9
14

40
(9 months)

=
14

40
× 30 = 10

1

2

(
10

1

2
days

)

Therefore, the common total time that represents all the invested times in the four bonds is 9 months
and 10

1

2
days.

The common base interest B is found from formula 3.25:

B =
Su × 100

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn

=

(
100× 2

100
+

200× 3

100
+

300× 4

100
+

400× 5

100

)
× 100

100 + 200 + 300 + 400

=
40× 100

1000
= 4

Therefore, the common base interest to be mentioned in the common bond is 4%. The final bond
would hence be as follows.
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1 9
14

40
100 1000
4

Example 2

एतैरेव माणान फलैः पादसम तैः ।
मासै शंस हतैरेकप ं सखे कु ॥ १२१ ॥ ॥ अनु ु ॥
etair eva pramāṇānāṃ phalaiḥ pādasamanvitaiḥ |
māsaiś ca tryaṃśasahitair ekapatraṃ sakhe kuru || 121 || || anuṣṭubh ||

Friend, prepare a common bond [for the same invested amounts mentioned before] with
these same base interest amounts increased by one-fourth and [total] months increased
by one-third [respectively].

Commentary:
This is another example problem for the conversion of several bonds into one, but here fractions are
involved. This example is formed by modifying the previous example slightly. In this problem the
base interest amounts are the ones mentioned in the previous verse increased by one-fourth, and
the total times are the same months as before increased by one-third. Accordingly, the investments
would be as follows.

• First investment : 100 at the interest rate of 21
4

% for 7
1

3
months

• Second investment : 200 at the interest rate of 31
4

% for 8
1

3
months

• Third investment : 300 at the interest rate of 41
4

% for 6
1

3
months

• Fourth investment : 400 at the interest rate of 51
4

% for 12
1

3
months

Here also the investor has four bonds. The layout given in the commentary is as follows [GT 1937,
p.87]:

1 7
1

3
1 8

1

3
1 6

1

3
1 12

1

3
100 100 100 200 100 300 100 400
2
1

4
3
1

4
4
1

4
5
1

4

The common total time to be mentioned in the common bond is found by using formula 3.24 as
done in the previous problem.
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T =
SI

Su
=

I1 + I2 + . . .+ In
u1 + u2 + . . .+ un

=

100× 7
1

3
× 2

1

4
100

+
200× 8

1

3
× 3

1

4
100

+
300× 6

1

3
× 4

1

4
100

+
400× 12

1

3
× 5

1

4
100

100× 2
1

4
100

+
200× 3

1

4
100

+
300× 4

1

4
100

+
400× 5

1

4
100

=

(
22

3
× 9

4

)
+ 2

(
25

3
× 13

4

)
+ 3

(
19

3
× 17

4

)
+ 4

(
37

3
× 21

4

)
9

4
+

26

4
+

51

4
+

84

4

=

198

12
+

325

6
+

323

4
+ 259

170

4

=

198 + 650 + 969 + 3108

12
170

4

=
4925

12
× 4

170

=
4925

510

= 9
335

510
= 9

67

102

Therefore, the common total time to be mentioned in the common bond is 9
67

102
months.

The common base interest is found from formula 3.25.

B =
Su × 100

c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn

=

100× 2
1

4
100

+
200× 3

1

4
100

+
300× 4

1

4
100

+
400× 5

1

4
100

× 100

100 + 200 + 300 + 400

=

(
9

4
+

26

4
+

51

4
+

84

4

)
× 100

1000

=
17000

4
× 1

1000

= 4
1

4
.

Therefore, the common base interest to be mentioned in the final bond is 4.25%. The common bond
would hence be as follows.

1 9
67

102
100 1000
4
1

4
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3.4.1.6 Finding different capitals invested at different interest rates for different times,
but producing equal interest amounts, from their sum (samīkaraṇa)

शहारैः पृथगेक प-
लाभै व म समाहतै ।
क ययोगेन तैभव
यु राशेः ख ख का न ॥ १२२ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥

vyastāṃśahāraiḥ pṛthag ekarūpa-
lābhair vimiśrasvasamāhataiś ca |
svakīyayogena hṛtair bhavanti
prayuktarāśeḥ khalu khaṇḍakāni || 122 || || upajāti ||

The portions (khaṇḍa) of the [combined] invested quantity (prayuktarāśi) are [the quan-
tities found] by means of the reciprocals [of] the interest corresponding to one, separately
multiplied by the mixture [vimiśra, i.e., mixed quantity] [and] divided by their own sum.

Commentary:
This rule is for finding the n different capitals {c1, c2, . . . , cn} from the mixed quantity m = {c1 +
c2+ . . .+ cn} or sum of all the invested capitals, when their respective base periods {k1, k2, . . . , kn},
base capitals {a1, a2, . . . , an}, base interest amounts {b1, b2, . . . , bn}, and the total elapsed times
{t1, t2, . . . , tn} are known. The condition is that all the interest amounts accrued on the capitals
within those investment periods have to be equal. This condition might be the reason for the
nomenclature of this rule samīkaraṇa (“equalizing”).

This verse is very compact so some explanation is needed for clarity. This will be interpreted in the
order of procedure as follows.

1. ekarūpalābhaiḥ (“by interest amounts corresponding to one”): Firstly, one should find the
interest on 1 at each interest rate bi

aiki
for each respective total time ti separately. Accordingly,

we have
{
b1 × t1 × 1

a1 × k1
,
b2 × t2 × 1

a2 × k2
, . . . ,

bn × tn × 1

an × kn

}
.

2. vyastāṃśahāraiḥ (“with inverted numerators and denominators”): This means by the recip-
rocal of the interest found above. Siṃhatilakasūrī states that by using the word aṃśahāra
Śrīpati intended to mean four quantities such as the base period k, total elapsed time t, the
base capital a, and base interest b [GT 1937, p.90]. In the process of finding the interest on
1 at the step one, the base interest and base capital are multiplied by the total elapsed time
and the base time respectively, hence those quantities are now in the form of two products,
biti and aiki. Now, we have

{
a1k1
b1t1

,
a2k2
b2t2

, . . . ,
ankn
bntn

}
.

3. vimiśrasvasamāhataiḥ (“multiplied by mixed [quantity]”): Those reciprocals should be mul-
tiplied separately by the mixed quantity m, which is the sum of all the capitals (m =
c1 + c2 + . . .+ cn). Then we have{

m × a1k1
i1t1

,m× a2k2
i2t2

, . . . ,m× ankn
intn

}
.

4. svakīyayogena hṛtaiḥ (“divided by their own sum”): Here, svakīyayoga means the sum of all
the reciprocals mentioned above a1k1

b1t1
+
a2k2
b2t2

+. . .+
ankn
bntn

. The products of the mixed quantity
and each reciprocal, as found in the previous step, should be divided by this sum separately.
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The quotients obtained are the capitals:

c1 =
m× a1k1

b1t1
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
intn

c2 =
m× a2k2

b2t2
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
bntn

...

cn =
m× ankn

bntn
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
bntn

(3.26)

Śrīpati does not give this rule in the ŚSŚ though there is a rule for finding the each interest from
the sum of the interest amounts (see section 2.3.1.3). This rule is found elsewhere only in the LV
[LV 1937, v.92]. Bhāskara II’s explanation is different though exactly equivalent in its algorithm.
Perhaps Bhāskara II adapted Śrīpati’s rule in the LV.

Example

शत यं य श भ वह नं
ख ै भग ण तक यु ।
के के चाथ शते चतु े

मासैगतै चतु भरेषा ॥ १२३ ॥ ॥ उपजा त ॥
फला न ा न समा न शी ं
पृथ माणं ख ख काना ॥ १२४ ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥
śatadvayaṃ yaddaśabhir vihīnaṃ
khaṇḍais tribhir gāṇitika prayuktam |
trike dvike cātha śate catuṣke
māsair gatair dvitricaturbhir eṣām || 123 || || upajāti ||

phalāni dṛṣṭāni samāni śīghraṃ
pṛthakpramāṇaṃ khalu khaṇḍakānām || 124 || || upendravajrā ||

Mathematician, two hundred diminished by ten was invested as three portions at [the
base interest of] three, two, [and] four percent [per month]. Their interest amounts
were seen to be equal in two, three, [and] four months [respectively]. [State] quickly the
amounts of the portions separately.

Commentary:
According to the verse, someone invested an amount of 190 in three portions at the interest rates of
2%, 3%, and 4% for 3, 2, and 4 months respectively. The interest amounts he gets at the end of their
respective periods for all three portions are seen to be equal. Now, those three portions invested by
that person are to be found separately. The layout given in the commentary is as follows [GT 1937,
p.90]:

1 3 1 2 1 4
100 100 100

2 3 4
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By using formula 3.26 the invested portions can be found separately. The first portion is

c1 =
m× a1k1

b1t1
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
intn

=
190× 100× 1

2× 3
100× 1

2× 3
+

100× 1

3× 2
+

100× 1

4× 4

=
190× 100

6
100

6
+

100

6
+

100

16

=

19000

6
1900

48

=
19000

6
× 48

1900

= 80.

Therefore, the investor invested 80 currency-units out of 190 as the first portion. The second portion
is

c2 =
m× a2k2

b2t2
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
bntn

=
190× 100× 1

3× 2
100× 1

2× 3
+

100× 1

3× 2
+

100× 1

4× 4

=
190× 100

6
100

6
+

100

6
+

100

16

=
19000

6
× 48

1900

= 80.

The invested second portion is also 80 currency-units. The rest is the invested third portion which
can be found from the same formula. The third portion is

c3 =
m× a3k3

b3t3
a1k1
b1t1

+
a2k2
b2t2

+ . . .+
ankn
bntn

=
190× 100× 1

4× 4
100× 1

2× 3
+

100× 1

3× 2
+

100× 1

4× 4

=
190× 100

16
100

6
+

100

6
+

100

16

=
19000

16
× 48

1900
= 30
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The total amount of the investments is 80 + 80 + 30 = 190.

It would be wise to check if the accumulated interest amounts on these portions are equal. The
interest on the first portion is

I =
2× 3× 80

100
=

480

100

= 4
4

5
.

The interest on the second portion is

I =
3× 2× 80

100
=

480

100

= 4
4

5
.

The interest on the third portion is

I =
4× 4× 30

100
=

480

100

= 4
4

5
.

All the accumulated interest amounts on each portion for their respective investment times are
indeed equal.

Siṃhatilakasūrī quotes the following verse from the LV which includes the same rule discussed in
the verse 122.

अथ माणैगु णता काला
तीतकाल फलो तृा े ।
योगभ ा व म न ाः
यु ख ा न पृथ व ॥ Q.८113 ॥ ॥ उपे व ा ॥

atha pramāṇair guṇitāś ca kālā
vyatītakālaghnaphaloddhṛtās te |
svayogabhaktāś ca vimiśranighnāḥ
prayuktakhaṇḍāni pṛthag bhavanti || Q.8 || || upendravajrā ||

Now, the base periods are multiplied by [their own] base capitals [and] divided by [their
own] base interest multiplied by [their own total] elapsed times. They [i.e., the quotients]
multiplied by the mixed quantity and divided by the sum of them [i.e., the quotients,
separately] are the invested portions.

Commentary:
The algebraic expression of the rule, using the same variables as previously, is

ci =

m

(
ai × ki
bi × ti

)
(
a1 × k1
b1 × t1

)
+

(
a2 × k2
b2 × t2

)
+ . . .+

(
an × kn
bn × tn

) (3.27)

113This is a verse in the LV [LV 1937, v.92], quoted by Siṃhatilakasūrī. Hayashi numbers this as L92 [Hayashi 2013,
p.69].



Chapter 4

Discussion and conclusion

4.1 The emergence of the literary genre of mathematics
The extraction of mathematics from siddhāntas and its development as a separate literary branch is
a landmark of the history of Indian mathematical astronomy. As far as the extant texts indicate, in
the early stage of astro-mathematical literature, siddhāntas were the only works where mathematics
could be included. Therefore, there is a mathematical chapter in the ĀB, the Gaṇitapāda. It contains
32 verses on arithmetic, algebra, and trigonometry as well. It is known that ĀB was written in a
very early stage of Indian astro-mathematical history and even though there had been some texts
called siddhāntas, ĀB is in an idiosyncratic form compared to siddhānta tradition. It has its own
method of organizing and choice of rules. In fact, it seems that all mathematics available to the
authors of early texts was added to the existing literature irrespective of their being a siddhānta or
not.

The BSS and MS also contain chapters on arithmetic and algebra. There are 66 verses in the chapter
on arithmetic and 70 verses in the chapter on algebra in the BSS. Similarly, there are 120 verses in
the chapter on arithmetic and 71 verses in the chapter on algebra in the MS. Brahmagupta and Ārya-
bhaṭa II are both prolific writers, but they did not write any treatises exclusively on mathematics.
By the time of Āryabhaṭa II, separate texts exclusively on mathematics had already emerged, but
there had not been any such text in Brahmagupta’s time. However, the main tradition would have
been writing siddhāntas and including all the mathematical rules and astronomical rules in them.
Seemingly, most of mathematicians followed the prevailing tradition though there were new trends
within the tradition.

There are several mathematical texts written before the time of Śrīpati. Maskari, Pūraṇa, Pūtana,
Mudgala,1 Śrīdhara, Govindaswāmin (c. 850), and Jayadeva2 are the known authors of texts in the
arithmetic/algebra tradition. Among them Śrīdhara and Mahāvīra are the authors of the extant
mathematical texts. Śrīdhara wrote four texts on mathematics, of which three are on arithmetic and
one is on algebra. The three arithmetical texts are the Pāṭīgaṇita, also known as the Bṛhatpāṭī and
Navaśatī, the Pāṭīgaṇitasāra or Triśatikā, and the Gaṇitapañcaviṃśī. At present only the Triśatikā
and a part of the Pāṭīgaṇita are extant. (There is an extant work called Gaṇitapañcaviṃśī, but
Hayashi showed that it is not the same Gaṇitapañcaviṃśī written by Śrīdhara.3) All these texts
deal with the traditional mathematical rules even though there are some new contributions by Śrī-
dhara. Then Mahāvīra, a Jain mathematician, wrote the GSS which is quite different in its nature

1These four mathematicians are mentioned by Bhāskara I and by Śrīdhara [Pingree 1981, p.59].
2K.S. Shukla mentions that Jayadeva lived in 11th century and that he is the inventor of a method of solving
indeterminate equation of second degree [Shukla 1954, p.1]. Jayadeva is probably contemporary with Śrīpati. There
is not a survived text written by him. He is known only from a quotation in the Sundarī by Udayadivākara in 1073
[Pingree 1981, p.61].

3Hayashi discusses this in [Hayashi 2013, pp.1-2].
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of organizing the rules, language, and style. Unlike Śrīdhara, Mahāvīra includes many examples
under each rule in his text. However, there is no known astronomical text written by any of these
mathematicians.

Śrīpati was the first to write both a siddhānta with chapters on mathematics (55 verses on arithmetic
and 37 verses on algebra) and also a separate mathematical text. These treatises themselves reveal
that Śrīpati includes mathematical rules in the ŚSŚ following the siddhānta tradition and wrote
another treatise on arithmetic with a special purpose. It seems that Śrīpati had a rationale for
writing a separate text on mathematics. As seen before the contents of these chapters are not
exactly the same. However, seemingly, Śrīpati had made some decisions before he composed these
chapters as to which mathematical rules should be included in these chapters. In other words, he
standardized the mathematical chapters of his siddhānta.

There seem to be many criteria by which Śrīpati made his choice to shape the mathematical chapters
in his ŚSŚ. Apparently Śrīpati tried to avoid as much as possible alternative methods given for solving
the same type of problems in the ŚSŚ compared to the number of alternative methods provided for
solving the same type of problems given in the GT. There are a few mathematically similar rules
in these chapters, but they were considered as different rules as their subjects are different. For
instance, one of the rules is to find the length of a given chord when its sagitta and the diameter are
known. There is another rule for finding the sagitta when the chord and the diameter of the circle
are known [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.37]. Even though either of these rules can be used to find both the chord
and sagitta, probably these were considered as different rules. Other than those rules, Śrīpati avoids
all the alternative rules in the mathematical chapters of his ŚSŚ. Interestingly, this is not the case
with the other chapters of the ŚSŚ. They have a lot of alternative rules which possibly confirms that
Śrīpati’s organizing of the mathematical chapters is very intentional.

The characteristics of exclusive mathematical texts are different from those of the siddhāntas. Mainly
they contain examples. Śrīpati did not incorporate any example problems in his mathematical
chapters. (There are no example problems in the MS either, but there are some in the BSS.) In his
GT Śrīpati provides at least one example for each rule, and sometimes more than one. Out of 132
verses in the GT, 78 verses are examples, but 7 of them are quotations. The quoted verses from the
post-Śrīpati texts are definitely by Siṃhatilakasūrī which are not of any help in understanding Śrī-
pati. The other examples reveal, to some extent, how mathematical exercises were given to students
in the teaching and learning process. On the other hand, the verses in the mathematical chapters
are highly technical. In the ŚSŚ Śrīpati gives only definitions for some operations which in the GT
he explains in detail with alternative rules. For instance, in the ŚSŚ the square and the cube are
merely explained as the product of two equal quantities and the product of three equal quantities
respectively. He gives geometrical definitions of them as well, but he does not give the operation
of them [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.4]. By contrast, he explains three rules for finding the square [GT 1937,
pp.7-8] and four rules for finding the cube [GT 1937, pp.11-12] in the GT.

The question is what was the reason for Śrīpati to separate mathematics from siddhāntas and
compose at least one different treatise exclusively on mathematics.4 Apparently, the difference of
the target audiences is the reason for this separation. It is known that none of the siddhāntas
explains the operations of general addition and subtraction. Similarly, none of the pre-Śrīpati-era
mathematical texts also include these two important rules. However, Śrīpati gives them in his GT
probably because the target group of the GT is beginners. Another important aspect is inclusion
of miscellaneous problems of fractions, which are not seen in any of the siddhāntas. These problems
are of virtuosic and recreational in nature hence, might have been designed for inspiring students.

It can be conjectured that Śrīpati wanted to produce a self-contained mathematical treatise which
helps someone studying mathematics from the beginning. Elementary students might thus be the
intended audience of the GT and advanced students are that of the ŚSŚ. Some implications in the

4Some scholars like Sudhakara Dvivedi [Gaṇakataraṅgiṇī 1933, p.30], Majumdar [Majumdar 1922, p.273], and
Kāpaḍīā [GT 1937, pp.63-64] think that Śrīpati wrote a separate book on algebra as well as the GT on arithmetic
(see section 1.5.2 for details). If so, it might have inspired Bhāskara II to write his LV, BG, and SŚ as topically
separate works, but there is no firm evidence to confirm this.
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commentaries on the PG by an unknown author and the LV by Gaṇeśa compel us to think that
mathematical texts are structured to meet specific pedagogical requirements. For instance, in verse
17 of the PG Śrīdhara explains the rule for finding the number of terms of a vyavakalita% series.
But he explains the rule of finding the sum of the vyavakalita series in the verse 16. Hence, in
theory, one can easily find the number of terms just by rearranging the latter rule. However, the
commentator states that the rule of finding the number of terms of the vyutkalita series had been
given by Śrīdhara for the easy use of students though they can use the rule previously stated for
finding the number of terms just by rearranging it [PG 1959, p.S12]. Further, the PG employs
some words that alludes studentship: mṛdumatiṣu (soft-witted) [PG 1959, p.S56], sukumāramatiṣu
(delicate-witted) [PG 1959, p.S62].5

One of the reasons for providing alternative methods might be mathematical pleasure that mathe-
maticians expect from manipulating numbers in many ways to arrive at the same answer. Moreover,
that would be very helpful for students in understanding how the rules work in a variety of contexts
and the rationale behind the algorithms. Most importantly from the pedagogical point of view, these
alternative methods are very effective ways of teaching and learning. There are some students who
do not understand the rule in one method, but they understand the same rule in another method.

Śrīpati does not include rules that yield approximations in the ŚSŚ. He might have not excluded them
from the ŚSŚ only because it is a siddhānta. Such rules of approximations are given by Brahmagupta
in his BSS with rules of accurate measures. These approximate measures and accurate measures
can be interpreted in two different ways. In the first place, the former is for daily use of people
and the latter is for those who wanted to be professionals: mathematicians or astronomers. The
latter too might have practical application in different contexts. Secondly, the methods leading to
approximations are for general students who are not very good at mathematics whereas the methods
of finding the accurate measures are for advanced students. This is not true for all circumstances, but
many methods leading to accurate measures consist of complicated and iterative procedures hence,
it is a plausible argument. Padmanabha Rao mentions that the simpler version is perhaps meant
for the less gifted students [LV 2014, p.150]. Therefore, Śrīpati probably designed the mathematical
text, the GT, for beginners and those who do not want to be mathematicians but needed some
knowledge of mathematics and the ŚSŚ for advanced students.

4.2 Use of mathematical rules
4.2.1 General use of mathematical rules
It is well known that most of the rules given in the mathematical texts were used in different contexts.
Most of the times these contexts are indicated by the rules themselves. The 20 parikarmans are
the basic operations which help build all the practices. Therefore, they cannot be restricted to a
particular context or contexts.

The 8 practices, the vyavahṛtis, are inherently confined to their own contexts, as follows.

• Practice of mixtures: The rules given in this section are used in solving problems related
to loans such as finding the capital, interest, time and so on. Its fundamental technique
is the rule of three, besides the basic 8 operations. Further, as mentioned by Colebrooke
[LV 1967, p.67], some commentators are of the view that these rules were used in finding the
fineness of the gold in mixture or the weight of it; the possible short and long syllables in
metres in prosody (sādhāraṇacchandogaṇita); the combinations of ingredients in pharmacy;
the variations of notes in music; the changes of aperture in architecture, etc. Gaṅgādhara and
Sūryadāsa mention that a general rule is used in prosody, but a special rule (asādhāraṇa) is used
in music [LV 1816, p.61]. Bhāskara II has an example for the permutation and combination
from prosody [LV 1937, v.115].

5Note that these are different from the terms like mandabuddhi (“slow-witted”), mandaprajña (“slow-witted”), jaḍa
(“stupid”) etc. usually encountered in the texts.
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• Practice of series: Not every rule in this section could have been in use in some sort of practical
context. The commentator of the PG mentions that some of the rules were used in getting the
accurate measurements of vessels and other similar practical purposes [PG 1959, p.S107].

• Practice of geometry - The rules themselves do not indicate which contexts they were used
in. Most probably they were taught in mathematics lessons as some of them such as rules of
circumference, radius, circumcircle, circumradius, sagitta, rules related to right-angled triangle
and so on were needed in astronomy. Usually, the section on geometry is the longest of all the
sections in the mathematical chapters of siddhāntas as well as in the mathematical texts. At
least some of the rules can be considered as a pre-requirement for learning trigonometry which
is fundamental in astronomy.

• Practice of excavation: These rules were needed in excavations. It seems according to other
texts especially the BSS and the GSS, that excavations were computed in different contexts.
These texts provided different rules for finding different volumes, namely practical volume,
gross volume, and accurate volume. Śrīpati has only one rule which gives according to him,
the accurate value which is not actually the case. As mentioned earlier, Padmanabha Rao
mentions that the simpler version, i.e., the rules for finding the practical and gross volume,
are perhaps meant for the less able students [LV 2014, p.150]. On the other hand, someone
may argue that they actually apply to different contexts. Another noteworthy feature is the
specific context of volume of stone. Indian mathematicians introduced a special unit for this
which is known as pāṣāṇahasta.

• Practice of stacks: The rules in this section were probably used in making altars or similar
structures. As the rules indicate, the purpose of these calculations is to find the number of
bricks that is required for the construction. Therefore, the rules can be comfortably used in
constructing quadrilateral shapes. The rules do not give the correct values for spherical or
other non-rectilinear solids. Mahāvīra has some rules even for calculations of the number of
bricks for construction of broken walls etc., for example, [GSS 1912, VIII.54 1

2 , 57
1
2 ].

• Practice of sawing: Seemingly the purpose of the rules in this section is also associated with
paying wages though the rules never indicate it explicitly. The diversity of the rules; rules
given for calculating the sawing length-wise, width-wise, and also for calculating the sawing
according to the type of the wood reveals that higher wage was paid for more labour and
sawing harder wood.

• Practice of heaps: This section was dedicated to the rules of measuring grain heaps. The
formulation of rules clearly indicates that they were in practical use: for instance, some of
the rules are given for measuring partial heaps leaning against a wall, in an inside corner or
outside corner of a wall. Furthermore, the rules are formulated according to the variety of the
grain and its diverse metrology.

• Practice of shadows: The main purpose of these rules is to know the time at a given instant,
although these rules do not give the exact time, but an approximation. However, for general
practical purposes it is sufficient. Since there are advanced trigonometric rules for finding the
accurate time in the astronomical sections in siddhāntas.

In contrast to the rules in the arithmetic section, the rules given in the algebraic section of the ŚSŚ
do not indicate their contexts of use, with one exception. Śrīpati mentions that the kuṭṭaka (“pul-
verizer”) method of linear indeterminate equations is used for astronomical calculations [ŚSŚ 1947,
XIV.29-31]. Brahmagupta also asserts this [BSS 1966d, XVIII.6-8]. In addition, Brahmagupta in-
dicates that the rule of karaṇī for finding square roots of surds is used in geometric calculations
with regard to right angled triangles. Āryabhaṭa II also discusses many kuṭṭaka rules with regard to
astronomical calculations throughout the Kuṭṭakādhyāya (“the chapter on pulverizers”).
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4.2.2 Recreational mathematics
Not all the mathematical problems that mathematicians tackle have practical use. Some of them
may have different uses. One of them is, in modern parlance, recreation, hence, this is called
recreational mathematics. Mathematics starts with a practical rule and goes on finding some other
practical rules, but at one point it goes beyond the practical applications. They can be considered
as recreational or virtuosic mathematics. These kind of rules were not only given by Śrīpati. Almost
all the mathematicians have such rules though there are not many. Those rules can mostly seen in
the practice of series of arithmetic progression and in sections of problems related to fractions.

Some of the rules given in the practice of series of arithmetic progression have actual practical
applications as mentioned before. However, finding the sum of successive sums of an arithmetic
progression [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.21], sum of the square series of an arithmetic progression [ŚSŚ 1947,
XIII.22], sum of the cube series of an arithmetic progression [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.22], and sum of a
geometric progression [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.25] do not seem to have any practical application.

Mahāvīra and Nārāyaṇa were very interested in different arithmetic series. Mahāvīra introduced a
few new terms related to arithmetic series [GSS 1912, II.63-64]. Nārāyaṇa mentions two sets of series
in his GK. The first set consists of 4 types of square series [GK 1936, pp.113-123] and there are 7
types of cube series in the second set [GK 1936, pp.123-124]. There does not seem to be any practical
use of any of those series. Therefore, these rules might have been invented by mathematicians for
mathematical pleasure hence, can be included in supra-utilitarian mathematics.

Some elements of the GT also can be interpreted as recreational mathematics. Artificially elaborated
nature of the problems in the section of miscellaneous problems of fractions, using figures of speech,
different metres, example verses (uddeśaka), some motivational expressions and so on are can be
interpreted as recreational mathematics. Use of figures of speech and metres will be discussed in
sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The example verses very often consist of mathematical problem(s), a noun
in vocative case, interjection, imperative verb, adverb, and context of the problem. Most of the
example verses contain only one problem whereas some contain many; for instance, the verses 18,
21, 24, 25, 30 have 3, 4, 13, 13, 12 problems respectively.6 Śrīpati employs vocatives like dhīra, vidvan
(“scholar”), gaṇitavit, gaṇaka (“mathematician”), mitra, sakhe (“friend”), ārya (“gentleman”), etc.
mostly together with interjections like hanta, aho, bho, he (“ah, alas, or oh”), etc. Verse 120 even
has two vocatives sakhe and mitra. Vada, kathaya, ācakṣva, pracakṣva, pravada (all meaning “state
or say”) are some of the most common imperative verbs seen in these verses. Further, Śrīpati adds
an adverb like āśu, drāk, śīghraṃ, kṣipraṃ, drutataraṃ, satvaraṃ (all meaning “quickly”), etc. to
the problem. Among them āśu is the most used adverb. The purpose of employing those words and
using such a style in the verses seems to be making mathematics interesting to the learners. If the
GT was used as a textbook as we suggested above, it must have been inspirational to mathematics
students.

There are many expressions in these example verses which may be interpreted as challenges. Some
of them are as follows.

• lakṣaṇaṃ śikṣitaṃ yadi (“if features [of mathematics] were learned [by you]”) [GT 1937, p.7]

• yadyasti bhavataḥ samyag abhyāsaḥ parikarmasu (“if you have good practice in [arithmetical]
operations”) [GT 1937, p.15]

• gaṇitaṃ yadi vetsi (“if [you] know mathematics”) [GT 1937, p.20]

• haro vidito yadi (“if [you] know the division”) [GT 1937, p.21]

• pāṭīṃ cej jānāsi (“if [you] know arithmetic”) [GT 1937, p.23]

• bhinnāni parikarmāṇi bhavatā viditāni cet (“if operations of fractions are known to you”)
[GT 1937, p.24]

6These numbers of the verses are according to the numbers given in the section 3.
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• ācakṣva vidvan yadi vetsi pāṭīṃ (“scholar, state if you know arithmetic”) [GT 1937, p.25]

• ghanamūlavidhāne ca prabhūtā yadi te matiḥ (“if your intelligence is perfected in the rule of
the cube root [of fractions] as well”) [GT 1937, p.27]

• kalāsavarṇe yadi kauśalaṃ te (“if you are clever at classes of fractions. ”) [GT 1937, p.30]

• yadi gaṇite vidyate śramas te (“if you have good training in mathematics”) [GT 1937, p.34]

Another intriguing aspect of these example problems is contextualization i.e., this means a concrete
setting for the numerical data of a word problem/story problem. It is obvious that all the contexts
and the problems are not realistic, but from the recreational point of view they are elegant. There
are not contextualized examples for the basic operations of integers and fractions, but all the other
examples are contextualized. For instance, the verse 75 in our edition and [GT 1937, p.55].

Instead of giving merely a problem Śrīpati, in the verse mentioned above, contextualizes the problem.
The problem is about a herd of elephants. He gives some information about the herd—of course,
the actual mathematical problem—and finally, asks the audience to find the number of elephants
in the herd. The elephants of the herd are in different places engaged in different tasks. Some of
them are on the mountain, some others are frightened of the sound of a lion, while another is at the
post. Seven elephants are seen somewhere else. Such information stimulates students’ mathematical
interests and it helps students become familiar with the problem (see section 3.3.6.6). Though this
kind of contextualization is important from pedagogical point of view as well, it is not essentially
required in understanding the problem and working through it. On the other hand, it is more
entertaining as it is not merely manipulation of a set of numbers.

The following verse is very fascinating and the details given about the background of the problem
help the audience create an imaginary picture.

aṣṭāṃśaḥ kroḍayūthāt sugaṇaka kurute palvale paṅkakeliṃ
mūlaṃ sārdhaṃ nu mustāḥ khanati khalu sakhe potriṇī saptapotā |
dṛṣṭā bhraṣṭā svayūthān nijakulamabhito’ nveṣamāṇā pracakṣva
kṣipraṃ jānāsi pāṭīṃ yadi nanu katibhiḥ sūkarair yūtham etat || [GT 1937, p.53]

(“Clever mathematician, one-eighth of a herd of pigs play with mud in a pond. [Further,] friend, the
square root [of the number of pigs in the herd] increased by [its] half [i.e., half of the square root]
dig grass. A wild sow with seven piglets strayed from the herd and seeking everywhere their herd
are seen. State quickly, if you know arithmetic, with how many pigs [is] this herd [composed]?”)

4.3 Śrīpati’s style
4.3.1 Use of different metres (vicitravṛttāṃ gaṇitasya pāṭīṃ)
In the beginning of the GT Śrīpati proclaims that he would compose the GT in charming metres
(karomi lokavyavahārahotor vicitravṛttāṃ gaṇitasya pāṭīṃ) [GT 1937, p.1]. A thorough and closer
analysis of this expression reveals that he mentions that for a reason. It was not unusual to use
different metres for mathematical and astronomical writing at the time of Śrīpati. Many of Śrīpati’s
predecessors had used different metres.

Āryabhaṭa I did not compose any of his verses in syllabic metres, but all of his metres are moraic.
Brahmagupta composed the entire BSS in the āryā metre. Lalla composed his Śiṣyadhīvṛddhida-
tantra (SDVT) in different metres, but it does not consists of any mathematics i.e., arithmetic
and algebra. Āryabhaṭa II wrote MS where there are two mathematical chapters, but they are
also in moraic metres. The VS was also written in different metres before Śrīpati, but it too does
not have any mathematical chapters. However, Bhāskara I’s commentary on the ĀB includes may
examples which are in different metres, but the rules are still in the moraic metres. Bhāskara I uses
different syllabic metres only for examples except one verse. For instance, he used śārdūlavikrīḍita,
mandākrāntā, śragdharā, praharṣaṇī, mālinī, vasantatilakā, etc. for examples and indravajrā for
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a mathematical rule where he explains the nature of all the mathematical operations [ĀB 1976b,
p.43].7

The existing part of the PG by Śrīdhara does not contain any verse in syllabic metre, but there are a
few examples in the syllabic metres in the TŚ. Two of them, in fact, were quoted in the GT [GT 1937,
pp.41-42]. The metrical choices of Mahāvīra are more diverse compared to his predecessors, as well
as his successors until the time of Śrīpati. He, like the others, used syllabic metres particularly
for examples, but there are a few exceptions. He employs variety of metres like indravajrā, bhu-
jaṅgaprayāta, vasantatilakā, mālinī, vaṃśastha, rathoddhatā, toṭaka, śragdharā, śārdūlavikrīḍita,
mandākrāntā, upendravajrā, śikharaṇī, praharṣaṇī, drutavilambita, śālinī, puṣpitāgrā, hariṇī, mat-
tamayūra for examples. In contrast, he employed indravajrā [GSS 1912, III.54], śālinī [GSS 1912,
IV.3], and śikharaṇī [GSS 1912, VI.103] only for three mathematical rules.

Śrīpati is the first mathematician to use different metres especially the syllabic metres for math-
ematical rules in a vast range. He even used one ardhasamavṛtta and 1 viṣamavṛtta. That might
be the reason for his claiming in the beginning of the GT that he would compose his treatise in
charming metres. Table 4.1 shows his use of variety of metres in the thirteenth chapter of the ŚSŚ
and GT.

Chandas Metre
Fre-

quency
Verse

Numbers in Verse Numbers in

13th chapter the GT
mātrāvṛttas

vaktra pathyāvaktra 2 46, 52 -
vaitālīya aupacchandasika 3 17 65, 109
āryā āryā 3 - Q2, 114, 115

anuṣṭup anuṣṭup 18 -

15, 21, 24, 26, 29, 33,
43, 46, 55, 91, Q4, Q5,

110, 113, 116, 117,
120, 121

samavṛttas

anuṣṭup pramāṇikā 1 13 -
vidyunmālā 1 - 41

triṣṭup

śālinī 7 3, 16, 37 36, 48, 59, 103
rathoddhatā 6 20, 25, 29, 42 93, 104
dodhaka 2 22 19
svāgatā 1 - 92
indravajrā 8 39, 41 11, 17, 23, 35, 58, 77
upendravajrā 8 14, 26, 50 13, 31, 88, 124, Q8

upajātikā

bhadrā 2 2 16
māyā 6 4, 40 4, 22, 63, 80
premā 2 6, 47 -
kīrti 9 7, 8, 32 55 5, 53, 73, 84, 119
jāyā 5 11, 12, 24, 49 102
mālā 4 18 7, 108, 111
vāṇī 6 19, 35, 36, 38 27, 101
rāmā 9 21, 44 1, 6, 9, 10, 30, 89, 122
ṛddhi 4 31, 54 3, 82
ādrā 4 33, 45 44, 49
sālā 4 48 42, 57, 78
bālā 3 - 12, 76, 83
haṃsī 3 53 107, 123
buddhi 5 - 2, 28, 32, 39, 56

7Here, Bhāskara I mentions that all operations either increase or decrease the quantities.
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jagatī

pramitākṣarā 2 9 37
vaṃśastha 4 10, 23 85, 106
drutavilambhita 2 28 66
sragvinī 2 - 8,51
toṭaka 1 - 38
śaśivadanā 1 - 45
bhujaṅgaprayāta 1 - 79
pramāṇikā 1 - 86
tāmarasa 1 - 96

atijagatī praharṣiṇī 1 9 -

śakvarī vasantatilakā 13 1, 5, 15, 30 25, Q1, 54, 69, 97,
34, 51 99, 100

atiśakvarī mālinī 4 - 34, 71, 105, 118

atyaṣṭi
śikharaṇī 2 - 18
hariṇī 2 - 40, 75
mandākrāntā 4 - 47, 62, 87, 94

atidhṛti śārdūlavikrīḍita 12 43 14, 64, 67, 68, Q3, 90,
95, 98, Q6, Q7, 112

prakṛti śragdharā 6 60, 61, 70, 72, 74, 81
ardhasamavṛttas

mālabhāriṇī 1 - 20
viṣamavṛttas

mātrāsamaka 1 - 52

Table 4.1: Metres employed in the chapters in the ŚSŚ and GT

4.3.2 Poetics
Scientific writings are in general, highly technical. Therefore, aesthetic pleasure is not something
expected from such writings. But this is not totally applicable to the scientific literature in San-
skrit. Any subject ancient Indians dealt with like astronomy, mathematics, medicine, architecture,
linguistics etc. were written in metrical form. It seems that they expected aesthetic pleasure from
scientific literature too as they did from other literary genres. To this end, they employed different
metres, figures of speech, captivating examples, eloquent language and so on. These aspects are seen
in different volumes in all the texts and it culminates in the LV of Bhāskara II.8 It is important to
examine how and to what extent Śrīpati used these features in his ŚSŚ and GT as he flourished in
a century before Bhāskara II.

Śrīpati’s use of alaṅkāras in these texts is brilliant though he did not employ many. There are
alaṅkāras of upamā, rūpaka, arthāntaranyāsa, and svabhāvokti etc. in the first chapter of the ŚSŚ
and GT. The upamā alaṅkāra means simile, the figures of speech in which one object is compared
with another [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933, sūtra.125, p.540]. Śrīpati elegantly describes the celestial sphere
with a simile in the following verse.

dhruvadvayīmadhyagatārakāśritaṃ
caladbhacakraṃ jalayantravat sadā |
vidhiḥ sasarjāśvinapauṣṇamadhyagaiḥ
grahaiḥ sahoparyupari vyavasthitaiḥ || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.9]

The celestial sphere always spins westward around its axis with the circle of constellations. This
continues motion of the celestial sphere according to Śrīpati, resembles to the motion of the water-
wheel (jalayantra). The jalayantra is a special wheel used in farming for irrigating purposes. When
a specially designed wheel is set to a naturally falling water source, it carries some water to the

8The poetic value of the LV is discussed in great length in [Ramasubramanian, Mahesh, Kolachana 2019]
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expected direction while spinning continuously. On the other hand, the spinning of the wheel can
also be used for some other purposes like grinding grain and so on. Probably this tool was in common
use at Śrīpati’s time. Since the wheel turns continuously once it is fixed at the correct position, it
resembles the continuous motion of the celestial sphere.

The rūpaka alaṅkāra means metaphor. In this alaṅkāra there is no distinction between the object
being compared and the other similar object [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933, sūtra.139, p.593]. There are two
rūpakas in the following verse.

yattejaḥ pitudhāmni śītamahasaḥ pāthomaye maṇḍale
saṅkrāntaṃ kumudākarasya kurute kāñcid vikāsaśriyam |
cañcaccañcupuṭaiś cakoranikaraiś cāpīyate’sau ciraṃ
trailokyālayadīpako vijayate devo nidhis tejasām || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.1]

The two rūpakas are the trailokyālayadīpaka and tejasām nidhi. These both metaphors modify the
sun. The word dīpaka means lamp, lantern, or lighter. It may mean any kind of source of light or
anything illuminating, but it does not necessarily mean the sun. According to Hindu cosmology, the
sun is the lighter of the three worlds: human world, the world of gods, and world of asuras. Hence,
Śrīpati employed this word as a metaphor to convey the perfect sense of the sun and its importance.
The second metaphor tejasām nidhi means the source of heat. Nidhi means store, treasure, or any
place where something is stored or deposited. Tejasām nidhi could also means the source of light,
but as he already mentions that, tejas must have been used to mean heat. Needless to say that the
sun and the fire were the main sources of heat at that time and the sun is the predominant source.
Therefore, the metaphor essentially suits the sun.

Arthāntaranyāsa is the alaṅkāra where the main idea that author wants to convey is substantiated
by a general statement [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933, sūtra.165, p.661]. Śrīpati uses an arthāntaranyāsa to
highlight the importance of jyotiḥśāstra.

vedasya cakṣuḥ kila śāstram etat
pradhānatāṅgeṣu tato’sya yuktā |
aṅgair yutonyaiḥ paripūrṇamūrtiḥ
cakṣur vihīnaḥ puruṣo na kaścit || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.6]

Jyotiḥśāstra is the eye of the vedapuruṣa, the anthropomorphized Veda. That Veda-man is perfect
only when the jyotiḥśāstra-eye is in function. Even though a human has all the other organs func-
tioning well, if he is blind, he is not a perfect man. In the same way, though there are five other
vedāṅgas, the preeminent vedāṅga is jyotiḥśāstra.

To describe the characteristics of an object or sight is called svabhāvokti-alaṅkāra [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933,
sūtra.168, p.669]. There are many verses where Śrīpati makes best use of this alaṅkāra while giving
the examples in the GT in particular. The following verse is a fine example for the svabhāvokti-
alaṅkāra.

madhukarayugaṃ dṛṣṭaṃ padme parāgapiśaṅgitaṃ
karivarakaṭe śeṣād ardhaṃ jagāma sasaptakam |
padam atha gataṃ tadyūthasya kvaṇan navamallikāṃ
bhramaramithunaṃ dṛṣṭaṃ bhrātar vadālikadambakam || [GT 1937, p.56]

This problem is given as an example for the ubhayāgradṛśyajāti problems (see section 3.3.6.6). The
example is taken from the nature and is about a swarm of bees. Two of bees are on a lotus. As they
roam on it they have become yellowish because of the yellow hue of lotus pollen. A half of the rest of
the bunch increased by one seventh of it went to the cheek of an elephant. It is commonly mentioned
in Sanskrit poems that when elephants are sexually active, a fluid called mada that exudes from a
rutting elephant’s temples flows through their cheeks. Bees are very fond of this fluid. That is why
those bees went to elephant cheeks. Meanwhile, one quarter of the bunch went buzzing to jasmine
creeper. The adept use of the word kvaṇan naturalizes the whole picture. And there are another
two bees somewhere else visible. This verse describes the natural sight, but it creates joy in the
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heart of the reader because it consists of some minor details like parāgapiśaṅgita and kvaṇan which
provides appealing imaginary picture. It requires a close and careful observation of the nature for
such a description.

All the alaṅkāras discussed so far are arthālaṅkāras which relate to the meaning. In contrast,
there are some alaṅkāras called śabdālaṅkāras which are of the sound. These are divided into two
categories; anuprāsa (“alliteration”) and yamaka (“doubled”). The anuprāsa is the recurrence of the
similar sounds; vowels or consonants [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933, sūtra.104, p.494] and the yamaka is the
recurrence of words [Kāvyaprakāśa 1933, sūtra.117, p.501]. The anuprāsa occurs in a few verses in
the GT and ŚSŚ.

• yūthāṣṭāṃśasya mūlaṃ sajalajaladharākāram aṣṭādaśāghnaṃ [GT 1937, p.60] - Here, the re-
currence of s, ś, j, and l sounds generates the anuprāsarasa (“sentiment of alliteration”).

• vigaladdānadhārārdragaṇḍam [GT 1937, p.60] - In this expression d sound occurs several times.

• dṛṣṭāś cāṣṭādaśāghne [GT 1937, p.61] - Here, the anuprāsa is the recurrence of ṣ and ś sounds.

• pīlūpatiḥ kapolaphalakabhrāntadvirephāvaliḥ [GT 1937, p.72] - Here, p, ph, and l sounds occurs
again and again.

• These are some of the other examples for the anuprāsa - pañcāṃśaś calacañcarīkanicayāc cūte
[GT 1937, p.46], kāntakrīḍanatāḍanān nipatitaṃ [GT 1937, p.49], mūlaṃ nīladalotpalacchada-
cayāt [GT 1937, p.49], mattadantīndra [GT 1937, p.44], gaṇḍakaṇḍūṃ [GT 1937, p.44], dṛṣṭā
bhraṣṭā [GT 1937, p.53], saṅkrāntaṃ kumudākarasya kurute kāñcid vikāsaśriyam [ŚSŚ 1947,
I.1], cañcaccañcupuṭaiś cakoranikaraiś cāpīyate’sau ciraṃ [ŚSŚ 1947, I.1].

The yamaka-alaṅkāra also appears in several times in the mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ and
GT. The following verse is of the inverse rule. Śrīpati employs the same word twice with the same
meaning in the following verse.

guṇo haro haro guṇaḥ padaṃ kṛtiḥ kṛtiḥ padam |
kṣayo dhanaṃ dhanaṃ kṣayaḥ pratīpake tu dṛṣyate || [GT 1937, p.65], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.13]

In the line stambe stamberameṇa sthitam atha sarasi krīḍayā śeṣaṣaṣṭhaṃ of the verse in [GT 1937,
p.55] Śrīpati uses a carefully chosen word stambe twice with two meanings. In the first occurrence
that means the post. In the second occurrence it is a part of another word. The word stambarama
means elephant, one who enjoys staying at the post. In another verse Śrīpati repeats the word aho
twice aho ahobhyāṃ yadi karmakārāḥ [GT 1937, p.77]. Aho is an interjection in the first instance.
It is a part of a word in the second instance and the word ahobhyāṃ means in two days.

Another appealing aspect of Śrīpati’s poetics is rhyme which occurs occasionally in Sanskrit literature
(note that this feature has not been discussed in Sanskrit poetics). All the quarters of the verse
given below end with ma-kāra, but two of them become anusvāra as they are followed by consonants.

bhujasamāsadalaṃ hi catuḥsthitaṃ
nijabhujaiḥ kramaśaḥ pṛthag ūnitam |
atha parasparam eva samāhataṃ
kṛtapadaṃ tricaturbhujayoḥ phalam || [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.28]

Verses 44 and 75 of the GT are also have the same rhyme. In addition, there is a rhyme in the
beginning and end of the first and second lines of the following verse. Further, the last two line have
a separate rhyme in the end.

ghano’ghanadvandvam iti prapātya
ghanaṃ ghanān mūlam adhaḥ padasya |
nayet tṛtīyasya harec ca śeṣaṃ
trinighnakṛtyāsya niyojya labdham || [GT 1937, p.13], [ŚSŚ 1947, XIII.6]
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4.4 Comparison with the Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta and Sid-
dhāntaśiromaṇi

Śrīpati is known to have been influenced by many of his predecessors. In preliminary investigations
it can be easily spotted that these influences are mainly from Brahmagupta and Lalla. Even though
he is an outsider of the Āryapakṣa school of Indian astronomy, as Śrīpati himself mentions, Ārya-
bhaṭa I was one of his sources [ŚSŚ 1932, II.58]. A further analysis of the ŚSŚ reveals that these
were not the only sources available to Śrīpati. Śrīdhara’s treatises were also helpful for Śrīpati to
write his mathematical text. This leads us to a suggestion that a thorough investigation into the
whole text of the ŚSŚ is needed in understanding the intellectual lineage and consistent astronomical
tradition passed onto Śrīpati and, in a broader sense, to understand Śrīpati’s much understudied
works. Similarly, such an investigation is needed for better understanding how Śrīpati’s authorship
shaped the astro-mathematical literature in Sanskrit in the second millennium through novelties,
innovations, and idiosyncrasies.

It is not unusual to quote some passages from another text without referencing the original source in
Indian literature. It is not considered as plagiarism and this is, in modern parlance, called adaptive
reuse.9 This concept of reuse means the involvement of at least one consciously acting agent, who,
in order to achieve a certain purpose resumes the usage of a clearly identifiable object after an
interruption of its being used [Freschi 2017, p.13]. In the case of text analysis, it does not seem that
the interruption of the source’s being used is a necessary condition since the availability and the
prevalence of the original text at the time of the re-user is not always known or cannot be known by
the investigator. The re-user might think that something has to be reused as it has been interrupted
being reused which could be only true at his time or in his geographical area. On the other hand,
from traditional point of view this could be sign of gratitude and respect to the predecessors.10 For
instance, verses I.6 and I.7 of the ŚSŚ are identical with the verses 8 and 10 in the VVS [JSS 1917,
VVS, vv.8, 10]. Further, the verse I.5 in the ŚSŚ was quoted form the Vedāṅgajyotiṣa [VJ 1985,
RVJ.36]. Moreover, the verse I.9 of the ŚSŚ shows a strong influence of the verse 11 of the VVS
[JSS 1917, VVS, v.11]. There are some quotations from the TŚ in the GT as well which possibly
quoted by Śrīpati. These were discussed in section 4.1.

It is obvious that among Śrīpati’s predecessors, Lalla influenced Śrīpati in many ways especially
in the chapter on the sphere (the 15th chapter) of the ŚSŚ. But he did not influence on Śrīpati’s
mathematics. Hence, when it comes to mathematics, the ŚSŚ can only be compared with the ĀB,
commentaries on the ĀB by Bhāskara I, the BSS, and MS among siddhāntas. Further, it is known
that Śrīpati is a follower of Brahmapakṣa school of Indian astronomy. Therefore, it is natural and
reasonable that Śrīpati followed the BSS as it is well-established treatise in the Brahmapakṣa school.

The influence of the ŚSŚ is seen in the succeeding literature as well (see section 1.2). This is obvious
from the SŚ, the immediate successor of the ŚSŚ. Bhāskara II quotes many verses from the ŚSŚ
and many verses in the ŚSŚ were appropriated in his SŚ. It had been incorrectly known that Bhās-
kara II is the inventor of the udayāntara saṃskāra (“the correction that should be applied to obtain
the planetary positions at the true midnight or true sunrise caused by the obliquity of the ecliptic
with the celestial equator” [Puttaswamy 2012, p.326]). When the ŚSŚ was studied and published,
it came to know that it is not Bhāskara II who invented this technique, but Śrīpati [SŚ 1981, p.8].
Therefore, it is important to examine these two texts thoroughly and comparatively. This will be
further discussed in the following sections.

9This concept of adaptive reuse was introduced in the fields of city planning and architecture and it has been
influential in those fields recent past. Later on, the same concept was adapted to other fields of studies as well.

10According to Hinduism, everyone bears three debts (ṛṇatraya) which are the debt to gods (deva-ṛṇa), debt to
ancestors (pitṛ-ṛṇa), and debt to sages (ṛṣi-ṛṇa). The first can be repaid by performing sacrifices, rights and rituals,
and the second by begetting sons and doing śrāddhas or obsequial ceremonies. Similarly, the third can be repaid by
svādhyāya and tapas [Śatapathabrāhmaṇa 1882, I.7.2]. The third is particularly important in this case as it shows
that the gratitude of the successive generations towards their predecessors who generated available knowledge. On
this ground the quoting from the previous sources can be interpreted as a way of showing gratitude and respect to
the predecessors.
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4.4.1 Comparison with the Brāhmasphuṭasiddhānta
It is not a surprise that BSS immensely inspired its successors as it was an influential text of the
Brahmapakṣa school. It seems that Śrīpati was also influenced by Brahmagupta. Śrīpati uses the
same parameters postulated by Brahmagupta in the BSS. The only difference of the parameters of
Brahmagupta and Śrīpati is the revolutions of the mandocca (“apogee of the slow-moving-epicycle
which accounts for the eccentric motion of the orbits of the planets around the earth”) of Saturn in
the kalpa (“aeon”) which is 41 according to Brahmagupta [BSS 1966b, I.20], but it is 54 to Śrīpati
[ŚSŚ 1932, I.30]. Brahmagupta composed the entire BSS with 1008 verses in the āryā metre, but
Śrīpati used different metres, mainly samavṛttas in gaṇavṛttas, in composing his ŚSŚ. However, a
close analysis of the terminology, content, word-order, and the syntax of the verses suggests that
Śrīpati closely followed the BSS.

There are many verses in the BSS and ŚSŚ that can be compared with each other content-wise. The
first chapter of the BSS contains 64 verses whereas the first chapter of the ŚSŚ contains 52. Out of
64 verses in the BSS some are critiques of teachings of his predecessors Āryabhaṭa I, in particular.
Further, the scope of the first chapter of the BSS is wider than that of the first chapter of the ŚSŚ
as Brahmagupta explains some extra rules as well. The arithmetic chapter and the algebra chapter
of the BSS contain 66 verses and 74 verses respectively. Though the verses in the BSS are greater in
number than that of in the ŚSŚ, some of them are problems given as examples for the rules. Hence,
the content of these chapters are relatively similar. The following table 4.2 shows some of them.

Parameters Arithmetic Algebra
BSS ŚSŚ BSS ŚSŚ BSS ŚSŚ

2 2 1 1 2 1
3 9 2 8 5-6 28-29
4 10 3 9ab 38 8

5-6 12-15 4 10ab 39 10-11
7-10 16-20 5 9cd 43 14

28 21 7 6-7 43-44 17-18
26-27 26-27 8 11-12 45 19
15-21 26-31 9 10cd-11 64-65 34-35
23-24 34-36 10 14

14 42 11 15ab
25 44-45 16 19

17 20
19 21
20 22
22 29
26 32
27 31
28 34
23 33

40cd 35
41ab 37ab
41cd 38ab
42cd 38cd
42ab 37cd

35 41
47 47
53 54

Table 4.2: Verses with similar contents in the chapters I, XII, and XVIII of the BSS and I, XIII,
and XIV of the ŚSŚ respectively
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It is obvious from the table above that the order of the rules is not exactly the same in both the
texts, but their general order - the order of the topics that these chapters deal with - is not very
different. It is particularly true in the case of the chapter of arithmetic since it follows the usual
order of arithmetical operations and practices.

Some of the verses in the arithmetic chapter of the ŚSŚ closely follow the counter verses in the BSS.
For instance, the word-order of the verse I.28 of the BSS and the verse I.34 of the ŚSŚ are similar.

karṇāśritabhujaghātaikyam ubhayathānyonyabhājitaṃ guṇayet |
yogena bhujapratibhujavadhayoḥ karṇau pade viṣame || [BSS 1966b, I.28]

karṇāntasaṃsṛtabhujāhatisaṃyutir yā
bhaktā parasparam asau guṇayed dvidhā tām |
yutyā bhujapratibhujāvadhayoḥ pade tu
karṇāvimau hi viṣamākhyacaturbhujasya || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.34]

These two verses are of the same rule, finding the diagonals of the scalene quadrilaterals. Both the
mathematicians explain the rule using the same word order. However, their choice of the terms
might have depended on the metre. These two can be analyzed as follows (table 4.3).

BSS ŚSŚ Meaning
karṇāśritabhujaghā- karṇāntasaṃsṛtabhujāhati- The sum of the products of sides
taikyam saṃyuti associated with the diagonals

should be found [separately].
ubhayathānyonyabhājitaṃ bhaktā parasparam dvidhā [They] should be divided mutually.
guṇayet yogena guṇayet tām yutyā [One] should multiply [the quotients]
bhujapratibhujavadhayoḥ bhujapratibhujāvadhayoḥ by the sum of the products of

opposite sides.
karṇau pade viṣame karṇāvimau viṣamākhya- The two square roots [of those

caturbhujasya products] are the diagonals of
the scalene quadrilateral.

Table 4.3: Comparison between verses XII.28 of the BSS and XIII.34 of the ŚSŚ

Śrīpati was able to explain the rule clearly since he used the vasantatilakā metre and employed dif-
ferent terminology accordingly, but the word-order is almost the same as it is in the BSS. Seemingly,
Śrīpati presents the same verse of the BSS in the vasantatilakā metre. The following verses are also
similar. The difference is that they are in different metres.

dvicatuḥ satryaṃśaguṇo bhittyantarbāhyakoṇgaḥ paridhiḥ |
prāgvat kṛtvā gaṇitaṃ tadgaṇitaṃ svaguṇakārahṛtam || [BSS 1966b, I.51]

dvicatuḥsatribhāgaghne bhittyantarbāhyakoṇage |
paridhau kramaśaḥ prāgvat svaguṇāptaṃ bhavet phalam [ŚSŚ 1932, I.52]

Apart from these examples, there are several other verses where the similarities of the word-order
is obvious. The table 4.4 shows that Śrīpati closely followed the BSS at least while composing the
arithmetic chapter. The influence of the BSS on the chapter on algebra in the ŚSŚ is not as strong
as it is on the arithmetic chapter.

However, Śrīpati does not follow Brahmagupta all the time. He removed some of the rules given by
Brahmagupta in the mathematical chapters and added some other rules which were not given by
Brahmagupta. All the approximations were removed from the arithmetic chapter by Śrīpati probably
because he wrote a separate mathematical text where those rules might have appeared. Brahmagupta
does not provide the first six basic operations of integers (first six of eight parikarmans) in the BSS,
but he explains the rules of basic operations of fractions (eight bhinnaparikarmans). In the chapter
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Arithmetic Algebra
BSS ŚSŚ BSS ŚSŚ

1 1 36 12
10 14 40 13
17 20
19 21
28 34
35 37ab

41ab 38cd
42cd 41

51 52

Table 4.4: Verses with similar word-order in the chapters XII and XVIII of the BSS and XIII and
XIV of the ŚSŚ

on algebra Brahmagupta explains, with the vargaprakṛti method, the bhāvanā method, a technique
of solving indeterminate equations of second degree [BSS 1966d, XVIII.64–65]. Śrīpati gives the
same method in his algebra chapter [ŚSŚ 1947, XIV.32]. He, at the end of the chapter, discusses
the methods of finding the factors of a given number (bhāgādāna) being the first mathematician
to explain this topic. The last 2 verses of the chapter were dedicated to this topic and they are
not commented upon by Babuāji Miśra. He is of the view that they are alternative methods of
the vargaprakṛti, but are not understandable as they are corrupted. Moreover, it seems that Śrīpati
wanted to formulate abstract mathematical rules with regard to algebra taking the rules out from
the context whereas Brahmagupta still has contextualized forms of the rules. For instance, in the
beginning of the karaṇī section Śrīpati defines the karaṇī and proceeds with the rules [ŚSŚ 1947,
XIV.7–12]. But Brahmagupta begins the karaṇī section by showing its use in calculation of isosceles
triangles [BSS 1966d, XVIII.37]. However, these need to be further investigated.

4.4.2 Comparison with the Siddhāntaśiromaṇi
As mentioned before the SŚ of the Bhāskara II was influenced by the ŚSŚ of Śrīpati.11 Needless
to say, a thorough investigation into both the texts, the ŚSŚ and the SŚ, is mandatory for a firm
conclusion, but it is not impossible to understand how and in which ways Śrīpati influenced Bhās-
kara II by analyzing and examining parts of both texts.

As was the case with the BSS, the content of the first chapter of the ŚSŚ and the SŚ are similar
except some minor details. These minor details are seen in non-technical parts like the introduction
to jyotiḥśāstra, veneration to teachers and so on. The verses with similar contents in both the texts
are shown in the table 4.5. First of all, it is obvious from the table that Bhāskara II follows the
same order that Śrīpati follows in his ŚSŚ. Both the writers begin with veneration. Then, both texts
have praise of teachers, the purpose of writing, definition of siddhānta, introduction to jyotiḥśāstra,
concept of time, time units, elapsed time from the beginning of the kalpa, revolutions of planets etc.,
other parameters, and so on.

The similarities of the style, language, and the poetic ideas can be seen in the non-technical parts
of the texts. Both the writers venerate the sun-god. Even though Śrīpati venerates the sun-god,
he dedicates more than a half of the verse to describe the moon, and he describes the moon as a
dependent of the sun indirectly appraising the sun. In fact, in astronomy the sun and moon are the
most important heavenly bodies. It seems that Bhāskara II’s verse is more devout than Śrīpati’s
according to the content of the first verses. The third verse of the SŚ is definitely inspired by the
second verse in the ŚSŚ. Though Bhāskara II’s work is more poetic, it is doubtless that as attested
by the words employed he was influenced by the ŚSŚ while composing it.
11Many aspects of Bhāskara II’s astronomy and mathematics are investigated in

[Ramasubramanian, Hayashi, Montell 2019].
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ŚSŚ SŚ
1 I.1
2 I.2-4
3 I.6
4 I.9
5 I.10
6 I.11
7 I.12
9 I.13-14

10 I.15
12-15 I.16-20
16-20 I.19-25

21 I.27
23-25 I.28-29
26-31 II.1-6

32 II.7
33 II.8
34 II.10
35 II.9
36 II.11, 13
38 II.14
39 II.9, 12
40 II.11
41 II.9
43 I.30

Table 4.5: Verses with similar content in the ŚSŚ and SŚ

nijagurupadadvandvaṃ kṛtvā manasyatibhaktito
gaṇakatilakaḥ śrīpūrvo’yaṃ patir dvijapuṅgavaḥ |
sphuṭam aviṣamaṃ mandaprajñaprabodhavivṛddhaye
lalitavacanaiḥ siddhāntānāṃ karoti hi śekharam || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.2]

(“Having kept both feet of [his] own teacher in [his] mind with great devotion, this fore-
most among mathematicians, supreme among twice-borns [called] pati proceeded by śrī [i.e., Śrī-
pati], writes the clear (sphuṭa) [and] unambiguous (aviṣama) crown (śekhara) of Siddhāntas [i.e.,
Siddhāntaśekhara] using charming words (lalitavacana) for enhancing the understanding of
slow-witted [people].”)

kṛtvā cetasi bhaktito nijaguroḥ pādāravaindaṃ tato
labdhvā bodhalavaṃ karoti sumatiprajñāsamullāsakam |
sadvṛttaṃ lalitoktiyuktimamalaṃ līlāvabodhaṃ sphuṭam
satsiddhāntaśiromaṇiṃ sugaṇakaprītyai kṛtī bhāskaraḥ || [SŚ 1981, I.3]

(“Having kept the feet of [his] own teacher in [his] mind with devotion, then, obtaining a
little knowledge which pleases the wisdom of great intellectuals, clever Bhāskara writes the clear
(sphuṭa), faultless (amala), great Siddhāntaśiromaṇi with delightful metres (sadvṛtta), charming
sayings (lalitokti), understood playfully (līlāvabodha) for the joy of great mathematicians.”)

Again, the following verses are also fine examples to show how Śrīpati inspired Bhāskara II. The
verses concern the purpose of astronomy as a subject and its importance in religious practices. Each
line of both the verses is a full sentence. Each sentence and the counter sentence convey the same
idea. Further, some of the words are exactly the same. However, both astronomers chose different
metres hence, the vocabulary is not exactly the same throughout the verses.
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kratukriyārthaṃ śrutayaḥ pravṛttāḥ
kālāśrayās te kratavo niruktāḥ |
śāstrād amuṣmāt kila kālabodho
vedāṅgatāmuṣya tataḥ prasiddhā || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.4]

(“The Vedas exist for the performance of sacrifices. [It is] stated [that] those sacrifices are asso-
ciated with time. The [appropriate] time is reckoned from this subject. Therefore, the
vedāṅga-affiliation of this [subject] is well-known.”)

vedastāvadyajñakarmapravṛttāḥ
yajñāsproktāste tu kālāśrayeṇa |
śāstrād asmāt kālabodho yataḥ syāt
vedāṅgatvaṃ jyautiṣasyoktam asmāt || [SŚ 1981, I.9]

(“The Vedas truly exist for the performance of sacrifices. [It is] stated [that] those sacrifices are
associated with time. Since the [appropriate] time is reckoned from this subject the
vedāṅga-affiliation of jyotiṣa is proclaimed.”)

Another instance where Bhāskara II uses the same idea that Śrīpati included in his treatise is the
verse where the parameter for planetary computation is discussed. Both the authors are of the view
that the computation should be done from the beginning of the kalpa since there were not planets
before the creation. Śrīpati sarcastically says that he venerates the astronomers who are of the
view that the time elapsed before the creation should also be taken into account in astronomical
calculations. This sarcastic statement was borrowed by Bhāskara II and included in his treatise.

satsu graheṣu taccārajijñāsuṣvapi yujyate |
tajjijñāsā namas tebhyo bhaved yeṣām asatsvapi || [ŚSŚ 1932, I.22]

(“When the planets and those who eager to know their motions exist, the desire of inquiring them
is meaningful. My veneration is to those who [inquire about them] when they do not even exist.”)

yataḥ ṛṣṭir eṣāṃ dinādau dinānte
layas teṣu satsveva taccāracintā |
ato yujyate kurvate tāṃ punar ye’-
pyasatveṣu tebhyo mahadbhyo namo’stu || [SŚ 1981, I.27]

(“Since the creation of these [planets] takes place at the beginning of the [Brahmā] day [and] the
dissolution [of them takes place] at the end of [that] day only when they [i.e., planets] exist the
consideration on those movers [i.e., planets] is reasonable. My veneration is to those great men who
still do that [i.e., considerate about planets] when they [i.e., planets] do not exist.”)

This resemblance of the meaning, the vocabulary and even the metre can be seen in some other
parts of the texts as well. The following verses are from the Golādhyāya. The verses describe the
lakes in the abode of gods. It is fascinating to see that the same words appear in the same place of
both the verses which are in the vaṃśastha metre. Therefore, there is no doubt that Bhāskara II
closely associated with the ŚSŚ.

saro’ruṇābhāhvayam eṣu mānasaṃ
mahāhradaṃ cāpi sitodasaṃjñitam |
vrajanti yeṣu prativāsaraṃ striyaḥ
sahāpsarobhir jalakelilālasāḥ || [ŚSŚ 1932, XV.42]

(“The [pond called] aruṇābha, the large pond mānasa, and [the pond] called sitoda are on the
top of those mountains to which [divine] women, who are very fond of playing in water, go daily
with semi-goddesses.”)

sarās yathaiteṣvaruṇaṃ ca mānasaṃ
mahāhradaṃ śvetajalaṃ yathākramam
saraḥsu rāmāramaṇaśramālasāḥ
surā ramante jalakelilālasāḥ || [SŚ 1981, Golādhyāya, Bhuvanakośa, v.35]
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(“The ponds: namely aruṇa, the large [pond] mānasa, and [the pond] called sitoda are on the top
of those [mountains] in order. Gods, who are little active because of the tiredness of playing with
women in ponds, and very fond of playing in water enjoy themselves.”)

4.5 Conclusion
From the discussions in the sections above, we see that Śrīpati is an influential figure in the his-
tory of Indian mathematics and astronomy. He not only wrote extensively but also innovated and
reshaped the rules and methods. In fact, he was inspired by former mathematicians especially by
Brahmagupta. Śrīpati closely follows the mathematical chapters of BSS, and borrowed from other
texts as well, from TŚ in particular. But it seems that there were different purposes on writing the
mathematical chapters of the ŚSŚ and GT. He standardized the mathematical chapters in the ŚSŚ
removing alternative methods and approximations though some of his accurate methods are approxi-
mations in reality. This standardization essentially necessitated another separate mathematical text
where probably all the removals like approximations, and methods considered as elementary can be
retained. However, it does not mean that the GT was a supplement of the siddhānta. Śrīpati devel-
oped the GT as a self-contained treatise. The order of the rules, the language used, writing style,
and elaborations of rules attest to the fact that the GT was designed for beginners. Therefore, it is
fair to say that it is Śrīpati who separated the mathematics as a separate genre while the standard
mathematical rules were still available in siddhāntas.

As shown in section 4.3.1, Śrīpati is the first mathematician to use different syllabic metres exten-
sively and especially for mathematical rules. Further, it seems that he initiates the use of rhythmic
style and poetic language in mathematical texts. This is particularly seen in the recreational prob-
lems. Though his poetic style is not as elegant as that of Bhāskara II, undoubtedly this initiation
was an inspiration to Bhāskara II. It was uncovered in section 4.4.2 that Bhāskara II borrowed no-
table amounts of material from Śrīpati’s ŚSŚ. On the other hand, Śrīpati is the first mathematician
to explain the rules of factorization together with other innovative astronomical rules and inventor
of the udayāntara saṃskāra. He employed the terms vyakta and avyakta for arithmetic and algebra
for the first time in mathematics which are seemingly more expressive than pāṭī and bīja since they
emphasize the concrete nature of arithmetic and the abstract nature of algebra. Therefore, it is
worthy to say that Śrīpati as the first mathematician and astronomer in the second millennium
initiated a new approach to mathematics. However, much more work needs to be done to better
understand Śrīpati’s role in astronomy and astrology as well.
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Glossary

a
akhila solvable problem
agra residue, remainder, known quantity,

face-side, number
agrāntara additive or subtractive in pulverizer
agrāṃśa known fraction
aṅka number
aṅkarīti the ascending order of numbers start-

ing from the unit place
atulyabāhu scalene quadrilateral
aduṣṭa solvable problem
adṛśyajāti problems without a remainder (this

is the opposite of dṛśyajāti where
there is always a remainder)

adhika greater number, additive
adhikāgra the greater remainder in kuṭṭaka
adhikāgraccheda the divisor corresponding to the

greater remainder in kuṭṭaka
adhikāgrabhāga-
hāra

the divisor corresponding to the
greater remainder in kuṭṭaka

adhimāsa/
adhimāsaka

intercalary months

adhyuṣṭa three and half
anukūla natural order
anupāta proportion
anuloma [natural] order
anekavarṇasāmya equation with multiple unknowns
anehas time
antara difference, subtraction
antya the largest digit in a number, the last

term of a sequence
antyadhana the last term of an arithmetic pro-

gression
anvita addition
apakarṣaṇa subtraction
apagama subtraction
apacaya subtraction
apadaprada non-square number
apanayana subtraction
apavartaka common factor

apavartana division, reducing the fraction to
a smaller fraction, division without
leaving no remainders

apavartāṅka common factor, the greatest common
divisor (GCD)

apavāda special rule setting aside the general
one (exception)

apāsta subtraction
apūrṇa fraction
abhighāta multiplication, product
abhinna integer
abhinnāṅka integer
abhīcchā a synonym for icchā
abhīpsā a synonym for icchā
abhīṣṭa given or desired quantity/ number
abhyantaravṛtta incircle
abhyasta multiplication
amūrta immeasurable (units)
amūlada surd
arkavatsara solar year
avadhā segment of the base of a triangle sep-

arated by the perpendicular fallen
down from the vertex on the base

avadhi number of terms
avarga even place of a number
avalamba/
avalambaka

perpendicular

avaśeṣa/
avaśeṣaka

remainder

aviṣama isosceles trapezium
avyakta algebra, unknown
avyaktasāmya equation with one unknown
aśra lateral
aśri edge, angle, sharp point of anything
asuradina day of asuras
asva negative
ahargaṇa elapsed civil days from the epoch
aṃśa numerator, fraction
aṃśamūlajāti problems involved with the square

root of fractions of the total, prob-
lems involve with the square of a
fraction
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aṃśavargajāti problems whereof squares of frac-
tions diminished by integers, and the
numerical value of the known quan-
tity is known

ā
ādi the digit at the unit place of a num-

ber, the first term of a sequence
ādima the digit at the unit place of a num-

ber, the first term of a sequence
ādya the digit at the unit place of a num-

ber
ānayana finding, calculation
āpti quotient
ābādhā segment of the base of a triangle sep-

arated by the perpendicular fallen
down from the vertex on the base

āya minuend
āyatacaturasra rectangle
āyāma length
ārkṣa sidereal [units]
ālāpa statement of the question in an arith-

metical or algebraic sum
āsya the first term of a sequence
āhati product
i
iṣṭa given or desired quantity, any

chosen-off part of an arithmetic se-
ries

iṣṭakā brick
icchā desired quantity, one of the three fac-

tors of the rule of three
icchāphala the result with respect to the icchā
u
utkrama inverse order
uttara answer, the rest of the number ex-

cept the digit at the largest place of
a number, the next digit or number,
inverse order, the common difference
of an arithmetic progression

uttarikā the common difference of a sequence/
series

utthāpana solving an equation for a desired un-
known, substitution

utsarga general rule
utsāraṇa change the place of a number or a

digit
utsedha height, depth
udaya height, depth
uddeśaka example problem
udāharaṇa example
unmiti measure, value of an unknown vari-

able
upacaya addition
upaciti arithmetic/ geometric series
upapatti proof

uparigavṛtta circumcircle
upāntima penultimate number in the vallī
upāntya penultimate number in the vallī
ubhayāgradṛśya-
jāti

problems involved with two known
quantities, fractions of successive re-
mainders, and the square root of the
whole quantity

ubhayāgramūla-
śeṣoddeśa

problems involved with two known
quantities, fractions of successive re-
mainders, and the square root of the
whole quantity

ū
ūna subtraction, negative, lower number
ūnadina omitted days
ūnāgra the lower remainder in a kuṭṭaka
ūnāgraccheda the divisor corresponding to the

lower remainder
ūnāgrabhāgahāra the divisor corresponding to the

lower remainder
ūnita subtraction
ūrdhva perpendicular
ṛ
ṛṇa negative, subtraction
ṛṇajāti problems involved with the fractions

of the whole quantity and the known
numerical value of the remainder

ṛṇaviśleṣajāti problems whereof the difference of
fractions and the numerical value of
the remainder is known

ṛṇāṃśavimūlajāti problems involved with the fractions
and the square roots of the whole
quantity and whereof the numerical
value of the remainder is known

ṛṇika debtor
e
ekapatrīkaraṇa conversion of several bonds into one
ekavarṇa equations with one unknown
ekādaśarāśika rule of eleven
ai
aikya sum
o
oja odd place in a number or a series
au
aucya height
auṇḍra gross value
autra gross value
k
kaniṣṭha the lesser root of the indeterminate

equation of second degree
kanīyas the lesser root in the indeterminate

equation of the second degree
kapāṭasandhi the manner of adjusting verandah

panels (a manner of placing the mul-
tiplicand and the multiplier in the
operation of multiplication)

kara the measure of 24 aṅgulas
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karaṇa operation, method, procedure
karaṇasūtra axiom of operation or working rule
karaṇī square, surd, square root, the great-

est common divisor
karkaṭaka compass
karma mathematical operation
karmāntika practical value
karṇa hypotenuse
kalana calculation
kalā fraction, minute
kalāntara interest
kalāsavarṇa making denominators equal, classes

of fractions, reduction of fractions to
a single fraction

kāla time
kāṣṭha arc, a unit of time measure
kuṭṭa either of the last products in the vallī

in kuṭṭaka procedure
kuṭṭaka multiplier, a in the equation

ax± c

b
= y, the process of solving

such equations, indeterminate equa-
tions of first degree, algebra

kuṭṭana multiplication
kuṭṭākāra algebra, indeterminate equations of

first degree
kuṭṭīkāra indeterminate equations of first de-

gree
kuliśāpavartana cross-multiplication
kūpa frustum
kṛṭi square
kṛtisaṃyuti the sum of a series of squares of an

arithmetic progression
kendra anomaly, center of the circle
koṭi upright
koṇa angle
krakaca sawing, practice of sawing
krama [natural] order, the product of the

number of terms and the common
difference of a sequence

krākacika sawing, practice of sawing
kṣaya negative, negative quantity, impurity

of gold (opposite of varṇa)
kṣipti additive, subrahend (i.e., negative

additive)
kṣetra geometry, area, plane figure, practice

of figures
kṣepa/ kṣepaka additive, subtrahend (negative addi-

tive)

kh
kha zero

khaṇḍa multiplication method where the
multiplicand or multiplier is consid-
ered to be sum or product of two or
more integers, half, portion, term in
algebraic expression and equation

khāta excavation, practice of excavation
khila insolvable problem
g
gaccha (square/ cube-)root, number of

terms in a sequence/ series
gacchamiśra-
dhana

the sum of the sums of an arithmetic
series and the number of terms

gaṇaka mathematician, astronomer, as-
trologer

gaṇita mathematics, the sum of an arith-
metic series, area, volume, any re-
sult, computation

gaṇitaphala the sum of an arithmetic series
guṇa the greater value found in the vallī in

the kuṭṭaka method (the value of the
x), multiplier, exponent, common ra-
tio of a geometric progression, coeffi-
cient

guṇaka multiplier, coefficient
guṇakāra multiplication, multiplier,
guṇaguṇita geometrical progressive series
guṇana multiplication
guṇanaphala product
guṇanāphala product
guṇadhana the sum of a series of geometrical pro-

gression
guṇabhakta the multiplication method where the

multiplier is taken as the product of
two or more integers

guṇamūlajāti problems involved with the square
root of the product of the whole
quantity and an integer and fractions
of the whole quantity

guṇavargajaphla the value of rn found in the guṇavar-
gajatantra

guṇavitta the sum of a series of geometric pro-
gression

guṇavibhāga the multiplication method where the
multiplier is taken as the sum of two
or more integers

guṇita the sum of a series of arithmetic/ ge-
ometric progression, multiplication

guṇottara the common ratio of geometric pro-
gression

guṇottarasaṃ-
kalana

the sum of a series of geometric pro-
gression

guṇottara(śreḍhī) geometric progression
guṇya multiplicand
gomūtrikā the zig-zag method of multiplication
gola sphere
gauṇa(phala) product
graha planet
grahagaṇita astro-mathematics, computation of

planetary motions
grāsa obscuration
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gh
ghana cube, volume
ghanagaṇita volume
ghanaphala volume
ghanaphalaka volume (small volume with respect to

another large volume)
ghanamūla cube root
ghanasaṅkalanā the sum of a series of the cubes of

natural numbers
ghanasaṅkalita the sum of a series of cubes of natural

numbers
ghanasaṃyuti the sum of a series of cubes of an

arithmetic progression
ghanahasta cubit-cube
ghāta multiplication, product
c
cakra revolution
cakravāla the cyclic method of finding the roots

of indeterminate equations of first
degree

caturaśra quadrilateral
caturbhuja quadrilateral
candradina lunar day
cabdramāsa lunar month
caya common difference, common ratio

caṣaka minute
(

1

60
of nāḍi

)
cālaka revolutions or ahargaṇa found from

the remainder of minutes (by using
the kuṭṭaka method)

cāpa arc
cāra motion
citi stack, practice of stack, summation,

series
citigaṇita the volume of a brick-pile in terms of

brick-units
citiciti the sum of the series of successive

summations of arithmetic progres-
sion

citighana the sum of a series
cid denominator
cyuti subtraction
ch
chāyā shadow, determinations of shadow
cheda division, denominator
chedaka denominator
chedagama removing the denominator
chedana denominator
j
jalayantra water-wheel
jāti class, classes of fractions in particu-

lar
jātyatribhuja right-angled triangle

jīvavikriya selling living beings
jīvā chord
jyakā chord
jyā chord
jyeṣṭha the greater root of the indeterminate

equation of second degree
jyotiṣa astral science
jyotiḥ star, constellation
jyotiḥśāstra astral science
t
takṣaṇa removing common factors of a frac-

tion from the numerator and the de-
nominator, modulo operation, the di-
visor in the modulo operation

tattva true value

tatparā third
(

1

60
of a second

)
tatstha stationary multiplication
tala base
tāḍana multiplication, product
tithi lunar day
tulyatribhuja equilateral triangle
tulyacaturbhuja rhombus
tṛtīyajāti the division of fractional expressions

consisting of the class of fractions in
association and the class of fractions
in disassociation

taulya weight
trigata cube
tricchedāgra the number which is the value corre-

sponding to three divisors in a kuṭṭa-
ka problem

tribhuja triangle
trairāśika rule of three
tryaśra triangle
d
dala half, division
duṣṭa a problem for which an integer solu-

tions do not exist, insolvable problem
dṛḍhabhājya the numerator of the lowest reduced

form of a fraction
dṛḍhasajñā the lowest reduced form of a fraction
dṛḍhahāra the denominator of the lowest re-

duced form of a fraction
dṛṣatphala volume of a stone-sphere in terms of

pāṣāṇahastas
dṛśya known quantity
dṛśyajāti problems whereof the fractional parts

and the numerical value of the re-
mainder of the quantity to be found
are known

dṛṣṭa known quantity, the first quantity
(the counterpart of the dṛśya)

dairghya length
dyukṣaya omitted day
dvigata square
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dvicchedāgra the number which is the value corre-
sponding to two divisors in a kuṭṭaka
problem

dvitīyajāti the class of fractions of sub-fractions
dviragraśeṣa-
mūlajāti

problems involved with two known
quantities, fractions of successive re-
mainders, and the square root of the
whole quantity

dvisamacaturasra isosceles trapezium
dh
dhana positive, addition, the sum of an

arithmetic series, the value of a term
in a sequence/ series

dhanasvāṃśajāti problems involved with fractions of
the sum of preceding quantities and
the known quantity greater than the
whole quantity

dhanaviśeṣajāti problems involved with the square
roots of the whole quantity and the
fractions of the sum of the consecu-
tive fractions

dhanāṃśajāti problems involved with fractions of
whole quantity and the known quan-
tity is greater than the whole quan-
tity

dharā the base of a figure, lower side
dhiṣṇya constellation
dhṛṣṭa impossible figure or non-figure
dhruva pole
n
nara gnomon
naravarṣa human year
navarāśika rule of nine
nākṣatramāna sidereal measure
nicayagati the arithmetic mean
niccheda the lowest reduced form of the divi-

dend and the divisor of kuṭṭaka
niragra division without leaving a remainder
niragrakuṭṭākāra non-residual pulverizer
niraṃśajāti problems without fractions
niruddha Least common multiple (LCM)
nirvikala integer
nṛ gnomon
nyāya rule
nyāsa application, layout, example
p
pakṣa side of an equation
pañcarāśika rule of five
pada (square-)root, (cube-)root, number

of terms in a sequence/ series, digit
of a number, coefficient of the square
root

para the third diagonal of a scalene
quadrilateral produced by swapping
the face and another side of the
quadrilateral

parakāla total elapsed time [of the investment]
parabhāgānuban-
dha

the class of fractions in association
with integers

parasparatakṣaṇa mutual reduction, mutual division
parikarman operations, collective name for 20 ba-

sic arithmetical operations
parikṣepa circumference
pariṇāha circumference
parimiti quantity
paryaya revolution
parva fortnight
pāṭī arithmetic, a board on which sup-

posedly mathematical operations ex-
ecuted

pāṭīgaṇita arithmetic
pāta difference, node, ascending node
pātya subtrahend
pāda one fourth, one quarter of a verse
pārśva flank
pāṣāṇaphala stone-cubit (a unit used to measure

the stones which equals to 4

9
of a

ghanahasta)
pāṣāṇahasta stone-cubit (a unit used to measure

the stones which equals to 4

9
of a

ghanahasta)
pīṭha the segment of the base made by the

sandhi
pūrṇa zero, integer
pūrṇarūpa integer
pṛthutā width
pauruṣī the shadow divided by the gnomon
prakaṭa the known quantity
prakṛti the coefficient of the lesser root of in-

determinate equation of second de-
gree

prakṣepa the sum of the money or anything de-
posited in a bank or a company by
each member, proportional numera-
tor, the operation of proportionate
division, sum of different quantities

prakṣepaka the sum of the money or anything de-
posited in a bank or a company by
each member, proportional numera-
tor, the operation of proportionate
division, additive

pracaya the common difference of an arith-
metic progression/ sequence

pratatparā fourth
(

1

60
of a third

)
pratikūla inverse order
pratibāhu opposite side
pratibhāvyaka commission of surety
pratibhū surety
pratiloma inverse order, usually from left to

right
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pratīpa/
pratīpaka

inverse order

pratyayakaraṇa verification
pratyutpanna multiplication
prathamajāti the class of simple fractions
prabhava the first term of a sequence/ series
prabhāga sub-fraction
pramāṇa divisor, quantity, measure, one of the

three factors of the rule of three
pramāṇakāla time of the base period
pramāṇadhana base capital
pramāṇaphala base interest
pramita divisor and dividend
prastāra representation of combinations,

graph
ph
phala product, (any) result, sum, one of

the three factors of the rule of three
profit, interest rate, interest, the sum
of arithmetic series, area, volume,
quotient, base interest

b
bādhā a segment of the base of a triangle

produced by intersecting the base by
the perpendicular dropped form the
vertex on the base

bāhu flank
bīja square root, the value of unknown

quantity
bṛnda cube
bṛhatpada the greater root of indeterminate

equation of second degree
bh
bhagaṇa revolution of a planet
bhacakra circle of constellations
bhajana division
bhājaka divisor
bhājya dividend
bhāga division, fraction, one third, one

fourth, any smaller unit of a larger
unit, numerator, minute

bhāgajāti the class of simple fractions, prob-
lems whereof the fractional parts and
the numerical value of the remain-
der of the quantity to be found are
known

bhāgabhāgajāti the class of fractions of integers di-
vided by fractions

bhāgabhāgānu-
bandha

the class of fractions in association
with fractions

bhāgabhāgā-
pavāha

the class of fractions in disassociation
with fractions

bhāgabhyāsajāti problems whereof the product of
fractions and the numerical value of
the known quantity are known

bhāgamātṛjāti the division of fractional expressions
consisting of two or more classes of
fractions

bhāgamūlajāti problems involved with the square
root of fractions of the total

bhāgamūlāgrod-
deśa

problems involved with the fractions
and the square roots of the whole
quantity and whereof the numerical
value of the remainder is known

bhāgasaṅguṇya-
jāti

problems whereof the product of
fractions and the numerical value of
the known quantity are known

bhāgasaṃvarga problems whereof the product of
fractions and the numerical value of
the known quantity are known

bhāgahāra division, divisor, denominator
bhāgādāna division, the process of obtaining the

quotient, finding factors of a number
bhāgānubandha-
jāti

the class of fractions in association

bhāgāpavāhajāti the class of fractions in disassocia-
tion, problems whereof fractions of
successive remainders and the nu-
merical value of the remainder are
known

bhāṭaka wage, labour cost, rent
bhāṇḍaprati-
bhāṇḍa

barter

bhāvanā the principle of composition, the
method of finding the roots of inde-
terminate equation of second degree
by applying the principle of compo-
sition

bhāvita product of different unknowns, prod-
uct of unknowns and integers

bhāvitaka equation with products of unknowns
bhāvitasamatva equations with products of unknowns
bhāvyaka commission of surety
bheda difference
bhinna fraction, division
bhinnadṛśyajāti problems involved with a product of

fractions as unknowns and fractions
as knowns

bhinnabhā-
gadṛśya-
jāti

problems involved with a product of
fractions as unknowns and fractions
as knowns

bhinnasaṅkalita addition of fractions
bhinnasandṛśya-
jāti

problems involved with a product of
fractions as unknowns and fractions
as knowns

bhinnāṅka fraction
bhuja base, flank
bhū the base, short side of a figure
bhūmi the base
bhṛti wage, labour cost, wage of scribe
bhrama compass
m
maṇḍala revolution
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maṇḍalakuṭṭaka planetary pulverizer
mandocca apogee of the slow-moving-epicycle

which accounts for the eccentric mo-
tion of the orbits of the planets
around the earth

madhyadhana the mean value of an arithmetic se-
ries, the arithmetic mean

madhyaharaṇa eliminating of middle term
(quadratic equation)

madhyamāharaṇa eliminating of middle term
(quadratic equation)

mahatī greater karaṇī, sum of the greater
and lower karaṇī

māna measure, a synonym for pramāṇa in
the rule of three

māsikopanaya monthly installment
milana addition
miśra/ miśraka mixture, practice of mixture, addi-

tion
miśrita mixture, determinations of mixture
mukha the first term of a sequence, the digit

at the unit place of a number, any
digit on the right of any digit, upper
side of a figure (face)

mūrta measurable (units)
mūla (square/ cube-)root, coefficient of

the square root, capital
mūlajāti problems involved with the fractions

and the square roots of the whole
quantity and whereof the numerical
value of the remainder is known

mūladhana investment
mūlaphala interest on the capital
mūlasvarṇajāti problems involved with the square

roots of the whole quantity and its
fractions

mūlāgrabhāgajāti problems involved with the fractions
and the square roots of the whole
quantity and whereof the numerical
value of the remainder is known

mūlādiśeṣoddeśa-
jāti

problems involved with fractions and
square roots of successive remainders
and whereof the numerical value of
the remainder is known

mṛdūcca apogee of the slow-moving-epicycle
which accounts for the eccentric mo-
tion of the orbits of the planets
around the earth

y
yāvakaraṇa square
yāvat-tāvat unknown quantity
yukti rationale
yuga the time taken by two or more plan-

ets to meet in a conjunction at the
same point, the duration of 432,000
years, conjunction

yugma even place of a number
yuta/ yuti addition

yoga addition, sum, intersection
yogajāti problems whereof the fractional parts

and the numerical value of the re-
mainder of the quantity to be found
are known

yogabindu point of intersection
yojana addition, unit of 4 krośas
r
rajju measuring rope, perimeter, measure
rāśi quantity, unknown, the sum of an

arithmetic series, sign, mound, prac-
tice of heaps

rūpa unity, integer
rūpakhaṇḍa multiplication method where the

multiplier or multiplicand are taken
as the sum of two or more integers

rūpavibhāga multiplication method where the
multiplier or multiplicand are taken
as the sum of two or more integers

rūpabhāgānu-
bandha

the class of fractions in association
with integers

rūpabhāgāpa-
vāha

the class of fractions in disassociation
with integers

rekhā line
l
laghu lower karaṇī, twice the product of the

greater karaṇī and lower karaṇī
labdha quotient
labdhi quotient, the greater value found in

the vallī in the kuṭṭaka method
lamba perpendicular
lambaka perpendicular, plumb line
lava numerator, fraction
liptā minute
v
vaktra the first term of a series, the face-side

of a figure
vajrāpavartana cross-cancellation, cross-reduction
vajrābhyāsa cross-multiplication
vadha multiplication, product
varga square, odd place of a number, expo-

nent
vargaṇa squaring
vargaṇā square
vargaprakṛti square-nature (indeterminate equa-

tions of second degree)
vargamūla square root
vargasaṅkalanā the sum of a series of the squares of

natural numbers
vargasaṅkalita the sum of a series of the squares of

natural numbers
vargāvarga second order equation
varṇa unit of measuring fineness of gold,

unknown quantity, colours repre-
senting unknown quantities in alge-
bra
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vartula circle
vallarījaphala the value of rn found in the guṇavar-

gajatantra
vallī column in which numbers are placed
vallīkākuṭṭīkāra kuṭṭaka problems where a creeper-

like method involves
vallīsavarṇana making denominators of chains of

fractions equal
vaṃśa uprights beginning from the both

vertices of the base of a quadrilat-
eral and meeting with the extended
diagonals of it

vāma inverse
vāsanā commentary
vikala fraction
vikalpa alternative [method]
vitta the sum of a series of arithmetic/ ge-

ometric progression
vidhi method, operation
vinimaya a synonym of phala in the rule of

three
vibhājaka divisor
vibhājya dividend
vimuktakāla the period of time in which the

debtor pays off all the debt by paying
the periodic amounts

viyuti subtraction
viyoga subtraction
viyojana subtraction
viloma/
vilomagati

reverse order

vivara difference, subtraction
viśuddha subtraction, subtrahend
viśuddhi subtrahend
viśeṣa difference
viśeṣoddeśa problems whereof the difference of

fractions and the numerical value of
the remainder is known

viśleśa difference
viśleṣajāti problems whereof the difference of

fractions and the numerical value of
the remainder is known

viṣama odd number, odd place of a number
or a series

viṣamakarma the difference method (the operation
of halving the sum or the difference
of any two quantities)

viṣamakuṭṭīkāra kuṭṭaka problems where fractions in-
volved

viṣamacaturbhuja scalene quadrilateral
viṣuvacchāyā equinoctial shadow
viṣkambha diameter, width
vihīna subtraction
vṛti circumference, perimeter

vṛtta circle
vṛtti explanation of a sūtra, fee of the cal-

culator
vṛddhi interest
vṛnda cube, thousand million (1,000,000,000)
vedha depth
vyakta arithmetic
vyaktagaṇita arithmetic
vyatyāsa inverted order, exchange of signs of

positive and negative quantities
vyaya subtrahend
vyavakalita subtraction, the sum of the śeṣa-

portion of an arithmetic series
vyavakalitadhana the sum of subtrahend series
vyavakalitaśeṣa the difference between the minuend

series and the subtrahend series
vyavahāra transaction, practice
vyavahṛtī practice, collective noun for 8 kinds

of mathematical applications
vyastatrairāśika inverse rule of three
vyastavidhi inverse method
vyāja interest
vyājayin investor who earns the interest
vyāvahārika practical value
vyāsa diameter, radius
vyāsārdha radius
ś
śaṅku gnomon
śara sagitta
śiṣṭa remainder
śīghrocca apogee of the fast-moving-epicycle

which accounts for the retrograde
motion of the planets

śuddha subtraction
śuddhabhāgajāti class of simple fractions
śuddhi remainder, division without leaving

no remainders
śūnya zero
śeṣa remainder, the rest of an arithmetic

series once any portion of it is chosen-
off (in other words, the remainder se-
ries), difference

śeṣajāti problems whereof fractions of succes-
sive remainders and the numerical
value of the remainder are known

śeṣamūlajāti problems involved with fractions and
square roots of successive remainders
and whereof the numerical value of
the remainder is known

śeṣāṃśa remaining fractional portion of the
remainder

śodhaka subtrahend
śodhakarāśi subtrahend
śravaṇa hypotenuse
śruti hypotenuse
śreḍhī arithmetic progression
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śreḍhīphala the sum of (a series of) an arithmetic
progression

śleṣa subtraction
ṣ
ṣaḍaśri six-edged solid, tetrahedron
s
saṅkalanā the sum of a series, addition
saṅkalanā-
saṅkalanā

the sum of sums of a series

saṅkalita addition, the sum of a arithmetic se-
ries

saṅkalitā the sum of a arithmetic series
saṅkalitadhana the series of minuend series
saṅkalita-
saṅkalita

the sum of sums of an arithmetic se-
ries

saṅkra-
maṇakarma

concurrence method (the operation
of halving the sum or the difference
of any two quantities)

saṅkhyāna measure, volume
saṅghātasaṅkalita the collective sum of different series
sadṛśāpavartana the process of removing common fac-

tors
sandhi projection of a side on the base
sandhipīṭha a synonym for ābādhā
saptarāśika rule of seven
sama even number, even place of a number

or a series, mean-measure
samacaturasra square
samacaturbhuja square
samacchid the greatest common denominator
samachedana dividing the both sides of an equa-

tion by the same divisor
samamiti mean-measure
samarajju mean-measure
samaśodhana subtracting the same quantity from

the both sides of an equation
samāsa sum
samīkaraṇa equation, mean-measure
samuccaya sum of a sequence
samucchraya height
sarvadhana the sum of an arithmetic progression
savarṇana the process of finding the common

denominator, the process of convert-
ing mixed fractions into improper
fractions

sahita addition
saṃvatsara year, the time the Jupiter spends in

one sign
saṃyukta addition
saṃyuta addition
saṃyoga addition, sum
saṃvarga multiplication, square, product

saṃvarṇana the process of converting mixed frac-
tions into improper fractions

saṃśliṣṭakuṭṭaka kuṭṭaka problems having dif-
ferent dividends and addi-
tives but the same divisor(
a1x± c1

b
= y,

a2x± c2

b
= y

)
sāgrakuṭṭākāra residual pulverizers (ax + c1 = by +

c2)
sāmya mean-measure
sāra answer, final result
sāvanadina civil day
sāvanamāsa civil month
siddhānta theoretical texts of astronomy, the-

ory
sūkṣma(māna) accurate (value)
sūcī needle-shaped figure (i.e., triangle

produced by extending two flanks of
a quadrilateral till they meet), cone,
pyramid with square, rectangle, or
triangular base

sūtra rule, measuring rope, line
sauradina solar day
sauramāsa solar month
skandhakāla the period in which the debtor has to

pay a fixed amount to the creditor
skandhamāna/
skandhadhana

the fixed periodic payment the
debtor has to pay to the creditor

stambhoddeśa problems whereof the fractional parts
and the numerical value of the re-
mainder of the quantity to be found
are known

sthāna place value
sthānakhaṇḍa multiplication method where the

multiplier is separated into place val-
ues

sthānavibhāga multiplication method where the
multiplier is separated into place val-
ues

sthānavibhāga-
yathāsthānayuta

multiplication method where the
multiplicand is multiplied by the dig-
its of multiplier separately and added
all result up together according to
their places

sthirakuṭṭaka constant-pulverizer
(
ax± c

b
= y

)
sthūla(māna) approximate (value)
sphuṭakuṭṭaka kuṭṭaka problems having dif-

ferent dividends and addi-
tives but the same divisor(
a1x± c1

b
= y,

a2x± c2

b
= y

)
sva positive
svagata square
svabhāgānu-
bandha

the class of fractions in association
with fractions

h
hati product
hara division, divisor, denominator
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haraṇa division
hāni negative, subtraction
hāra division, divisor, denominator
hārotpatti removing common factors of frac-

tions
hīnavargajāti problems whereof squares of frac-

tions diminished by integers, and the
numerical value of the known quan-
tity is known

hṛti division
hṛdaya radius
hṛdayarajju radius
hṛdayalamba the perpendiculars dropped from the

center of the circle to the sides of the
quadrilateral inscribed

hrasva the lesser root of the indeterminate
equation of the second degree

hrāsa subtraction, decrease


